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Abstract 
This thesis provides a `proof-of-concept' prototype and a design architecture for a 
Object Oriented (00) database towards the development of a Decision Support 
System (DSS) for the national freight transport planning problem. Both governments 
and industry require a Strategic Planning Extranet Decision Support System 
(SPEDSS) for their effective management of the national Freight Transport Networks 
(FTN). 
This thesis addresses the three key problems for the development of a SPEDSS to 
facilitate national strategic freight planning: 1) scope and scale of data available and 
required; 2) scope and scale of existing models; and 3) construction of the software. 
The research approach taken embodies systems thinking and includes the use of: 
Object Oriented Analysis and Design (OOA/D) for problem encapsulation and 
database design; artificial neural network (and proposed rule extraction) for 
knowledge acquisition of the United States FTN data set; and an iterative Object 
Oriented (00) software design for the development of a `proof-of-concept' 
prototype. The research findings demonstrate that an 00 approach along with the use 
of 00 methodologies and technologies coupled with artificial neural networks 
(ANNs) offers a robust and flexible methodology for the analysis of the FTN problem 
domain and the design architecture of an Extranet based SPEDSS. 
The objectives of this research were to: 1) identify and analyse current problems and 
proposed solutions facing industry and governments in strategic transportation 
planning; 2) determine the functional requirements of an FTN SPEDSS; 3) perform a 
feasibility analysis for building a FTN SPEDSS `proof-of-concept' prototype and 
(00) database design; 4) develop a methodology for a national `internet-enabled' 
SPEDSS model and database; 5) construct a `proof-of-concept' prototype for a 
SPEDSS encapsulating identified user requirements; 6) develop a methodology to 
resolve the issue of the scale of data and data knowledge acquisition which would act 
as the `intelligence' within a SPDSS; 7) implement the data methodology using 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) towards the validation of it; and 8) make 
recommendations for national freight transportation strategic planning and further 
research required to fulfil the needs of governments and industry. 
This thesis includes: an 00 database design for encapsulation of the FTN; an 
`internet-enabled' Dynamic Modelling Methodology (DMM) for the virtual 
modelling of the FTNs; a Unified Modelling Language (UML) `proof-of-concept' 
prototype; and conclusions and recommendations for further collaborative research 
are identified. 
Keywords: strategic, transport networks, planning, modelling, freight, logistics, object 
oriented, artificial neural networks, unified modelling language, 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
It is well known that Systems Theory can be readily practised on `small' closed 
systems (Von Bertalanffy, 1968). But the theory is of limited application for very 
large open systems, where the financial cost of evaluating, measuring and studying 
the vast components, sub-systems and systems would be astronomical. Furthermore, 
the increasing complexity and rapid variability over time makes the task enormous in 
terms of person-years required to even collect the data. 
This thesis illustrates a possibility for incorporating Systems Theory within the 
definitions for the freight transport planning problem and solution. It is based on 
multi-disciplinary research conducted with the aid of the Internet, virtual libraries, 
electronic discussion groups and of course conventional information sources and 
research techniques. 
The thesis attempts to capture and explain the author's exploration of an existing 
Freight Transport Network (FTN) and its strategic planning issues. The US was 
chosen as a case study due to the availability of data sets. The focus of the research is 
on a national FTN Strategic Planning Decision Support System (SPDSS) and the 
problems of building it. The three key problems addressed for the development of a 
SPDSS to facilitate national strategic freight planning include: 1) the scope and scale 
of data; 2) the scope and scale of existing models; and 3) the construction of the 
software. The research offers new knowledge of the FTN characteristics along with a 
`proof-of-concept' prototype for encapsulating the real-world FTN at any level of 
abstraction level. The problems addressed within this thesis are the functionality 
requirements and the development of an extranet-based FTN SPDSS `proof-of- 
concept' prototype to address the key national planning problems facing governments 
Rudolph M. M. (Dec. 1998), "National Freight Transport Planning: Towards a Strategic 
Planning Extranet Decision Support System (SPEDSS)", PhD Thesis, Loughborough 
University, UK. 
and industry. The research approach taken embodies systems thinking and includes 
the use of Object Oriented Analysis and Design (OOA/D) for problem encapsulation 
and database design, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) (and rule extraction) for 
knowledge acquisition of a FTN data set (the United States transport network), and an 
iterative Object Oriented (00) software development for the development of the 
`proof-of-concept' prototype. 
While the primary audience for this research are transport specialists and government 
planners, the research also acts to fill a gap in logistics and manufacturing supply 
chain management research. 
Although this research does not offer a tangible `product' that can be readily installed 
onto a computer for immediate use, it does provide the foundation and methodology 
for the development of an SPDSS. 
1.1 Aims and Objectives 
The origins of this research reside within the following question that currently faces 
industry and government transport planners: 
How can government and industry develop a transport network that facilitates 
the movements of freight in an 'optimal' way? Where 'optimal' means 
balancing the distribution of economic benefits, access to travel for its 
citizens, ensuring economic competitiveness and sustainability of natural and 
economic resources for fu' ture generations (OECD, 1992). 
The ports industry presents a useful example of how management teams have 
struggled with this question around the world. In North America, management teams 
have attempted to differentiate their `ports' through lower transport costs and 
increased services. In particular Vancouver, Anchorage (Alaska), Seattle and 
Montreal (to name a few) have attempted to distinguish themselves as `global' hubs 
due to their `Free Trade Zone' (FTZ) status and `logistics' facilities (i. e. warehouses, 
light assembly areas, manufacturing parks) (Prentice and Rudolph, 1994). 
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In the case of Anchorage, there remains a strong financial argument for its role as a 
`global' hub. Anchorage, due to its geographical location has relatively short 
connections to Europe, Asia and Australia thus total transport cost are reduced 
depending on the type of goods. In the case of Vancouver, the transport cost savings 
are less apparent and management have `marketed' their port as a manufacturing 
friendly `logistics centre' through `seamless' mode transfers and warehousing 
(Prentice and Rudolph, 1994). However, in both the USA and Canada, there is no 
evidence of an analysis of the entire FTN (including all modes, ports, paths etc. ) 
having been undertaken by either government or industrial agencies. 
The original goal of this research was to investigate and determine the most suitable 
tools and methods for performing a strategic analysis of the FTN. Further, an 
investigation into tools and methods that facilitate the development and testing of 
transport policy prior to its implementation was also deemed desirable. 
However, as no tool/ model was available it was decided that the research should 
focus on the development of a `proof-of-concept' prototype that was capable of 
performing national strategic analysis and policy testing (through scenarios of an 
FTN). In this light, the objectives of this research were also re-focused, as follows: 
1. to identify current transport (integrated supply chain) problems and solutions being 
used by industry and government's around the world (Chapter 2); 
2. to determine the requirements of an FTN SPEDSS (Chapter 2 and 3); 
3. to perform a feasibility analysis for building a FTN SPEDSS `proof-of-concept' 
prototype and database design (Chapter 3); 
4. to develop a methodology for a national Internet-enabled SPEDSS model and 
database (Chapter 4); 
5. to construct a prototype to the elaboration stage (Chapter 5), 
6. to develop a methodology to address the `data scalability problems'(Chapter 4 and 
6); 
7. to demonstrate the data scalability methodology using Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANNs) on data subsets for road transport (Chapter 6); and 
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8. to report conclusions and findings from the research and make recommendations 
for further research (Chapter 7) 
1.2 Research Methodology, Methods and Tools 
This section provides a summary of the research process which was employed and the 
lessons learned from it. It also offers a brief explanation of the research 
methodology, methods and tools used to investigate the basic question posed by the 
OECD and the research objectives as set down in the previous Section (1.1. ). 
The research methodology used to govern the overall approach was based upon 
Systems Theory. A Systems approach offers the following methodological steps 
which are also requirements for both strategic planning and robust software 
development: 
" abstraction - simulating a `view' of the real world 
" encapsulation - capturing simplicities and complexities 
" dynamic interaction - inter and intra relationships between all entities 
" inheritance - knowledge acquisition through the data captured from observations of 
the real world (Von Bertalanffy, 1973, Booch and Rumbaugh, 1995; Rao and Rao, 
1993). 
Broadly, the research was conducted using contemporary research tools and methods' 
including: 1) a literature review using library catalogues and the World Wide Web 
(WWW); 2) data capture (via the WWW); 3) data analyses using the Object 
Oriented Methodology (OOM) - the We facto' industry standard (see Chapter 3,4 and 
5); and 4) model analyses using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) (see Chapter 3 
and Appendix 3 for a detailed description of the process undertaken)". 
It is important to capture the significance of the research using the WWW (hereafter 
referred to as the Internet). The Internet provided the opportunity to identify and 
collect information quickly, data and knowledge that would ordinarily be impossible 
for a single researcher to identify. The challenge of the Internet as a research tool is 
4 
paradoxically what also makes it an essential tool for this research project, i. e. the 
Internet facilitates the exchange of enormous amounts of data and information. 
Research using the Internet involved a step-change in the development of research 
skills. Specifically, it was found that: 
1. the top 5 transport servers"' provide: a) advanced Boolean query tools using key 
words that narrow the search area significantly more than standard key word 
search tools; b) (mostly) free transport data and research papers; and c) a high level 
of detail on their web pages (that can be printed directly using the browser); 
2. the top 3 government' web sites provide a breadth and depth of transport data and 
information; 
3. virtual yellow pages" for company information; 
4. professional associations" for corporate and product information; and 
5. on-line inventories of publishers" for advanced copies of books and trend analysis 
of publications. 
After a six month period of Internet research supported by library catalogues, it was 
determined that there was no national strategic planning transport model within 
Canada or the USA. Therefore, the research area was broadened to include Europe 
and an investigation into commercial software solutions. This research revealed two 
key findings: 
1. commercial Geographical Information System (GIS) software such as ArcView 
and Maplnfo are increasingly being used by metropolitan, county and state 
transport planners for tactical and strategic transport analysis; and 
2. a national level model with limited transport modes and analysis capabilities was 
found in the Netherlands. 
It was concluded that the re-use of the Netherlands Model (PACE-FORWARD) or an 
existing GIS tool with transport related modules for a Canadian or American case 
study would be inappropriate. However, lessons could be learned from the 
Netherlands model and the GIS could act as a user interface to a `new' model. 
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Further, the Netherlands model illustrated that the analysis of government policies 
using scenarios within PACE-FORWARD were instrumental in `weaning out' 
ineffective policy and providing an estimate of the consequences of policy choices 
Therefore, it was determined to focus the research on the design for a national 
strategic planning model to facilitate strategic analysis of the network and 
government policy. (Section 7.6 provides insights into how this research can facilitate 
transport policy analysis and development. ) 
1.3 The Next Chapters 
This chapter provides the reader with a brief description of the scope of this thesis. 
Within Chapter 2 the question: The Transport Industry - Bottle Neck or Optimisation 
Opportunity? is answered to illustrate the dynamic solutions being implemented 
within industry and their limitations. The solutions discussed may be loosely referred 
to as `logistics' management practices which currently govern the use and 
development of the FTN. Chapter 2 lays the foundation for Chapter 3 which answers 
the question: How feasible is a national FTN SPDSS? The chapter summarises the 
requirements for and the availability of modelling/ simulation solutions for strategic 
planning within the freight transport industry. 
Chapter 4 outlines a novel Dynamic Modelling Methodology (DMM) for the 
construction of a `proof-of concept' prototype for a FTN SPEDSS 
Chapter 5 presents the second generation prototype and the ninth generation 00 
generic database design for an FTN. Further, a comparative evaluation between the 
generic database design with that of the US data set is completed capturing the future 
data requirements for a full-scale FTN SPDSS for the United States. 
Chapter 6 presents the FTN knowledge acquisition through the use of ANN 
Specifically, the two primary objectives that are answered within this work are: 
9 The freight transport network may be defined and encapsulated using 
Object-Oriented Methodology and Analysis (OOM/A); and 
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" The similarities within the data at different abstraction levels are scaleable 
and can be determined using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and rule 
extraction. 
The answers to these questions provide the reader with `new' knowledge on the key 
characteristics of the FTN and its entity relationships. 
Chapter 7 summarises the findings, conclusions and contributions of the research. 
Finally, it provides recommendations for further research. 
Having described the scope of this thesis, there are a number of limitations which 
need to be considered before proceeding. Above all, this thesis is not a definitive 
book on transport and logistics modelling, nor is it a manual for solving national 
freight transport network problems. The author's view is that this thesis illustrates a 
methodology that is compatible with government and industry management practices 
for national strategic planning. Further, it offers a new and more detailed description 
of the FTN through the application of Systems Theory. But, most importantly, this 
thesis illustrates the potential of powerful new tools such as ANNs, OOAID, expert 
rules and Unified Methodology using Rational Rose (commercial software) for 
software development driven by the transport specialist with a minimum of 
programming experience, and how they may be applied to transport. 
The research tools and methods used to conduct this research are summarised within the 
table below. 
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Tools Methods (application of tools) 
Outline services: BIDS, OPAC, literature research 
Virtual Libraries and email groups- 
Internet/ VWVW 
literature research and knowledge sharing 
Internet/ WWW data collection via the Internet 
object-oriented analysis and design encapsulation of the FTN problem domain 
database design 
UML Rose (commercial software) prototype development for strategic planning software 
Maplnfo - spatial relational database 
(commercial software) 
representation and 
maps and relational database queries 
Excel (commercial software) representation of data 
pre-processing of data 
'Expert Judgement' pre-processing of data 
C++ Filter programme pre-processing of data 
NNHinde programme data analysis 
generation of expert rules 
capture key variables of FTN entities 
Table Tools and Methods Utilised in this Research 
AHP was used to analyse 115 transport models. AHP offered a reasonable method to 
compare numerous models that had significant variations. 
"` Top 5 Transport servers/engines: 
Princeton University <http: //www. princeton. edu> 
Edinburgh University <http: //www. edinburgh. ac. uk> 
Harvard University <http: //www. harvard. edu> 
University of British Columbia <http: //www. islandnet. com/-iitman/> 
University of Cologne <http: //www. rrz. uni-koeln. de/math-nat- 
fak/geo m et/m etep/W itrak? engwitrak. htm l> 
`V Top 3 Government transport sites: 
US Bureau of Transportation <http: //www. bts. gov> 
US CIA <http: //www. cia. gov> 
Government of Denmark <http: //www. eea. dk/> 
"Virtual yellow Pages: Big yellow <http: //www. bigyellow. com> 
" Top Professional associations: 
IEEE <http: //www. ieee. org> 
Chartered Institute of Transport (CIT) <http: //www. citrans. org. uk> 
"" Publishers 
Addison Wesley Longman <http: //www. awl. com> 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press <http: //www-mitpress. mit. edu> 
Macmillan <http: //www. macmillan. com> 
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Chapter 2 
Growth of Logistics Management 
Practices 
This chapter describes today's problems and solutions of the FTN problem domain. A 
discussion is offered on the developments of management practices used by the 
manufacturing and transport industries and governments. The focus is on the 
problems of strategic management of the FTN. Equally important is what this chapter 
is not. No new survey has been conducted by this researcher, instead key surveys 
performed by KPMG (1997), OECD (1992), Bourton Group Survey (Waller, 1997), 
University of Copenhagen 1990-1997 (Magill, 1997), Conspectus Reports (36 
surveys) (Prime Marketing Publications 1996-1998), and Bartam (1997) are utilised 
along with conventional and virtual literature research. The surveys chosen have 
captured the primary questions to provide the reader with an understanding of the FTN 
problem domain. The collection of timely and relevant surveys have also captured the 
current status of logistics management practices (also known as manufacturing supply 
chains). The combination of the findings from these surveys has resulted in a broader 
view of industry practices through a larger sample population and a wider range of 
questions. However, as expected, a direct comparison between surveys can not be 
performed due to differing formats and questions although this is viewed as an 
insignificant limitation. 
2.1 Introduction 
Production to order, just-in-time (JIT), MRP 11W, Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP), global sourcing and supply chains' are permeating through production 
processes around the world (Storey, 1994; Kalpakjian, 1989; Sussams, 1995; Cooper 
et al, 1991). Optimisation of each manufacturer's internal process is re-focusing 
attention on transportation, to achieve overall enterprise manufacturing optimisation. 
Driving these manufacturing changes is the need to achieve the lowest possible costs 
from sourcing of materials, to delivery to the customer (Reynolds-Feighan, 1994: 
Rudolph M. M. (Dec. 1998), "National Freight Transport Planning: Towards a Strategic 
Planning Extranet Decision Support System (SPEDSS)", PhD Thesis, Loughborough 
University I iK 9 
Towill, 1992; OECD, 1992; Sussams, 1995). The quest for lower production costs has 
resulted in more complex and lengthy supply chains with more time consuming and 
costly transportation. Increasing globalisation of both the manufacturing industry and 
product markets, coupled with increasing consumer demand for quality and readily 
available goods, has meant that industry leaders, primarily in automotive and 
supermarket food manufacture, must look at transportation as a product of both 
`time' and `quality' for the movement of goods and information (Kanter, 1995; 
Belasco, 1990; Storey, 1994; OECD, 1992; Sussams, 1995; Jordan, 1995). 
In response, the transportation industry's solutions are predominantly (operationally 
or tactically) focused on efficiency with a very recent strategic focus on subsystem 
efficiency towards optimisation. The solutions have included: 1) transportation 
outsourcing; 2) one-stop-shopping; 3) vehicle tracking on-line via the Internet; and 4) 
global supply chain integration towards optimisation (Brookes et al 1994; Chisholm, 
1992; Cooper et al, 1994; Foyer, 1995; Nelms, 1995; KPMG and University of 
Tennessee, 1996). Industry commonly refers to these solutions as `logistics'. 
Logistics is defined as a business planning framework for the management of supply 
and delivery chains, starting with the sources of components or raw materials and 
ending with the delivery. It relates to the transport, storage and associated 
information flows to the end destination of finished products. Both material and 
information flow in both directions in a continuous manner (OECD, 1992; Cooper et 
al, 1991; Sussams, 1995; Bianco, 1987). 
Government solutions have usually involved plans to build new infrastructure to 
accommodate the longer transportation trips, congestion, and air pollutants derived 
from the need to move goods (Rudolph, 1997). However, strategic planning is 
difficult because of the development time frames (20 years for larger projects), and 
uncertainty in government elections, economics, social demands and the ever 
changing industrial demands. Furthermore, the complexity and the scale of the 
national FTN makes it extremely difficult to have an overall knowledge of usage and 
network configuration. The challenge for government is to develop a better 
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knowledge of the freight transport network so that alternatives can be determined and 
tested. 
2.2 Defining the Freight Transport Network Problem Domain 
The integrated components of today's FTN can be analysed using an internal view of 
a two layer generic FTN model (Figure 2.1). The model consists of two functional 
layers: the `variable system' and the `fixed infrastructure system' 
The planning and decision activities of the `variable system' and the `fixed 
infrastructure system' follow complex patterns having variable time scales (e. g. 
demand patterns, information technology solutions, infrastructure developments) 
which result in `noisy' system fluctuations. 
The FTN model resides within a spatial environment including: urban areas, 
provinces or regions, countries or states, continents, and inter-continental or global 
levels. Furthermore, FTN complexity is deepened by an asymmetry of coverage of 
zones by the overlap between or absence of transport modes. 
Additionally, a fluctuating socio-economic environment exists, (e. g. transport policy, 
import/export policy, environmental policy and regional economic policy), 
encompassing and shaping the FTN. 
The `variable system' is defined as having four main sub-systems: demand/supply, 
material flow, transport operations, and information flow 
The demand/supply sub-. system represents the demand from all manufacturers, 
retailers, wholesalers and final end users for materials and goods. The demand is 
variable, based upon the type of goods and services. The nodes of this sub-system 
may be broadly defined as: raw materials, industrial suppliers, goods industry, 
services industry and the consumer market. The demand sub-system can be described 
and analysed using conventional economic and socio-economic variables and data 
such as: GNP, export/import statistics, trade and industry statistics, population, and 
geographical clustering patterns, etc. (OECD, 1992). 
The material flow sub-system includes the demand for the transfer of materials and 
goods. Within this sub-system the following nodes are included: storage, testing, 
assembly, display, cleaning, sampling, re-labelling, repackaging, repairing, 
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manipulating, processing, manufacturing and salvaging. Descriptive variables of the 
material flow sub-system may include: inventory size, inventory turnover, 
downstream inventory, shipment size, tonnes/year, volumetric weight/year, 
frequency, lead time, precision, flexibility and reliability (OECD, 1992; Towill, 1992, 
Tyler et al, 1988). 
The transportation operations sub-system activities involve the physical movement of 
freight. Freight is carried by load units such as: boxes, pallets, containers, inter-modal 
containers, and trailers. This sub-system consists of nodes that represent: each mode 
of transport, modal changes, trans-shipment, sorting, assembly, consolidation, and de- 
consolidation. The transportation sub-system can be described and analysed using the 
following variables: shipment size, volumetric weight/year, tonnes/year, inventory 
size, inventory turnover, lead time, lag time (congestion), costs (back hauls), socio- 
economic costs, unsatisfied trip demand, precision, and flexibility (OECD, 1992)- 
Tyler et al, 1987). 
The information flow sub-system is an integral component for planning and operation 
activities. Information flow involves the transfer of data from one component to 
another within any sub-system. Personal talk (facilitated by telecommunications 
infrastructure) between the sub-systems is the `glue' which holds operations together. 
Telecommunications infrastructure such as paper output, telephones, e-mail, faxing, 
and electronic data interchange (EDI) regulate the speed and flow of information. 
However, it should be remembered that information flow is also constrained by the 
perceived proprietary needs of a company or component of the sub-systems. 
Information flow can be described and analysed using the following variables- 
volume/year, number of units/year, accuracy, lead time, lag time, reliability, and costs 
(human resources versus capital investment, and operations and maintenance) 
(Hepworth, 1992). 
The `fixed infrastructure system' can be defined as physical infrastructure, guideways 
and interchanges, including: roads and intersections, rail track and switches, sea 
passages and harbours, air corridors and airports, and pipelines and terminals. 
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Examples of the management of physical infrastructure are: limits on vehicle loads, 
sizes and speeds, other traffic regulations, traffic control, and allocation of the limited 
capacity by queuing time in congested areas, priorities, users, infrastructure changes 
and traffic restrictions (OECD, 1992). The fixed infrastructure system supplies both 
time and space for the movement of freight. The system may be described with the 
following characteristics: movements/hour, trip time, reliability, hours of delay, 
volume of freight/hour, unsatisfied trip demand, expense/unit of volumetric weight, 
expense/tonne, revenue/unit of volumetric weight, and revenue/tonne/kilometres. 
The above detailed definition is useful for communication and understanding about 
the broad definition of a FTN. However, to encapsulate the problem domain within a 
simulation/model requires a deeper understanding of the primary components/ entities 
and their key characteristics. The author contends that such detailed information has 
not yet been compiled. Specifically, three primary areas have gaps in available 
knowledge and thus are viewed as key problem areas that need to be addressed before 
a SPDSS solution can be developed. Broadly, with reference to the United States the 
problem areas are. 
1. Data scalability - Several billion data points exist for the US FTN which require 
storage and computational power. Further, these data points have been collected 
from existing decentralised and fragmented data sets which are largely made up of 
management performance indicators instead of network or system parameter 
values. Thus the data sets may or may not capture the FTN. 
2. Models - Existing models are focused on small fragmented problems concerning 
the passenger transportation system. No model was found that captured a 
complete national or even regional level model of either the passenger or freight 
transport networks. Knowledge acquisition through the evaluation of these models 
is required. 
3. SPDSS - Software based DSSs exist within many disciplines, however they are 
limited to a specific piece of the overall FTN e. g. the US economic model based 
on input/output analysis. Knowledge acquisition through the evaluation of these 
DSSs is required. 
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2.3 Synopsis of the Evolution of Logistics Principles 
Since the 1950's, both transport and manufacturing management practices and theory 
have gone through stepped changes towards `logistics management'. (Appendix 1 
offers a brief overview of the history of strategic management practices and theory 
applicable to the FTN. ) These changes loosely follow the `theory of evolution' where 
the development of more complicated forms of life comes from earlier and simpler 
forms (Hornby, 1974). Today's logistics management, governing a combination of 
technology, resources and people, has developed from two primary management 
practices i. e. production management and physical distribution. Its evolution can be 
defined by the following four steps that have already occurred and two proposed 
future steps: 
1. materials management and physical distribution; 
2. logistics business process (referred to as logistics); 
3. advanced logistics; 
4. integrated logistics (referred to as integration or ERP); 
5. system integration logistics; and 
6. global network logistics (Rudolph, 1997). 
Customer/ Physical 
End user Transportation 11 Production Distribution/Transport 
independent component 
efficiency i. e. production 
process, distribution 
.............................................................................. 
Internal to production process 
Customer/ 
Production End user Transportation 
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Figure 2.2 Evolution of Logistics Management 
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The first and significant type of logistics consists of materials management and 
physical distribution. Materials management according to La Londe and others 
(1985) and Bianco (1987) involves the planning and organisation focus of efficient 
use of materials beginning with `raw materials, sub-assemblies, manufactured parts 
and packing materials', as inputs into `goods in process inventories', from there 
Physical Distribution Management (PDM) begins'. PDM involves the efficient 
deployment and utilisation of transportation resources to facilitate the movement of 
finished goods from the production plant to the final customer. Both management 
philosophies were centred on `efficient use of resources' within the separate 
departments "'. However, conflicts arose such as the classical example of the 
production department using a production run that resulted in small batches of 
finished goods (meeting the specific customer demands), while the transportation 
department attempted to maximise its vehicle loads while minimising its route costs 
which meant small loads were left waiting until there was enough to make up an 
optimal vehicle load. Thus, conflicts arose in getting the product completed and 
delivered at the right time and place to the customer. 
The second type is the logistics business process involving the integration of the 
production process (materials management) and transportation process with the 
objective of overall efficiency. To achieve these goals industry is (still) utilising 
restructuring, reorganisation (including new span of control) and outsourcing of 
transportation or other non-core activities often with multiple contractors. 
The third type is the advanced logistic business process involving the same span of 
control as logistics but with an intense focus on the transportation-production 
interface to achieve maximum efficiency gains. Cost savings resulting from fewer 
contracts, timely sharing of all relevant proprietary information (flow in both 
directions) with contractors, information technology system upgrades and integration 
with contractors, higher efficiency and improved customer service targets, have been 
the trends towards achieving greater efficiency in transportation-production interfaces 
and relationships. Further drives towards greater production efficiency are being 
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pushed with technological advancements. While improving customer service requires 
timeliness and reliability of delivery coupled with the concept of one-stop-shopping. 
One-stop shopping is a marketed service whereby the customer deals with a single 
company who may offer all or some of the following: physical transportation, storage, 
sorting, labelling, packaging, finance, and administration services (Bowman, 1994, 
OECD, 1992; Foyer, 1995). 
The fourth type is enterprise integration logistics (companies such as Federal Express, 
UPS and DHL are commonly called Integrators) involving the use of advanced 
technology (e. g. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Electronic Point Of Sale (EPOS), 
electronic commerce) and tools to provide a `seamless' enhanced customer service 
within a global market. Integrated global transportation service networks are 
formulated through close vendor partnerships to provide guaranteed door-to-door 
delivery of express (overnight) parcels. One-stop-shopping is taken further to include 
light assembly and manufacturing in optimal locations closer to the demand market 
thereby reacting quickly to small changes in market demands and regulations. 
Further, increased timeliness and reliability targets are being met through the 
utilisation of real-time vehicle tracking and route planning using Global Positioning 
Satellite Systems (GPSS); on-line tracking of parcels with shipper and receiver access 
to `real-time' information via the Internet. Efficiency gains in vehicle routing, errors 
in delivery, customer service queries, and JIT production are being achieved by 
leading companies. Enterprise integration logistics is striving towards an 
optimisation of the transportation-production process within a company on an 
international scale. 
The author proposes that the conditions for the next evolutionary `logistics' 
management steps are already identifiable and will be: (1) system integration 
logistics and (2) global network logistics. These are described in the table below. 
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System Integration Logistics Global Network Logistics 
" BPR incorporating ERP with manufacturers and their " economics - global 
partners " companies - global or a 
" global vehicle tracking and parcel tracking partnership serving a global 
" use of Internet, e-commerce, virtual business teams and enterprise 
processes " global system of green 
" reduced customs requirements through free trade areas/ credits and trading 
agreements " trading block models 
" real-time traffic and environment data and information (e. g. " national dynamic real-time 
US) via the tv/Internet models 
" green credits and trading (green/gold accounting) " national government planning 
" on-board diagnostics utilising the WWW real time 
" GPS - vehicle and package tracking model of transport and other 
" virtual business process i. e. tracking, ordering, marketing systems 
and sales " virtual businesses, shopping, 
" vehicle re-design, new engine technology management 
" new road surfaces for noise and wear reduction " virtual operational, tactical 
" telematics, intelligent transport systems (ITS) and strategic planning 
" sharing of proprietary information between global partners " real-time implementation 
" closer collaboration between industry and government monitoring via the VVWW 
" national models and stand alone models " models of free trading areas 
" models for tactical and strategic planning at the national on the Internet e. g. EC rail 
level corridors 
" agile manufacturing 
" virtual businesses 
" automated factories 
Table 2.1 Future Evolutionary Steps of Logistics 
Systems integration logistics will involve independent efforts by governments and 
industries to achieve balanced sustainable business practices. Specifically, systems 
integration logistics will involve (1) national strategic planning and implementation 
by governments and (2) enterprise optimisation through global corporate planning (an 
extension of ERP). National plans will encompass: the natural environment along 
with its usage and man-made affects; socio-economic environment; economic 
environment; and society's cultural environment with the goal of sustainability of 
quality of human life. Many techniques and tools will be utilised including: function 
re-evaluation of transport infrastructure with alternative solutions through models and 
simulations; environmental policy and regulation with specific limits on usage and 
pollutant generation through international green/gold credit system; and re-evaluation 
of the global corporate enterprise through modelling, simulation and management 
practices. More specifically, transport companies will optimally mix current and 
future technology and models such as. EDI, electronic currency, GPS, Internet, 
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vehicle tracking, on-board diagnostics, vehicle re-design, new engine technology, 
new road surfaces for noise and wear reduction, and telematics. Manufacturing 
companies will optimally assign its resources to new manufacturing strategies 
involving technologically focused solutions such as. agile manufacturing, virtual 
businesses, automated factories, and advances in research and development. 
The second proposed growth in logistics is global network logistics involving 
countries extending their planning area to include their trading block partners (i. e. 
connectivity of transport and manufacturing environments) towards first, efficiency 
and then sustainable optimisation. This will involve: policies for environment and 
operations capacity credits and trading laws; full green-gold crediting; replacement of 
non-renewable resources within operations capacity for renewable resources; and 
trade block modelling. For corporate enterprises, the focus will become global 
specialisation involving the development of focused expertise units applied to a global 
market with partnerships and alliances to broaden the product range to provide a `one- 
stop-solution' for the customer regardless of where in the world that customer resides. 
Global network logistics will be the practice of sustainability on a global scale. To 
reach the global network logistics stage, `real-time' modelling/ simulation, 
implementation and evaluation (real-world consequences) must be achieved. 
Increasingly, we are seeing multi-national and multi-discplinary research projects 
which are focusing on solutions for individual problems that once combined will 
provide a `theoretic' solution to globalised management. Simultaneously, 
information technology (IT) is being utilised by industry, government and researchers 
to implement these problem solutions. Therefore, it can be seen that the growth of 
theory and practice through IT is rapidly progressing in parallel. 
2.4 Analysis of (Macro) Industry and Government Trends in Logistics 
Management Practices 
Today's industry is a mixture of `advanced logistics' practices by industrial leaders 
and `logistics' by middle market share holders. A broad overview of the three global 
leaders, Japan, Europe and North America, shows that the two key elements of 
strategic manufacturing management are differentiation by innovation and or quality 
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The figure below, illustrated by Storey (1994), shows both position and the direction 
that Japan, USA and Europe are taking. 
Figure 2.3 Characterisations of Macro National Manufacturing Management 
Strategies for the 1990s 
Source: Storey, 1994 
It can be said that Japan is leading with its success at achieving high quality as 
required by an ever demanding market place. Furthermore, Japan is utilising 
advances in technology and research to build on their reputation for quality by 
providing the most advanced products available on the market, predominately in 
electronics, computers (hardware), information technology and automobiles. 
The leading companies within Japan, USA and Europe are employing advanced 
logistics management practices to focus on enterprise efficiency. This brings rewards 
such as cost savings from zero waste of resources while maximising its revenues 
within the market place through specialisation, thereby creating a very cost effective 
`product/ company' identity that the market can readily identify. To achieve these 
strategic goals, a myriad of management practices and techniques are used with each 
company having its own particular recipe dictating how much of what is or is not 
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used. The figure below illustrates the `most commonly' used management principles 
within logistics management. 
Management Goal: 
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Technolo 
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and transport Physical Movement/ flow of goods 
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Figure 2.4 Evaluation of Industry' Practices in Logistics Management 
Sources: Storey", 1994, Logistics Europev' ", 1997; Browne and Allen, 1997 
Figure 2.4 defines industry's use of logistics management principles by the level of 
technology and information and the extent of physical movement/flow of goods 
which are the primary entities within logistics management. The bottom-left quadrant 
indicates a low technology/information level and a localised transport distribution i. e. 
national companies. Furthermore, the quadrant indicates a management goal of 
process efficiency which characterises the middle-ranking corporations. 
The top-left quadrant indicates a high level of technology/ information within a 
localised transport distribution i. e. national corporate leader. Further, the quadrant 
indicates that the company has reached its strategic goals of process efficiency within 
its national environment. 
The bottom-right quadrant indicates a low technology/information level but 
companies operate within an international environment and may have a multi-national 
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corporate status. Further, the successful mix of the management practices within this 
quadrant indicates a multi-national corporation as an international leader. 
The top-right quadrant indicates a high level of technology/ information as well as a 
more global environment. These multi-national leaders are focusing on becoming 
global corporations in scale and scope and are moving towards enterprise 
optimisation. Their successful mix of the management practices learned previously 
and will not guarantee success. Increasingly, external factors and pressures such as 
the socio-economic, political and environment are being regulated and put into law by 
governments committed to sustainability. For a global enterprise to develop and 
survive its corporate strategic goals must include environmental, socio-economic and 
political factors. 
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1ý1 
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r figure 2.5 Industry Leaders using logistics ivianagement rracuces 
Sources: compiled from Logistics Europe, 1997, Cunningham, 1997 and 
Davis, Winter 1997 
The figure above shows a small sample of companies that are recognised to be 
following logistics management practices and are within the top 500 corporations 
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The placement of each company within a quadrant is based upon their publicly 
reported performance and review of the literature. The industries targeted were 
transport, automotive, food manufacturing, and supermarket retailers as these are the 
identified leading industries in terms of logistics management. Significantly, the 
companies, shown in figure 2.5, are seen to be following these management trends: 1) 
mergers and alliances to increase their size and `global mix'; 2) focus on acquiring 
global market share; and 3) focus on core-competencies coupled with increasing 
contracting-out. But, have these companies achieved their strategic goal of process 
enterprise efficiency? An earlier study on logistics efficiency was reported by Cooper 
et al (1994) which evaluated this question and provided an efficiency ranking of 
companies grouped by country. The table below summarises the findings by Cooper 
et al (1994). 
Country Logistical Efficiency Score 
(LES) 
Rank Order 
(1 = most efficient) 
Netherlands 2.7 1 
UK 1.8 2 
Spain 1.6 3 
France 1.4 4 
West Germany 1.1 5 
USA 0.8 6 
Table 2.2 Logistical Efficiency Score for Companies According to Country of Origin 
Source: Cooper et al , 
1994. 
Only countries with five or more companies represented in the survey sample were included in the 
analysis. 
b The Logistical Efficiency Score (LES) is calculated for each country according to LES = ES/ EW 
(see appendix within source). 
The results show that companies within The Netherlands are closer to achieving their 
strategic goals of enterprise and process efficiency through logistics principles and 
practices. However, one must ask: "If there is a correlation between the strategic 
success of Dutch enterprises and The Netherlands government's national 
transportation and environment planning and polices? ". Unfortunately, no known 
research on this question has been completed. However, it is reasonable to assume 
that their government policies have had an impact although it may not be measurable. 
Although Japan was not included within the Cooper (1992) study, the literature 
reveals that Japan has a very high level of logistics. Further, Japan is more mature in 
ýj 
its usage of advanced manufacturing and supply chain management techniques. The 
findings of a more recent Logistics Benchmarking Survey of 360 logistics business 
professionals conducted by KPMG and the University of Tennessee (1996) continues 
to show that efficiency has not yet been achieved. 
The figure below illustrates the key targets for efficiency improvements as reported in 
the KPMG (1997) study. The increase in emphasis on information technologies is a 
significant shift towards advanced logistics. 
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Figure 2.6 Greatest Logistics Issues (in percent) 
Source: KPMG and University of Tennessee, 1996 
Therefore, it can be seen that industry continues to try to achieve its strategic goal of 
process efficiency (logistics and advanced logistics) while simultaneously becoming 
aware of its position within the global market. Further, a small number of companies 
are focusing on globalisation (through alliances and mergers) of their enterprise and 
enterprise efficiency (enterprise integration logistics/ERP). 
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Through a review of the literature and `current' logistics benchmarking studies and 
surveys, it is concluded that industry continues to talk about a strategic goal of 
efficiency. However, the management of an FTN is performed by both industry and 
government. Therefore, we must ask the question: What are the strategic goals of 
governments for the FTN? 
According to the OECD (1992), governments have been focusing on a strategic goal 
of `sustainability'"'. Indeed, the United Nations, since the 1970's has provided a 
platform for `world' environmental conferences with basic principles and targets 
being agreed by the attendees. However, the agreements are voluntary and the UN 
has no authority to enforce the agreed principles. In fact, key economic powers such 
as the US have had difficulties in achieving even the modest targets agreed to at each 
international conference due to the pressures of financial economics as campaigned 
by their industry leaders. Subtly western governments have made strides through 
some regulation and laws that are largely targeted at the end-consumer of a good or 
service such as toll roads, congestion pricing, vehicle taxes, gasoline taxes etc. 
However, in terms of understanding their individual national transport networks and 
the environments that they reside in only two western one governments can claim to 
have been proactive and productive in their efforts. Both The Netherlands and 
Denmark have made strides in national policy and in the case of the Netherlands a 
national planning models (one-off application). Nonetheless, the principles if not the 
actions are sound and research continues towards proving the factual evidence for 
taking appropriate national and `global' sustainable management practices. 
It is also significant to note the dramatic contrast between western governments and 
that, say of China. While the West is making small efforts towards achieving 
sustainability through transport and environment polices, China has chosen to view 
private vehicle ownership as a sign of growth and `world' status. 
It is viewed that `sustainability' and `optimisation' of industrial processes and 
enterprises (i. e. advanced logistics) are indeed compatible objectives towards the 
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achievement of: balancing of the eco-system, social, economic and cultural 'systems' 
towards a quality of life today, that does not detract from the quality of life of future 
generations. However, the continually changing `value' and priority of each of these 
objectives are the cause of on-going conflict between governments and industry (as 
well as their citizens! ). A summary of the evaluation of strategic transport planning 
is captured within the following two tables. 
Strategic Management Government Industry 
Steps 
1. Goals Sustainability Process or Enterprise Efficiency coupled 
with globalisation 
2. Environment Trends " globalisation driven by capitalism " globalisation driven by capitalism 
and Management " global economics " global economics 
Trends " turbulence due to conflict between " turbulence due to conflict between 
government (sustainability) and government (sustainability) and 
corporate (maximise profits) corporate (maximise profits) strategic 
strategic goals goals 
" UN agreements for targets " logistics; advanced logistics, enterprise 
" minimal national planning integration logistics 
3. Current Position in conflict with industry " industry leaders are becoming 'global' 
" no real success towards through partnerships and alliances 
sustainability 1) Japan, 2) USA and 3) Europe 
4. Specific Objectives 1) minimum disruption of ecological " maximise profits 
processes; 20% maximum " minimise costs 
conservation of materials and " optimally use of corporate resources 
energy; 3) a stated population " gain global market share 
where growth equals less; 4) a " compete with differentiation by quality 
social system in which the and innovation 
individual can enjoy rather than feel " become global in corporate size through 
restricted by the first three strategic and complimentary mergers 
conditions (Goldsmith, 1995) and alliances 
5. Plans to Complete ratification of 'global' agreements " individual corporate goals focusing on 
Objectives are prolonged and on-going with efficiency and profit maximisation 
little significant change 
6. Means of Testing a Netherlands have a one-off model " various business process models for 
Plan " Japan, UK, US do not have a manufacturing, limited models for 
national model transport 
Table 2.3 Summary of the Evaluation of Strategic Management of F"I'N 
Source: compiled from OECD, 1992 
The summary shows that the strategic management of freight transport networks is 
evolving but, for example in the UK the growth is very slow. Further, the boundaries 
of authority and responsibility for the development and implementation of 
management plans towards achieving `sustainability' and `optimisation' is continually 
being `negotiated'. For example, rail privatisation within the UK, has seen a sharp 
growth in profits for the companies with minimal investment in socio-economic (e. g. 
fare increasing and `customer service improvements' `void' days) and/or operational 
capacity (e. g. signal and rail network maintenance and improvements). 
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The following table offers a baseline indication of the status of logistics management 
practices by World leaders. 
Country Corporate Government Future Constraints 
Logistics Strategic 
efficiency Planning 
Netherlands high high difficulty in extending the model to incorporate all 
modes of transport; need to take the next step 
towards the development of a robust FTN model to 
achieve further efficiency and optimisation goals 
UK high low industry faces bottle necks due to lack of planning 
and models 
Japan high low industry faces bottle necks due to lack of planning 
and models 
US low low industry and the economy face growth constraints 
due to lack of transport operational capacity; 
planning and model required 
Table 2.4 Baseline of World Leaders in Logistics Management 
It was found that, for the most part, transport change has been driven by capitalist 
economics and corporate management practices. The following table captures the 
significant drivers of change and correlating industry management practices. 
,ý 
Drivers of Change Management Trends in Practices 
customer satisfaction and cost reduction (KPMG and information technology 
University of Tennessee, 1996) 
European cost savings (415-830 million ECU annually) outsourcing, vendor partnerships and information 
(Cooper et al, 1991; Logistics Europe, 1997) technology; full application of ECR concepts could 
generate cost savings worth the equivalent of 7.3% (or 
$42 billion) off final consumer prices; leading companies 
are targeting bottom-line improvements worth 30% 
tax and accounting regimes (Bursa, 1997) manufacturers subsidise the cost of their vehicles 
through buy-back deals and leasing arrangements 
time-to-market needs (Redmond, 1997) using warehouses as holding pens for goods in transit, 
full automation of storage and conversion of loading 
bays into stock consolidation areas 
flexible delivery and rapid response (Tulip, 1997; shared-user (transport) concept 
Waller, 1997; Bursa, 1997; Browne and Allen, 1997) 
agile manufacturing (Logistics Europe, 1997) demand-driven manufacturing instead of forecast driven 
retailer's control over food distribution networks towards (UK) small number of large national/ regional distribution 
a goal of efficiency (Browne and Allen, 1997) centers located along motorway corridors; centralisation 
cheap wages and booming trade (Martin and gradual move from manufacturing in Japan to Malaysia, 
Cunningham, 1997; Lewis, 1997) Bangladesh and Ukraine 
pace and requirement for information (Logistics Europe, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) - link of European 
1997; Fredholm, 1997) ports to Far East and US Ports; 
pilot project in Sweden to bring EDI to SME's 
efficiency goals/ gains (Waller, 1997) centralising distribution networks; standardising product 
ranges; introducing pan-European information and 
logistics systems; reduction of the number of logistics 
suppliers 
increasing revenues through 'new products' (Davis, Internet-based shopping and logistics schemes; 'time' as 
Winter 1997; Bianco, 19876; Harvard Business Review, a product 
1991) 
take advantage of larger market size and international pan-European distribution; market globalisation; 25% 
customer profile (de Pencier, Winter, 1996) annual increase in alliances (1990-1995); median life- 
span of an alliance is 7 years with 80%; cross-border 
mergers and alliances in manufacturing with inter-EC 
deals equalling 61%, North American deal equalling 17% 
and the Rest of the World equally 22% 
diminishing returns and reduced flexibility in-depth integration between modes and operators 
increasingly 'corporate' approach to business by development of 'multi-service' (corporate) logistics 
companies offering road freight transport services companies in Europe and elsewhere in the world: one- 
(Cooper et al, 1994) stop shopping; formal business-to-business links; 
marketing & branding; investment in logistics companies 
goal of 'control' (Cooper et al, 1991) information systems used for control of information 
global competition and shorter product life cycles; increasing use of 'new manufacturing techniques'; 
achieve lowest production costs (Cooper et a/, 1991; mergers and alliances; 
Reynolds-Feigahan, 1994; Towill, 1992; OECD, 1992; 
Sussams, 1995) 
increase demand for transportation services and profound changes in production and distribution chains 
qualitative changes in deliveries (OECD, 1992) 
need to re-cycle (Bianco, 1987) backflow is becoming increasingly important 
optimisation of internal manufacturer processes attention on transportation to achieve overall enterprise 
(Cooper, 1994; OECD, 1992) optimisation 
primary product markets for electronics and auto's are advanced logistics of efficiency are 'still' around 
slowing down; disposable income is falling, 
goal: elimination of all kinds of defects, aiming at zero develop advanced information and telecommunications 
delay. zero inventory, zero defect, and zero red tape systems 
(OECD, 1992) 
Table 2.5 Key Drivers of Changes of Industrial Management Practices 
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The above table indicates that industry remains focused on the strategic goal of 
process and or enterprise efficiency to maximise revenues and profits. Broadly, the 
cumulative effect of the drivers of change is as follows: 
1. negative global economic impacts from the collapse of national economies and/or 
monetary collapse; 
2. new trading partners and patterns; 
3. opened trading areas that were otherwise closed, included countries that were 
excluded; and 
4. shifted the balance of economic power, perhaps momentarily, away from the USA 
(Atkinson, 1995; OECD, 1992). 
Furthermore, globalisation is occurring at a rapid rate and companies are intensifying 
their usage of IT to achieve goals of increased efficiency and profits. Further, the use 
of IT is presenting opportunities for increased efficiency and business process control 
throughout the internationally spread enterprise and global market place. 
The following section highlights key literature findings on the use of IT in 
manufacturing and transportation 
2.5 Trends in Information Technology 
OECD (1992) reported that "IT networks and new electronics can help provide 
solutions to these challenges in the logistics chain. They can enhance the capacity of 
transport systems so that transport needs and demands can be better met. Examples 
include: consignment tracking and error correction; better fleet management and 
reduction of empty back-haul of trucks ". 
Recent studies of the logistics (manufacturing and transportation) industries have 
shown that industry is successfully utilising IT on a wide scale to provide logistics 
solutions (Conspectus 1995,1996 a, b, c, d, e, 1997 a, b, c; and KPMG and 
University of Tennessee, 1996). Further, a report by Bartam (1997), on EDI and 
Electronic Commerce in logistics determined the usage rate of information 
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technology solutions. The diagram below indicates the type of information 
technology and its level of usage. 
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Importantly it was concluded that: 
" "Electronic commerce is becoming a potent instrument of change in supply chain 
management restructure; 
" Electronic commerce is already altering the shapes of organisations, supply chains 
and, even, whole markets; and 
" EDI and electronic messaging are nevertheless in their relative infancies in terms 
of technological potential and will become more pervasive in the next few years" 
(Bartam, 1997). 
The above survey findings are significant in `base-lining' the use of advanced 
Information Technologies and methods within the logistics and transport industries. 
The baseline acts as an indicator for the feasibility study of the development and use 
0 
of SPEDSS (described in Chapters 3,4 and 5) to address the freight transport 
planning problems to achieve the benefits of optimisation. 
2.6 Logistics Management Problems Facing Industry and Governments 
The consequences of industries and governments management practices have resulted 
in four specific issues that must be addressed to facilitate further growth in trade and 
economics through increasing efficiency in supply chain integration. The table below 
provides a brief summary of the four issues facing industry. 
Type of Consequences facing industry 
Issue 
efficiency " Increasing congestion will decrease the effectiveness of efficiency polices; EC traffic 
growth estimated 30 -50%; personal travel behaviour spatially will change with economic 
growth; JIT adoption is only at 70% in Japan, 40% in the US and below 20% in the UK 
(Button and Rothengatter, 1993) 
" Money lost (sunk) in inventory management is still a major concern today (KPMG and 
University of Tennessee, 1996). 
" Warehouse cycle times continue to decline which increases the transport frequency 
(KPMG and University of Tennessee, 1996). 
" Longer and more transport journeys (KPMG and University of Tennessee, 1996). 
" Substantial savings to be made on the cost of international freight movements if customs 
delays between the European countries could be eliminated. Cecchinin (1988) calculated 
that the cost of these delays to hauliers amounts to 415-830 million ECU annually (Cooper 
eta!, 1991). 
" Longer transport trips 
" Concentration of production will generally increase transportation costs (Cooper et a! 
1991). 
" JIT makes logistics planning more expensive; it also may make it hard to achieve 
economies of scale on trunk hauls (Foyer, 1995). 
" Vast amounts of infrastructure required cDECD, 1992) 
" In Britain, roads occupy 2,553-4,400 km of land, with secondary land taken for car 
parking and aggregate extraction amounting to 634.1 km2 (CPRE, 1995). In EU countries, 
roads occupy about 1.3% of total land area of the region, while railways demand forty 
times less land than road (Tolba eta!, 1992). The amount of land required per transport 
mode also varies. Teufel (1991) showed that a lorry requires 0.007 m2 of space per tonne 
kilometre, in comparison with rail which needs 0.0025 m2. The lorry therefore requires 
three times as much space for the transportation of freight as rail (Haq, 1997). 
complexity " Organisations become more complex and geographically dispersed globalisation (Johnson 
and Scholes, 1997; Stalk, 1991). 
" Retail supply chains have become longer and more complex (Cooper eta!, 1991). 
" More complex and lengthy supply chains with more time consuming and costly 
transportation (Kanter, 1995; Belasco, 1990; Storey, 1994; OECD, 1992; Sussams, 1995) 
" Multiple owners of components of sub-systems such as rail industry within the UK and the 
airline industry throughout the world 
natural " Of the six pollutants, transportation sources are responsible for much of the total 
environment emissions except for SO2 (Deakin, 1993). 
" Infrastructure development requires careful consideration of the natural environment. 
Environmental Impact assessments have become more common 
safety " over 40 thousand people are killed each year on the US highways and streets, and many 
more are injured (Deakin, 1993) 
Table 2.6 Consequences of `Current' Industry and Government Management 
Principles and Practices 
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Significantly, there is no known collected evidence of the consequences of 
globalisation for social and cultural `systems'. In particular, information on markets, 
gathered by enterprises, is proprietary. Further, government census data looks at 
specific performance indicators that can be readily quantified. These government 
performance indicators arguably do not fully capture the changes in `quality of life' in 
terms of culture and social systems. 
More specifically, the literature revealed twelve strategic planning problem areas that 
today's management and governments face. The following table defines the problems 
in relation to national FTN planning. 
Problem Type Definitions of Strategic Planning Problems 
1. Infrastructure logistic system design including ports, plants, and paths (Waller, 1997); construction and 
Planning maintenance of infrastructure 
2. Network traffic flow on Distribution networks (Turnquist, 1987; Bidgoli, 1989; Johnson and Scholes, 
efficiency - 1997). 
traffic flow 
3. Route Choice optimisation of route choice based on loads, vehicle type and shipment demands (Turnquist, 
1987). 
4. Fleet analysis of optimal fleet mix 
Optimisation analysis of new vehicle technologies 
5. Network facility location; inventory planning; transport selection and routing; market et al location 
(Design) (Bianco, 1987; Turnquist, 1987; Simpson, 1987). 
optimisation 
6. Network analysis and planning of trading areas i. e. NAFTA, EU and its FIN connectivity physically, 
integration legal, and economic considerations 
7. Green/gold green/gold accounting of the usage of environment and economic assets (Pearse and Markandya; 
economic 1989) 
analysis (Supply/ analysis of available supply (local, national, trading partners) with that of global demand 
Demand) (Bidgoli, 1989) 
8. Environment analysis of the environmental impacts of economic activities 
analysis and environment impact assessments for development. 
Planning analysis of safety issues (Deakin, 1993). 
9. Market Analysis analysis of market position- strategic position of the organisation; analysis of markets 
requirements (Johnson and Scholes, 1997) 
10. Socio-culturre analysis of quantitative and qualitative changes of `quality of life' 
and Socio- analysis of economic impact of social changes (Bidgoli, 1989) 
economic trade patterns, population densities, the relative importance of different economic sectors, 
analysis industrial/ commercial structures and regulations affecting the supply side of logistics, notably 
controls on haulage (OECD, 1992). 
11. Partnership analysis of the integration of two or more companies 
Analysis optimal usage of combined resources 
12. policy analysis/ testing the feasibility of implementing a Best Scenario (Johnson and Scholes, 1997; (Button and 
scenario analysis Gillingwater, 1986; Johnson and Scholes, 1997; Van Der Heijden, 1996; Ringland, 1998). 
Table 2.7 Definitions of Strategic Planning Problems faced by Industry and 
Government 
1? 
The above twelve problems are the focus for investigation into existing models/ 
simulations used by industry and government towards the development of a single 
FTN SPDSS. 
2.7 Conclusions 
This chapter has offered an analysis of the strategic logistics management principles 
and practices of governments and industry for the FTN. The results of this analysis 
revealed both a need for and a lack of national FTN plans and DSSs, with the 
exception of the Netherlands. The next chapter offers a feasibility study for the 
development of a FTN SPDSS. 
'MRP I is Material Resource Planning; MRP H is Manufacturing Resource Planning; OPT is 
Optimal Production Techniques; DRP is Distribution Requirements Planning; LRP is 
Logistics Requirements Planning 
"Manufacturing supply chains is a system whose constituent parts include material suppliers, 
production facilities, distribution services and customers linked together via the feedforww and 
flow of materials and the feedback flow of information (Towill, 1992). The profound changes 
in production and distribution chains lead to increases in the demand for transport services, 
and major increases in the demand for qualitative changes in deliveries (OECD, 1992). 
"'Quantitative performance indicators were predominant in measuring the success at 
achieving company goals and objectives. 
'The transport industry is viewed as a capacity supplier whereas the logistics industry 
supplies the linkages (i. e. information flow etc. ) between the transport companies and the 
purchaser (Cooper et al , 1994). "In response to radical changes in the nature and degree of international competition, many 
companies have begun to embark upon equally radical `new' ways of manufacturing. These 
`new' ways have been given a bewildering array of labels: Lean Production (LP), Just-In- 
Time (JIT), the Integrated Factory, World Class manufacturing, Total Quality Management 
(TQM), Computer-Integrated Manufacturing (CIM), Cellular Manufacturing (CM) and 
Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) - to name just a few of the most significant types of 
innovation. While it is true that specialisation (for example, on the theme of the fully 
automated `un-manned factory') has often run way ahead of actual practice it is also the case 
that, in many ways, research-based knowledge has also lagged seriously behind actual 
developments and installations. Nowhere is this statement more true than with regard to the 
organisational and Human Resource Management aspects of these new forms of 
manufacturing (Storey, 1994). 
"'Mass-customisation is a milestone on the road to agile manufacturing, according to Rick 
Magill, supply chain consultant at KPMG. The ability to produce goods to individual 
customers' specifications at nearly the speed and cost of mass produced alternatives will lead 
to the sort of manufacturing flexibility that will be vital to success in the next century, and 
allow manufactures to say `yes' to opportunities without being constrained by inflexible 
business processes or inefficient supply chain. 
"The result will be a manufacturing industry which is demand-driven rather than forecast 
driven (Logistics Europe, 1997). 
""'Sainsbury's Supermarkets, the UK-based retail chain, is to pilot test SCS Corporation's `I2' 
(interactive identification) passive radio frequency identification (Rf/ID) system to 
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automate the grocery tracking and distribution processes in its chilled foods supply chain. 
This is believed to be the largest such programme ever undertaken and, if it proves to be as 
successful as is expected, will lead to a full-scale implementation across the company's entire 
perishable goods supply chain (Logistics Europe, 1997). 
' Cereals giant Kellogg Company is implementing an ambitious plan to reorganise its 
business processes along global lines and to introduce an integrated IT system to enhance it s 
supply chain visibility (Cunningham, 1997). 
" Home shopping systems have traditionally been based on catalogues, but even this sector of 
the market is becoming more sophisticated and international. The market has been 
developing slowly and becoming more global in its nature. Parcelforce, for example, recently 
launched a system that allows UK consumers to buy goods from US retailer JC Penney. 
Parcelforce, and the UPS have been working together for more than a year to develop 'Global 
Package Link', a product geared to the needs of the US mail-order companies and their UK 
customers (Davis, Winter 1997). 
XI Below is a summary of a sample of governments' publicly reported management practices 
towards achieving sustainability. (Note that table 2.4 captures transport related government 
practices from 1980 to 1998. ) 
Country Trends 
The Netherlands " 1988-1990 the Dutch government formulated its long-run policies for 
(Rietveld, 1993) transport and the environment until the year 2010 
" PACE-FORWARD model: to balance negative effects of expected road 
transport through multi-modal scenario plans; 
" National Environmental Policy Plan and the Second Transport Structure Plan. 
UK " trying to persuade more people to cycle in a bid to cut congestion and 
(Waller, 1997; Turner, pollution, (Stringer, Winter 1996). 
Autumn 1996) " reduce road traffic congestion. Allowances to those using rail instead of the 
motorways are being increased (Logistics Europe, Oct., 1996). 
" ad hoc and partial nature of the measures of transport being taken. Actions 
tend to be taken more in response to crisis situations rather than as part of a 
co-ordinated, proactive programme. 
" instrument city - paying for peak travel; toll roads; cancellation of road 
expansion and development 
" no strategic national plan (Haq, 1997). 
" White Paper on transport integration and private vehicle usage 'fees' 
Denmark (Magill, 1997). " commitment to 'clean air' transport 
" national network of cycle paths; use of free bicycles in city centers 
" national environmental policy and plans with specific reference to transport 
USA " numerous acts and regulations at the federal and state levels governing air 
quality, environment impact assessment for infrastructure development 
" reduced commitment to the international emissions restriction policies 
" reduced commitment to reduction of energy usage 
" continued use of a disproportionate amount of energy per capita 
" US Bureau of Transport (1991) mandated to collect, collate and disseminate 
information on transport system towards multi-modal integration including 
Canada and Mexico; 
" continued investment into research and development 
" no national transport plan 
European Union " no EC common transport policy 
(Browne and Allen, " the first tentative steps towards rail freight freeways in the European 
1997; Logistics Europe, Community 
Oct. 1996) " continued debate over standardisation of road freight vehicle sizes 
" continued research into telematics and information technology solutions for 
control of the flow of vehicles 
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United Nations " firm establishment of the concept of sustainable development on the political 
agenda of the world's governments (Haq, 1997; WCED, 1987; Pearce et al, 
1989; Pearce, 1991; IUCN et al, 1991; Pearce, 1993) 
" Four sustainable development management principles: 1) minimum disruption 
of ecological processes; 2) maximum conservation of materials and energy; 
3) a stated population where growth equals less; 4) a social system in which 
the individual can enjoy rather than feel restricted by the first three conditions 
(Goldsmith, 1995) 
" free trade areas 
" broader integration and improved communications 
" new infrastructure 
Soviet Union and Soviet " poor infrastructure and a primitive distribution network (Martin and 
Bloc Cunningham, 1997) 
China (Stringer, Winter, " almost US$100 billion to transport infrastructure development in its current 
1996) five-year plan 
" the Government sees the high levels of cycling as a sign of backwardness; 
car ownership seems to be viewed as an indication of prosperity 
Table 2.8 Trends in `Government' Strategic Management Practices towards 
Sustainability 
"' Electronic commerce is all about `the conduct of business and execution of business 
transactions, using a combination of structured message exchange (EDI) and unstructured 
message exchange (electronic mail), binary data exchange, shared data, databases and 
database access, across both public and private sectors, ' according to the Electronic 
Commerce Association (ECA) (Bartam, 1996). 
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Chapter 3 
FTN SPDSS Feasibility Study 
3.1 Introduction 
Decision Support Systems (DSS) as a concept of how computers could be used in the 
decision-making process, were initially developed from a synthesis of ideas originating 
from two major engineering institutes. The theoretical studies of organisational 
decision making were completed at the Carnegie Institute of Technology during the 
late 1950s and early 1960s. The technical work on different aspects of computer 
systems was carried out at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the early 
1960s. Today experts define a DSS as a series of integrated computer software, and as 
any computer-based information system that helps decision makers with semi- 
structured and unstructured tasks'. The objective is to improve the effectiveness of 
decision making rather than its efficiency (Bidgoli, 1989; Poh, 1995). " 
The goal of a Strategic Planning Decision Support Systems (SPDSS) is to help 
managers make long-range strategic decisions, through the support of structured 
" queries and analysis of the available data and information'. An SPDSS can generate 
timely information regarding long-range planning, corporate planning, simulation, and 
decisions regarding new products and new plants (Bidgoli, 1989). An SPDSS consists 
of: 1) a model which `for the logistician is a symbolic representation of features of the 
real world, which are relevant to and sufficiently accurate for the purposes that the 
model user has in mind' (Bianco, 1987); and 2) the capability for interaction between 
the decision maker and the model to perform queries and analysis'". 
The purpose of the chapter is to provide details of the feasibility study for the 
development of a `proof-of-concept' prototype of an SPDSS for the FTN problem at a 
country level (referred to as a national level). The goal of such a model is to capture 
the problem and its global domain in enough detail to allow for strategic planning 
through what if/scenario analysis. The primary purpose of the model is to evaluate 
Rudolph M. M. (Dec. 1998), "National Freight Transport Planning: Towards a Strategic 
Planning Extranet Decision Support System (SPEDSS)", PhD Thesis, Loughborough 
University, UK. 
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integrated FTN plans for policy development on a sub-system, system and network 
wide basis. The steps used for the feasibility study are broken into objectives as 
described below. 
The first objective is to evaluate the suitability of adapting The Netherlands PACE- 
FORWARD model to encompass all twelve planning problem types that were 
identified within Chapter 2. Additionally, the second objective was to identify the 
functionality requirements for an FTN SPDSS based upon PACE-FORWARD and any 
of the lessons from its development process. 
The third objective is to do a brief investigation to determine the availability of data 
for the national level FTN problem. 
The fourth objective is to use the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) technique for 
Subjective Multicriterion Decision Choice to evaluate existing relevant national, state, 
regional, metropolitan and local level models (both commercial and non-commercial) 
for each of the twelve problem types. Further, to determine the most suitable models 
available for integration into a FTN SPDSS. A total of 115 models are included and 
evaluated. 
The fifth objective is to investigate and evaluate methods for extracting information 
from the large US FTN data sets to determine a possible solution for the development 
of an FTN SPDSS. Specific emphasis was placed on ANNs, OOA and expert rules 
due to their recent usage in transportation and their successful use in manufacturing. 
The sixth objective is to review the three best methods used for the development of 
software (also referred to as systems development methods) to determine the most 
suitable method for the development of a `proof-of-concept' prototype for a FTN 
SPDSS within the constraints of a this PhD research project. 
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The seventh objective was to provide a brief evaluation of the strengths and 
weaknesses of the chosen models (problem and functionality types) and the software 
development methodology. 
The eighth objective is to briefly highlight areas that require further research and to 
clearly identify those areas that could reasonably be addressed within the scope of this 
research project. (Those areas that are outside the scope of this research are outlined in 
Chapter 7. ) 
The ninth objective is to provide a brief feasibility analysis for the development of an 
FTN SPDSS `proof-of-concept' prototype within the limitations of this research. 
The tenth objective is to identify the next steps for the development of a `proof-of- 
concept' prototype for the FTN SPDSS. 
Several problems arose that required the exploration of one or more reasonable 
avenues to find a solution. The most significant problem being that no Canadian, UK 
or US national or provincial/state level FTN models were discovered. A second and 
perhaps equally significant problem was the lack of data. After a preliminary 
investigation, it was found that Canada, the UK and the Netherlands did not have data 
freely available for research. Further, the data that was available for purchase was 
both costly and in some cases inadequate or completely inappropriate in its 
representation of the FTN. However, the US Bureau of Transportation Services 
(BTS), has captured some freight transport data along with other related data that was 
readily available, of a relevant time series and are free for academic research. 
Therefore, to continue the research into developing an SPDSS for a national level FTN 
problem, the US is the chosen case study. However, obvious problems of the scale and 
volume of data had to be overcome through the exploration of possible solutions. 
It is equally important to state that this chapter does not provide in-depth descriptions 
of the models or tools analysed for inclusion within an SPDSS. It is intended only to 
evaluate possible solutions for the FTN strategic planning problem and present the 
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results of that evaluation. Additionally, it was discovered that there is a significant 
amount of further research to be conducted to comply with the systems philosophical 
approach to building a FTN SPDSS. No elaboration on this further research is offered 
within this chapter. Instead, Chapter 4 offers a novel methodology for resolving the 
key issues that remain for the development of a first generation `proof-of-concept' 
prototype of a national FTN SPDSS. Chapters 5,6 and 7 provide solutions for 
achieving a second generation SPDSS `proof-of-concept' prototype. 
3.2 Background - Today's FTN Strategic Planning Problems 
As described in Chapter 2, today's enterprises and governments operate within a global 
environment and perhaps more significantly enterprises themselves are becoming 
global in their structure. Further, globalisation is increasingly deepening the 
complexities of the enterprise and the environment. As a result, decision makers are 
faced with a requirement for huge amounts of data which in turn they must decipher to 
obtain the necessary information to make an `informed' decision. This is true for all 
decision makers. Further, semi-structured and unstructured decisions involving tactical 
and strategic planning issues may have as many as a couple hundred possible solution 
variations and thousands of variables for measuring the problem and its domain. 
More specifically, the FTN strategic planning problem at a national level within the 
global environment has hundreds of thousands of variables across disciplines such as 
economics, environment, meteorology, manufacturing, transportation, culture, and 
socio-economics that could contribute to making an `informed decision'. It is obvious 
that no one person or even one organisation can have the expertise to utilise the 
variables to determine the required information. However it is seen that the 
development of an SPDSS is imperative for a better understanding of the FTN role 
within the global environment as a facilitator of economic growth and cultural 
development and the role it can play towards achieving sustainable business processes. 
It is recognised that a systems approach SPDSS, within the aforementioned context, 
must be developed through collaborative multi-disciplinary research. However, a 
`proof-of-concept' prototype can be developed by a single multi-disciplinary 
researcher that can act as the foundation for the development of an SPDSS. This 
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chapter offers the feasibility study for building such a prototype. Within the following 
sections the modelling solutions for the FTN problem areas (as outlined in Chapter 2) 
are identified and evaluated for their potential use within a FTN SPDSS. 
After eigh' extensive literature searches using BIDS, the Internet, virtual libraries and 
email groups (see table below for details) it was concluded that no national or state 
level model or DSS could be found that includes all of the twelve problem types for 
the FTN for Canada, the UK or the US. However, state and national level models that 
partially address the FTN problem types are available and are used by various 
governments. These models, although not publicly made available could be used 
within a FTN SPDSS and therefore were evaluated using existing literature and 
included within the AHP analysis evaluation in the preceding sections. 
Literature Search Search Techniques Used 
Methods for years 1980 - 1998 
BIDS looked for : journals, books, reports, conferences, thesis abstracts, research in 
progress reports, 
keywords - freight, models, transportation, route choice, network analysis, 
environment analysis, economic analysis, simulation, artificial neural networks, 
object oriented design, decision support systems, policy analysis, fleet 
optimisation, optimisation, efficiency, road, rail, air, sea, water, pipe, railroads, 
airports, seaports, multi-modal, ports, integrated, market analysis, 
partnerships, alliances, analysis, scenario analysis, cargo, planning, decision 
making, game theory, computer software, networks, airlines, trucking 
companies, manufacturing supply chains, and all combinations of the previous 
words 
The Internet general search and keyword search (same as BIDS) but included commercial 
companies, research centres and publishing companies 
Virtual Libraries/ general search and a keyword search (same as BIDS) at the following virtual 
Libraries libraries: Federal and (all) state governments and leading transport research 
centres within Canada, US, UK, The Netherlands, Denmark, and Germany 
Email groups US and UK based transport groups 
Table 3.1 Literature Research for FTN Models for the US, Canada, UK, the 
Netherlands and Elsewhere 
The following table provides a synopsis of the key observations that can be made 
based upon the literature search for the period of 1980 to 1998. 
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Key Observations of the Literature 
" In the 1980's a significant proportion of models focused on a single mode of transport involving passengers 
with the exception of water and rail which focused on freight and inter-modal issues. 
" There is no standardisation of models within either the US, UK or Canada. Each government agency have 
their own models that are based on different theoretic principles and methodologies. 
" Existing models have a very narrow focus and capture small-scale problems. 
" DSSs within transport are mostly limited to local and metropolitan level with the focus on public transport 
route choice, fleet optimisation, congestion analysis and highway infrastructure project evaluation. 
" DSS's for freight transport focus on fleet optimisation and route choice. Interestingly, the models appear to 
be evenly distributed for the transport and manufacturing industries even though contracting-out and third 
party logistics have been seen to increase. Further, the manufacturing models appear to be modules of the 
manufacturing companies IT system. 
" `New' methods such as ANNs have been largely used for road traffic flow and pattern analysis, and traffic 
forecasting. The ANNs have had some success in solving these problems. 
" ANNs have not been applied to the FTN problem. 
" Mathematics, algorithms and expert rule based systems are `popular' methods for passenger problem 
analysis. 
" geographical Information Systems (GIS) are popular for data representation in route planning, road 
infrastructure planning and Intelligent Information Systems (ITS). Further, in the US, the use of GIS for 
spatial data has now become a de facto standard. A similar trend can be seen within the UK. 
" The majority of PhDs and Masters thesis' reported from 1995-1997 have focused on 1) Intelligent 
Transportation Systems, 2) Road Traffic Analysis and 3) Transportation/Land Use Interactions 
(Transportation Research Planning, 1996,1997 and 1998; ProQuest Digital Dissertations, UM Co. via 
http: wwwlib. umi. com/dissertations/). Further, four theses were found to address a SPDSS for transportation 
and focused on the classical definition of the four step transportation problem. Most notably was the That, T 
PhD thesis from the University of New South Wales, Australia which developed a re-useable object-oriented 
`library' for the four step transportation planning problem, aircraft noise and some environmental impact 
assessments for road transport. No research was found that addressed a fully open FTN SPDSS. 
"A review of the transport related conferences illustrates the following trends on and focus of: 1) a focus on 
Intelligent Transportation Systems - Telematics and Passenger Information, 2) GIS-T (Geographical 
Information System- Transportation) development for road transportation planing and 3) Artificial Neural 
Networks, Fuzzy Logic, Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems used for transportation problems such as 
traffic analysis. 
Table 3.2 Summary of Key Observations from the Literature 19ZSU - 199 
Since no FTN model was found, a decision was taken to look at `leading' countries in 
the area of logistics to determine if they have a transport SPDSS and if it could be 
adapted or used as a basis for building a new model. The three benchmarking criterion 
for determining a countries logistics and transportation planning status were: 1) Did 
the country have a national planning policy for transportation and particularly freight? 
2) Did the country have a policy for sustainability i. e. transportation and 
environmental policy and plans?; and 3) What level of logistics efficiency are the 
transport and manufacturing industries operating at? (Johnson and Scholes, 1997; 
Conspectus Reports 1994,1995,1996,1997,1998; Cooper et al, 1994; OECD, 1992) 
Using the existing logistics and manufacturing benchmarking studies it was determined 
that the Netherlands, Denmark, UK and Japan could possibly have developed a 
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national or state level FTN model or SPDSS (Johnson and Scholes, 1997; Conspectus 
Reports 1994,1995,1996,1997,1998; Cooper et al, 1994; OECD, 1992). 
Further investigation revealed that only the Dutch had a national SPDSS relating to the 
FTN planning problem. Specifically, the Dutch government commissioned the 
development of FORWARD and PACE-FORWARD, an SPDSS for the testing of 
government national transport policies for the year 2015. The development of the 
SPDSS was a significant undertaking which spanned 2 years and involved a team of 
specialists as well as `buying-in' of data, models and some analysis. The significance 
of the amount of work involved was not overlooked. Indeed, a single researcher could 
spend a good portion of his/her career developing such a model. The following section 
presents a case study of the Netherlands's FTN SPDSS. The purpose of the case study 
is to determine if the model addresses the identified FTN problem types (as specified 
in Chapter 2) and if so, can it be adapted for application to another case study such as 
Canada, the UK or the USA? (It was noted that an obvious problem for adapting the 
model would be the scaling of the model and the availability of comparable data. ) 
Further, if the model cannot be readily adapted, can its' methods and/or tools be used 
within a new FTN SPDSS? Additionally, can its `specifications of functionality' be 
used as a framework for a new model? 
3.3 Case Study - The Netherlands SPDSS FTN 
3.3.1 Background 
With an expected doubling of freight transport, in 1992 the Dutch Government 
commissioned the European-American Center for Policy Analysis to: 
find the best ways to shift freight off the highways and onto other modes. 
Because growth in freight transport was perceived to have adverse impacts on the 
environment, the Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works, and Water Management 
wanted to conduct a policy analysis of freight transport proposals/tactics and strategies 
that would mitigate the adverse effects of transport growth, while enjoying some of its 
economic benefits (Hillestead, 1995). 
However, this was soon realised to be too narrow and more of a solution statement 
than a problem statement. The goal of the research was eventually defined as: 
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Find the best strategies to mitigate the negative impacts of the growth of freight 
transport while retaining the economic benefits. 
The solution provided by the European-American Center for Policy Analysis is a 
model first called FORWARD which was later adapted to include a Graphic User 
Interface (GUI) and re-named PACE-FORWARD. PACE-FORWARD is a 
deterministic national level model for dealing with tactics involving three (road, rail, 
in-land waterways) modes of transport attempting to address a balance between (some) 
environmental measures and macroeconomics (Hillestead, 1995). 
PACE-FORWARD was built through a coupling of existing models (that presented 
less resistance to adoption) and new models where they could use consistent data and 
information sharing of each other's intermediate results. This approach meant that 
compromises were made on the functionality requirements'of the model due to the lack 
of existing compatible models and/or tools that ultimately meant an overall level of 
reduced performance. PACE-FORWARD was designed to help screen out 
unpromising tactics and to focus on a smaller subset of possible polices (decisions). 
Broadly, the tactics involved a rich set of measures to compare the relative 
contributions of various areas of the transport sector, such as- 
" road versus rail versus inland waterways 
" freight versus passenger transport 
" national versus international transport 
" by geographic region 
" by cost category 
" by sector of the economy (Hillestead, 1995). 
Three scenarios were used for the year 2015, namely the Balanced Growth (significant 
growth), the European Renaissance (moderate growth) and the Global Shift (little 
growth). These scenarios were originally developed by the Dutch Central Planning 
Bureau (1992). At the request of the study sponsors, the FORWARD study used 
mainly the European Renaissance scenario. The analysis of the tactics' political and 
implementation issues was postponed to a subsequent study of a smaller screened set 
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of tactics (Hillestead, 1995). There were 24 tactics included in one or more of the 12 
illustrative strategies. It can be seen that this model while national in scale did not 
incorporate a systems approach i. e. not all of the FTN or its open system environment 
was captured. 
3.3.2 Description of PACE-FORWARD 
Briefly, PACE-FORWARD was designed to function on a managers personal 
computer (PC) or AppleMac. Previously a model of this scale would be 
inconceivable, however the advancements in hardware technology such as memory 
and hard drive space has made it possible. Below is a table that illustrates the 
functionality and specifications of PACE-FORWARD. The summary illustrates some 
key salient features of the model along with its limitations. The criterion used within 
the table below were determined through a review and adoption of the IT 
Benchmarking Surveys (Conspectus 1995,1996a, b, c, d, e, f, 1997a, b). 
Features/ Benchmarking Criterion PACE Details 
FORWARD 
Hardware Tested on: Quadra 800; on some 
PC  Powerbook computers 
Mac  Operating system: US English Mac vs. 
Unix 7.0 
Sparc Memory: Mac - 8MB of Ram or more, 
Power Mac 16 MB Ram or more; 11.3 MB 
or minimum installation is 4 MB; 5 MB 
RAM allocated to Excel for a Mac and 10 
MB for a Power Mac 
Execution time: 2-3 minutes on a Quadra 
800. 
Software (Database) 
Flat File (Spreadsheet)  Excel vs. 4 and MS Excel 5a; 
Relational 
Object Oriented 
Spatial-Relational 
Spatial Object Oriented 
Programming Language some 
Visual Basic 
C  
FORTRAN 
Basic   
Macros/Equations 
Operating System (OS) Environment 
Windows 
DOS 
Connectivity (interfaces) 
GUI (database with models)  
DLL 
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Macros 
Transportation Modes 
Air 
Rail  
Road  
Water (inland) 
Pipe 
Model Scale 
Enterprise 
Metropolitan 
Local 
Regional  granularity of detail is average on a scale 
National  of very fine to very coarse 
Multicriterion (FTN Problem Types) 1. truck air pollutants and emissions 
Air Pollutant Emissions  model (Klein, 1993) 
Safety  2. cost categories and methodology used 
Noise in computation (Knight-Wendling 
Congestion  Consultancy, 1992) 
Cost 3. Traffic conversion model is based on 
Macroeconomic Impacts  existing methodology (Blok, 1992) but 
Traffic Conversion  generalised to deal with new 
Mode shift based on attributes/categories. 
Transportation cost elasticity's 4. The emissions models were based on 
(Transport) Suppliers/ two sources: NEI (Blok, 1992) and 
(Transport) users TNO (Klein, 1993). The NEI air 
Infrastructure Planning pollutant emissions models were used 
Network Efficiency (Flow) for vans, inland waterway ships, and 
Green/gold Economics trains. The TNO models were used for 
Socio-cultural/ socio-economic  diesel trucks. 
Route Choice 5. This (accident) multiplier was estimated 
Fleet Optimisation for tactics based on data from the 
Network Design Optimisation database IMPULS of the AVV 
Network Integration directories of the Ministry of Transport 
Environment Analysis & (Drie, 1994). 
Planning 6. The model for highway noise is that 
(Product) Market Analysis  used by the Dutch law (Article 102) for 
Partnership Analysis noise nuisance (Ministry of Housing, 
Policy/Scenario Analysis Physical Planning and Environment, 
1981) 
7. The congestion model is new and was 
derived as part of the FORWARD 
study. It is a non-linear regression 
model with a lag term .... 
It is a model 
that obtains good fit for the congestion 
data for the years 1987 and 1990-1991 
provided by the Ministry (Bekkers, 
1994). 
8. The modal shift model is based on 
previous research (Blok, 1993b; Oum, 
1989). 
9. Floyd's shortest path algorithm (see 
Hu, 1969) was used for which an 
implementation was built using 
spreadsheets and C code in the form 
of Macintosh code resources. 
User Friendliness overall very good user friendliness 
Drag and Drop 
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Menus  
Commands 
Decision Support 
Graphing  
Statistics  
Spatial Analysis 
Spatial Data Representation 
Error calculation 
Error Graphing 
Advanced SQL 
Investment (excluding 
 infrastructure) and operating 
costs 
Loading, unloading, and  
transhipment costs 
Time opportunity costs  
Infrastructure investment 
costs 
Other costs  
National transport analysis  
Regional transport analysis 
Local transport analysis 
Summary 
Adaptable poor " for a large problem domain 
Reuseable good " some modules can be re-used 
Flexible poor independently 
Robust poor " Microsoft Excel has data limitations; no 
GIS; and programming and database 
management 
Table 3.3 Analysis of PACE-FORWARD Functionality 
It was found that, PACE-FORWARD had poor data management, programming and 
data representation coupled with a narrow focus on fragments of the twelve FTN 
problems that currently face FTN planners. 
3.3.3 Integration of the Models Through a Master Programme 
Below is a high level view of the model architecture. It is important to remember that 
the programmes linking each component are written in basic and/or macros which 
have been surpassed by more efficient programming techniques. 
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modal shift conversion to tactic selector 
Data driven by traffic Data 
'ý cost elasticity databases: 
model parameters, 
tactics 
model 
Tonne- Kms vehicle- Kms 
databases 
IMPACT MODELS 
fuel macro- 
consumption cost economic safety noise congestion 
emissions 
111111 baseline 
databases 
graphs 
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Adapted from: Hillestead et al, 1996 
The high level architecture of PACE-FORWARD shows the relationships among the 
impact models, the databases and the graphical outputs (Hillestead et al , 1996). 
PACE-FORWARD provides a top-level view that branchs out to give more details 
only as the user requests it. The table below gives a textual description of the activity 
flows (i. e. functionality) of the model. 
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Functionality of PACE-FORWARD 
" Evaluation of 24 tactics within 12 strategies according to cost effectiveness ratios. 
" Tactic Assessment and What-if Capabilities: changing the factors allows the analyst to get bounds 
on the maximum or minimum payoff of a tactic. 
" Single management system for manipulation of all models: Model Base Management System 
" The traffic conversion model derives the number of vehicle-kilometres by a number of attributes: by 
mode; road, inland waterway, and railway vehicle type: 
" For road: three van types and three truck types for national transport, but only one truck type for 
international transport; 
" For inland waterways, three ship types, further classified for national transport into tanker or dry 
cargo carriers; and 
" For rail, one vehicle type by ten (one-digit NSTR) commodity classes; by each of nine Dutch 
aggregate geographical regions. 
" Traffic conversion model used computes the vehicle-kilometres by dividing the tonne-kilometres by 
an adjusted vehicle capacity (in tonnes): these vehicle utilisation adjustment factors take into 
consideration the average fill rate when a vehicle is loaded with cargo and the percentage of the 
total distance travelled during which it is loaded (not empty). 
" The cost model automatically accounts for costs related to a specific scenario or for transportation 
mode shift costs based on tonnes or tonne-kms per mode. 
Additional parameters which the DSS has been adapted for: 
" changes on the life-cycle investment cost per vehicle type; 
" changes on the annual operating costs per vehicle type; 
" changes on the cost of fuel per unit of fuel column or weight per vehicle type; 
" factor estimating the change in fuel consumption (as part of sensitivity analysis/ what-if capability); 
" additional delay cost per tonne, as a way to incorporate delay costs not otherwise captured, e. g. to 
account for delays in mode shift relating to driving extra distances to a train terminal; and 
" additional infrastructure or other costs and the period of years over which to amortise. 
" Macroeconomic impacts were measured in percent change of value added and employment with 
respect to the user selected base-case scenario. 
" Cost model produces costs by each of the 10 commodity classes for the freight transport flows 
implied by the selected scenario and mode shift assumptions - these costs along with other tactic 
costs are inputs to the macroeconomic model. 
" A single aggregate measure across all commodity classes was computed as the weighted sum of 
the percent change of value added or employment, where the weights are the fraction of tonne-kms 
required by each commodity. 
" Emissions models generate estimates of freight transport emissions of hydrocarbons (CmHn), 
oxides of nitrogen (Nox), carbon dioxide (C02), carbon monoxide (CO), particulate/aerosols, and 
sulphur dioxide (SO2). 
" Safety model estimates the number of injuries and fatalities caused by road freight transport 
(excludes accidents and injuries where only passenger vehicles are involved). 
" The noise model calculates the noise emissions for three vehicle types- light (including those for 
passengers), medium (light trucks), and heavy vehicles either during the day or night time. 
" The congestion model estimates highway congestion severity - defined as the product of the length 
of congestion and its duration - due to both passenger and freight transport traffic. 
Modal shift analysis: 
" the analyst can bound the tactic payoff by assuming a maximal mode shift for the freight volume 
considered; and 
" a model that estimates the modal shift from any one of three modes of transportation (road, rail, 
inland waterways) to another based on estimated price elasticity's. 
" Computing the shortest paths between any origin and destination pair in a road network. 
Table 3.4 PACE-FORWARD Functionality - Descriptive Summary 
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3.3.4 The Study's Conclusions 
The conclusions of the study were reached by applying a score card methodology to all 
scenarios for direct comparison of the model outputs as well as a scenario `sum' total 
value. (Note: A series of scenarios were run for each tactical and strategic 
management option that was proposed by the Dutch Government. ) The scorecard 
methodology allowed for a deterministic comparison of all possible scenarios. The 
specific conclusions of the study were: 
" "Transport efficiency tactics are disproportionately represented at the top of all lists 
of cost-effective tactics for a very broad range of weights. They improve many 
impact measures (e. g. reducing the amount of truck movements affects all impact 
measures) and by their nature they tend to save money because of their efficiencies. 
Therefore, if you can reduce the number of kilometres travelled many negative 
impacts are reduced and money is saved (because of a reduction in the investment 
and operational costs, including labour cost). Two of the best tactics in this set use 
telematics in road transport and equalise rules of transport on own and professional 
account". 
" "Certain direct mitigation tactics are cost-effective and are complementary to 
transport efficiency improvements e. g. use quieter tires and electric vans in urban 
centers". 
" "Mode shift tactics are either not cost-effective or make little difference". 
" "The economic effects of most of the promising tactics are small. Freight can not do 
it all". 
" "Reducing the negative impacts of road transport is everyone's business". 
" "The tactics in this study can now be compared in a common framework using the 
score card methodology (Hillestead, 1995). 
3.3.5 Analysis of Case Study 
There is no doubt that PACE-FORWARD is a significant advancement in SPDSS for a 
national level FTN problem. The PACE-FORWARD study clearly demonstrates the 
usefulness of a SPDSS for the FTN planning problem. Specifically, it revealed that 
the favoured Dutch Government's plan of a modal shift freight from road to rail was 
ineffective. Further, a plan must have a multitude of `solutions' to be effective and 
". should include both freight and passenger transport 
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However, the PACE-FORWARD model is a first of its kind. Therefore it is important 
not to use it simply as a template for re-use elsewhere, but to improve upon it. A 
summary of the what the model `is' and `is not' is offered below followed by a table 
outlining its limitations. 
What the Research Offered What was Missing 
" national strategic planning model " no air or pipeline as part of the model 
" broad perspective " closed system - no international freight data and 
" integrative - various models limited links outside The Netherlands 
" multi-modal (3 modes) " not a systems analysis 
" uses depth where necessary " impact assessment does not use green-gold 
" produces alternative promising accounting 
strategies and conclusions " data set needs to be investigated - especially modal 
" results developed through iterations networks 
with the stockholders and policy " no combined error representation 
makers " no spatial analysis or data representation 
" uses familiar Microsoft Excel software " recalibration of model must be done by a developer 
to reduce training requirements " database is flat file or relational - updating is 
" demonstrates a policy analysis cumbersome 
methodology evaluation of over 100 " data storage in spreadsheets is inefficient and 
tactics cumbersome 
" evaluation of the separate and " mixture of programming and macros - difficult to 
consistent cost and environmental update and has been surpassed by better 
impact measures for each of the programming techniques 
tactics. " no local representation of data 
" usable on a PC or a MAC " assumptions in models are significant but no error 
calculations were apparent 
" no advanced SQL 
" no analysis of regional and local transport systems 
" no analysis or representation of transport suppliers, 
users and markets that can re readily updated and 
recalibrated 
" environmental mitigation through EIAs is followed 
instead of true costing using green/gold accounting 
" use of piecemeal methodology means a compromise 
on performance 
Table 3.5 Summary of the Analysis of PACE-FORWARD 
The one-off Netherlands PACE-FORWARD national strategic planning model was 
designed to support the government's strategic planning decision making process 
requirements and it does so successfully. Like any model its assumptions, imperfect 
data and an unreported error margin, place limitations on its use and re-use. Further, 
the model only covers three modes of transport for a closed national network. It is 
also significant to note that the model has never been re-used by either of the research 
partners i. e. The Netherlands or the USA ". Specifically, it is undesirable to re-use the 
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models master programme because of its severe limitation in advanced query 
generation, its data storage and data management capabilities. 
The analysis of the Netherlands case study offers three significant findings that are 
incorporated into the feasibility study and methodology (see Section 3.5 and 4.5) used 
for the development of a `proof-of-concept' prototype for SPEDSS (a new national 
FTN SPDSS). 
Broadly, these findings are the possible re-use of its modules; the functionality 
requirements of a SPDSS for a government; and an indication of the resource 
requirements for the development of such a model. Each of these three contributions 
is discussed below. 
The methodologies and methods used for each of 4 main modules within the 
Netherlands model can possibly be adapted for a new open systems model for another 
country's FTN. Specifically, the following modules may be adaptable: 
1. the scorecard methodology for scenario/policy analysis; 
2. a methodology for environment impact assessment; 
3. method for the integration of forecasting tools and economic analysis provided by 
the government; and 
4. mathematics module. 
Further, in the absence of a government collaborative partner for this research, it is 
reasonable to use the Netherlands model as a guide for the basic functionality 
requirements for a new FTN SPDSS. Specifically, a SPDSS should: 
" be desk top based using the most common hardware and software platforms; 
" be moderate to highly structured within a user friendly GUI; 
" be straightforward in the steps to be performed to ensure that a wide range of 
persons having a high variation in their degree of skills and expertise can easily 
utilise the model to get a reasonable answer; and 
" the model must handle and compare a broad range of unlike policy solutions and 
quantify the results. 
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The above functionality is coupled with the identified requirements (found within the 
literature research) to act as a foundation for the development of a FTN SPDSS `proof- 
of-concept' prototype as described in Chapters 5. 
The resource requirements to build PACE-FORWARD were significant. Specifically, 
the project took two years to complete involving two teams of specialists from 
multiple disciplines coupled with collaborative work with the Dutch government. 
Further, data collection, some analysis and model generation were contracted out to 
government agencies. These finding are incorporated into the AHP analysis of models 
and the feasibility analysis of building a `proof-of-concept' prototype sections of this 
chapter. 
The next step within the feasibility study is a review of data availability and database 
management practices. 
3.4 Data Availability 
After a preliminary investigation it was found that Canada, the UK and the 
Netherlands did not have data freely available for research. Further, the data that was 
available for purchase was both costly and in some cases inadequate in its 
representation of the FTN. However, since 1991 the US through the Bureau of 
Transportation Services (BTS) has captured some freight transport data along with 
other related data of a relevant time series and free for academic research. Therefore 
to continue the research into developing an FTN SPDSS for a national level FTN 
problem the US is chosen as a case study. However, problems of the scale and volume 
of data, the noise levels and relevance are significant and a further more detailed 
investigation is required. 
Due to the enormity of the data sets, a first test of the relative significance of each 
mode within the FTN is required. This is used to determine the mode that has the 
highest representation in terms of real world FTN entities based on nine key 
performance indicators. The performance indicators are determined through the US 
Transportation Statistics Reports and Annual Transportation Reports (1995,1996, 
1997). The first set of performance indicators focuses on the physical parameters of 
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the FTN and includes: number of companies, number of vehicles, number of 
employees, number of paths, and freight tonne miles. The following tables (based on 
1992 data reported by the US government) illustrate the findings of the relative 
significance testing. 
The table below captures the estimated total number of real world FTN entities by 
mode. 
# of 
Companies 
# of 
Vehicles 
# of 
Employees 
# of Paths 
(miles) 
Freight tonne miles 
Air 70 4,884 569,616 not available 9,820 M 
Road 626,186 45,504,067 3,791,000 3,901,715 815,000 M 
Rail 12 623,193 197,421 113,056 1,066,781 M 
Water 360 39,813 182,532 25,777 856,685 M 
Pipe 145 not available 719,326 1,366,723 571,400 M 
Total FTN 626,773 46,171,957 5,459,895 5,407,271 3,319,686 M 
Table 3.6 Summary of Real World FTN Entities 
Within the Fixed Infrastructure System 
The above totals are used to calculate the relative percentage of the each performance 
indicator by mode. The table below captures the relative significance of each mode 
based on the performance indicators. 
# of 
Companies 
# of Vehicles # of Employees # of Paths Freight tonne 
miles 
Air 0.01% 0.01% 10.43% not available 0.30% 
Road 99.91% 98.55% 69.43% 72.16% 24.55% 
Rail 0.00% 1.35% 3.62% 2.09% 32.13% 
Water 0.06% 0.09% 3.34% 0.48% 25.81% 
Pipe 0.02% not available 13.17% 25.28% 17.21% 
Table 3.7 Summary of Relative Significance of Each Mode Based on Performance 
Indicators Within the Fixed Infrastructure System 
The table below captures the relative ranking of each mode by performance indicator. 
It can be seen that road transport captures a significant majority of the physical real 
world FTN entities found within the fixed infrastructure system. 
# of Companies # of Vehicles # of Employees # of Paths Freight Tonne Miles 
Scale 1-5 Scale 1-4 Scale 1-5 Scale 1-4 Scale 1-5 
Air 4 4 3 5 
Road 1 1 1 1 3 
Rail 5 2 4 3 1 
Water 2 3 5 4 2 
Pipe 3 2 2 4 
Table 3.8 Summary of Relative Ranking of Each Mode Based on Performance 
Indicators Within the Fixed Infrastructure System 
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The second set of performance indicators focuses on the monetary status of the FTti 
and includes: dollars of operational revenue, dollars of operational expense and 
integrated revenues and expenses. The table below captures the estimated total 
number of real world FTN entities by mode. 
Million$- Operations 
Revenue 
(Million US dollars 
Million$-Operations 
Expenses 
(Million US dollars) 
Integrated Revenues 
and Expenses 
(Million US dollars) 
Air 57,654.39 58,801.06 57,655 
Road 42,420 not available 292,800 
Rail 27,508 25,325 27,508 
Water 7,935 not available 7935 
Pipe 74,810 64,745 8251 
Total FTN plus PTN* 228,301.39 322,996.68 825,579 
Total FTN 210,337.39 148,871.11 394,149 
% Total of FTN 92.13% 46.09% 47.74% 
Table 3.9 Summary of Real World FTN Entities Within the Variable System 
* PTN is Passenger Transportation Network 
The above totals are used to calculate the relative percentage of the each performance 
indicator by mode. The table below captures the relative significance of each mode 
based on the performance indicators. 
Million$-Operations 
Revenue 
(Million US dollars) 
Million$- Operations 
Expenses 
(Million US dollars) 
Integrated Revenues 
and Expenses 
(Million US dollars) 
Air 27.41% 39.50% 14.63% 
Road 20.17% not available 74.29% 
Rail 13.08% 17.01% 6.98% 
Water 3.77% not available 2.01 % 
Pipe 35.57% 43.49% 2.09% 
Total of FTN 92.13% 46.09% 47.74% 
Table 3.10 Summary of Relative Significance of Each Mode Based on Performance 
Indicators Within the Variable System 
The table below captures the relative ranking of each mode by performance indicator. 
It can be seen that the operations and expenses revenue performance indicators are 
less reliable due to the lack of separate reporting for freight. Therefore based on the 
integrated revenue expenses performance indicator i. e. a gross figure for freight it is 
determined that road captures a significant majority of the F TN variable system. 
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Million$-Ops 
Revenue 
Million$-Ops 
Expenses 
Integrated Revenues 
and Expenses 
Scale 1-5 Scale 1-3 Scale 1-5 
Air 2 2 2 
Road 3 1 
Rail 4 3 3 
Water 5 5 
Pipe 1 1 4 
Table 3.11 Summary of Relative Significance of Each Mode Based on Performance 
Indicators Within the Fixed Infrastructure System 
Therefore, it is determined that the road freight data set should be further investigated 
to determine its suitability for incorporation into a prototype. For the prototype, only a 
sample of the data is required, however for modelling and knowledge capture the 
significance of the mode choice and quality of data set is necessary to interpret the 
findings of the prototype in relation to the overall FTN. 
The following table is a synopsis of the sampling significance of the FTN road data 
collected from the US BTS. After a careful review, it is found that the road data set is 
the most complete of the US transportation modal data sets (reference Appendix 5). 
# of Freight # of # of Paths # of # of 
Companies Tonne Miles Vehicles Ports Companies 
Dataset 154,000 880,890,000 154,000 400,000 503 91,200 
(est. ) (est. ) 
Total Road 626,186(est. ) 815,000,000 45,504,067** 3,901,715 not not available 
Entities available 
% Total Road 24.59% 100%+ 0.338% 10.25% not not available 
Entities within (worst case) available 
Dataset 
Total Entities for 626,773 3,319,686,000 46,171,354 5,407,271 15,342 not available 
all of the FTN apprx. 
% Total of FTN 24.6% 26.5% 0.334% 7.40% 3.28% not available 
Captured in (worst case) apprx. 
Data set 
Table 3.12 Sample Significance of US Road Freight Data 
The representation of each data set in terms of the actual FTN population is estimated 
through the calculation of the percentage of population incorporated within the data 
set. The data sets for demand, freight and roads captures a reasonably significant 
portion of the total FTN sample population. But, vehicles although representing over 
46 million, are shown to be less than 1% of the possible vehicle population. However, 
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the vehicle data set is of a significant size for exploratory research into the use of 
ANNs for knowledge acquisition. The total population size for ports and demand are 
unknown and therefore their estimated significance can not be calculated. The 
following table summaries the amount of data points within the road data set. 
% Total of FTN # of Records in Dataset # of 
Variables 
in Dataset 
# of Data Points 
in Dataset 
Supply 24.6% 154,000 20 3,080,000 
Freight 26.5% 880,890 tonne-miles 7 6,166,230 
Vehicles 0.334% 
(worst case) 
154,000 trucks 15 2,310,000 
Paths 7.40% 400,000 roads 19 7,600,000 
Ports 576 (est. ) autoramps and 
flatcar 
7 4,032 
Demand 14.6% 91,200 (est. ) companies 15 13,680,000 
Total 1,526,666 + 57 32,840,262 
Table 3.13 Synopsis of US BTS Road Freight Data Set 
The US BTS road data set includes an estimated 32 million data points for the time 
period of 1992. 
The next section offers a summary of the research to find and analyse existing models, 
methods and tools to answer the twelve FTN problems. 
3.5 Evaluation of Transport Models 
Transport planning within the US, at the regional level is performed on an ad hoc basis 
with the primary objective being civil engineering problems of route choice, road 
construction and maintenance, air quality issues and public transport passenger 
integration. With very few exceptions the regional transport planning models focus on 
passenger transport while their planning documents acknowledge freight transport 
through classical statistical and financial analysis techniques (e. g. origin and 
destination (O&D) flow changes, employment numbers, revenues earned). Due to the 
lack of freight transportation models, a review and analysis of passenger transportation 
models to baseline existing modelling tools, methods and methodologies is required. 
Further, a qualitative analysis of the passenger models was used to determine the 
possible suitability for adoption to freight transport is necessary. The following is a 
discussion of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) technique applied to those models 
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found that are seen to be broadly applicable to the twelve problem areas facing 
governments and industry for the strategic planning of an FTN. Where there are no 
regional or metropolitan level models, a search for enterprise level models was 
conducted. Both non-commercial and commercial models are reviewed. A brief 
discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of the `best' models for each problem type 
is offered. (reference Appendix 3) 
3.5.1 AHP Analysis of 115 Existing Models by FTN Problem Type 
The Analytical heirarchy Process (AHP) technique is a qualitative evaluative process 
which represents the performance of all solutions under consideration with respect to 
each other and with respect to the relative importance of each criterion (Cox et al , 
1991). Due to the timeliness, relevance, breadth and sample size of the existing 
surveys and benchmarking studies they are utilised for the purpose of this feasibility 
study. Therefore, the AHP criterion, scale and rates based upon the following 
Conspectus Surveys: Object Technology (1995), Database Management Systems 
(1996), Manufacturing Systems (1996), Software Development Environment (1996), 
Networking Systems and software (1996), Sales, Marketing and Customer 
Management Systems (1996), Financial and Accounting systems (1996), Networking 
(1997), Distribution and Logistics (1997), Web Enabling Technologies (1997) and 
Distribution and Logistics Systems (1998) which outline the requirements and 
developments of computer simulation used within the transport and manufacturing 
industries. The criterion for evaluating each model are consistent (see below). 
Criterion 
AHP Criterion Table 
1. Scope - level that it addresses the problem description 
2. Scale - local, metropolitan, regional, state, national, enterprise 
3. Scale - database management 
4. Scalability - Is it likely to scale up to a national level? 
5. Genericness - Can it be applied to any mode of transport? and any number of modes? 
6. Configurability - macros/equations, alogorithms, FORTRAN, Basic, Visual Basic, C, C++, DLL's, 
JavaScript, 
7. Connectivity - inputs/outputs: 1 to many (200) 
8. Performance - time to complete a analysis with 'useful' accuracy 
9. Error - confidence/ accuracy of results 
10. Ease of Use - drag and drop; menus, commands, 
11 
. 
Robust/Flexible - what level of data 'noise' can it handle? 
Table 3.14 AHP Analysis Criterion for All FTN Problem Types 
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Procedure 
The scores listed below are used for the Original Score Matrix. Each model is 
assigned a score value from the specified values in accordance with its performance. 
At this stage, each model is viewed independently and only compared to the criterion. 
If there is no indication of whether a model has a particular criterion the average value 
for that criterion across all the models was assigned to ensure that the overall relative 
importance of the criterion was not skewed by an inappropriate or non-value. 
Criterion 
Number 
Scale used for Original Scoring 
1. 2,4,6,8,10 
2. 2,4,6,8,10 
3. 2,4,6,8,10 
4. 1,5,10 
5. 1,5,10 
6. 2,4,6,8,10 
7. 1,4,7,10 
8. 1,5,10 
9. 1,5,10 
10. 1,5,10 
11. 1,4,7,10 
Table 3.15 AHP Scale for Original Scoring for All FTN Problem Types 
If the criterion is crisp then the evaluation can be crisp. That is, a scale of 2,4,6,8 or 
10 can be used for reasonably `crisp' criterion; and for a moderately `crisp' criterion a 
scale of 1,4,7 or 10 can be used; and for very subjective or `fuzzy' criterion a scale of 
1,5 or 10 can be used. In all cases 1 indicates a `very poor' result and 10 indicates a 
`very good' result. If a value is unknown an average value for that criterion across all 
model choices is used and may be rounded to one decimal place. 
Each of the original score values for a single criterion are then normalised with respect 
to the score of the other solutions to that same criterion. Normalisation gives an equal 
range of values to all criterion and emphasises the differential in performance of the 
models with respect to each criterion. To perform this task each criterion is given a 
Rate which represents the relative importance of it compared to all other criterion (see 
table below). 
tig 
Rates 
Criterion Number Rate of Criterion 
1. 10 
2. 6 
3. 8 
4. 9 
5. 9 
6. 8 
7. 8 
8. 7 
9. 7 
10. 2 
11. 9 
Table 3.16 AHP Rating for Each Criterion for All FTN Problem Types 
Each criterion is rated according to the significance of the findings within each survey. 
Also, the frequency and significance of mention of criterion across all the surveys and 
literature acted as a basis for the ranking of the criterion (Chapter 2; Conspectus 
Surveys: Object Technology, 1995; Database Management Systems, 1996; 
Manufacturing Systems, 1996; Software Development Environment, 1996; 
Networking Systems and software, 1996; Sales, Marketing and Customer Management 
Systems, 1996; Financial and Accounting systems, 1996; Networking, 1997; 
Distribution and Logistics, 1997; Web Enabling Technologies, 1997). Further the 
findings from the Netherlands case study is considered when establishing the rating for 
each criterion. 
Final Score 
The final score is best described as the summed rated normalised original score for all 
criterion for each model. The normalised rate for each criterion is multiplied by the 
receptive rate to achieve a value that represents the performance of the solution in that 
criterion compared to other solutions for the same criterion, and the relative 
importance of that criterion to meeting the requirements for the development of an 
FTN SPDSS. 
Below are the results for each of the FTN problem types that currently face 
government and industry FTN planners (see Chapter 2). The Netherlands Model is 
included by listing its modules within the appropriate problem type. Further, brief 
descriptions of the models, grouped by problem type, are listed within the appendices. 
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Infrastructure Planning 
The evaluated models that broadly address the infrastructure planning problem are 
listed in the table below (see Appendix 3). 
Model Number/ Model Name/ Primary References Final 
Score 
1. Quantitative methods (Imakita, 1978; Vito, 1987) 4.4 
2. Automod from AutoLogic Systems (Logistics Europe, 1997, Vol. 5 No. 5). 9.2 
3. Single-period linear programming model with continuous variables (Vito, 1987) 7.8 
4. Pavement maintenance (Kaseko and Ritchie, 1992,1993) 5.2 
5. Pavement maintenance (Hua and Faghri, 1993) 6.0 
6. Pavement maintenance (Pant et al, 1993) 6.3 
7. Pavement maintenance (Hajek and Hurdal, 1993) 6.3 
8. Pavement maintenance (Rewinski, 1992) 8.3 
9. Quantitative methods (Eidem, 1974; Vito, 1987) 10.4 
10. Critical path analysis Locker, 1984) 5.9 
11. Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) (Cohen, 1985) 5.9 
12. The assignment problem (Cohen, 1985) 5.9 
Table 3.17 Summary of Models for Infrastructure Planning Problem 
The overall winner is a linear programming quantitative method for seaport systems 
analysis developed through academic research by Vito (1987) (model number 9). The 
strengths and weaknesses of the Vito model are listed below. 
Strengths Weaknesses 
" single period linear programming model with " no environmental considerations 
continuous variables " view only seaports and sea traffic 
" designed to assign priorities to a set of investment " assumption - is represented by the 
projects in seaport facilities presupposition of a sector policy 
" evaluate the ratio supply/demand of port services of a finalised to the maximisation of the 
country benefits for the community. This 
" optimisation problem consists of minimising the cost implies that the model can ignore the 
functions containing all cost variables by determining consequences on the local economic 
the optimal distribution of traffic among ports (or the environments of port investments. 
aggregations of ports considered). The cost " granularity is moderate for a coastline 
parameters the model takes into account are: port of ports - i. e. it does not permit the 
handling costs, bunker costs, diesel oil for board identification of significance among 
services costs, charter costs, land transport costs and alternative locations of port facilities in 
investments costs a restricted (street of coast) area 
" flow variables are dived into national or international " re-use of IBM `MPSX' standard code 
(import/export) characteristic " generalisation of the model for a 
" flows are further identifies by commodity type, the type system and not a sub-system means 
of ship, the O&D sites and the seaports involved that simplifications occur i. e. 
" view ports as a spatial hierarchically ordered system economies of scale deriving from 
" view mixture of government and private management increased capacity of port facilities 
for seaports produced by new investments are not 
" possible to apply the model to sufficiently complex sub- taken into account and the choice 
system levels among alternative investments is 
" generate operational consequences of port performed 
in a static manner 
investments and to evaluate their systemic implications assigns goods to the 
lowest price ship if 
" multi-port planning using simulation - 140 ports ship 
is unknown - not representative of 
real-world 
Table 3.18 Strengths and Weakness of the Vito Model (1987) 
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Significantly, Vito reports that the model adapts well to a seaport sub-system and 
system for. This scalability coupled with the ability for linear programming, 
(generally speaking) to be flexible, it was concluded that further research should be 
conducted to adapt the Vito model for all other modes of transport to be used within 
the FTN SPDSS. Due to the fact that infrastructure planning models for the other 
modes of transport are passenger based it is decided that this would act as a better 
framework for model development as it is already proven to be successful freight 
analysis. The adaptation of a passenger based model for each mode is viewed as a 
secondary option due to the expected increase in research required. 
Network Efficiency 
The evaluated models that broadly address the network efficiency problem are listed in 
the table below (see Appendix 3). 
Model Number/ Model Name/ Primary References Final 
Score 
1. Integrated transportation network modelling system - maths based model (CD-CFS- 
93-2 Issued Mar '97 - 1993 Commodity Flow Survey, US Department of 
Commerce, Bureau of the Census) 
3.0 
2. Parameter estimation (Xiong and Schneider, 1992) 1.6 
3. Parameter estimation (Hua and Faghri, 1994) 1.6 
4. Parameter estimation (Nelson and Palacharla, 1993) 1.7 
5. Parameter estimation (Dougherty et al, 1993) 1.7 
6. Parameter estimation (Heymans et al, 1991) 1.9 
7. Vehicle detection/classification (Mead et a/, 1994) 1.7 
8. Vehicle detection/classification (Belgaroui and Blosseville, 1993 1.7 
9. Vehicle detection/classification (Margarita, 1990) 1.7 
10. Traffic pattern analysis (Kirby et al, 1993) 1.6 
11. Traffic pattern analysis(Hua and Faghri, 1993a, b) 2.5 
12. Traffic pattern analysis(Hua and Faghri, 1992 b) 2.5 
13. Traffic pattern analysis(Ritchie eta!, 1992) 2.5 
14. Traffic control (Nahatsuji and Terutoshi, 1991) 2.5 
15. Generic discrete choice network design model 2.4 
16. Discrete choice integer programming algorithms 2.0 
17. Queues 2.5 
18. Stochastic user equilibrium assignment algorithm for steady-state store-and-forward 
networks with queues (Bell 1995) 
1.9 
19. SATURN ME2 - Simulation and Assignment of Traffic to Urban Road Networks 
(Institute of Transport Studies, University of Leeds) 
1.8 
20. Urban Transportation Planning System (UTPS) (COMSIS Corporation, 1983) 1.7 
21. Artificial neural networks (Institute of Transportation, University of Leeds, UK; Kirby 
et al , 
1997) 
2.9 
22. ARIMA - time series methods (Kirby et al, 1997) 2.1 
23. ATHENA - purpose built pattern based forecasting model - Institut National por la 
Recherche sur les Transports et leur Securite, Paris (Kirby et al, 1997) 
2.0 
24. Artificial neural networks (Dougherty and Corbett, 1997) 2.1 
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25. Deterministic queuing assignment model (Department of Mathematics, University of 
York, England; Ghali and Smith, 1995; Ghali and Smith, 1995) 
2.2 
26. Cell transmission model (Daganzo, C. F., University of California, Berkeley , 1995) 2.3 27. The Netherlands model (Hillestead et a/, 1995) 2.3 
28. Airspace flow analysis (Bielli et al 1982 2.5 
29. Airspace flow analysis (Bailey and Smith, 1983) 1.9 
30. Airport flow analysis (Adreatta and RomaninJacur, 1987) 1.9 
31. Airspace flow analysis (Janie, 1987) 1.9 
32. Airport flow analysis (Terrab, Odoni and Deutsch, 1989) 1.8 
33. Airport flow analysis (Babic and Teodorovic, 1989) 1.9 
34. Airport flow analysis (Terrab, 1990) 1.9 
35. Airport flow analysis (Odoni and Richetta, 1991) 1.9 
36. Airport and airspace flow analysis (Zenios, 1991) 1.9 
37. Airport flow analysis (Odoni, 1991) 1.9 
38. Airspace flow analysis (Bianco and Beilli, 1992) 1.7 
39. Airspace flow analysis (Babic et a/, 1992) 1.9 
40. Airspace flow analysis (Teodorovic and Babic, 1993) 1.9 
Table 3.19 Summary of Models for the Network Efficiency Planning Problem 
The best model overall is the Integrated Transportation Network Modelling System 
which is a maths based model provided by the Bureau of Census (US Department of 
Commerce, Mar., 1997). The model, designed by The Center for Transportation 
Analysis (CTA) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), was designed to compute 
shipment mileage's for the 1993 CFS. 
There are three components for analysis of the network efficiency involving the flow 
of vehicles. First, mileage of freight transport trips needs to be determined. Due to 
confidentiality these figures are not available. Secondly, these mileages, coupled with 
their origin and destination (Zip codes) act as a basis for estimating a probable route 
using the Route Choice modules. Thirdly, an analysis of traffic patterns and estimated 
flow over the routes must be calculated (paths connected to form a sub-system, mode 
systems and integrated modal networks). It is viewed that the Integrated Transportation 
Network Modelling System offers a very competent solution for the first step of 
network efficiency analysis. The second step in network analysis is reported below 
and involves Route Choice Analysis. The third step, involving analysis of the traffic 
flow pattern may be resolved using the model based on ANNs developed at the 
Institute of Transportation, University of Leeds (Kirby et al, 1997) or SATURN ME2. 
The strengths and weaknesses of the Integrated Transportation Network Modelling 
System are listed in the table below. The analysis is a result of a review of the 
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available literature and of its functionality within the Commodity Flow Census CD- 
ROM for the generation of advanced queries. Further, strengths and weaknesses of the 
Traffic Flow Pattern Analysis models from Leeds University, based upon available 
literature, are listed in the table below. 
Strengths Weaknesses 
Integrated Transportation Network Modelling System Integrated Transportation Network Modelling 
" Road freight and pipe shipment mileage/ lineage System 
calculated using ZIP code O&D pairs reported in the " Assume the actual origin and destination 
US Commodity Flow Survey. calculated using Z the points to be geographically located at the 
US Economic Census Information and the US ZIP Code pairs 
Commodity Flow Survey " For the truck network, local access is 
" Mileage's between the O&D pairs are computed by assumed to exist everywhere, however, 
finding the minimum impedance path over for the other modes this is not true. 
mathematical representations of the highway, rail, Before any dummy links are created for 
waterway, air and pipeline networks summing the these modes, a decision is made about 
lengths of individual links on these paths. whether the mode is accessible from the 
Impedance is computed as a weighted combination ZIP Code region. For shipments involving 
of distance, time and cost factors. more than one mode, links connecting the 
" The ORNL mileage network is composed of individual modal networks are created to 
individual modal-specific networks representing each represent the transfer of freight between 
of the major transportation modes. The links on modes. A measure of link impedance is 
these specific modal networks are the representation calculated for each link in each modal 
of line-haul transportation facilities. The nodes network based on various link 
represent intersections and interchanges, and the characteristics for the specific mode. A 
access points to the transportation network. minimum path algorithm is used to find 
" For each five-digit ZIP code, dummy links are the minimum impedance path between 
created from the ZIP Code centroid to the nodes on the origin ZIP Code centroid and the 
the network to simulate local access to the network. destination ZIP code centroid. 
Artificial Neural Network Analysis Artificial Neural Network Analysis 
" motorway traffic forecasting " data availability in the US may be 
" motorway traffic forecasts up to 1 hour in advance problematic 
" single hidden layer back-propagation architecture " forecasting tool instead of a pattern 
using Neural Works Professional II commercial analysis however 
software " road based, not yet adapted to other 
" input layer is of varying width, depending on the modes 
number of input parameters " currently only tested on UK data 
" six historical/ previous values of each data point is 
used as an input 
" output layer had a single processing unit and 
represented an estimate of the quantity being 
predicted i. e. a half-hour forecast of traffic 
" flexibility exists within the neural networks 
methodological approach 
SATURN ME2 SATURN ME2 
" traffic network analysis - combined traffic simulation " limitation of 3,000 links 
and assignment model for the analysis of traffic " road transport only 
management schemes, 'conventional' assignment 
model for the analysis of large (e. g. up to 3,000 
links) networks, simulation model of individual 
junctions, network data base and analysis system 
Table 3.20 Strengths and Weakness of the Integrated Transportation Network 
Modelling System and SATURN ME2 Models 
Sources: Bureau of Census Model, Mar., 1997; Kirby ei al, 1997 
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It can be seen that the Integrated Transportation Network Modelling System 
adequately estimates the mileage estimation for all modes of freight. 
The use of ANNs within the Leeds model offer a robust and flexible approach to 
handling both noisy data and traffic pattern analysis problems (see Chapter 5 for a 
description of ANNs). Further, the ANNs are viewed as flexible enough to be scaled 
to higher or lower levels of abstraction and can be readily transferred to another 
geographical area such as the US. However, the SATURN ME2 model is limited by 
the number of links that it can handle and therefore further research would be required 
to see if it could scale up to address larger scale problems. As well, SATURN ME2 
focuses on road transport and therefore further exploration of its suitability and 
potential for adapting to other modes must be completed. 
Further, it is anticipated that the Network Efficiency with its three processes can be 
readily modelled with actual samples of traffic using GPS vehicle routing systems 
coupled with the Internet for `real-time' tracking. The use of GPS is increasingly 
becoming the de facto standard for international and global freight and parcel 
companies. The data from these samples could be actual routing information instead 
of the estimations required based on today's publicly realised data. Further, data for 
combined passenger and freight traffic flows could be obtained from transportation 
agencies such as the RAC, AA in the UK and AAA (American Automotive 
Association) in the US. Thus, by knowing the freight flow activities and the combined 
flow activities, passenger flows may be separated out. However, this data is not 
readily available for an entire sub-system, system or network, but rather is captured 
based on political boundaries e. g. metropolitan areas. Flows for air, pipe, rail and 
water are also limited but less so, this will be further discussed in Chapter 4. " 
However, for now, due to the low levels of GPS penetration for vehicle tracking the 
Leeds' ANN three step network efficiency module solution will be incorporated into 
the `proof-of-concept' prototype described in Chapter 5. 
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Route Choice 
The evaluated models that broadly address the route choice problem are listed in the 
table below (see Appendix 3). 
Model Number/ Model Name/ Primary References Final Score 
1. San Diego Association of Governments Regional Transportation Model (San Diego 
Association of Governments, Jan 1995). 
6.5 
2. Freight operations (Matsuyuma, 1991; Jwell eta!, 1991) 7.5 
3. Freight operations (Potuin and Shen, 1991) 4.7 
4. Freight operations (Ohba et a/, 1989) 6.9 
5. Incab 200 (Unisys Ltd. Uxbridge, England) 8.1 
6. TraderFreight (order management system) and Paragon's vehicle routing system 
(Excel Logistics, Traderman Systems Ltd., Amington, Tamworth, Staffs., England) 
8.3 
7. MEUSE - Origin-Destination Matrix Estimator (Bierlaire and Toint, 1995) 5.1 
8. Log-linear models (Bell, 1984; Van Zuylen and Willumsen, 1980) 4.6 
9. RoutePro 8.3 
10. Parameter estimation (Xiong and Schneider, 1992) 4.3 
11. PACE FORWARD (Hillestead eta/, 1992) 6.7 
12 
. 
US Government Route Choice Model 8.3 
Table 3.21 Summary of Models for the Route Choice Planning Problem 
The three best models for the Route Choice problem are: 1) TraderFreight (order 
management system) and Paragon's vehicle routing system (Excel Logistics, 
Traderman Systems Ltd., Amington, Tamworth, Staffs., England); 2) RoutePro (UK 
based); and 3) US Government Route Choice Model. The strengths and weakness of 
each possible solution are described in the table below. 
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Strengths Weaknesses 
Tr aderFreight and Paragon Vehicle Routing System TraderFreight and Paragon 
" customised solution for company logistics Vehicle Routing System 
" internal order management and tracking system " road transport only 
" route planning and scheduling system which interfaces with " UK and Europe based - no US 
company system on a file share basis analysis 
" road map based package using GIS, " limit of up to 20,000 customers 
" scheduling and route planning per depot 
" assessment of alternative transport methods or customer " limit of up to 5,000 different 
service objectives to be assessed locations 
" determine required fleet mix " commercial based software 
" all motorways involving cost 
" urban areas " enterprise level 
" 11 different speed classification 
" user defined speeds 
" congested areas 
" tunnels, ferries ad new roads 
" equal travel time displays 
" European options 
" multi country operation 
" up to 500 routes 
" used by 50% of blue chip companies in UK 
" desktop based 
RoutePro RoutePro 
" a new `family' of decision support software products launched " road transport only 
recently by Caps Logistics " UK and Europe based - no US 
" automate and optimise operational routing and scheduling analysis 
" point and click customisation controls and drag and drop editing " commercial based software 
capabilities involving cost 
" provide the tools for tasks from strategic analysis of service " enterprise level 
frequency and fleet sizing to operational daily route building and " limits of numbers of depots 
real time dispatching (nodes) and customers 
" TransPro adds transportation planning capabilities. 
" mode/carrier selection for less-than-truckload to truckload order 
consolidation, pooled shipment consolidation and inventory 
replenishment scheduling 
" desktop based 
US Government Route Choice Model US Government Route Choice 
" dynamic segmentation data model consists of routes and Model 
sections organised into route systems " road transport only 
" object-oriented methodology " linear referencing used for 
" route planning in a linear referencing spatial location of road 
" de facto US Standard for Government Department of Transport transport networks and ports 
Agencies which is a reasonable 
" GIS based representation but is not an 
" spatial data representation `actual' representation of real- 
desk top based world 
Table 3.22 Strengths and Weakness of the TraderFreight and Paragon Vehicle Routing 
System, RoutePro and ArcView Based Models 
Sources: Paragon Software Systems publications and "`Logistics Europe", Oct., 1997 
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The choice for route analysis is the US Government Route Choice Model which is a 
GIS based model (implemented in ArcView) that is rapidly becoming the de facto US 
standard. However, the US Government Route Choice Model is limited to road 
transport and further research is required to adapt it to all modes of transport. As 
ArcView is commercial software, new developments are always occurring which 
could allow the model to include other modes. Further ArcView scripts may be 
written to allow US Government Route Choice Model to be adapted without 
collaboration with Environmental Systems Research Inc.. 
Fleet Optimisation 
The evaluated models that broadly address the fleet optimisation problem are listed in 
the table below (see Appendix 3). 
Model Number/ Model Name/ Primary References Final 
Score 
1. Mathematical Turnuist and Jordan, 1986) 14.5 
2. Ferrara, 1979 (Vito, 1987) 25.5 
3. Heuristic algorithms/ methods (Magnanti and Wong, 1984; Lap at al, 1995) 14.5 
4. Replacement, Maintenance, Reliability (Cohen, 1985) 15.5 
5. Trader Freight/ Paragon, Paragon Software Systems plc 26.2 
Table 3.23 Summary of Models for the Fleet Optimisation Planning Problem 
The `best' model for the Fleet Optimisation problem was Trader Freight/ Paragon, 
Paragon Software Systems plc. It's strengths and weaknesses, with respect to 
inclusion within an FTN SPDSS are listed in the table below. Trader Freight 
adequately addresses the fleet optimisation problem at the enterprise level for road 
vehicles. However, further research is required to determine whether it is suitable to 
scale the model up and to adapt it for other modal vehicle types. Further as Trader 
freight is a commercial software it may prove less costly to develop a model from 
scratch based on fleet replacement principles as outlined in Cohen such as minimum 
fleet requirements, life cycle costing and cost benefit analysis. 
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Strengths Weaknesses 
TraderFreight and Paragon Vehicle Routing TraderFreight and Paragon Vehicle 
System Routing System 
" customised solution for company logistics " road transport vehicles only 
" internal order management and tracking system " UK and Europe based - no US 
" route planning and scheduling system which analysis 
interfaces with company system on a file share " commercial based software involving 
basis cost 
" road map based package using GIS, " enterprise level 
" determining required fleet mix 
" 14 different vehicle types 
" separate definitions of tractors and trailers, or 
drivers and vehicles 
" 2 measures of load capacity 
" vehicles operating costs 
" life cycle costing 
" used by 50% of blue chip companies in UK 
" desktop based 
Table 3.24 Strengths and Weakness of the TraderFreight and 
Paragon Vehicle Routing System 
Sources: Paragon Software Systems publications and Logistics Europe, Oct., 1997 
Network Optimisation 
The evaluted models that broadly address the network optimisation problem are listed 
in the table below (see Appendix 3). 
Model Number/ Model Name/ Primary References Final Score 
1. (Wesolowsky and Truscott, 1975; Sherali and Adams, 1984) 10.3 
2. Physical distribution management (Herron, 1979; Laporte and Norbert, 1981; 
Federgruen and Zipkin, 1984; Blumenfeld et a/ , 
1985; Burns et al, 1985) 
11.2 
3. Italian National Research Council (CNR) - mathematical linear programming (Vito, 
1987) 
18.7 
4. Mixed integer programming model (Bianco, 1987) 16.5 
5. Haubrick - incapacitated budget design with convex routing costs (Magnanti and 
Wong, 1984) 
13.2 
6. Steenbrink - convex routing problem (Magnanti and Wong, 1984) 13.2 
Table 3.25 Summary of Models for the Network Optimisation Planning Problem 
The `best' model for the network (design) optimisation problem is a mathematical 
linear programming developed by the Italian National Research Council (CNR) for the 
evaluation of sub-systems of sea ports (Vito, 1987). The Vito model was also the 
winner for the FTN Infrastructure planning problem. Earlier Table 3.17 outlines its 
strengths and weaknesses. (See Infrastructure Planning sub-section) Two significant 
weaknesses of the model are: 1) it involves a single mode only (i. e. sea); and 2) it does 
not provide analysis for evaluating paths. However, the mathematics behind the linear 
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programming model can be adapted to provide a generalised analysis of path and port 
optimisation 
But, further research would only provide a solution for a very narrow definition of 
network optimisation. A broader definition, based on a systems philosophical 
approach to the FTN planning problem, involves the optimal design of a network, its 
systems and sub-systems, including all paths and modes, with full integration between 
all modes. Therefore, the Vito model must also be adapted to ensure all modes are 
fully connected. This would require a significant amount of work based on existing 
mathematics (Magnanti and Wong, 1984). 
Interestingly, an investigation into the use of ANNs and genetic algorithms for the 
network optimisation of an airline's air freight routes is currently being undertaken at 
Loughborough University by P. Ye, and expected to be concluded in 2000. This work 
could offer an alternative solution for network optimisation that could provide greater 
flexibility for adapting to all modes of transport. 
Network Integration 
No systems-based models were found to answer the network integration problem i. e. 
involving the integration of physical, legal and economic of free trade partners such as 
the EU and NAFTA. This problem is seen to require extensive research to provide a 
complete answer prior to model development. Even so, the `proof-of-concept' 
prototype described in Chapter 5, includes the network integration as a module within 
the proposed FTN SPDSS. However its internal functionality is not specified due to 
lack of knowledge, but its interaction with the other modules is specified so that 
simultaneous the implementation of the prototype and knowledge acquisition research 
may be conducted. The network integration module can then be added as a `plug-in' 
for a future software update. 
Green/gold economic analysis 
The green/gold economics problems, as defined using a systems philosophical 
approach, includes two steps for both the gold and green. The first step is to analysis 
the supply and demand behaviours of freight transport, while the second is a economic 
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quantification of the supply and demand. All existing models address gold (classical) 
economics. Therefore an evaluation of existing econometric models that specifically 
focus on freight or transport is performed (see table below). Further, the US Federal 
Government also has a national level `gold' economic model that could be integrated 
into an SPDSS however the specifics for transport are not readily reported. 
The evaluated models that broadly address the green/gold economic analysis problem 
are listed in the table below (see Appendix 3). 
Model Number/ Model Name/ Primary References Final 
Score 
1. Generalised spatial price equilibrium model (GSPEM) (Harker, 1987) Econometric 13.3 
Model (Harker, 1987) 
2. Econometric - supply-side model; cost characteristics of the railroad industry (Klein, 10.8 
1947; Healy, 1962; Keeler, 1974; Griliches, 1972; Caves et a/ , 1981; 
Friedlaender 
and Spady, 1981; Jara-Diaz, 1982; Daughety et a/ , 
1983); supply-side model 
trucking industry (Roberts, 1956; Nelson, 1956; Dailey, 1973; Lawerence, 1976; 
Friedlaender, 1978; Chow, 1978); supply-side model - inland water industry (Case 
and Lave, 1970; Polak and Koshal, 1976); supply-side model - pipeline industry 
(Cookenboo, 1955; Harzard, 1977) 
3. Econometric - demand side models; (Lancaster, 1966; Quandt and Baumol, 1966; 8.9 
Winston, 1983) 
4. Econometric - demand side models - aggregate models (Oum, 1979; Friedlaender 8.5 
and Spady, 1981) 
5. Econometric - demand side models - dissaggregate-behavioral models (Allen, 8.5 
1977; Doughety and Inaba, 1978,1981; Doughety, 1979; Levin and Winston, 1981) 
6. Econometric - demand side models - dissaggregate-behavioral models (Baumol 8.5 
and Vinod, 1970; Das, 1974; Constable and Whybark, 1978; Chiang, Roberts and 
Ben-Akiva, 1980; Roberts, 1976; Terziev, 1976; McFadden and Winston, 1981) 
7. Econometric - integrated (supply & demand) models (Friendlaender, 1969; 10.8 
Friendlaender and Spady, 1981) 
8. Transportation cost analyzer software (Victoria Transport Institute) 11.6 
Table 3.26 Summary of the Models for the Gold Economic Analysis Problem 
The Harker model successfully addresses the analysis of freight transport supply and 
demand analysis and provides a basis of economic quantification. Further, the Harker 
Generalised Spatial Price Equilibrium Model (GSPEM) has been applied to a single 
problem at the national level. The GSPEM incorporates the freight network approach 
with the spatial price equilibrium approach in order to encompass all of the 
interactions. The strengths and weaknesses of GSPEM are described below. 
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Strengths Weaknesses 
" analysis of freight transport systems within a spatial " does not consider a detailed 
economy description of the transportation 
" freight transport system analysis - estimate industry- network 
wide or firm-specific cost or production functions; " simple network description ignores 
estimate demand for transportation services complexities 
" starting at the basic production materials level means " focuses on the shipper-carrier- 
that policies on labour and capital can be tested government relationship and ignores 
" variations permitted in basic production components, other interrelationships 
and thus are easy to use in the study of the entry and " can not ask questions about detailed 
exit of firms or other dynamic adjustments routing of freight since it is difficult to 
" based upon the Freight Network Equilibrium Model incorporate a detailed network 
(FNEM) sponsored by the US Department of Energy representation 
involving the staff of Argonne National Laboratory 
(ANL) 
" FNEM is the first model to recognise two distinct 
groups of agents, shippers and carriers, in the general 
predictive model of intercity freight movement. The 
model assumes that shippers act on a perceived 
network, which is an aggregate of the physical 
network on which the carriers act. 
" FNEM is a sequential model, first solving the shipper 
sub-model and then passing these results to the 
carrier sub-models. 
" FNEM has been applied to a national level multimodal, 
multicommodity example which good predictive results 
" GSPEM incorporates behavioural models of 
producers, consumers, shippers and carriers into a 
single mathematical statement 
" a software system capturing GSPEM was developed 
by Argonne National Laboratory for the solution of the 
full model 
Table 3.27 Strengths and Weakness of the Harker Model (1987) 
The second option, although not listed within this analysis due to its unavailability 
unless under contract, would be the national economic model used by the US Federal 
Government. However, it should be noted that both models do not include green 
economics and therefore further research is required to develop a green economics 
module for an FTN SPDSS. 
Environment Analysis and Planning 
The evaluated models that broadly address the environment analysis and planning 
problem are listed in the table below (see Appendix 3). 
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Model Number/ Model Name/ Primary References Final 
Score 
1. INM (Federal Aviation Administration, Office of Environment and Energy (AEE- 
120)) 
9.6 
2. EURAD - European Air Pollution Dispersion Model (University of Cologne 
(Germany), Institute of Geophysics and Meteorology) 
11.5 
3. Model based environmental impact assessments (WiTraK) (University of Cologne 
(Germany), Institute of Geophysics and Meteorology) 
8.7 
4. The Transport and Diffusion Model (TraDi) (University of Cologne (Germany), 
Institute of Geophysics and Meteorology) 
8.7 
5. PACE-FORWARD 9.4 
6. Object Oriented Transport Environment Model for Traffic Noise (That, 1995) 10.4 
7. Maplnfo deciBel Planner 9.6 
8. Transims Project (Los Alamos National Laboratory, 1994) 14.9 
Table 3.28 Summary of Models for the Environment and Planning Problem 
The overall winner for the environmental analysis and planning problem is the 
Transims Project (Los Alamos National Laboratory, 1994). However it does not 
include a noise, a water or land analysis module. 
Strengths Weaknesses 
" set of integrated analytical simulation models and supporting data " no noise analysis 
bases " no water analysis 
" procedures deal with individual behavioural units and proceed " no land analysis 
through several steps to estimate travel " no environmental 
" orecasts for individual households - activity and rote planner impact analysis for 
" forecast trips are loaded on to a transportation network with a infrastructure 
microsimulation procedure to determine individual vehicle projects 
performance 
" emissions, meteorology, air chemistry, dispersion and visibility 
are all simulated and evaluated 
Table 3.29 Strengths and Weakness of the Transims Project 
Source: Los Alamos National Laboratory, 1994; http: //www. bts. gov 
For noise modelling, the third `best' model by That (1995) offers a solution. The 
TRANSOOP model contains a robust object-oriented based traffic noise model that 
could be adapted for other modes of transport or alternatively the INM model can be 
used for the air transport related noise. Although rail and water get little mention in the 
noise literature it is important that they be considered either through an adaptation of 
the aforementioned noise models or new models built for them. Below is a summary 
of the strengths and weaknesses of TRANSCOOP and the INM models. 
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Strengthens Weaknesses 
TRANSOOP TRANSOOP 
" uses the CORTN road traffic noise model " road traffic noise only 
(UK Department of Transport 1975,1988) " not a detailed acoustics model 
" object oriented programme modules that 
can be readily integrated into another 
object oriented programme 
" written in C++ 
" can be used on any type of computer 
INM INM 
" evaluating aircraft noise impacts in the " aircraft noise modelling only, not road, rail 
vicinity of airports or water based vehicle noise 
" an average-value model and is designed " not a detailed acoustics model in that it 
to estimate long-term average effects does not model user-input, temperature 
using average annual input conditions profiles, wind gradients, humidity effects, 
" PC based, user friendly, inexpensive while ground absorption, individual aircraft 
at the same time providing timely analysis directivity patterns, and sound diffraction 
of complex data series. around terrain, buildings, barriers, etc. 
" computer program have been used since " differences between predicted and 
1978 by over 700 organisations in 35 measured values can sometimes occur 
countries. because import local acoustical variables 
" INM may be integrated into a GIS are not averaged, or because they may 
(Geographical Information Software) to not be explicitly modelled in 
create an INM-GIS thereby, offering 
analysis of local attribute data with 
geographically portrayed noise data 
Table 3.30 Strengths and Weakness of the TRANSOOP and INM Models 
Source: That, T (1995, PhD thesis) and, Federal Aviation Administration, Office of 
Environment and Energy (1996) 
The two most popular sources of noise complaint, aircraft and road vehicles are 
reasonably accommodated within the TRANSOOP and INM models. Further, both the 
TRANSOOP C++ code and the INM model can be readily integrated into a FTN 
SPDSS. Although, their ability to handle a larger scale problem is reasonable, a brief 
test should be conducted during the beginning of the implementation stage of the 
development of the `proof-of-concept' prototype. 
Further research is required to develop noise analysis models for rail and water 
vehicles. 
Market Analysis 
To date, only one robust market analysis tool is found that addresses the broad 
definition of the market analysis problem for a FTN SPEDSS. Specifically, the SAM 
Strategic Assessment Model (SAM) developed by Tavana and Banerjee (1995) 
7; 
assesses both internal and external forces within a multi-national and even a global 
corporation. SAM is a subjective model that relies heavily on the decision maker and 
not necessarily on data analysis. Therefore, it is seen to be a useful tool to have within 
a FTN SPDSS but, it must be coupled with an enhanced data analysis tool to ensure 
that the decision maker is provided with all the necessary information. the table below 
captures the strengths and weaknesses of SAM. 
Strengths Weaknesses 
" captures the decision maker's beliefs through a " not specific to the transportation 
series of sequential, rational, and analytical industry 
processes for decision support " does not include detailed data 
" environmental forces- decomposed into internal, analysis 
task, general opportunities and threats are used 
with the AHP, subjective probabilities, the entropy 
concept, utility theory 
" evaluates both environmental opportunities and 
threats, along with their probabilities of occurrence 
and their importance weights, to select a strategy 
based on the risk-adjusted strategic value 
" environment can be assessed for a national, 
international and global sized corporation 
" normative theory- provides an assessment of what 
is good and what is bad, reaching beyond facts to 
make value judgements 
Table 3.31 Strengths and Weaknesses of the SAM Model 
Source: Tavana and Banerjee, 1995 
A second model using ANNs specifically backpropagation learning algorithm, to 
perform market share analysis is available. The table below offers a brief description 
of the models strengths and weaknesses. 
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Strengths Weaknesses 
" neural network based 4th generation 'Intelligent' DSS for product " narrow focus 
market analysis of market 
" can handle noisy data and give reasonable levels of accuracy analysis 
" the data can be obtained from studying or encoding a semi-structured " enterprise 
or unstructured problem without having to formulate the problem level focus 
explicitly in mathematical expressions or rules 
" more direct way to extract information from data compared to statistical 
analysis 
" can be incorporated in a larger decision support framework with little 
intervention from non-technical users 
" causal relationships between inputs and outputs can be determined i. e. 
relationship between number of competitors and market share 
" backpropagation learning algorithm is a reasonably 'mature' 
architecture 
" pre-processing - normalisation of the data was performed - no outliers 
" ease of performing sensitivity analysis (understand the effect of 
change to one or more competitive factors) and partial analysis 
(general contribution of one of the factors in the performance of the 
company) 
Table 3.32 Summary of the Market Share Neural Network DSS 
Source: Poh, 1995 
The Poh (1995) model is referred to as an `intelligent' DSS due to its ability to extract 
information from the data directly with no statistically analysis. Further, Poh 
illustrates how a ANN can be integrated into a DSS. Chapter 4 offers a deeper 
explanation of neural networks and how they are applied to the FTN SPDSS `proof-of- 
concept' prototype located in Chapter 5. 
Socio-culture and Socio-economic analysis 
No models were found to address the socio-cultural and socio-economic analysis 
problem. This problem is seen to require extensive research to provide a complete 
answer prior to model development. Even so, the `proof-of-concept' prototype 
described in Chapter 5, includes the socio-cultural and socio-economic analysis as a 
module within the proposed FTN SPDSS. However the socio-cultural and socio- 
economic analysis modules' internal functionality is not specified due to lack of 
knowledge, but its interaction with the other modules is for simultaneous 
implementation of the and socio-economic knowledge acquisition. The socio-cultural 
and socio-economic analysis module could then be added as a `plug-in' for a future 
software update. 
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Partnership Analysis 
No models were found to address the partnership analysis problem. This problem is 
seen to require extensive research to provide a complete answer that a model can be 
based upon. Even so, the `proof-of-concept' prototype described in Chapter 5, 
includes the partnership analysis as a module within the proposed FTN SPDSS. 
However the partnership analysis modules' internal functionality is not specified due 
to lack of knowledge, but its interaction with the other modules is specified for 
simultaneous implementation of the and partnership analysis knowledge acquisition. 
The socio-cultural and socio-economic analysis module could then be added as a 
`plug-in' for a future software update. 
Policy/ Scenario Analysis 
The evaluated models that broadly address the policy/scenario analysis problem are 
listed in the table below (see Appendix 3). 
Model Number/ Model Name/ Primary References Final 
Score 
1. System-wide predictive models (Shoven and Whalley, 1972) 9.2 
2. System-wide predictive models (Rutherford, 1987) 9.2 
3. Traffic policy and economics (Duliba, 1991) 14.4 
4. SANDAG Regional Model (San Diego Association of Governments) 15.8 
5. PACE FORWARD 16.2 
6. SAM - Strategic Assessment Model (Tavana and Banerjee, 1995) 15.3 
Table 3.33 Summary of Models for the Policy/Scenario Analysis Problem 
The `best' model for the policy/scenario analysis problem is PACE-FORWARD 
(Hillestead, 1994) with a close second for the SANDAG Regional Model (San Diego 
Association of Governments). The table below is a brief summary of the strengths and 
weaknesses of the PACE-FORWARD scorecard module for integration into a FTN 
SPDSS. 
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Strengths Weaknesses 
" evaluation of 24 tactics within 12 " no analysis of the tactics political and 
strategies according to cost effectiveness implementation issues 
ratios " only 3 possible futures 
" tactic assessment and what-if capabilities: " focus is on analysis performed by 
changing the factors allows the analyst to governments 
get bounds on the maximum or minimum 
payoff of a tactic. 
" automatically accounts for costs related to 
a specific scenario or for transportation 
mode shift c based on tonnes or tonne- 
kms per mode. 
Table 3.34 Summary of the PACE-FORWARD Score Card Module 
Source: Hillestead et al, 1994 and 1995 
It is viewed that the scorecard module adequately address the scenario/policy analysis 
for government users of an FTN SPDSS. Industry users of the FTN SPDSS could 
utilise the SAM model which is enterprise specific. 
Further an FTN SPDSS requires the following models: forecasting, statistics, 
mathematics, and a scenario scoring analysis model (reference Chapter 2). The 
following is the AHP analysis for these four model types. 
Transportation Forecasting Analysis Model 
The evaluated models that broadly address the transportation forecasting analysis 
problem are listed in the table below (see Appendix 3). 
Model Number/ Model Name/ Primary References Final 
Score 
1. PACE FORWARD 10.8 
2. TRANSCOOP (That, 1995) 15.4 
3. Algorithm - Dynamic Travel Time Prediction in ADVANCE (Nan Liu and Ashish 
Sen, 1994) 
9.6 
4. Tranplan coupled with Arclnfo with linkage using SANDAG FORTRAN program 
(San Diego Association of Governments, 1987) 
9.6 
5. ADVANCE - Advanced Driver Vehicle Navigation ConcEpt (Dillenburg et a/, 1992) 9.6 
6. long-term forecasts & LMS (Vito, 1987; Rijkswaterstaat, 1990; Rietveld, 1993) 11.4 
7. US Federal Government Bureau of Census Models (several models) 16.5 
Table 3.35 Summary of Models for the Forecasting Analysis Problem 
The `best' model for the Forecasting problem is the US Federal Governments 
statistical models based in the US Bureau of Census. It is important to note that it is 
not a single model but rather several models that would be required to fulfil this role 
for an FTN SPDSS. Further, these models are only available through contracts or for 
the governments use. Therefore, while it is impractical to include a detailed analysis 
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within this thesis it is significant to note that these models are the best option and to 
plan for them within the feasibility analysis found within the discussion section of this 
chapter. 
Origin and Destination (O&D) Analysis 
The rapid development of near `real-time' traffic data collection- facilitated by sensor 
and information technology advancements- coupled with new methods such as ANNs 
to recognise and predict patterns in data, has resulted in a decreasing need for short- 
term and long-term forecast O&D matrices using contemporary techniques (Bell, 
1984, Bell 1991, Berka et al, 1995, Bierlaire et al, 1995, Cascetta, 1984, Chanas et al, 
1993, Cgin et al, 1992, Chin et al, 1994). This trend has become increasingly 
apparent within the literature as seen by the increase in articles, papers and new 
research projects. For example, the UK recently commissioned a £5 million project 
for the development of an Urban Traffic Model Controller (UTMC) which includes a 
requirement for near `real-time' data collection and traffic modelling. 
Due to these rapid developments, contemporary O&D models were not included 
within the AHP analysis. It is anticipated that if a demonstrator model of the author's 
design for SPEDSS is completed that it will incorporate near `real-time' data for the 
whole of the freight transport network using the technology and data analysis 
advancements as opposed to modelling. 
Mathematics Analysis Model 
The evaluated models that broadly address the mathematics analysis problem are listed 
in the table below (see Appendix 3). 
Model Number/ Model Name/ Primary References Final Score 
1. PACE FORWARD 20.0 
2. TRANSCOOP (That, 1995) 31.5 
3. Optimisation and Neural network Toolboxes in Matlab, 
Maths Work Inc. 
31.5 
Table 3.36 Summary of Models for the Mathematics Analysis Problem 
Both Matlab Toolboxes and TRANSCOOP model are the winners for the mathematics 
modelling analysis. The primary difference between the two is that Matlab is not 
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focused solely on transport, however it does have an optimisation tool, advanced 
mathematical tools, statistics, ANNs, fuzzy logic and control theory. On the other 
hand, TRANSCOOP offers a first step in customisation of a maths model for transport. 
However, to ensure the maximum robustness of the FTN SPDSS it was decided to 
integrate Matlab Toolboxes into the FTN SPDSS. 
Statistics Analysis Model 
Poh (1995) utilised ANNs to perform data analysis for a DSS product market analysis. 
He determined that ANNs offers a more flexible and robust solution to data analysis 
than statistics. Although ANNs have been utilised within many industries, the Poh 
model is the only direct example that was found to use ANNs as an `intelligent' data 
analysis module within a DSS. Earlier Table 3.32 offers a brief description of the Poh 
models' strengths and weaknesses. 
The Poh model is referred to as an `intelligent' DSS due to its ability to extract 
information from the data directly with no statistical analysis. Further, Poh illustrates 
how an ANN can be integrated into a DSS. Chapter 5 offers a deeper explanation of 
ANNs and how they are applied to the FTN SPDSS `proof-of-concept' prototype 
located in Chapter 6. 
Scenario Scoring Analysis Model 
The evaluated models that broadly address the scenerio scoring analysis problem are 
listed in the table below (see Appendix 3). 
Model Number/ Model Name/ Primary References Final Score 
1. Scorecard module - PACE FORWARD 22.2 
2. SAM - Strategic Assessment Model (Tavana and Banerjee, 1995) 25.5 
3. EIS - Executive Information System (International Business Systems, England) 17.3 
4. SmartStream Decision Support (Dun and Bradstreet Corp., Atlanta, USA) 17.3 
Table 3.37 Summary of Models for the Scenario Scoring Analysis Problem 
The `best' model for the scenario scoring problem is the Strategic Assessment Model 
(SAM) developed by the US LaSalel and Drexel Universities (Tavana and Banerjee, 
1995). The market analysis sub section offers a brief summary of the strengths and 
weaknesses of SAM. 
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Further no models were found for the following problem areas: network integration, 
green economics, market analysis, socio-culture/socio-economic analysis and 
partnership analysis. Even though, no models are evaluated for the aforementioned 
problems their definitions are integrated into the structure of the modular based FTN 
SPDSS `proof-of-concept' prototype described in Chapter 6. As each research topic is 
completed and models developed the FTN SPDSS may be upgraded to include this 
functionality. 
3.5.2 Model Evaluation Summary 
The following table is a summary of the solutions for addressing the twelve FTN 
problem types and functionally requirements for a national level FTN SPDSS. 
Additionally, the table offers an estimation for the further research that is required for: 
1) knowledge acquisition; and 2) for broadening the selected models to accommodate 
the systems definition of the FTN problems at the national level of abstraction. 
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FTN Strategic Model Determined Research Required for Broadening the Model to 
Planning through AHP Assessment Include all Modes and a National Level Abstraction 
Problem Type 
Infrastructure Vito (1987) linear need to adapt for road, rail, air, pipe 
Planning programming model for sea 
port system analysis 
Network efficiency ORNL model no adaptations required however must collaborate for 
integration 
Route choice'x ArcView need to adapt for water, rail, air, pipe 
must collaborate for integration 
need to test to see if it will scale up to national level 
Fleet optimisation TraderFreight, Paragon need to adapt for water, rail, air, pipe 
must collaborate for integration 
need to test to see if it will scale up to national level 
Network (Design) Vito (1987) need to adapt for road, rail, air, pipe 
optimisationx x' 
Network none available undertake new research 
integration 
Green/gold Harker (1987) GSPEM integrate green economic once new research is 
economic analysis model (gold only) completed 
Environment Transims (1994) no rail, pipe or water noise, no EIA, no land or water 
analysis and TRANSOOP analysis 
Planning INM need to test to see if it will scale up to national level 
Market Analysis Tavana and Banerjee need to test to see if it will scale up to national level 
(1995) SAM (Poh, 1995) 
Socio-culture and none available undertake new research 
Socio-economic 
analysis 
Partnership none available undertake new research 
analysis 
Policy PACE-FORWARD (1994) need to adapt and integrated into new model 
analysis/Scenario 
analysis 
Forecasting US Federal Models collaboration 
Mathematics Matlab customise for transportation problems? 
Statistics Matlab - Neural Networks see chapters 4 and 6 
Scoring Tavana and Banerjee need to test to see if it will scale up to national level 
(1995) SAM 
Master PACE-FORWARD (1994) see chapter 5 
programme 
Table 3.38 Synopsis of Available Solutions for the FTN Strategic Planning Problems 
It is found that a significant amount of further research is required in order for all FTN 
problem types to be adequately addressed within a FTN SPDSS. Specifically, a third 
require `new knowledge acquisition' and a further third require `some' new knowledge 
i. e. model scalability and modal adaptation. 
All models require scalability testing apart from the network efficiency model. 
Further, collaboration with industrial and government partners is required for the 
following FTN problem types: network efficiency, route choice, and forecasting. 
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Further data scalability and analysis requires `new knowledge acquisition' as well as a 
new model or tool (see Chapter 6). 
Therefore, it was concluded that due to the significant amount of research expected 
(most likely underestimated) to adapt the existing models that it would not be feasible 
to continue in this direction. However, the methodologies, and methods such as expert 
rules, ANNs and object oriented analysis are viewed to have success at defining and 
extracting knowledge from very large data sets. Therefore, further exploration of these 
towards the development of an FTN SPDSS is required. Therefore the following 
section is a summary of the investigation into using ANNs, 00 and expert rules for the 
very large US road freight data set for incorporation into a prototype. 
3.6 Artificial Neural Networks for `Intelligence' Gathering 
A brief summary of the strengths and weaknesses of tools for addressing the data 
scalability problem and thereby acquiring knowledge from the data about the FTN is 
described in the table below. ANNs provide the best opportunity to work with the very 
large United States data set as its principal strengths include: 1) knowledge abstraction 
from data even if non-linear, 2) no expert knowledge required of the data set or 
complex mathematics; 3) development time could potentially be very short i. e. weeks, 
4) higher level of data noise can be accommodated, and 5) increasing popularity for 
practical usage makes it a possible future de facto practical standard for artificial 
intelligence (AI). 
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Strengths Limitations 
Maths Maths 
" exact solutions " compromise in favour of the solution 
" guaranteed optimality - for a given set of conditions procedure that guarantees the 
that allow a feasible solution, the optimal solution or mathematical optimum number, size, and 
solutions can be calculated. If a different solution is location of warehouses 
desirable, then the penalty with respect to the " the number of variables are restricted 
optimal solution can be calculated. " quality of data set must be high 
" sensitivity analysis - given a solution, it is possible to " the volume of data required is inversely 
calculate for input parameters how much they can related to the knowledge of the business 
vary without changing the optimal solution, that is, process 
the sensitivity of the solution to changes in the " collection of data to test the model is time 
system. consuming and therefore costly 
" marginal analysis - given a solution, it is possible to " knowledge area of the planner must 
calculate the marginal cost or profit for any flow in include mathematics, statistics and 
the solution, that is, the penalty or gain that would be computing 
incurred if the flow considered were changed by one " industry cannot easily reuse the model 
unit, with everything else in the system remaining " industry cannot readily perform 
constant. A very important use of marginal costs is continuous market analysis of freight 
to establish transfer prices in the system. transportation networks 
" a computer application must be 
programmed by the planner for the model 
to work on a personal computer or work 
station 
Heuristics Heuristics 
" usually provide good problem detail and often " the number of variables are restricted 
provide optimal solutions, although optimal solutions " quality of data set must be high - if poor 
cannot be guaranteed data quality, estimated variables may be 
" most popular heuristic modes are based on the used 
Kuehn-Hamburger algorithm or variations of it " expert judgement and experienced 
estimations are used to 'fit' the data to 
expected trends & results 
" collection of data to test the model is time 
consuming and therefore costly 
" knowledge area of the planner must 
include transportation freight networks, 
mathematics, statistics and computing 
" industry cannot easily reuse the model 
" industry cannot readily perform 
continuous market analysis of freight 
transportation networks 
" a computer application must be 
programmed by the planner for the model 
to work on a personal computer or work 
station 
Simulation Models Simulation Models 
" permit cost relationships to be described in great " require expertise in mathematics and 
detail and the problem scope to be as broad as computer programming and software 
needed development 
"a formulation of a mathematical model which is " requires `good' quality of data with 
analysed by computer preferably little or no noise 
" aggregate impact of many factors 
" comprehensive models 
" quality of data on causal relationships 
Expert Systems Expert Systems 
" computerisation of human derived knowledge " requires an articulate expert to develop 
" macroscopic scope, sequential processing ES 
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" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
learning takes place outside the system 
deductive 
knowledge in explicit form 
system built through knowledge extraction 
mathematical logic origin 
exact matching 
people oriented 
excellent explanation capability 
many turnkey shells are available 
many successful, fielded systems are available for 
reference 
strong user interface 
software well developed 
easy to validate 
" average development time is 12 to 18 
months 
" knowledge engineering is difficult and 
time-consuming 
" data should be complete and error free 
" learning is static and external 
" large systems can be unwieldy and 
difficult to maintain 
Artificial Neural Networks Artificial Neural Networks 
" universal approximation (input-output mapping), " little or no explanation capability 
" the ability to learn from and adapt to their " few turnkey shells available; most ANNs 
environment must be customised per application 
" the ability to invoke weak assumptions about the " few successful fielded systems are 
underlying physical phenomena responsible for the available to the public 
generation of the input data " weak user interface 
" micro scope, parallel processing in simulate " difficult to validate 
intelligence " data pre-processing can be lengthy 
" learning takes place within the system 
" inductive 
" knowledge is implicit 
" system built through training using data examples 
" statistical and stochastic origin 
" approximate matching 
" data oriented 
" requires many examples, but no expert is needed 
" development time is as little as a few weeks or 
months 
" knowledge engineering is data driven and simple 
" data can be error ridden and noisy 
" learning is dynamic and internal 
" large networks cannot be currently built 
" smaller networks can be hierarchically linked for 
more complex problems, making them more 
maintainable 
" application deals with poor quality data or incomplete 
data. 
" example data are available to train the ANN 
" application requires integration of different types of 
input data 
" difficult to specify a model for mathematical 
simulation or rules for a knowledge based system 
" application needs to recognise a requirement for it 
to be adopted or to adapt itself 
" can train to become tolerant of poor data 
Table 3.39 Summary of Methods Available tör the Data 5caiability rroniem 
Sources: Osyk and Vilayaraman, 1995; Haykin, 1994 and Bianco, 1987 
Therefore, due to the nature of the FTN problem and the scope of this research it is 
determined to use ANNs to explore their potential for addressing the data scalability 
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problem through the determination of relationships amongst variables and to determine 
if these relationships hold true regardless of the abstraction level of the data (see 
Chapter 5). The following is a brief explanation of ANNs and how they work. 
For simplicity, and because this research is primarily concerned with finding a 
modelling solution for national freight transportation planning, the following sections 
on ANNs offer a brief explanation to allow the reader to understand their function 
within this research. (For a more thorough explanation of neural networks, see the 
bibliography for additional sources. ) 
ANNs are often reported to be `based upon' a human brain's neuron functions. Indeed, 
neurocomputing"" has been largely influenced by neuroscience but is also highly 
multidisicplinary. Having said that, ANNs are not an encapsulation of the brains 
massively parallel processes, but rather rely upon some of the founding principles of 
the brains functions as determined through neuroscience and other highly specialised, 
and largely `uncharted', scientific areas. 
The struggle to understand the brain owes much to the pioneering work of Ramon y 
Cajal (1911), who introduced the idea of neurons as structural constituents of the 
brain. The brain is a highly complex, non-linear, and parallel computer (information- 
processing system). It has the capability of organising neurons so as to perform certain 
computations (e. g., pattern recognition, perception, and motor control) many times 
faster than the fastest digital computer today (Haykin, 1994). 
We may thus offer the following definition (adapted from Aleksander and Morton, 
1990) of a neural network viewed as an adaptive machine: 
A neural network is a massively parallel distributed processor that has a natural 
propensity for storing experimental knowledge and making it available for use. It 
resembles the brain in two respects: 
1. Knowledge is acquired by the network through a learning process. 
2. Interneuron connection strengths known as synaptic weights are used to store the 
knowledge (Haykin, 1994). 
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The modern era ANNs is said to have begun with the pioneering work of McCulloch 
and Pitts (1943). McCulloch was a psychiatrist and neuroanatomist by training; he 
spent some 20 years thinking about the representation of an event in the nervous 
system. Pitts was a mathematical prodigy, who joined McCulloch in 1942. According 
to Rall (1990), the 1943 classic paper by McCulloch and Pitts arose within a ANN 
modelling community that had been active at the University of Chicago for at least 
five years prior to 1943, under the leadership of Rashevsky (Haykin, 1994). Although, 
ANNs have been widely known about within the research community, it has only been 
since the early to mid 1980s that their use has been applied to `practical' application 
areas. There are two main reasons for this: 1) the rapid diffusion of the personal 
computers within the research and public community domains in the early 1980s and, 
2) research conducted in 1969 by Minsky pointed out the deficiencies of a single layer 
ANN or perception that caused a severe drop in interest. It wasn't until 1983 that 
Rumelhart and McClelland published their work on Parallel Distributed Processing 
that resulted in a re-surgence of interest (Hinde, 1997). 
In a survey conducted for the Conspectus Reports (July, 1997) it was found that `while 
only 23% of the survey sample have taken the plunge with neural networks, this 
radical method of data interrogation appears to be attracting a lot of interest for the 
future and neural networks are being touted as the first practical manifestation of 
artificial intelligence'. Further, Doherty (1995) reports an explosion of the use of 
neural networks for transportation problems. His observation of the `explosion' is 
based upon a review of papers published in the 1980's compared with those published 
in the 1990's. In total, Dougherty found 12 for the 1980s' and a total of 40 for the 
1990's. The table below summaries Dougherty (1995) along with those papers and 
thesis abstracts identified by this author for 1995-1997. 
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Subject Area Number of papers 
(1980s - 1995) 
Driver behaviour/autonomous vehicles 12 
Parameter estimation 7 
Pavement maintenance 6 
Vehicle detection/classification 5 
Traffic pattern analysis 5 
Freight operations 4 
Traffic forecasting 4 
Transport Policy and economics 2 
Air transport 2 
Maritime transport 2 
Submarine vehicles 1 
Metro operations 1 
Traffic control 1 
Total 52 
Table 3.40 Summary of Applications of ANNs in Transport 
Adapted from: Dougherty, 1995 
Indeed, this author has seen a similar `trend' through the review of thesis abstracts, 
journals and books. Further, as indicated in chapter 2, the focus of neural networks in 
transport is largely on traffic pattern and civil engineering problems such as pavement 
conditions along with vehicle behaviour (automotive engineering). Interestingly, the 
previous section highlighted the Conspectus Survey results (July, 1997) that showed a 
large percentage of companies interested in EIS, intranets and the Internet along with 
almost one quarter interested in ANNs. However, in transportation, no existing 
literature captures any research involving the integration of EIS, intranet, Internet and 
ANNs. Largely, the integration of these `tools' is being seen in the manufacturing 
industry through endeavours such as ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) with only 
the largest companies fully up to speed. Having said that, the freight transport industry 
is making strides towards ERP with companies such as FedEx leading the way with 
their `home grown' global information system. 
The following table offers a synopsis of the ANNs that were investigated for use for 
solving the FTN data scalability problem (see Chapter 6). Therefore, it was determined 
that the feasibility study for developing an FTN SPDSS could be completed with the 
replacement of ANNs for `intelligence' within a prototype instead of adapting existing 
models. The first attempt at using ANNs with the US BTS data set, means that 
unsupervised learning should be utilised as the knowledge of the data is very limited. 
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Learning 
Paradigm 
Network 
Architecture 
Learning 
Algorithm 
Key Strength/ Weakness 
Supervised Backpropagation error " most popular network architecture - transport 
Network correction applications 
" must have representation of inputs and 
outputs within the data i. e. know what you 
answer looks and its how it represents the 
real world domain i. e. required 
Unsupervised Kohenen Network competitive " do not need output variables i. e. do not need 
to know what you answer looks like 
" more time consuming and no guarantee that 
the ANN will converge i. e. give an answer 
Table 3.41 Synopsis of ANNs for the FTN Data Scalability Problem 
Since 1990, there has been an increase in the number of software solutions for ANNs. 
The majority of these software packages focus on the ability to `simplify' the ANN 
development process for the user even going as far as performing all the pre- 
processing and architecture design `behind-the-scenes'. While these packages are 
useful for problems that are readily suitable for ANN such as pattern recognition of the 
transparent ANN process is not available within these packages. Thus, it is a black 
box approach to using ANNs. 
However, the most popular software package for development of ANNs continues to 
be Matlab, a Maths Work Inc. product, that is designed for transparent ANN 
development by technically experienced computer specialists, mathematicians and 
research engineers. Due to its availability to academics, and its long proven track 
record, Matlab is the best option for the exploratory ANN research for the FTN 
problem. 
A limitation that nearly all ANN software packages, and indeed ANNs themselves face 
is the that they offer little or no explanation of their process apart from the input 
weights, output variable and error profile. Hinde (1997) developed a programme to 
overcome this limitation through the use of rule extraction from the ANN itself. 
However, this programme is currently limited to supervised learning ANNs. The 
Hinde (1997) work offers real scope for integrating ANNs with expert system based 
executive DSSs. 
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The next section investigates options for the software development of an FTN SPDSS. 
3.7 Master Programme/Software Development Methods AHP Analysis 
An FTN SPDSS requires a master programme (software) to integrate all models with 
each other and with a database management system. Below is a summary of the top 
four methods used for systems (software) development as reported by Conspectus 
(1994,1996,1997,1998). 
Systems (software) Development Methods 
1. In-house standards - systems and software built using computer specialists within the 
company. 
2. DSM/RAD -A way of building prototype systems very quickly which involves developers 
working together very closely. A basic interface is constructed with links to a small 
subset of data. Users work with it to define missing functionality which is quickly added 
by the developer. RAD tools are normally interpretative, or incorporate incremental 
compilation, so that they can be run frequently during the development process 
(Conspectus, Oct. 1996). 
3. SSADM V4N5 (1980's widely viewed as de facto standard) - SSADM is prescriptive. It 
prescribes how a systems development effort can be conducted, The prescription is 
adjusted to suit individual needs. SSADM is reductionist. It breaks down a project into 
phases which are then divided into stages. Each stage is subdivided into steps. Each 
step has a list of tasks, inputs and outputs (Downs, et al , 
1988). SSADM is data driven 
approach to development. This technique is a top-down approach to data modelling and 
relies upon the modeller's perception of the information being modelled. 
4. Unified method OMT/Booch (1990's becoming de factor standard)x"' - Supports the 
incremental and iterative process of round-trip gestalt design. Object-Oriented 
Decomposition involves breaking down the system according to the key abstractions in 
the problem domain. Each object embodies its own unique behaviour, and each one 
models some object in the real world. From this perspective, an object is simply a 
tangible entity which exhibits some well-defined behaviour (Booch, 1991). 
Table 3.42 Summary of Most Popular Software Development Methods 
It is viewed that both RAD and SSADM are unsuitable. RAD requires a high level of 
computer programming and software development skills while SSADM is seen to 
require long time frames and was mostly suitable for large systems wide projects. It 
was determined that OOM/D offeres a flexible environment in which a non-computer 
specialist can develop a `proof-of-concept' prototype that can then be implemented or 
constructed by a computer programmer - and all within the same software 
development platform. Further, what is seen as today's solution for systems (software) 
development may well be outdated by the time the model is constructed. The up-and- 
coming method, as determined by the Conspectus Industry Based Surveys (1994, 
1995,1996v, 1997"v, 1998)xv' is - Object Oriented Methodology (OOM). 
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The following sections provide a synopsis of the stepped development of OOM/D and 
the supporting object oriented methods and tools. Object Oriented Methodology and 
Design includes: Object Oriented Analysis (OOA), Object Oriented Programming 
(OOP), Object Oriented Languages (OOL), Object Oriented Database Management 
System (ODBMS) and Object Oriented Development Process (OODP). 
But how are all these related? Basically the products of OOA are used as the starting 
point for OOD; the products of OOD can then be used as blueprints for completely 
implementing a system using OOP (Booch, 1991). OOL is the tool used within OOP. 
Further, the OODMS is the result from applying OOA to a data set through OOP. 
Below is a brief history and explanation of each of the aforementioned OOM (see 
Generic Object Model Diagram in the following sub-section). 
3.8 Object Oriented Methodology and Design 
Generally, OODM is a system of principles, practices and procedures applied to a 
means of programming which has the aim of building software in component (module) 
form, in the same way that PCs are currently produced cheaply by assembling third- 
party components (Conspectus, March 1996). More specifically OOM/D involves a 
method of design encompassing the process of 00 decomposition and a notation for 
depicting both logical and physical as well as static and dynamic models of the system 
under design (Booch, 1991). The process of OOD (supporting the incremental and 
iterative process of round-trip gestalt design) is to: 
" identify the classes and objects at a given level of abstraction; 
" identify the semantics of these classes and objects; 
" identify the relationships among these classes and objects; and 
" implement these classes and objects (Booch, 1991). 
The table below is a brief description of the key elements in 00. 
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00 Element Brief Description of 00 Element 
Superclass is the abstraction of classes and objects at the highest level of shared 
characteristics 
Class is a set of objects that share a common structure and a common behaviour 
Object is a concrete entity that exists in time and space (Conspectus, 1996) 
Relationships describes the interaction between objects, classes and superclass 
Inheritance defines a relationship among classes, wherein one class shares the 
structure or behaviour defined in one or more classes (called single 
inheritance and multiple inheritance, respectively). Inheritance thus 
represents a hierarchy of abstractions, in which a subclass inherits from one 
or more superclasses. Typically, a subclass augments or redefines the 
existing structure and behaviour of its superclasses (Booch, 1991). 
Table 3.43 Description of 00 Elements 
The following figure encapsulates the tools used for applying 00. 
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Object 
Object 
Oriented Object Oriented 
Oriented 
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Methdology/ Analysis (OOA) Management 
Design (OOM/D) . ýý .' System 
% 
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L ----- 
using Objects 
------ I and Classes 
within Re- 
useable 
OOP/OOPL 
Figure 3.2 Generic Object Model 
Note: The object model can be constructed in any OOD software (each have their own 
iterative process) and can use any type of OOPL. 
As can be seen from the diagram above, OOA acts as a foundation for OOM/D, 
OOP/OOL and OODMS"". Where OOA involves determining the four major 
elements of an object model i. e. 1) Abstraction, 2) Encapsulation, 3) Modularity and 4) 
Hierarchy of a software and/or problem domain. 
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3.9 Analysis of DBMS 
No survey of the US transportation agencies and their use of DBMS was found within 
the literature. Further, to conduct a survey at such an early stage in the prototype 
development would be premature. Therefore it is recommended that a survey be 
conducted prior to the development of a full-scale prototype and that 00 be used to 
establish a design for a database that can later be adapted to whichever DBMS chosen. 
The next section outlines the use of an 00 based software development tool for the 
development of a `proof-of-concept' prototype. 
3.10 Analysis of UML Development Tool 
The chosen development platform for the development of an FTNs SPDSS was Rose, 
by Rational Corporation Inc.. In terms of market share, the leading UML development 
software is Rose by Rational Corporation. As can be seen in Chapter 5, Rose is a user 
friendly development environment that allows a non-computer specialist to construct a 
prototype to the level that their skills and knowledge of the problem domain allow. 
Specifically, the Rose tool provides the capability to: 
" identify and design business objects, and then map them to software components; 
" partition services across a three-tiered service model; 
" design how components will be distributed across a network; 
" generate visual basic code frameworks directly from your model; 
" use reverse engineering to create models from existing components and 
applications; and 
" use round trip engineering facilities to keep your designs synchronised with your 
code (Quantrani, 1998). 
The table below highlights the strengths and weaknesses of Rose, Rational Inc. for the 
development of a SPDSS `proof-of-concept' prototype. 
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Strengths Weaknesses 
" rapid generation of diagrams for illustration of the model " significant cost 
at the inception and elaboration stages of prototyping " visual basic language 
" diagrams can be directly used within the programming 
" easy to use drag and drop environment 
" structured UML rules and error checking 
" skill level: non-programmer to advanced software 
developer 
" only 00 development software to incorporate the UML 
" complete development environment from elaboration 
through to construction 
" iterative approach to development 
Table 3.44 Strengths and Weaknesses of Rose 
Chapter 5 provides a more detailed step by step for the Rose Objectory process 
through its explanation of the FTN SPDSS `proof-of-concept' prototype. 
The following section is a summary of the solutions for the FTN SPDSS as described 
within this chapter. Further, a table outlining the feasibility, through this research, of 
the development of a `proof-of-concept' prototype is provided. 
3.11 Evaluation of Options for SPDSS Development 
The literature revealed, four further possible options that could be investigated as 
solutions for the development of an FTN SPDSS. The table below briefly presents an 
analysis of the proposed options. 
Options 1 and 3- Cray Computer and Research into Very Large Parallel Computing, 
Storage Devices and/ or Data Compression 
Options 1 and 3 are outside the scope and financial limitations of this research. 
Further, Option 1, using the Cray computer, is severely limited in that it is a one-off 
and could not, for cost and availability reasons, act as an on-going SPDSS for FTN 
planning. While Option 3, Research into Very Large Parallel Computing, Storage 
Devices and/ or Data Compression, is being conducted both within the private and 
public sectors and it is seen to be a highly specialised area that involves hundreds of 
scientists and is totally unsuitable for a single person project. 
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Options 2 and 4- Virtual Modelling and Planning and Data Scalability 
Both options 2 and 4 require collaboration with the US government agencies for a full 
investigation into their potential for the development of an FTN SPDSS. However, it 
is viewed that establishing collaboration could take longer than the three year time 
constraint of this project if it could be achieved as an `outside' initiative instead of 
being driven by political will. Furthermore, an additional scoping investigation is 
required to `elaborate' on using Option 2 (Virtual Modelling and Planning via the 
Internet) and Option 4 (data scalability) prior to the next phase of collaborative 
research. 
Further, both collaboration and standardisation of data (including perhaps `new' data) 
and the full evaluation of using a LAN (Local Area Network) or WAN (Wide Area 
Network e. g. Internet) are the problems facing development of a virtual FTN SPEDSS. 
Further, significant data is required prior to any `data scalability' analysis. This 
requires co-operation with US government agencies, access to `restricted or 
confidential' data, money to purchase the data, resources to store, pre-process and 
`analyses' the data, and a `method' or methodology for analysing the data. Therefore, 
staying within the scope of this research means a focus on methods and methodologies 
for data scalability should be investigated. 
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Options Strengths Weaknesses 
Option 1- use existing " `rapid' answer " high costs 
Hardware i. e. Cray " use of full data set instead " time 
Computer of 'similarities' may improve " availability of hardware and software i. e. 
`error/tolerance' levels models 
" adaptation of modes for all modes of 
transport 
" not re-useable - one-off 
" not flexible 
" data collection is required 
Option 2- virtual " incremental step " on-line integration of models 
modelling and planning " decentralised modelling " cost 
- explore/ use existing matches decentralised " time 
IT networks - Internet management and control " may be insufficient computational power 
i. e. shared hardware " ease of data collection " standardisation of data and models 
resources both " ease of model development required 
computational power " no guarantee of an answer " is the programming capable i. e. ActiveX, 
and storage " may be inexpensive due to Java 
sharing of costs and " research required into development of an 
reduced person years for SPDSS that has virtual links to other 
data collection - i. e. sites for data and modelling simulation 
electronic via the web runs 
" all US transport and 
government agencies use 
the Internet to various 
degrees i. e. familiarities with 
the environment 
Option 3- " straight-forward solution " cost 
research/invest into " no further transport research " time 
very large parallel required for data only model " industrial competition 
computing and storage development " collection of data - cost/ time? 
devices and/ or data " model development 
compression " construct SPDSS 
" on-line security may be difficult 
Option 4- data " move towards a desktop " no guarantee of a solution or answer 
scalability i. e. patterns solution " even a 50% reduction of data would 
in data/ similarities that " single solution mean 5 billion data points required 
can be used within " reusable " data collection through collaboration is 
inheritance therefore " secure required 
reducing amount of data " may be reusable elsewhere " cost of data collection 
required and in different disciplines " time scale? 
" techniques/tools/methods? 
" cost/time for further investigation? 
" computational power requirements? 
" model development 
" SPDSS development 
Table 3.45 Analysis of Options for Development of an FTN SPDSS 
The following is a summary of the feasibility of the development of a national level 
FTN SPDSS through the four stages within the Rose Objectory Process. 
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Require- Literature Inception Elaboration Construction Transition 
ments Research and Phase Phase Phase Phase 
Skill Based 
Learning 
Time 1 year 4 months 4 months 1-2 years est. 6- 12 months 
Money* £3000 0 £500 unknown unknown 
Skills/ logistics, Transport Transport Computer Science - Computer 
Expertise computer Specialist, Specialist, advanced Science - 
programming, 00, 00, programming and advanced 
00 Computer Computer software programming 
GIS Science - Science - development and software 
ANNs basic basic development; 
Matlab programming programming; training 
; Basic Basic 
Software Software 
Development Development 
Number of Transport Transport Transport Transport specialist, Transport 
persons specialist specialist specialist project manager, specialist, 
programmers, project 
collaborative partners manager, 
programmers, 
collaborative 
partners 
Software/ Rose, Win Rose, Win Rose, Win Unix, Sparc, PC/ Mac/Unix 
hardware 3.11 & 98, 3.11 & 98, 3.11 & 98, 
Matlab, Matlab, Matlab, 
Maplnfo, Maplnfo, Maplnfo, 
PC PC PC 
Data full national sample of sample of full national data set full national 
data set national data national data data set 
set set 
Time for 2 months - 2 months - data ANN -6 months training and 
Further Rose study ANNs plus time for further installation 
Research 2 months - research projects 
ANN work plus time for modal 
scalability and 
adaptation for all 
modes 
Table 3.46 Requirements for Building a FTN SPDSS UML 'Proof-of-concept' 
Prototype using Rational Rose Development Software 
* Excludes salary, travel, office space and office equipment i. e. desks, telephone etc. 
The development of a prototype to the end of the elaboration phase can be completed 
but beyond that would require additional resources for the completion of further 
research, computer programming, and collaboration with an end user to `test' the 
functionality of the prototype. Further, the issue of data and database management is a 
significant (see Chapter 4) and requires further data collection and research into issues 
of scalability and accurate spatial representation within a GIS. 
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3.12 Findings and Conclusions 
A significant amount of further research is required in order for all FTN problem types 
to be adequately addressed within a FTN SPDSS. Specifically, the analysis of existing 
passenger based models revealed that one third require `new knowledge acquisition' 
and a further one third require `some' new knowledge i. e. model scalability and modal 
adaptation. All models require scalability testing apart from network efficiency. 
Further, data scalability and analysis requires `new knowledge acquisition' as well as a 
new model or tool. 
Exploration of existing models revealed that ANNs, expert rules and 00 for the 
encapsulation of a problem domain and for intelligence gathering for large data sets 
would be suitable for the development of an FTN SPDSS. 
It was concluded that a prototype can be developed to the end of the Elaboration Phase 
but beyond that would require additional resources for the completion of further 
research, computer programming, and collaboration with an end user to `test' the 
functionality of the prototype. 
'Because this field is in flux, an exact definition of DSS is elusive (Bidgoli, 1989). 
" This approach is largely based on the decision making tasks rather than the cognitive process 
taken by decision makers. 
"' Bigdoli (1989) reports that decisions in a corporate enterprise or government organisation 
can be classified into three groups: 
1. structured decisions; 
2. semi-structured decisions; and 
3. unstructured decisions. 
Structured decisions, or programmable tasks, do not need a decision-maker for 
implementation, because a well-defined standard operating procedure exists for the execution 
of these types of decisions. Record-keeping operations, payrolls, and simple inventory 
problems are examples of this type of task, in which computer technology can be a significant 
help. 
Semi-structured decisions are those that are not quite as well-defined by standard opearting 
procedures as are structured decisions. However, these decisions included structured aspects 
that greatly benefit from information retrieval, analytical models, and information-system 
technology in general. Sales forecasting, budget preparation, and capital aquisition analysisi 
are some decisions within this group. 
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Further, Bidgoli (1989) defines unstructured decisions as `unique in nature, are mostly non- 
recurring, and have no standard operating procedure that pertains to their implementation. In 
these circumstances, the decision make's intuition plays the most significant role and 
computer technology offers the least support. There are numerous instances of these types of 
decisions, including research and development, hiring and firing, and introduction of a new 
product. Future development in artificial intelligence (AI) may be of great assistance to 
organisations confronted with qualitative types of decisions'. 
It is significant to note that Bidgoli was speaking of DSSs that were available prior to 1989, 
when he wrote this definition. Since then, there has been an explosion in computer hardware 
development and in software development with DSS being a growth area for software and 
management consultants (Conspectus, 1996,1998). 
Therefore, a more `up-to-date' definition of unstructured decisions would include Bidgoli's 
definition but with the caveat that `the use of computer simulation/software for the assessment 
of options in a dynamic manner between the decision maker and the software programme 
including 'what if analysis' and complex queries to determine inter-relationships/ interactions 
between key entties within the problem domain'. However, intuition is indeed used by 
decision makers, but little is known of its impact in startgic planning deciison for the FTN and 
in logsitics business practices. 
The early 1970s, in fact, was one of the most prolific periods of research and development in 
computer models for logistic system design and control (Bianco, 1987). The art of modelling 
resides in the ability to conceptualise a total system and to specify the linkages between the 
various subsystems (Sussams, 1995). 
v One in early 1995 while completing the research proposal followed by: 3 in 1995/96; 1 in 
1997; and 3 in 1998. 
"' All components of the DSS, including the programs of its management systems, are 
orchestrated by top level control programs. Data consisted of: transport demand flows: 1986, 
2015 scenarios; modal networks; yearly statistics; vehicle specifications; and tactics/priorities. 
It is interesting to note that the UK, US and Canadian governments, all of whom do not 
have a national FTN SPDSS, continue to focus on single solutions including a modal shift for 
freight from road to rail. Further, these governments are heavily investing in passenger 
information systems and public transport "integration" in a bid to make these a more attractive 
means of passenger travel. However, two key pieces of information are missing. The first is a 
careful analysis of the existing network (baseline) ands its usage. The second is the impact 
assessment of such `solutions' of travel behaviour and their impacts. Without this baseline, 
and a means of evaluating the changes and their possible and probable impacts we cannot 
know if these solutions will be effective. Indeed, these solutions may have no effect, as was 
seen in the Netherlands analysis or worse they may a net increase in adverse effects such as 
economic and environment losses. 
V"' PACE-FORWARD has never been aplied to the US - however the score card methodology 
has been applied in the Netherlands to military problems. 
'x As broadly constructed, network design is a topic that captures many of the most salient 
features of transportation planning. Indeed, network design issues pervade the full heirarchy 
of strategic, tactical, and operational decsion-making situations that arise in transportation 
(Magnanti and Wong, 1984). 
San Diego Association of Governments (1995) views models as "computerised procedures 
for systematically predicting travel changes in response to changes in development pattered, 
transportation systems, and demographics giiven certain assumptions about travel behavior 
based upon existing conditions. The many factors affecting travel make manual analysis 
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prohibitably time consuming for almost all applications. The complexity of the problem can 
quickly exhaust computer capacity as well so that the design of transportation models requires 
compromises on the level of detail and number of factors that can be considered". 
Xi Strategic, tactical and operational transport network design decisions are often made from a 
discrete set of alternatives therefore integer or mixed interger programming models are used 
(Magnanti and Wong, 1984). Simply this means adding or taking away a component of the 
transportation network and then observing the changes to the network. (Single event driven 
analysis). 
This type of model (discrete event) is capable, at least in principle, of considering the system- 
wide interactions between design decisions and of modelling how design alternatives, striking 
a balance between increased design expenditures and resulting improvements in the system's 
operation (e. g. decreases in operating costs) (Magnanti and Wong, 1984). 
"" Neurocomputing is the technological discipline concerned with information processing 
systems (for example, ANNs) that autonomously develop operational capabilities in adaptive 
response to an information environment (Hecht-Nielsen, R., 1990). Formally, neurocomputing 
is the technological discipline concerned with parallel, distributed, adaptive information 
processing systems that develop information processing capabilities in response to an 
information environment (Hecht-Nielsen, R 1990). Processing structures include: 
1. neural networks; 
2. learning automata; 
3. generic learning systems; 
4. data-adaptive content addressable memories; 
5. simulated annealing systems; 
6. associate memories; and 
7. fuzzy learning systems (Hecht-Nielsen R, 1990). 
xi Respondents were asked what project management methods they used when implementing 
packages. 
The highest proportion use a phased implementation with checkpoints approach, while 30% 
use the straightforward Big Bang method. The remaining 30% have no modus operandi and 
judge which approach they adopt according to the specific project. Whichever approach is 
adopted is governed largely by the type of business concerned; some are unable to simply 
"pull the plug" and cease production entirely, while others are forced to do so by the pace of 
change. Respondents were then asked which approach they use for in-house bespoke 
development. The iterative or cyclic approach as the most popular followed by equal 
proportions (20%) using prototype development and RAD/incremental development. One in 
ten organisations use the waterfall approach, while the same number outsource bespoke 
development projects. Most also use a development method which has evolved in-house 
based on a recognised standard. The bulk of these are based on DSDM/RAD or SSADM 
V4N5 (Conspectus, Oct. 1996). 
XIV However, 00 application/ component-based development was reported as one of the most 
important merging trends along with object-oriented database design (Conspectus, Oct. 1996). 
Some of the most progressive see the opportunity for object-based development using the 
Intranet to "pull down" components and development applications from the Web server. 
Possibly the most interesting development comes from using the two technologies in harness, 
so that the browser and Web server can be used to trigger business applications or "business 
objects" across departmental or organistional boundaries and by doing so, proactively fulfil a 
business process. This can be done with great ease and speed from the desktop (Conspectus, 
1997). 
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"A method is a disciplined process for generating a set of models that describe various 
aspects of a software system under development, using some well-defined notation. 
x" Further, OODMS is where data is contained within the object, so an object oriented 
database is storing objects not data per se (Conspectus, March 1996). 
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Chapter 4 
A Dynamic Modelling Methodology 
for a Freight Transport SPEDSS 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter includes a description of the author's Dynamic Modelling Methodology 
(DMM). The DMM is a four step process for the development of a FTN SPEDSS. It 
involves: 
1.00 and UNM for encapsulation of the FTN within an 00 database and a `proof- 
of-concept' prototype. 
2. ANNs and expert rule extraction for the intelligence gathering and data scalability 
testing of the US FTN case study data. 
3. An extranet for sharing of data, hardware and models amongst the United States 
Department of Transport (DoT) sites and any collaborative partners. 
4. Outlining a demonstrator model, for future development, encapsulating the core 
functionality of a full-scale FTN SPEDSS. 
Specifically, this chapter offers a brief summary of the DMM as well as a description 
of the research findings for step 3. Chapter 5 and 6 offer the reader an illustration of 
steps 1 and 2 respectively. 
4.2 Background 
The decentralisation of data, models and management of the FTN requires a dynamic 
and interactive modelling solution for freight transport planning. Throughout this 
research project the Internet has been used for static data and information collection 
that otherwise may not have been obtainable through `contemporary' research 
techniques. In the early 1990's, the Internet broadly focused on static information 
sharing, with government agencies and industry enterprises building static web sites. 
However, the Internet is not simply a technology for information sharing. The 
Internet is a WAN (Wide Area Network) that is capable of connecting to any type of 
computer and operating system. This means, that remote use of any computer 
Rudolph M. M. (Dec. 1998), "National Freight Transport Planning: Towards a Strategic 
Planning Extranet Decision Support System (SPEDSS)", PhD Thesis, Loughborough 
University, UK. 
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geographically located anywhere in the world is possible i. e. fully connected and 
interactive. Although, this is well known fact, progression towards using the Internet 
as a WAN has been limited by security and programming issues. However, in 1996- 
1997, innovative solutions such as Java, XML (to name a few! ) are becoming more 
popular and could well be the start of the next evolution of the Internet towards 
`interactivity'. Therefore, the Internet is viewed as a possible solution for the 
decentralisation problem facing the FTN planning problem. 
The table below offers a brief summary of the strengths and weaknesses of enabling a 
companies intranet to become an extranet through its expansion on the Internet. 
Strengths Weaknesses 
" networking " security - encryption and firewalls do not 
" data uploading and downloading rates' offer 100% solution 
" any computer or operating system may be a " interactivity standards - CGI (Common 
user or a server gateway Interface) is the standard but is 
" Internet, intranet and extranet technologies inadequate in terms of interactivity, 
involve iterative stepped change allowing all adaptability, and robustness 
companies the opportunity of using suppliers " client/server with programmes being based 
and systems that they are competent in on the server for speed 
" Java, XML and ActiveX offering the first real " reliability - backups are limited to a primary 
interactivity for programmes, data base sharing and secondary for servers 
and information (called active web pages") 
Table 4.1 Summary of Strengths and Weakness of Extranets using `Current' 
Technologies 
The following section offers a description of the steps required for encapsulating the 
FTN problem through data using OOA. 
4.3 Steps for OOA of FTN Problem 
The process of visualisation and defining focal points of real world instances and 
objects is not foreign to a transport planner. Daily duties of a transport planner 
involve visualising the location of vehicles within the network for such things as 
scheduling duties and answering customer information queries. Whereas, 
mathematics and algorithms in most cases will be on the fringes of a transport 
planners work, if it is there at all. 
00 is being applied by many blue chip UK organisations (who) believe that it is the 
clear way forward in systems development (Conspectus, May 1996) (see Chapter 3 
for further details). The chosen OOA method for the first steps of encapsulating a 
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generic FTN is based on Schlaer and Mellor (1988) due to the simplistic nature of the 
object and database construction. The second step (discussed in Section 4.6) involves 
the use of the UML to `build' a prototype. The Unified Modelling Language (UML)- 
the de facto standard - is based upon an integration of all major 00 methodologies 
including Schlaer-Mellor. Therefore, it was reasonable to follow the simpler Schlear- 
Mellor methodology without expecting any significant set backs in later integration 
into an UML based 00 `proof-of-concept' prototype. The following is a brief 
description of the steps involved in the Schlear-Mellor OOM and OOA. 
The Schlaer-Mellor OOA Methodology 
For transparency, Schlaer and Mellor offer the following explanations of their 
foundation of their 00 methodology: 
" The modelling rules and structures given here are based on abstraction and 
interpretation of the relational theory of data (Codd, 1970; Date, 1977,1986). 
" The graphical information structure diagram notation has its roots in the Bachman 
diagrams (Martin, 1977) familiar to database designs and in Entity-Relationship 
Diagrams (ERD) (Chen, 1977; Tsichritzis and Lochovsky, 1982). 
" The Information Model Description Documents derive from a form and 
organisation developed by John P. Lynch, whose unpublished contributions are 
acknowledged. 
The Schlear-Mellor OOA is made up of the following eight steps: 
Step 1: Abstract like or similar real world FTN "things" and call the abstractions 
objects. The focal area is the FTN and all other surrounding or peripheral stimuli are 
screened out. Within the FTN the thought process of the transport planner re-focuses 
to include only the large things within an FTN such as, an airport, truck or boat. At 
this focal area, the transport planner can begin to perceive likeness in the entities. For 
example, airport, seaport, railport, truck port all become simply a group of 'ports'. 
By perceiving likeness between the larger things within an FTN, the transport planner 
begins to reduce the number of things within the focal area. Most of the things are 
likely to fall into five categories: 
1. tangible things, 
10} 
2. roles; 
3. incidents; 
4. interactions; and 
5. specifications. 
Step 2: Describe the superclass by defining it in a short, informative statement"' 
which allows one to tell, with certainty, whether or not a particular real world entity is 
an instance of the superclass as conceptualised in the information model. The 
description consists of 6 main parts including- 
" inclusion criteria; 
" exclusion criteria; 
" context of object; 
" background information; 
" world statement vs. model statement; and 
" technical writing standards. 
Step 3: Represent an abstract superclass by choosing attributes which support the 
ideas of `likeness' the transport planner had in mind when the entities were abstracted 
into objects. With an attribute being the abstraction of a single characteristic 
possessed by all the entities that were, themselves, abstracted from the object. To do 
this, focus on an individual object and list their real world attributes. For example, 
ports have names, geographical locations, capacities, etc. Note that when filling in 
the details of things/instances within the objects matrix there can be no empty cells. 
Or put another way, all instances within an object must share 100 percent of the 
attributes used to describe the object. The best method is to keep the attributes based 
in reality and simplified where possible. 
The goals or capturing attributes are: 
" Complete: capture all information pertinent to the object being defined; 
" Fully factored: each attribute captures a separate aspect of the object abstraction; 
and 
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" Mutually independent: the attributes take on their values independently of one 
another. 
When capturing the objects attributes it is important to include: 
" Descriptive: provide facts intrinsic to each instance of an object; 
" Naming: provide facts about the arbitrary labels and names carried by each 
instance in the object; 
9 Referential: capture the facts which tie an instance of one object to an instance of 
another; 
" Identifier: a set of one or more attributes which uniquely distinguishes each 
instance of an object is an identifier for that object; and 
" Domain of Attributes: states the relationship being captured in the model by the 
referential attribute. 
Step 4: Define the relationships between superclasses and classes. This can be done 
by carefully reviewing the attributes of all objects to determine where one or more 
objects shares one or more of the same attributes. If this is the case, then there is a 
relationship between those objects. 
Step 5: Determine relationships or associations between instances of an object. A 
relationship is the abstraction of a set of associations that hold systematically between 
different kinds of things in the real world. There are three forms of binary 
relationships: 
one-to-one: e. g. State HAS A Governor 
one-to-many: e. g. Dog Owner OWNS Dogs 
many-to-many: e. g. Authors WRITE Books 
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Figure 4.1 Scheal-Mellor 00 Pictorial Notation 
Step 6: Model the relationships using graphical notation. This can also be done in 
mathematical notation (see Schlaer and Mellor 1988 for detailed diagrams). 
Step 7: Constructing the Information Model involving all objects begins with 
identifying subtypes and supertypes of objects and instances. Firstly, list similar 
objects and their attributes. Secondly, take all common attributes (subtype) to all the 
separate but similar objects and use these attributes within that matches the new 
generalised supertype object. Thirdly, go back to original object and eliminate any 
attribute within that matches the new generalised supertype object. Fourthly, draw 
the relationship between our supertype object and the sub-type objects. Fifthly, create 
an identifier for the supertype object. 
Step 8: Construct an Information Model Structure Diagram which purpose is to 
declare the objects, attributes, and relationships of the model. Because it does not 
represent their meaning, it cannot be said to define these elements. 
Chapter 5 captures the implementation of the first DMM step within an explanation of 
the `proof-of-concept' prototype design for the United States case study. The 
following section briefly outlines the second DMM step for developing the FTN 
SPEDSS. 
4.4 Artificial Neural Networks for Intelligence Gathering 
The second DMM step is the use of ANNs and rule extraction for the intelligence 
gathering and testing data scalability of the United States FTN case study. 
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Exploration of the following two hypothesis using ANNs and rule extraction is 
required for incorporation within an FTN SPDSS: 
1. Intelligence gathering: What is the relative significance and relationships between 
each FTN variable within the data set? 
2. Data scalability: Do the relationships, between the variables, hold true regardless 
of the level of abstraction and the geographical location that the data set was taken 
from? 
The following steps outline the procedure for implementing the ANNs: 
" use of three case studies: a single state model, a tri-state model and a national 
model; 
9 pre-process the data; 
" determine ANN configuration, convergence strategy, training iterations, and sum 
squares error limit; 
" train; 
" test; 
" validate; and 
" interpret the nets through rule extraction, error levels and the node weights. 
Chapter 6 illustrates the use of these steps with a random data samples from the US 
FTN data set. The following section describes the third DMM step for developing 
SPEDSS. 
4.5 SPEDSS- An Internet-Enabled Extranet for Decentralised FTN 
Planning 
The following section describes the third step in the author's DMM. The third DMM 
step is the incorporation of an extranet as the user 'platform'. This step offers a 
means of sharing existing computer resources, data and models for the analysis of the 
national FTN as a whole for government strategic planning. The goals of SPEDSS is 
to share data, information and analysis capabilities via a `secure' extranet to enable an 
expeditious and timely review of the FTN for decision making. The diagram below 
offers a high level architectural view of SPEDSS, based on existing knowledge and 
technologies. 
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Figure 4.2 High Level Architectural View of SPEDSS 
The author's design architecture of SPEDSS includes the use of a `core' or `kernel' 
program based on the 00 Unified Methodology and developed using the Unified 
Modelling Language or future robust internet programming languages (e. x. Java). 
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Work Group 
Server 
Further, it is expected that the `core' program will reside within the `primary' server 
located at the US Federal Department of Transportation or Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics (depending on government mandates). `Agents' are launched from the 
Federal DoT Java server to `interrogate' collaborative partners sites for updated data 
and or model results and to bring it back to the federal DoT Java server which in turn 
prompts the SPEDSS model user that new data and or results are available. The 
federal DoT user would then: 
1. process the data through using the ANN module and then the Perform Scenario 
module; 
2. prompt the user to re-perform scenario analysis based on new results and then re- 
evaluate the scenarios against each other (see Chapters 5 and 6 for further details). 
This process could work as a dual flow, depending on security requirements of all 
collaborative partners and the use of existing security technology. This would mean 
that any partners could simultaneously use the UML model to perform their own 
analysis and to save the results either on their intranet or LAN work group server or 
save it as a folder on the DoT Java Server. There are two ways to make the flow dual 
to provide simultaneous use: 1) direct access to the UML via the federal DoT Java 
Server, or 2) the development of Java Applets that would be collected via the federal 
DoT web home page and then used on the users computer wherever they are. 
Development of SPEDSS is phased whereby the collaborative partners can be added 
in sequence based on the significance of their contribution to data and models for the 
FTN planning problem. The following table outlines an evaluation of the strengths 
and weakness of the SPEDSS design in its present form. 
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Strengths Weaknesses 
" close to 'real-time' national FTN modelling " not 100% secure 
" automation of data and information " requires sustained collaborative 
" potential elimination of redundant requests for partnerships which involve both 
data and information government and politics 
" elimination of redundant policy analysis " federal DoT/BTS and first phase 
research projects/ reports partners may need to upgrade to 
" adaptable and flexible to increasing complexity intranet standards 
of FTN and increasing data and information " existing 'models' that address the 
" can integrate the FTN with data and information 12 planning problems which are 
on its environment at the national abstraction currently at a much lower 
level with both depth and breadth abstraction level may give 
" re-unable UML model - rather than rebuilding erroneous results when 'summed' 
models for each problem as they arise, the UML together 
model could be used to focus on fact and " existing models for the 12 FTN 
solution analysis planning problems require further 
" use of existing hardware and operating systems research to adapt for state and 
" any computer can be used national abstraction levels 
Table 4.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of the SPEDSS Design 
It is believed that the design of SPEDSS is robust, flexible and adaptable and 
therefore could act as a foundation for the development of a UML `proof-of-concept' 
prototype (see Chapter 5). Further, it is anticipated that the present design would act 
as a foundation for the collaborative research for the development of a small scale 
demonstrator model involving the US Federal and State level DoT agencies and key 
federal organisations such as the Bureau of Census and the Environment Impact 
Agency. 
The following section summarises the DMM as described within this chapter. 
4.6 Summary of Dynamic Modelling Methodology (DMM) 
The DMM is the integrated sum of three steps with the additional fourth step 
involving the collaborative development of a demonstrator model. The following is a 
summary of the author's contribution in illustrating the first three steps for the United 
States FTN case study: 
1. The UML `proof-of-concept' prototype represents the central core of SPEDSS. It 
consists of the following software modules: Perform Scenario, Select Best 
Scenario, Calculate Simulation, Programme Link, Neural Networks and Reports. 
Development of the UML `proof-of-concept' prototype is based in Rational Rose 
Software Development Platform (version 4.0). (see Chapter 5). 
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2. The ANN research involves the use of random data subsets for the United States 
FTN case study and captures the relationships between the variables. An 
illustration of how the ANNs can be used for intelligence gathering and data 
scalability is offered in Chapter 6. 
3. The design of the extranet for SPEDSS is offered in section 4.5. The integration 
of shared data, models and hardware resources is the primary goal of the extranet 
design. 
4. The iterative development of a demonstrator model i. e. development of a federal 
level extranet amongst key agencies and organisations, followed by later additions 
of the state, regional, metropolitan and local level government and research 
agencies is not demonstrated within this research. 
4.7 Conclusions and Recommendations 
The DMM is a four step approach to the development of an FTN strategic planning 
tool involving 00, ANNs, expert rule extraction and extranet technologies. The 
design of SPEDSS is seen as robust, flexible and adaptable. The development of a 
UML `proof-of-concept' prototype and the exploration of ANNs is reported in 
Chapters 5 and 6 respectively. Further, it is anticipated that the present design would 
act as a foundation for the collaborative research for the development of a small scale 
demonstrator model involving the US Federal and State level DoT agencies and key 
federal organisations such as the Bureau of Census and the Environment Impact 
Agency. 
'Factors Affecting the 'Speed' of the Internet: 
" the power of the user's computer; 
" the speed (and quality) of the telephone line connecting the user to the Internet Service 
Provider (ISP); 
" the speed of the line connecting the ISP to the next level of the Internet; 
" the speed of the main Internet backbone; 
" the speed of the line connecting the web server to its ISP; and 
" the number of users competing for these resources (Digital Corp, 1996). 
CGI Approach to Building Interactive Web 
applications (written in Perl, C++, Visual Basic) 
Java or Active X or VB Script 
_ 
" specific to server and NOT user " specific to any type of user 
" need to know specific computer specifications to run " do NOT need to know specific 
CGI computer specifications to run 
" can only use a limited range of controls - text boxes, CGI 
radio buttons, checkboxes, and Submit and Reset " can display any type of custom 
buttons control 
Table 4.3 CGI versus Java for Development of Active Web Pages (Lowe, 1998) 
To simplify text based descriptions all object names shall have a capital letter to denotes 
their model status and real world things/ instances shall have lower case. This may appear 
grammatically incorrect but the focus is on abstraction and therefore reducing the 
complexities of the information model. Through capitalisation of object names the emphasis 
is placed on the similarities of things and not the multitude of differences which deepen the 
complexities. 
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Chapter 5 
A `Proof-of-Concept' Prototype and 
a Generic 00 DB Design 
5.1 Introduction 
The incorporation of `intelligence' into a DSS represents the fifth generation of DSSs 
(Poh, 1995). The SPEDSS described within this chapter incorporates `intelligence' 
through the use of ANNs. Further, the use of an extranet offers the capability of 
`monitoring' the existing activities of the network and the implementation of any 
changes due to management planning (see Chapter 4). 
The purpose of the chapter is to provide details of the 10th iteration of the SPEDSS 
`proof-of-concept' prototype for the FTN. The goal of such a model is to capture the 
problem and its global domain in enough detail to allow for strategic planning 
through `what if /scenario analysis. The objective of the model is to evaluate 
integrated FTN plans for policy development on a sub-system, system and network 
wide basis. Rational Rose software, which facilitates complete or full life cycle 
software development, is used for the development of the prototype. 
Secondly, this chapter illustrates how the FTN is encapsulated through the use of the 
Schael-Mellor OOA/M. The following is a list of the chapters objectives. 
The first objective is to provide a brief explanation of the development steps to 
develop the `proof-of-concept' prototype through the inception and elaboration 
phases of development. 
The second objective is to capture and describe the functionality, relationships and 
sequencing of the prototype's architectural design. 
Rudolph M. M. (Dec. 1998), "National Freight Transport Planning: Towards a Strategic 
Planning Extranet Decision Support System (SPEDSS)", PhD Thesis, Loughborough 
University, UK. 
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The third objective is to evaluate the prototype to determine its strengths and 
weaknesses. 
The fourth objective is to illustrate a generic FTN 00 DataBase (DB) design and to 
compare this with the US FTN data set to determine possible weaknesses of the 
existing US data set. 
The fifth objective is to provide recommendation for further development and 
ultimate completion of the prototype. 
This chapter does not include a description of programming for SPEDSS. The 
development of programming at this stage is premature. Further, it was viewed that it 
would be best suited for collaborative research. 
5.2 Methodology for the Development of a `Proof-of-Concept' Prototype 
A `proof-of-concept' prototype is a model that portrays the essentials of a complex 
problem or structure, used to validate the initial assumptions stated for a given 
problem space. The following section details the methodology for the author's 
development of the design architecture for the SPEDSS `proof-of-concept' prototype. 
The components of a UML prototype include: 
" Packages - show the architectural layout of the system. Architecture also 
addresses the physical layout of the system. In the logical view of the model is a 
collection of related packages and/or classes. By grouping classes into packages, 
we can look at the higher level view of the model (i. e. the packages, or we can dig 
deeper into the model by looking at what is contained by the package (Quantrani, 
1998). 
" Use Cases (modules) - System behaviour is documented in a use case model that 
illustrates the system's intended function (use cases), its surroundings (actors), and 
the relationships between the use cases and actors (use case diagrams). The most 
important role of a use case model is to communicate the system's functionality 
and behaviour to the customer or end user (Quantrani, 1998). 
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" Class' - is a description of a group of objects with common properties (attributes), 
common behaviour (operations), common relationships to other objects 
(associations and aggregations), and common semantics. In the U ML, a class is 
drawn as a compartmentalised rectangle. The compartments show the class name, 
its structure, and its behaviour (Quantrani, 1998). 
" Object - is a computer representation of an entity, either real-world or invented. 
An object is a concept, abstraction, or thing with sharp boundaries and meaning for 
an application. Each object in a system has three characteristics: state, behaviour, 
and identity. The state of an object is one of the possible conditions in which it 
may exist. Behaviour determines how an object acts and reacts to requests from 
other objects. Identity states that each object is unique- even if its state is identical 
to that of another object (Quantrani, 1998). 
Packages, use cases, classes and objects are integrated through a software architecture 
which is a range of artefacts that is used to specify the strategic decisions about the 
structure and behaviour of the system, the collaborations among the system elements, 
and the physical deployment of the system (Quantrani, 1998). 
The development of a prototype is structured using the following phases: 
" Inception - specifying the project vision (it includes prototype then analysis, 
design, implementation and test needs to be completed). 
" Elaboration - planning the necessary activities and required resources; specifying 
the features and designing the architecture. 
Construction - building the product as a series of incremental iterations. 
9 Transition (Implantation) - supplying the product to the user community 
(manufacturing, delivery and training) (Quantrani, 1998). 
This research project completes the inception and elaboration phases for a `proof-of- 
concept' prototype. The construction and transition phases may be completed 
through further collaborative research. 
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The following steps defined by the UML process (Quantrani, 1998) are used for 
developing the prototype: 
Step 1- The development of a detailed problem statement based upon data of real 
world entities (see chapters 2,3,4). 
Step 2- The development of the use case model which starts with the identification of 
the actors and the principal use cases for the system. An actor is a representation of 
anyone or anything that interacts with the system. 
Step 3- The development of the `flow of events' for each use case which is a 
description of the events needed to accomplish the use case functionality. The flow 
of events is written in terms of what the system should do, not how the system does it. 
The flows are broken into primary, sub and alternative flows. The flows capture: 1) 
when and how the use case starts and ends; 2) what interaction the use case has with 
the actors; 3) what data is needed by the use case; 4) the normal sequence of events 
for the use case; and 5) the description of any alternate or exceptional flows. 
Step 4- The determination of use case relationships that capture system behaviour. 
System behaviour is achieved through the collaboration of the objects in the system. 
Relationships provide the conduit for object interaction. Two types of relationships 
that may exist between use cases are: uses and extends. 
Step 5- The development of use case diagrams and provision of a graphical 
representation of some use cases and their interactions for a system. 
Step 6- Find the classes for a system under development by looking for boundary, 
control, and entity classes. These three stereotypes conform to model-view-controller 
point of view and allow the analyst to partition the system by separating the view 
from the domain from the control needed by the system. Each physical actor/scenario 
pair is examined to discover boundary classes. The boundary classes chosen in the 
Elaboration Phase of development are typically at a high level. For example, you 
may model a window but not model each of its dialogue boxes and buttons. At this 
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point you are documenting the user interface requirements, not implementing the 
interface. 
Step 7- Document the classes through the use of a textual description that includes 
the purpose of the class. Develop Class diagrams to provide a picture view of some 
or all of the classes in the model. 
Step 8- Develop packages and assign use cases to an appropriate package. Develop 
package diagrams to provide an outside view of the high level architecture of the 
model. 
Step 9- Determine classes and develop sequence diagrams to capture the primary 
scenarios (primary flow activities) of each use case. This illustrates the organisation 
of activities within each case. 
Step 10 - Determine the relationships between packages. The two types of 
relationships between use cases and classes are associations and aggregations. An 
association is a bi-directional semantic connection between classes. An aggregation is 
a specialised form of association in which a whole is related to its part(s). If two 
classes are tightly bound by a whole-part relationship, the relationship is typically an 
aggregation. "The decision to use aggregation is a matter of judgement and is often 
arbitrary. Often it is not obvious if an association should be modelled as an 
aggregation. If you exercise judgement and are consistent, the imprecise distinction 
between aggregation and ordinary association does not cause problems in practice. " 
(Rumbaugh et al, 1991) 
Whether a relationship is an association or an aggregation is often domain dependent. 
Determining relationship types begins with a question for example: What type of 
relationship should be used to model a car with its tyres? If the application is a 
service centre, and the only reason you care about the tyre is because it is part of the 
car you are servicing, then the relationship should be an aggregation. On the other 
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hand, if the application is a tyre store, you will care about the tyre independent of the 
car, and therefore the relationship should be an association. 
Step II - Develop class attributes and operations for each use case and include within 
the sequence diagrams. 
Step 12: The final step of design for an iteration is to add the methods for example, 
constructors, destructors, and copy constructors. Code is generated based on 
information obtained from the diagrams, the specifications, and the options specified 
in the code generation properties for each type of element. (Note: Step 12 has not 
been completed as the design needs to be reviewed by the US DoT as the first step of 
any further research. ) 
The following section captures a broad summary of the 9th iteration of the prototype. 
5.3 A SPEDSS `Proof-of-Concept' Prototype using UML 
5.3.1 Overview 
The SPEDSS consists of eight main modules which are: Perform Scenario, Select 
Best Scenario, Calculate Simulation Error, Results Report, Tutorial/Help, Maintain 
Data, Neural Network Data Computation and Program Link. There are a total of 19 
entity classes with 110 entity objects and 24 boundary classes with 116 boundary 
objects. The following table captures the use cases with their corresponding packages 
within the elaboration phase of the prototype development. Packages are used to 
simply the high level architecture of the software by grouping together parts or 
modules that make of a `whole' in terms of functionality. It is anticipated that 
additional use cases will be developed during the construction phase, but for now the 
packages merely represent the use cases. 
Use Cases Packages 
Perform Scenario Scenarios 
Select Best Scenario Best Scenario 
Calculate Simulation Error Simulation Error 
Results Report Reports 
Tutorial/Help Tutorial/Help 
Maintain Data OOD-Database 
ANNs data Computation NN-Data Computation 
Program Link Program Link 
Table 5.1 Logical Links Between Use Cases and Packages 
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The pictorial view of the high level architecture of the SPEDSS is illustrated in the 
Logical View - Main Package diagram below. The package that initiates the 
communications (i. e. the start of the arrow) is called the client package and the 
package which communicates (once initiated) is the supplier package (end of the 
arrow head). 
Best Scenerios 
II/ 
Programme Reports 
Link 
igure -). I Ulass lliagram: Logical view - 
The table below summaries the relationships between packages, i. e. the functionality 
of the SPEDSS model at the highest level. 
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Client packages 
(initiates communication with 
objects in supplier package) 
Supplier package 
(communicates with client package 
objects once initiated by client objects 
Type of 
Relationship 
Reports Program Link dependency 
Best Scenarios Program Link dependency 
OOD-Database Program Link dependency 
NN-Data Computation Program Link dependency 
Scenarios Program Link dependency 
Simulation Error Program Link dependency 
Help/Tutorial Program Link dependency 
NN Data Computation Reports dependency 
OOD-Database Reports dependency 
Best Scenarios Reports dependency 
Scenarios Reports dependency 
Simulation Error Reports dependency 
Tutorial/Help Reports dependency 
Scenario OOD-Database dependency 
OOD-Database NN Data Computation dependency 
Best Scenarios Simulation Error dependency 
Scenarios Best Scenario dependency 
Scenario Simulation Error dependency 
Table 5.2 Dependent Relationships Between Packages Within the UML Model 
(Logical View/Main) 
The Main Use Case Diagram (see below) illustrates the use cases or software modules 
within the SPEDSS prototype. The SPEDSS is `activated' by an outside actor, such 
as a strategic planner or researcher, through the act of logging on. The actor would 
then use a windows graphical user interface (GUI) to interact with the nine use cases 
(software modules). A more detailed description of the sequencing or functionality of 
each use case is given in the following sections. The following is a list of brief 
textual definitions of each actor and use case found within the prototype as illustrated 
in the figure below. 
" Strategic Planner: A person who is responsible for creating freight transport 
strategic plans i. e. government (local, regional, state, national) planner, corporate 
planner. 
" Researcher -A person who is responsible for the maintenance and recalibration of 
the FTN model. 
" Perform Scenario - This use case may be performed by the Strategic Planner. 
It 
provides the capability to create, delete, or modify, and/or review a scenario for a 
specific time domain and geographical location. 
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" Select Best Scenario - This use case may be performed by the Strategic Planner. It 
provides the capability to perform measurements (neural network, spatial, 
statistical, probability, mathematical, and/or fuzzy mathematics analysis), to 
compare measurements, and to illustrate measurements for each scenario. 
" Calculate Simulation Error - This use case may be performed by the Strategic 
Planner. It provides the capability to perform error measurements (neural network, 
spatial, statistical, probability, mathematical, and/or fuzzy mathematics analysis), 
to compare error measurements, and to illustrate error measurements for each 
scenario. 
" Results Report - This use case may be performed by the Strategic Planner. It 
provides the capability to create, delete or modify both text and illustrations of the 
performance and error measurements (ANNs, spatial, statistical, probability, 
mathematical, and/or fuzzy mathematics analysis) for each scenario. 
" Tutorial/Help - This use case may be performed by the Strategic Planner. It 
provides the capability to review, and/or modify both text and illustrations of the 
software and its process problem solving algorithm either on-line or as printouts 
that the user follows when performing specific tasks within the simulation. 
" Maintain Data - This use case may be performed by the Strategic Planner or 
Researcher. It provides the capability to add, delete, review, create, or modify, 
and/or archive data for a specific time domain and geographical location. All links 
are in both directions. 
" Neural Network Data Computation - This use case may be started by the 
Researcher. It provides the capability to add, delete, review, and/or archive the 
ANNs with new or existing data and/or information for the purpose of 
enhancement and/or to use these new ANNs as the computational component of 
the simulation. All links are in both directions. 
" Program Link - This use case may be started by other use cases. It provides the 
capability to data share, import, export and close link with other software as 
required. All links are in both directions between use cases. 
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Figure 5.2 Use Case View: Use Case Main 
The naming of all use cases, actors, classes and objects may appear `clumsy' by their 
length to a programmer but the naming convention allows for `full' communication to 
the transport specialist.. Further, the names follows the notation standards of the 
UML. 
The following information describes the tenth iteration of the prototype: 
1. Flow of Event Figures - textual description of the primary, sub and alternative 
flows of the use case. 
2. Class Relationship Tables - outlining the type of relationships among classes 
within each use case/module. 
3. Class Diagrams -a picture view of the use case/module capturing the relationship 
connections and direction of `sharing' among the classes. 
4. Entity Classes and Objects Figures - textual description of objects and classes. 
5. Boundary Classes and Objects Figures - textual description of objects and classes. 
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6. Sequence Diagrams - which show the logical primary flow of events for a use case. 
A complete set of sequence diagrams to illustrate the primary, sub and alternative 
flows for each use case would include over 3800 " diagrams. It was found that 
similarities within the diagrams existed that allowed for the development of 
`generic' sequence diagrams for primary flows for each use case. Therefore the 
sequence diagrams, illustrated in the following sections, actually show class names 
and the first possible object name (UML class) for each use case. 
For each use case, class diagram, entity classes & objects figure, and boundary class 
& object figure are presented to illustrate the breath of the user functionality of the 
UML prototype. (The Flow of Events Figure(s), Class Relationship Tables and 
Sequence Diagrams are in Appendix 3. ) 
5.3.2 Perform Scenario Module/Use Case 
The package Perform Scenario contains six software classes for developing and 
manipulating scenarios for the FTN problem domain. The following is a textual 
description of the six classes: 
" ScenarioDataForecasting (Entity Class) - Program needed to run a data 
forecasting technique/algorithm to predict future values for the data variables. 
Data is values for variables within the software database. 
" ScenarioProgram (Entity Class) - Program needed to run a simulation analysis of 
data for a particular problem type (i. e. the classes objects) for a component, 
subsystem, system or the full FTN. Data is values for variables within the 
software database. The following are classes within the superclass 
ScenarioProgram: SystemEfficiency; Systemintegration; SystemOptimisation; 
Green&GoldAccounting&EconomicAnalysis; 
EnvironmentPlanning; Supply&DemandAnalysis; 
Culture&EconomicAnalysis. 
In fras tru ctureP l an ning, 
and Socio- 
" ScenarioOptions (Boundary Class) -A group of analysis types with one being 
selected by the actor that will link to a computational program unit (internal) or a 
computational routine within an external software. 
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" AddAScenario (Boundary Class) - Information required to generate a scenario. 
The scenario is then analysed using a computational program unit (internal) or a 
computational routine within an external software. 
" Classes within the superclass AddAScenario are - ScenarioTimeSeries, 
ScenarioDataTypes; ScenarioDataParameters. 
" PlannerScenarioOptions (Boundary Class) -A group of operations that allow an 
actor to add a scenario. The scenario is then analysed using a computational 
program unit (internal) or a computational routine within an external software. The 
classes within the superclass PlannerScenarioOptions are: CreateScenarioOptions, 
DeleteScenarioOptions; ModifyScenarioOptions, ReviewScenarioOptions; and 
QuitScenarioOptions. 
" PlannerScenarioManager (Control Class) -A routine that executes the sequence 
of activities/functions within a use case Perform Scenario. 
The figure below captures the interactivity between the classes within the Perform 
Scenario Use Case. 
<<Control>> 
PlannerScenerioManager 
manages 
manages 
-Boundary- 
PlannerScenenoOptons 
-Entity- 
ScenenoData Forecasting 
manages 
manages 
<<Boundary>> 
ScenerioOptions 
data entering 
11{ 
<<Boundary- 
AddAScenerio 
implements 
operates 
implements 
implements «Entity» 
ScenerioProgramme 
Figure 5.3 Class Diagram Perform Scenario: Main 
The Class Diagram Perform Scenario: Main represents a generic model of the 
Perform Scenario Use Case where objects for each class may be inserted into the box 
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containing their class and while doing so the relationships between each class remains 
constant. The following tables summaries the objects within the classes of the 
Perform Scenario Use Case. 
Entity Classes and Objects: Use Case 'Scenario Analysis' 
Class: ScenarioProgram 
Objects: System Efficiency 
Network Integration 
Network Optimisation 
Green and Gold Economic Analysis 
Infrastructure Planning 
Environment Planning & Analysis 
network Efficiency 
Socio-Culture & Socio-Economic Analysis 
Fleet Optimisation 
Market Analysis 
Partnership Analysis 
Operations: Add Scenario <> 
Delete Scenario <> 
Review Scenario<> 
Modify Scenario<> 
Print Scenario <> 
Quit< > 
Notes On Objects: 
" each object is a program that can address a component, subsystem, system or the full FTN 
" each program calculates its own error 
" each program links to the use case ScenarioDataForecasting and its objects and specifies which data 
variable to pull out and perform the forecasting on 
" each program allows: open, add/make inputs, run computations and connect to results report use case 
" each object encapsulates all levels of abstraction (i. e. local, regional, state, national) 
" time scales for the objects are 5,10,15,25,50,75 or 100 years time projection 
" in the Use Case 'Perform Scenario' after the 'AddAScenario' class the system would invoke the Use 
Case 'Link Program' to perform the computation/simulation. 
Table 5.3 Entity Classes and Objects: Use Case Scenario Analysis 
Entity Classes and Objects: Use Case: Scenario Analysis 
Class: ScenarioDataForecasting 
Objects: 5 yr. data Forecast 
10 years data Forecast 
15 yr. data forecast 
25 yr. data Forecast 
50 Yr. data Forecast 
75 Yr. data Forecast 
100 Yr. data Forecast 
Operations: Add Forecast< > 
Delete Forecast<> 
Review Forecast< > 
Modify Forecast<> 
Print Forecast< > 
Quit< > 
Notes on Objects: 
" data extrapolation forecasting techniques using classical tools to 'predict' future values for data or 
do 
some with future upgrades as 'new' techniques are determined 
" ScenarioDataForecast links to all scenarios and to the Maintain Data Use case and all its objects 
" Use case also links to an appropriate forecasting software/program 
Table 5.4 Entity Classes and Objects: Use Case: Scenario Analysis 
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Boundary Classes and Objects for Use Case 'Perform Scenario' 
Use case performed by the Strategic Planner. A class called ScenarioOptions allows the actor to choose a 
type of scenario. The use case also states that the Strategic Planner can create, delete, modify or revieý% a 
Scenario. This means that something in the system provides the capability for the strategic planner to make 
a selection. Therefore a second class containing all the operation available to the strategic planner as stated 
in the use case is created and is called: PlannerScenarioOptions. Additionally, we can identify a class that 
deals with the addition of a new scenario for the strategic planner. This class is called AddAScenario. 
Class: ScenarioOptions 
Objects: SystemEfficiencyScenarioOptions 
System IntegrationScenarioOptions 
SystemOpti misationScenarioOptions 
GreenandGoldEconomicAnalysisScenarioOptions 
InfrastructurePlanningScenarioOptions 
Envi ron mentPlann i ngScenarioOptions 
Supply&DemandAnalysisScenarioOptions 
Socio-Culture&EconomicAnalysisScenarioOptions 
RouteChoiceScenarioOptions 
FleetOptimisationScenarioOptions 
MarketAnalysisScenarioOptions 
PartnershipAnalysisScenarioOptions 
Class: PlannerScenarioOptions 
Objects: Create Scenario Options 
DeleteScenarioOptions 
Modify Scenario Options 
ReviewScenarioOptions 
QuitScenarioOptions 
Class: AddAScenario 
Objects: ScenarioTimeSeries 
ScenarioDataTypes 
Scenario Data Para meters 
Notes: The AddAScenario class is a window screen to allow the selection of a type of scenario to be 
performed. Therefore it is a boundary class. Also there is an entity class that has similar objects where 
each object within the entity class represents a 'program or algorithm' for each option name. In the Use 
Case 'Perform Scenario' after the 'AddAScenario' class the system would invoke the Use Case 'Link 
Program' to perform the computation/simulation. After the 'AddABestScenario' class - the system invokes 
the Use Case 'Link program' to perform the computation/simulation. 
Table 5.5 Boundary Classes and Objects for Use Case Perform Scenario 
5.3.3 Select Best Scenario Module/Use Case 
The package Select Best Scenario contains five software classes for analysing, 
comparing and manipulating scenarios to determine the best possible scenario for a 
given set of goals for the FTN problem domain. A class called BestScenarioOptions 
which allows the actor to choose a type of function that performs a type of best 
scenario analysis. The use case also states that the Strategic Planner can perform 
Neural Network Analysis, Mathematics Analysis, Statistics Analysis, Spatial 
Analysis, Fuzzy-Mathematics Analysis, delete, review, modify, print or quit a Best 
Scenario. This means that the system provides the capability for the strategic planner 
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to make a selection. Therefore a second class containing all the operation available to 
the strategic planner as stated in the use case is created and is called: 
PlannerBestScenarioOptions. Additionally, we can identify a class that deals with the 
addition of a new best scenario for the strategic planner. This class is called 
AddABestScenario. The BestScenarioConvertUnit class evaluates the scenario results 
against a set of performance values to determine the relative significance. The 
AddAScenario allows the addition of a scenario within a group for comparison. 
The figure below captures the interactivity between the classes within the Select Best 
Scenario Use Case. 
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Figure 5.4 Class Diagram Select Best Scenario Use Case 
The Class Diagram Select Best Scenario represents a generic model of the Select Best 
Scenario Use Case where by objects for each class may be inserted into the box 
containing their class and while doing so the relationships between each class remains 
constant. The following tables summarise the objects within the classes of the Select 
Best Scenario Use Case. 
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Entity Classes and Objects: Use Case 'Select Best Scenario' 
Class: BestScenarioConvertUnit 
Objects: Results System Efficiency 
Results System Integration 
Results System Optimisation 
Results Green and Gold Economic Analysis 
Results Infrastructure Planning 
Results Environment Planning 
Results Supply & Demand Analysis 
Results Socio-Culture & Economic Analysis 
Results Route Choice 
Results Fleet Optimisation 
Results Market Analysis 
Results Partnership Analysis 
Operations: Add Convert Unit< > 
Delete Convert Unit< > 
Review Convert Unit< > 
Modify Convert Unit< > 
Quit 
Notes on Objects: 
" need to perform comparative analysis between both like and unlike variables 
" each object includes a value table or calculate function 
" the BestScenarioConvertUnit class results into a set of performance values 
" this class links to the Print Reports Use case 
Table 5.6 Entity Classes and Objects: Use Case Select Best Scenario 
Boundary Classes and Objects: Use Case 'Select Best Scenario' 
Use case performed by the Strategic Planner. A class called BestScenarioOptions allows the actor to 
choose a type of function that performs a type of best scenario analysis. The use case also states that the 
Strategic Planner can perform Neural Network Analysis, Mathematics Analysis, Statistics Analysis, Spatial 
Analysis, Fuzzy-Mathematics Analysis, delete, review, modify, print or quit a Best Scenario. This means 
that the system provides the capability for the strategic planner to make a selection. Therefore a second 
class containing all the operation available to the strategic planner as stated in the use case is created and 
is called: PlannerBestScenarioOptions. Additionally, we can identify a class that deals with the addition of 
a new best scenario for the strategic planner. This class is called AddABestScenario. 
Class: BestScenarioOptions 
Objects: Neural NetworkAnalysisBestScenario0ptions 
MathematicsAnalysisBestScenarioOptions 
StatisticsAnalysisBestScenarioOptions 
SpatialAnalysisBestScenarioOptions 
Fuzzy-MathematicsAnalysisBestScenarioOptions 
Class: PlannerBestScenarioOptions 
Objects: AddBestScenarioOptions 
De IeteBest Scenario Options 
ReviewBestScenarioOptions 
ModifyBestScenarioOptions 
Print Best Scenario Options 
Quit Best Scenario Options 
Class: AddABestScenario 
Objects: DataBestScenarioOptions 
Ti meSeriesBestScenarioOptions 
Notes: The AddABestScenario class is a window screen to allow the selection of a type of best scenario to 
be performed. Therefore it is a boundary class. Also there is an entity class that has similar objects where 
each object within the entity class represents a 'program or algorithm' for each option name. 
Table 5.7 Boundary Classes and Objects: Use Case Select Best Scenario 
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5.3.4 Calculate Simulation Error Module/Use Case 
The Calculate Simulation Error package contains five software classes for developing 
and manipulating all error types within the FTN problem domain. A class called 
SimulationErrorOptions allows the actor to choose a type of function that performs a 
type of simulation error analysis. The use case also states that the Strategic Planner 
can perform Neural Network Analysis, Mathematics Analysis, Statistics Analysis, 
Spatial Analysis, Fuzzy-Mathematics Analysis, delete, review, modify, print or quit 
simulation error analysis. This means that the system provides the capability for the 
strategic planner to make a selection. Therefore a second class containing all the 
operation available to the strategic planner as stated in the use case is created and is 
called: PlannerSimulationErrorOptions. Additionally, we can identify a class that 
deals with the addition of a new calculate simulation error for the strategic planner. 
This class is called AddASimulationError. The AddError collects and summarises all 
error types from each simulation type. The ErrorConfidence class gives an overall 
indication of the `tolerance' within the system for error. 
The figure below captures the interactivity between the classes within the Calculate 
Simulation Error Use Case. 
<<Entity> 
ErrorConfidense 
<<Boundary>> 
PlannerSimulationErrorOptions 
implements 
<<Boundary>> 
SimulationErrorOptions 
5.5 Class Diagram Calculate Simulation Error Use Case 
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AddASimulationError 
manages 
manages 
manages <<Control>> 
PlannerSimulationErrorManager 
The Class Diagram Calculate Simulation Error represents a generic model of the 
Calculate Simulation Error Use Case where by objects for each class may be inserted 
into the box containing their class and while doing so the relationships between each 
class remains constant. The following tables summaries the objects within the classes 
of the Calculate Simulation Error Use Case. 
Entity Classes and Objects: Use Case 'Calculate Simulation Error' 
Class: ErrorConfidense 
Objects: ScenarioComputationError 
DataForecasti ngError 
CombinedError 
NNDataComputaionalError 
Operations: Add Error< > 
Delete Error< > 
Review Error< > 
Modify Error< > 
Print Error< > 
Quit 
Notes: 
" all objects calculate each type of error 
" 'collects' all errors -i. e., data, computational, forecasting and then generates a confidence level OR The 
Scenario Objects could include data error when pulling the data in from the Use case Maintain Data 
and from the classes ScenariodataForecasting. 
Table 5.8 Entity Classes and Objects: Use Case Calculate Simulation Error 
Boundary Classes and Objects: Use Case 'Calculate Simulation Error' 
Use case performed by the Strategic Planner. We have a class called SimulationErrorOptions which allows 
the actor to choose a type of function that performs a type of simulation error analysis. The use case also 
states that the Strategic Planner can perform Neural Network Analysis, Mathematics Analysis, Statistics 
Analysis, Spatial Analysis, Fuzzy-Mathematics Analysis, delete, review, modify, print or quit simulation 
error analysis. This means that the system provides the capability for the strategic planner to make a 
selection. Therefore a second class containing all the operation available to the strategic planner as stated 
in the use case is created and is called: PlannerSimulationErrorOptions. Additionally, we can identify a 
class that deals with the addition of a new calculate simulation error for the strategic planner. This class is 
called AddASimulationError. 
Class: SimulationErrorOptions 
Objects: AN NComputaionalSimulationErrorOption 
DataSimulationErrorOptions 
Spatial RepresentationSimulationErrorOptions 
AlgorthmAnalysisSimulationErrorOptions 
QuitSi mulationErrorOptions 
Class: PlannerSi mulationErrorOptions 
Objects: AddSimulationErrorOptions 
DeleteSimulationErrorOptions 
ReviewSimulationErrorOptions 
ModifySimulationErrorOptions 
PrintSimulationErrorOptions 
QuitSimulationErrorOptions 
Class: AddASimulationError 
Objects: DataType 
ScenerioType 
Table 5.9 Boundary Classes and Objects: Use Case Calculate Simulation Error 
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5.3.5 Results Report Module/Use Case 
The package Results Report Use Case contains five software classes for performing 
routines/ programs for generating reports within the GIS-FTN software and linked 
programs i. e. HindeNN, GIS, Matlab, MSWord, JavaPrograms. Scenarios for the 
FTN problem domain. The following is a textual description of the five classes- 
9 ReportProgram (Entity Class) -A program that is needed to link and run a set 
routine within an external software to generate report (illustrations). The objects 
for the class ReportProgram are ProgramMaplnfo; ProgramMatlab; 
ProgramHindeNN; and ProgramForecasting. 
" ReportOptions (Boundary Class) -A group of analysis types with one being 
selected by the actor to link to a computational program unit (internal) or a 
computational routine within an external software. The objects for the class 
ReportOptions are: WordprocessingIllustartionsReportOptions; 
SpatiallllustrationsReportOptions; Tabu larIllustrationsReportOptions; 
MathematicsIllustrationsReportOptions; StatisticsIllustrationsReportOptions; 
Graph icalIllustrationsReportOptions. 
" AddAReport (Boundary Class) - Information required to generate a report. The 
report is then generated using a computational program unit (internal) or a 
computational routine within an external software. The objects for the class 
AddAReport are: Data set/file AddAReport; ScenarioFilennameAddAReport etc.. 
" PlannerReportOptions (Boundary Class) -A group of operations that allow an 
actor to add a report. The report is then generated using a computational program 
unit (internal) or a computational routine within an external software. The objects 
for the class PlannerReportOptions are: ImportPlannerReportOptions; 
ExportPlannerReportOptions; DeletePlannerReportOptions; 
ReviewPlannerReportOptions; ModifyPlannerReportOptions; 
PrintPlannerReportOptions; and QuitPlannerReportOptions. 
" PlannerReportManager (Control Class) -A routine that executes the sequence of 
activities/functions within a the use case Results Report. 
The figure below captures the interactivity between the classes within the Results 
Reports Use Case. 
l )l 
-Entity- implements <<Boundary>> 
ReportOptions ReportProgramme 7 
implements data entering T 
-Boundary- 
AddAReport 
manage manages 
operates manages 
-Boundary- manages -Control- 
PlannerReportOptions PlannerReportManager 
Figure 5.6 Class Diagram - Results Reports Use Case: Main 
The Class Diagram Results Report Use Case represents a generic model of the Results 
Report Use Case where by objects for each class may be inserted into the box 
containing their class and while doing so the relationships between each class remains 
constant. The following tables summarise the objects within the classes of the Results 
Report Use Case. 
Entity Class and Objects: Use Case ResultsReport 
Class: ReportProgram 
Objects: ProgramMapinfo 
ProgramMatlab 
ProgramHindeNN 
Program Forecasting 
Operations: Create Report< > 
Delete Report< > 
Modify Report< > 
Notes: 
" Each use case links to an appropriate software to use it to illustrate its results e. g. NN Comp - links to 
Matlab to produce 3-d Graphs. Therefore the Use Case ResultsReport is a 'program' that exports the 
data to the software along with a run sequence of commands to perform set tasks to generate 
appropriate illustrations of the FTN results - if desired the actor can use the software directly. 
Table 5.10 Entity Class and Objects: Use Case Results Report 
13 
Boundary Classes and Objects: Use Case 'Results Report' 
Use case performed by the Strategic Planner. A class called ReportOptions allows the actor to choose a 
type of function that performs a type of report. The use case also states that the Strategic Planner can 
perform word processing illustrations, spatial illustrations, tabular illustrations, mathematics illustrations, 
statistics illustrations, graphical illustrations, import, export, delete, review, modify, print or quit a report. 
This means that the system provides the capability for the strategic planner to make a selection. Therefore a 
second class containing all the operation available to the strategic planner as stated in the use case is 
created and is called: PlannerReportOptions. Additionally, we can identify a class that deals with the 
addition of a new report for the strategic planner. This class is called AddAReport. 
Class: ReportOptions 
Objects: WordProcessinglllustrationsReportOptions 
SpatialI I IustrationsReportOptions 
Tabu larl I IustrationsReportOptions 
Mathematicsll IustrationsReportOptions 
Statistics) II ustrationsReportOptions 
Graphical)llustrationsReportOptions 
Class: PlannerReportOptions 
Objects: ImportPlannerReportOptions 
Export PIannerReport Options 
DeIetePIannerReport Options 
Review PIannerReportOptions 
Modify PIannerReport Options 
Print PIannerReport Options 
QuitPlannerReportOptions 
Class: AddAReport 
Objects: DataSet/Fi leAddAReport 
ScenerioFi IenameAddAReport 
Table 5.11 Boundary Classes and Objects: Use Lase Kesults Keport 
5.3.6 Tutorial/Help Module/Use Case 
The package Tutorial/Helps contains the software components for performing 
Tutorial/Help functions for the SPEDSS software and linked programs i. e. HindeNN, 
GIS, Matlab, MSWord, and JavaProgram. The following is a textual description of 
the four classes: 
" TutorialHelpProgram (Entity Class) -A program needed to run a set routine of 
interactive software demonstrations both within the FTN software and within 
external software. The classes within the superclass tutorial/Help Program are: 
BrowseSoftware; CreateScenerio; GenerateBestScenerio; GenerateError; 
CreateReport; UnderstandNN, UnderstandGlS; UnderstandHindeNN; 
UnderstandMatlab; UnderstandForecasting; and UnderstandWordProcessing. 
" AddATutorial (Boundary Class) -A group of analysis types with one 
being 
selected by the actor that will link to a computational program unit (internal) or a 
computational routine within external software. The classes within the superclass 
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Tutorial/HelpOptions are: BrowseSoftwareTutorial/HelpOptions, 
CreateScenerioTutorial/HelpOptions, GenerateBestScenerioTutorial/HelpOptions; 
GenerateErrorTutorialHelpOptions; CreateReportTutorial/HelpOptions; 
UnderstandNNTutorial/HelpOptions; UnderstandGlSTutorial/HelpOptions; 
UnderstandHindeNNTutorial/HelpOptions; 
UnderstandMatlabTutorial/HelpOptions; 
UnderstandForecastingTutorial/HelpOptions. 
and 
" PlannerTutorialHelpOptions (Boundary Class) -A group of operations that allows 
an actor to add/run a tutorial/help. A new tutorial/help is then generated using a 
computational program unit (internal) or a computational routine within an 
external software. The classes within the superclass PlannerTutorial/HelpOptions 
are: ReviewPlannerTutorial/HelpOptions, ModifyPlannerTutorial/HelpOptions, 
PrintPlannerTutorial/HelpOptions; and QuitPlannerTutoria! HelpOptions. 
" PlannerTutorialHelpManager (Control Class) -A routine that executes the 
sequence of activities/functions within a the use case Tutorial/Help. 
The figure below captures the interactivity between the classes within the 
Tutorial/Help Use Case. 
-Entity- operates -Boundary- 
Tutorial/HeIpProgramme PlannerTutorial/HelpOptions 
implements 
implements manages manages 
I 
ýI 
-Boundary- 
AddATutorial/Help 
data entering 
___ 
-Boundary» manages 
Tutorial/HelpOptions 
manages 
-Control- 
PlannerTutorial/HelpManager 
Figure 5.7 Class Diagram Tutorial/Help Use Case 
The Class Diagram Tutorial/Help Use Case represents a generic model of the 
Tutorial/Help Use Case where by objects for each class may be inserted into the box 
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containing their class and while doing so the relationships between each class remains 
constant. The following tables summarise the objects within the classes of the 
Tutorial/Help Use Case. 
Entity Classes and Objects: Use Case Tutorial/Help 
Class: Tutorial/HelpProgram 
Objects: BrowseSoftware 
CreateScenario 
GenerateBestScenario 
GenerateError 
CreateReport 
UnderstandNN 
UnderstandGIS 
UnderstandHindeNN 
UnderstandMatlab 
UnderstandForecasting 
UnderstandWordProcess ing 
Operations: Review Tutorial/HelpProgram <> 
Modify Tutorial/HelpProgram <> 
Print Tutorial/HelpProgram <> 
Notes on Objects: 
" one object for each use case plus one for each type of software that is linked to the FTN software 
" each object would be a set program that performed a loop but an actor would be able to start at any 
point in the loop 
" the actor utilises it to learn more about the process to using the software 
Table 5.12 Entity Classes and Objects: Use Case Tutorial/Help 
Boundary Classes and Objects: Use Case 'Tutorial/Help' 
Use case performed by the Strategic Planner. We have a class called Tutorial/HeipOptions which allows 
the actor to choose a type of function that performs a type of Tutorial/Help. The use case also states that 
the Strategic Planner can perform Browse Software, Create Scenario, generate best Scenario, Generate 
Error, Create Report, Understand NN, Understand GIS, Understand HindeNN, Understand Matlab, 
Understand Forecasting, review, modify, print or quit a report. This means that the system provides the 
capability for the strategic planner to make a selection. Therefore a second class containing all the 
operation available to the strategic planner as stated in the use case is created and is called: 
PlannerTutorial/HelpOptions. Additionally, we can identify a class that deals with the addition of a new 
Tutorial/Help for the strategic planner. This class is called AddATutorial/Help. 
Class: Tutorial/HelpOptions 
Objects: BrowseSoftwareTutorial/HelpOptions 
CreateScenerioTutorial/HelpOptions 
GenerateBestScenerioTutorial/HeIpOptions 
GenerateErrorTutorial/HelpOptions 
CreateReportTutorial/HelpOptions 
Understand NNTutorial/HelpOptions 
UnderstandGlSTutorial/HelpOptions 
UnderstandHindeNNTutorial/HelpOptions 
UnderstandMatlabTutorial/HelpOptions 
UnderstandForecastingTutorial/HelpOptions 
Class: PlannerTutorial/HelpOptions 
Objects: ReviewPlannerTutorial/HelpOptions 
ModifyPlannerTutorial/HelpOptions 
Print Plan nerTutorial/HelpOptions 
QuitPlannerTutorial/HelpOptions 
Class: AddATutorial/Help 
Objects: DataAddATutorial/Help 
Ti meSeriesAddATutorial/Help 
Table 5.13 Boundary Classes and Objects: Use Case Tutorial/Help 
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5.3.7 Maintain Data Module/Use Case 
The package Maintain Data Use Case contains the software components for 
manipulating the OOD database along with the superclasses and classes for the OOD 
database for the FTN problem domain. The following is a textual description of the 
five classes: 
9 All Entity Classes within Maintain Data -A routine that allows for updating and 
manipulating the data class Port within the OOD database. The OOD database 
includes values of data variables as well as the expert rules determined from the 
NN analysis of the data. 
" MaintainDataOptions (Boundary Class) -A group of analysis types with one being 
selected by the actor that will link to a computational program unit (internal) or a 
computational routine within external software. 
" AddMaintainData (Boundary Class) - Information required to maintain a data 
set/base. The data could then be analysed using a computational program unit 
(internal) or a computational routine within external software. 
" PlannerMaintainDataOptions (boundary Class) -A group of operations that allow 
an actor to maintain data. The data could then be analysed using a computational 
program unit (internal) or a computational routine within external software. 
" PlannerMaintainDataManager (Control Class) -A routine that executes the 
sequence of activities/functions within a the use case Maintain Data. The classes 
within the superclass Planner MaintainDataOptions are: 
AddPlannerMaintainDataOptions; DeletePlannerMaintainDataOptions; 
ReviewP1annerMaintainDataOptions; ModifyPlannerMaintainDataOptions; 
ArchivePlannerMaintainDataOptions; PrintPlannerMaintainDataOptions; and 
QuitPlannerMaintainDataOptions. 
The figure below captures the interactivity between the classes within the Maintain 
Data Use Case. 
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The Class Diagram Maintain Data represents a generic model of the Maintain Data 
Use Case where by objects for each class may be inserted into the box containing 
their class and while doing so the relationships between each class remains constant. 
The following tables summarise the objects within the classes of the Maintain Data 
Use Case. 
Entity Class and Objects: Use case 'Maintain data' 
Class: MaintainDataPort 
Objects: Airport 
Seaport 
Rai (port 
Waterport 
Pipeport 
Operations: Add Data <> 
Delete Data <> 
Review Data <> 
Create Data <> 
Modify Data <> 
Archive Data <> 
Notes on Objects: 
" these objects follow conventional definition 
" then each object can be described with instantiated data objects 
Class: MaitainDataPath 
Objects: Roadway 
Railway 
Pipeway 
Waterway 
Airway 
Operations: Same for all 
Class: MaintainDataVehicle 
Objects: Roadvehicle 
Rai (vehicle 
Pumps 
Watervehicle 
Aircraft 
Operations: Same for all 
Class: MaintainDataDemand 
Objects: Retai Iers 
Wholesalers 
Manufacturers 
End Users 
Government 
Operations: Same for all 
Class: MaintainDataFreight 
Objects: Hazardous goods 
Foods stuffs 
<US listing of categories of goods> 
Operations: Same for all 
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Class: MaintainDataSupply 
Objects: Transport Companies 
Logistics Providers 
Freight Forwarders 
Government 
Military 
Operations: Same for all 
Class: Maintain Data Natural Resources 
Objects: Weather 
Air 
Water 
Land 
Space/galaxy 
Flora 
Fauna 
Operations: Same for all 
Class: MainDataSociety 
Objects: Population 
HealthCare 
Schools 
Universities 
Housing 
Law 
Police 
Government 
Military 
Operations: Same for all 
Class: MaintainDataCulture 
Objects: Museums/historical Sites 
Art 
Music 
Theatre 
Religion 
Operations: Same for all 
Table 5.14 Entity Class and Objects Use Case Maintain Data 
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Boundary Classes and Objects: Use Case 'Maintain Data' 
Use case performed by the Strategic Planner. A class called MaintainDataOptions allows the actor to 
choose a type of function that performs a type of data maintenance. The use case also states that the 
Strategic Planner can perform port database, path database, vehicle database, demand database, supply 
database, freight database, natural resources database, raw materials database, component suppliers 
database, society database, culture database, add, delete, review, modify, archive, print or quit a report. 
This means that the system provides the capability for the strategic planner to make a selection. Therefore 
a second class containing all the operation available to the strategic planner as stated in the use case is 
created and is called: PlannerMaintainDataOptions. Additionally, we can identify a class that deals with 
the addition of new data for the strategic planner. This class is called AddAMaintainData 
Class: MaintainDataOptions 
Objects: PortDatabaseMaintainDataOptions 
Path DatabaseMaintainDataOptions 
VehicleDatabaseMaintainDataOptions 
Demand DatabaseMaintainDataOptions 
SupplyDatabaseMaintainDataOptions 
Frei ghtDatabaseMaintainDataOptions 
Natural ResourcesDatabaseMaintainDataOptions 
RawMaterialsDatabaseMaintain DataOptions 
ComponentSupliersDatabaseMaintainDataOptions 
Soci etyDatabaseMai ntai n DataOpti ons 
CultureDatabaseMaintainDataOptions 
Class: Plan nerMaintainDataOptions 
Objects: Add PlannerMaintainDataOptions 
Delete Planner Maintain Data Options 
Review PIannerMaintain Data Options 
Modify Planner Maintain Data Options 
Arch ivePIannerMaintainDataOptions 
Print Planner Maintain Data Options 
Quit PIannerMaintain Data Options 
Class: AddAMaintainData 
Objects: <use 00 objects in Chapter 4 or existing data variables> 
Table 5.15 Boundary Classes and Objects: Use Case Maintain Data 
5.3.8 Neural Network Data Computation Unit Module/Use Case 
The package NN-Data Computation contains four software classes for utilising the 
Matlab or the HindeNN program to analyse existing or new FTN data. The following 
is a textual description of the four classes- 
* NNDataComputationOptions which allows the actor to choose a type of function 
that performs a type of NN Data Computation. The use case also states that the 
Strategic Planner can perform NN Architecture, NN Data pre-processing, NN 
Simulation, Compare Results, Message to Actor, delete, review, archive, or quit a NN 
Data Computation. This means that the system provides the capability for the 
strategic planner to make a selection. 
" PlannerNNDataComputationOptions: a class containing all the operation available 
to the strategic planner as stated in the use case is created and is called. 
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" AddANNDataComputation: a class that deals with the addition of a new NN data 
computation for the strategic planner. 
" NNDataComputationProgram: data pre-processing class would break the data into 
3 sets - training, testing and validation sets and then the NN simulation object would 
run the nn. 
The figure below captures the interactivity between the classes within the Neural 
Network Use Case. 
<<Entity>> 
NNDataCompProgramme 
-Boundary- 
PlannerNNDataComputationOptions 
operates 
implements 
implements 
<<Boundary>> 
NNDataComputaionOptions 
data entering manages 
<<Boundary>> 
AddNNDataComputation 
manages 
manages 
<<Control>> 
Planner NNData Computational Manager 
Figure 5.9 Class Diagram Neural Network Data Computation Use Case 
The Class Diagram Neural Network Data Computation Use Case represents a generic 
model of the Neural Network Data Computation Use Case where by objects for each 
class may be inserted into the box containing their class and while doing so the 
relationships between each class remains constant. The following tables summarise 
the objects within the classes of the Neural Network Data Computation Use Case. 
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Entity Classes and Objects: Use Case NN Data Computation Unit 
Class: NNDataComputaionProgram 
Objects: NNArchitectureTypes 
NNDataProcessing 
NNSimulation 
CompareResuIts 
MesaageToActor 
Operations: Add NN <> 
Delete NN<> 
Review NN <> 
Archive NN <> 
Notes on objects: 
" data pre-processing object would break the data into 3 sets - training, testing and validation sets 
" the NN simulation object would run the nn 
" the Compare results object would check to see that all parameters were within specified limits - 
parameters are node values, number of nodes, number of layers, output value, output rules, error 
level. Each parameter would have its own limits 
" the MessagetoActor object would tell the actor whether the data was OK to use of if it was outside the 
parameter tolerances and if so by how much and that a nn specialist should review the ANNs 
" The class NNdataComputational Program would link to HindeNN Program to run the existing ANNs 
" To generate ANNs using the new data to test to see if the relationships about scalability hold true. 
Table 5.16 Entity Classes and Objects: Use Case Neural Network Data Computation 
Unit 
Boundary Classes and Objects: Use Case 'Neural Network Data Computation' 
Use case performed by the Strategic Planner. A class called NNDataComputationOptions allows the 
actor to choose a type of function that performs a type of NN Data Computation. The use case also states 
that the Strategic Planner can perform NN Architecture, NN Data pre-processing, NN Simulation, 
Compare Results, Message to Actor, delete, review, archive, or quit a NN Data Computation. This means 
that the system provides the capability for the strategic planner to make a selection. Therefore a second 
class containing all the operation available to the strategic planner as stated in the use case is created and 
is called: PlannerNNDataComputationOptions. Additionally, we can identify a class that deals with the 
addition of a new NN data computation for the strategic planner. This class is called 
AddAN NDataComputtaion. 
Class: NNDataComputationOptions 
Objects: NNArchitectureNNDataComputationOptions 
NNDataPreporcessingNNDataComputationOptions 
NNSimulationNNDataComputationOptions 
CompareResultsNNDataComputationOptions 
MessageToActorN NDataComputationOptions 
Class: PlannerN N DataComputationOptions 
Objects: DeletePlannerN NDataComputationOptions 
Review PIannerN NDataComputationOptions 
Arch ivePIannerN NDataComputationOptions 
Quit PIannerNNData Computation Options 
Class: AddAN NDataComputation 
Objects: <neural networks> 
Table 5.17 Boundary Classes and Objects: Use Case Neural Network Data 
Computation 
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5.3.9 Program Link Module/Use Case 
The package Program Link contains the software components for performing 
routines/ programs for connecting to and performing a routine of functions within a 
linked programs i. e. GIS, Matlab, HindeNN, JavaProgram and MSWord. The 
following is a textual description of the four classes: 
" LinkRoutine (Entity Class) - Routine needed to link and run the internal module 
computation units and external software. The objects within the class LinkRoutine 
are: RunMaplnfo; RunMatlab; RunHindeNN; RunMSWord; RunJavaProgram and 
RunForecasting. 
" ProgramLinkOption (Boundary Class) -A group of analysis types with one being 
selected by the actor that will link to a computational program unit (internal) or a 
computational routine within external software. The objects within the class 
ProgramLinkOptions are 
RunMatlabProgramLinkOptions; 
RunMapInfoProgramL i nkOptions; 
RunHindeNNProgramLinkoptions; 
RunMSWordProgramLinkOptions; and RunForecastingProgramLinkOptions. 
" AddAProgramLink (Boundary Class) - Information required to generate a program 
link. The program link routine could then be used to perform an automated routine 
within a computational program unit (internal) or a computational routine within 
external software. The objects within the class AddAProgramLink are: 
NewSoftwareAddAProgramLink; and ExistingSoftwareAddAProgramLink. 
" PlannerProgramLinkOptions (Boundary Class) -A group of operations that allow 
an actor to run a program link routine . 
The program link routine could then be 
used to perform an automated routine within a computational program unit 
(internal) or a computational routine within external software. The objects within 
the class PlannerProgramLinkOptions are: 
Find/RetrievePlannerProgramLinkOptions; 
Open/InitiatePlannerprogramLinkOptions; DataSharePlannerProgramLinkOptions; 
ImportPlannerProgramLinkOptions; ExportPlannerProgramLinkOptions; and 
QuitPlannerProgramLinkOptions. ProgramLinkManager (Control Class) -A 
routine that executes the sequence of activities/functions within a the use case 
Program Link. 
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The figure below captures the interactivity between the classes within the Program 
Link Use Case. 
-Entity>> operates 
e Pimplements 
implements ana es g manages 
<<Boundary>> 
Program meLinkOption 
data entering manages 
<<Boundary>> manages -Control- 
AddAProgrammeLink PlannerProgrammeLinkManager 
Figure 5.10 Class Diagram Program Link: Main 
The Class Diagram Program Link represents a generic model of the Program Link 
Use Case where by objects for each class may be inserted into the box containing 
their class and while doing so the relationships between each class remains constant. 
The following tables summarise the objects within the classes of the Program Link 
Use Case. 
I 
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Entity Class and Objects: Use Case 'ProgramLink' 
Class: LinkRoutine 
Objects: RunMaplnfo 
RunMatlab 
RunHindeNN 
RunMSWord 
RunForecasting 
RunJavaPrograms 
Operations: DataShare Routine <> 
Import Routine <> 
Export Routine <> 
Close Routine <> 
Notes: 
" To link and run a series of commands within another software (basically so it is hands off for the 
operator. 
" Each object would: 
1. find and retrieve software 
2. open software 
3. initiate software and then its routine for that software 
4. the object would perform the following commands/tasks within the software: import data, perform 
analysis, generate illustration/output; save; export results back; close software; end routine 
" Different routines would be required for different software and different tasks that would want to be 
performed by the actor within the software 
Table 5.18 Entity Class and Objects: Use Case ProgramLink 
Boundary Classes and Objects: Use Case 'Program Link' 
Use case performed by the Strategic Planner. A class called ProgramLinkOptions allows the actor to 
choose a type of function that performs a program link. The use case also states that the Strategic Planner 
can perform Run Maplnfo, Run Matlab, Run HindeNN, Run MSWord, Run Forecasting, Find//retrieve, 
Open/Initiate, Data Share, Import, Export or quit a program link. This means that the system provides the 
capability for the strategic planner to makes a selection. Therefore a second class containing all the 
operation available to the strategic planner as stated in the use case is created and is called: 
PlannerProgramLinkOptions. Additionally, we can identify a class that deals with the addition of a new 
program link for the strategic planner. This class is called AddAProgram Link. 
Class: ProgramLinkOptions 
Objects: RunMaplnfoProgramLinkOptions 
RunMatlabProgram LinkOptions 
RunHindeNNProgram LinkOptions 
Run MSWord Program Link Options 
Run ForecastingProgram Lin kOptions 
Class: PlannerProgramLinkOptions 
Objects: Find//retrievePIannerProgramLinkOptions 
Open/InitiatePlannerProgramLinkOptions 
DataSharePlannerProgramLinkOptions 
ImportPlannerProgramLinkOptions 
ExportPlannerProgramLinkOptions 
QuitPlannerProgramLinkOptions 
Class: AddAProgramLink 
Objects: NewSoftwareAddAProgram Link 
ExistingSoftwareAddAProgram Link 
Note: An actor can see the ProgramLinkOptions class as a screen and choose a software OR the system 
can be automated and therefore unseen by the actor for ease of communication. This would reduce the 
need for the actor to have the knowledge/familiarity of each additional software package (i. e. a Corp. 
Director). however, I am showing the FTN Software development as having to have input by the actor so 
that they would choose which software to link to. 
Table 5.19 Boundary Classes and Objects: Use Case Program Link 
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The following section describes the 00 DBMS Design for the FTN planning 
problem. 
5.4 Evaluation of SPEDSS 
Briefly, the SPEDSS `proof-of-concept' prototype is designed to function on any type 
of computer and operating system through the use of `new' tools such as Java and 
XML (to name a few! ). Previously, a model of this scale would be inconceivable, 
however the advancements in information technology has made it possible. However, 
prior to full development of SPEDSS, transportation knowledge needs to be enhanced 
to address the twelve planning problems outlined in Chapter 2. 
Below is a table that illustrates the functionality and key salient features of the 
prototype design. The criteria used within the table below is determined through a 
review of the literature (see Chapters 2 and 3). 
Features - what is has/uses SPEDSS 
Hardware 
PC  
Mac  
Unix  
Sparc 
Software (Database) 
Flat File (Spreadsheet)  
Relational  
Object Oriented 
Spatial-Relational 
/ 
Spatial Object oriented 
Programming Language 
Visual Basic 
C/C++  
FORTRAN  
Basic  
Macros/Equations 
Java 
OS Environment 
Windows 
Lynx  
DOS  
Connectivity (interfaces) 
GUI  
DLL  
Macros 
Transportation Modes 
Air  
Rail  
Road  
Water (inland) 
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Pipe 
Model Scale 
Enterprise  
Metropolitan  
Local  
Regional 
National 
Multicriterion (FTN Problem Types) 
Air Pollutant Emissions  
Safety  
Noise 
Congestion  
Cost 
Macroeconomic Impacts  
Traffic Conversion  
Mode Shift based on transportation cost elasticity's  
(Transport) Suppliers/ (Transport) users 
Infrastructure Planning 
Network Efficiency (Flow)  
Green/gold Economics  
Socio-cultural/ Socio-economic  
Route Choice  
Fleet Optimisation  
Network Design Optimisation 
Network Integration  
Environment Analysis & Planning 
(Product) Market Analysis 
Partnership Analysis  
Policy/Scenario Analysis ./ 
User Friendliness 
Drag and Drop  
Menus  
Commands 
Decision Support 
Graphing  
Statistics  
Spatial Analysis 
Spatial Data Representation 
Error calculation 
Error Graphing  
Advanced SQL  
Adaptable excellent 
Reusable excellent 
Flexible excellent 
Robust good 
Table 5.20 Functionality Analysis of SPEDSS 
The table below summarises the strengths and weaknesses of the SPEDSS design and 
protoype. 
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Strengths Weaknesses 
" Through JavaProgramming using " Direct links to Matlab, GIS, HindeNN and 
JavaApplets and JavaBeans any Word would need to be created within the 
computer and operating system (that Program link 
supports Java) can connect to the " Available data sets need to be enhanced 
proposed BTS Java Server to gain access to develop a full OODB. 
to the SPEDSS software. The program is " The spatial 'of real-world FTN entities 
then run on the clients computer. (objects) within a GIS is currently limited 
" The Program Link Use Case within to hard coding - research is being 
SPEDSS involves Java and XML conducted by commercial and university 
programming to facilitate communication centres within the US and Europe. 
between the SPEDSS partners databases " Chapter 3 describe the further research 
and models. that is required for knowledge acquisition 
" 'Real-time' or on-line tactical and strategic and model development and/or adaptation 
planning using the Internet. to address the FTN problem types. 
" 'Testing' of scenario options to determine " Requires collaboration between US 
probably and possible forecast effects - at government agencies, with the BTS as 
all levels of abstraction. proposed team leader. A survey is 
" Track the 'effects' of policies through on- required to determine the existing 
line data and analysis sharing through the information technologies used by the BTS 
extranet. and its SPEDSS development partners 
" The Rose environment allows for iterative " Security of the extranet is not 100%. 
project management and modular based 
software development. 
" SPEDSS is robust, flexible, reusable and 
adaptable. 
Table 5.21 Strengths and Weaknesses of the SPEDSS Within an Extranet 
It is viewed that existing IT can be deployed to resolve the problems that faced the 
Netherlands model. Further, `today's' IT can accommodate existing knowledge of 
the twelve FTN planning problems. Further, the SPEDSS `proof-of-concept' 
prototype design is viewed as robust, flexible, reusable and adaptable. However, 
further collaborative research is required to develop the prototype through to the 
implementation stage. 
5.5 00 DBMS Design 
The novel OOA of a generic FTN presented here represents ten significant iterations 
of the encapsulation of the FTN following the Schlear-Mellor OOM. However, it is 
viewed as the first step of defining the whole FTN. The next step should involve a 
peer review through publications and ultimately, through another research project, a 
panel review of specialists from the various disciplines as outlined in the above table. 
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The table below captures the superclasses for the two primary FTN systems i. e. fixed 
infrastructure and variables systems and the FTN environment. The iteration process 
involves improving the OOA through continuous review of the literature and 
adaptation of the findings for the FTN planning problem domain. 
The table below highlights the disciplines which broadly governed the OOA 
definition of each FTN entity (object). 
Classification 
Criteria 
Discipline 
Physical 
Characteristics 
engineering, economics, finance, natural sciences, 
Spatial Characteristics geography, computer science 
Physical Fittings engineering, economics, finance 
Human Resources management, organisational culture, 
Physical Flows manufacturing supply chain and plant modelling, operations 
research, physics, dynamics 
Information Flows computer science and telecommunications 
Table 5.22 Summary of Classification Criteria used Within the OOA of a Generic 
FTN 
The following table lists the generic superclasses of a FTN. 
Fixed Infrastructure Variable Logistics Open System 
System System Environment 
PORTS FREIGHT CULTURE 
PATHWAYS SUPPLY SOCIETY 
VEHICLES DEMAND NATURAL RESOURCES 
Table 5.23 Major Real World FTN Entities Viewed as 00 Superclasses 
Tables 5.28 - 5.36 represent a clear and concise textual description of the OOA of a 
generic FTN. The figures include: 
9a list of superclasses; and 
" an informative description of each superclass including an: Inclusion Statement, 
Exclusion Statement, Context of Superclass, Background Information and World 
Statement vs. Model Statement. 
Appendix 3 contains lists of the classes, objects & identifiers, and the relationships 
and associations for each of the nine superclasses. 
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From the top-down the OOA encapsulation of the FTN provides nine superclasses 
which provide a basis for inheritance to 36 classes (not including freight) and 1305 
objects. Through inheritance only nine superclass `programs' need to be amended to 
affect 1341 FTN entities within the FTN database. 
PORT 
Inclusion Statement: A port is a geographically specified plant/compound/area which 
has been fitted for the transfer of packages/combination of passenger and packages from 
one vehicle to another in a lawful, safe and secure manner. 
Exclusion Statement: Revenue generation from freight transfer, handling and/or storage 
is a prime element within the model object called Port. A further element is in-house 
freight operations that 'add-value' to a retailer, wholesaler, manufacturer or other business 
operations, i. e. in-house co. transport depots. Therefore, all non-revenue generating and 
non-value freight operations are excluded from the object Port ex. personal pick-up of a 
carpet in the wholesalers lot that is placed in your vehicle using the wholesalers forklift. 
Context of Superclass: At least 1 Operator with a minimum of 1 Vehicle utilises a port. 
A Regulator controls/dictates a port's legal, safety and security guidelines and laws. A 
Port is often interconnected via pathways to other ports or points of destination/ origin. A 
Port charges a set of Tariffs reflecting costs of utilisation of facilities, infrastructure and 
operations. 
Background Information: Only one vehicle may occupy a specific geographical location 
at any singular moment in time. Further, staggered timed arrivals/departures are 
scheduled due to facility/vehicle constraints. A Port is subject to flow changes within the 
overall (global) FTN. Inclement weather, strikes, accidents or incidents may temporarily 
close a Port/ restrict flow into/ out of the Port. 
World Statement vs. Model Statement: Ports form a vital link in the overall trading 
chain and consequently, their level of efficiency and performance determines, to a large 
extent, a nations international competitiveness (Tongzon 1995). 
Table 5.24 Informative Description of the Superclasss Port 
PATHWAY 
Inclusion Statement: A pathway (ex. road, rail line, air route, sea route, canal route) 
connects a producer to a large number of customers and a customer with all its suppliers. 
A Pathway is a subsystem within an FTN sharing the same rules regardless of transport 
mode. A Pathway exists in three dimensional space. The pathway may be for physical or 
information flows. 
Exclusion Statement: Any pathway deemed unsuitable for sustaining the physical 
movement of a commercial freight vehicle and/or information is not considered within the 
Pathway object. However, if pathways are being made suitable through capital investment 
within the time period of the model they shall be included and classified as "under 
construction" . 
Background Information: Only one vehicle may occupy a specific geographical location 
at any singular moment in time. A Pathway is subject to flow changes within the overall 
(global) FTN. Inclement weather, strikes, accidents or incidents may temporarily close a 
Port/ restrict flow into/ out of the Port. 
Context of Superclass: A pathway is a geographical location that is defined by altitude 
Above Sea Level (ASL), width of surface, and geographical origin and destination edges. 
Only one physical pathway may exist within a given spatial domain. Information pathways 
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may coincide with physical pathways but are not allowed to be diminished by other 
pathways. 
Real World Statement vs. Model Statement: A pathway has a finite life and the 
replacement process is both costly and time consuming. It is anticipated that privatisation 
combined with deregulation will result in some rationalisation of pathways after the existing 
pathways lives have been extinguished. 
Table 5.25 Informative Description of the Superclasss Path 
VEHICLE 
Inclusion Statement: A Vehicle is a vessel capable of powered motion for carrying 
packages and/or a combination of passengers and packages for relocation to another 
destination in a lawful, safe and secure manner. 
Exclusion Statement: Revenue generation from freight transfer and/or handling is a 
prime element within the model object called Vehicle. Further, in house value-adding 
freight transfer and handling functions are considered to be a prime element. Hence all 
non-revenue generating and non-value adding freight activities are excluded from the 
object called Vehicle. 
Context of Object: A Vehicle's sole function is to carry packages and freight. At least 1 
operator, with a minimum of 1 qualified staff shall command the vehicle at any one 
singular moment. Where vehicle operation is complex the number of qualified staff is 
specified. Further, only one Vehicle shall occupy a specific geographical location (either a 
port or pathway) at any given time. The government controls and polices all policies, laws 
and regulations for all vehicles. A vehicles is subject to travel and Delays as dictated by 
demand for port and pathways. 
Background Information: A vehicle is linked to a Supplier and the total of all Vehicles 
using the Pathways and Ports make up the flow of the FTN. The frequency coupled with 
quantity of vector-based Vehicle traffic allows for a definition of flow rate and stoppages or 
delays. 
Real World Statement vs. Model Statement: Vehicles are integral to the trading of 
goods between countries and / or different peoples located in various geographical areas. 
History demonstrates that economic growth is largely due to the trading of goods. 
Table 5.26 Informative Description of the Superclasss Vehicles 
FREIGHT 
Inclusion Statement: Freight is a raw material, good or product that occupies a specific 
geographical space with a definable compound construction. It can be described by 
measurements of weight, height, width, length, shape, chemical structures etc.. Freight is 
defined under the governments classification of goods. 
Exclusion Statement: Freight is something tangible, and therefore intangible things such 
as light, sound waves etc. are not included in the object called Freight. 
Context of Superclass: Freight is made up of natural resources in various states of 
transformation. 
Background Statement: Freight is classified by the government/ regulatory body 
according to its composition and the interaction of its composition internally and externally 
with other matter. The regulatory classification determines the handling, storage and 
carriage specifications that the operator must comply with. 
Real World Statement vs. Model Statement: Within the real world exact descriptions of 
freight are not always available and when not shall be substituted with 'general' 
descriptions provided by the government authorities. 
Table 5.27 Informative Description of the Superclasss Freight 
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SUPPLY 
Inclusion Statement: Supply is a sizeable entity performing freight transfer, handling and 
storage functions including its associated information, light manufacture and assembly, 
administration and client customs documentation generation and management. 
Exclusion Statement: Supply can be classified by person years and tonnes lifted per 
year. Exclusion of very small operators such as bicycle based letter couriers may prove to 
be necessary within a large and dense FTN model. 
Context of Superclass: Supply is governed and shaped by the democratic government 
and the global market place. 
Background Information: Supply consists of all transport/ logistics operators that sells 
to a customer a space and a delivery time for their packages under a consignment 
agreement. A tariff is levied based on a calculation using travel mode and time 
schedules variables. The operator who owns the vehicles, consolidates the packages into 
vehicle batches. Batches are then transferred onto vehicles for carriage along pathways 
to another port or customer specified destination. An operator is governed/ administered 
by the regulator in the form of paying license fees, taxes etc. An operator incurs financial 
penalties for delays within the FTN. These penalties may be passed onto the customer 
via tariffs or may be absorbed into the company's costs. 
Real World Statement vs. Model Statement: The firm/ operator is now viewed as a 
portfolio of core competencies and value creating disciplines. 
Table 5.28 Informative Description of the Superclasss Supply 
DEMAND 
Inclusion Statement: Demand is made up of all customers, where a customer is a 
person or entity who owns a commodity/material/package that desires to relocate it to a 
specific geographic location. A Customer can be an end user, manufacturer, retailer or 
wholesaler. The purpose for relocating the commodity could be for final sale, value - 
adding operations for sales demonstration. 
Exclusion Statement: A customer such as a manufacturer, retailer or wholesaler shall 
be included as a single entity whereas end users shall be included via economic census 
data to determine the buying power of a geographical region. 
Context of Superclass: Demand is governed and shaped by the democratic government 
and the global market place. 
Background Statement: A customer owns freight and completes a sales transaction with 
an operator for the movement of his/ her packages. There may be a sales agreement in 
place between the Customer and the Operator which is often a reduction in tariffs due to 
the frequency, volume and timing of regular shipments of Packages. 
Real World Statement vs. Model Statement: Within the real world sales contract 
agreement information is seen as proprietary, therefore restrictions on the Demand 
superclass may be required. 
Table 5.29 Informative Description of the Superclasss Demand 
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CULTURE 
Inclusion Statement: Culture is made up of museums/historical sites, art, music, theatre 
and religion and has both a tangible and intangible presence within three dimensional 
space and time. Further it has activity flows i. e. people and information that a spatial and 
time period presence. 
Exclusion Statement: Culture, for the purposes of this model, is based upon a western' 
civilisation as we know it today and therefore may contain a multitude of religions, art and 
music but its cohesion is found within its democratic civil liberties. 
Context of Superclass: Culture is governed and shaped by the ruling government 
bodies and by the peoples changes in perceptions. Further, culture is shaped by its 
historical heritage and the present day mixture of cultures within a society. 
Background Statement: Culture shapes both the supply and demand by its formal and 
informal 'rules'. Culture is inherent in what we, the people, do and therefore is said to be 
fluid and flexible in nature. 
Real World Statement vs. Model Statement: Capturing the real world culture is difficult 
as it involves qualitative and quantitative data that may have a degree of crispness or 
fuzziness. Therefore, for the purpose of encapsulating the culture that shapes supply and 
demand of the FTN, only those tangible components that can be presently seen to directly 
or indirectly affect the FTN are included. 
Table 5.30 Informative Description of the Superclasss Culture 
SOCIETY 
Inclusion Statement: Society is made up of population, health care, schools, 
universities, housing, law, police, wealth, government and military and has both a tangible 
and intangible presence within three dimensional space and time. Further it has activity 
flows i. e. people and information that a spatial and time period presence. 
Exclusion Statement: Society, for the purposes of this model, is based upon a western' 
civilisation as we know it today and therefore its cohesion is found within its democratic 
civil liberties. 
Context of Superclass: Society, is shaped by the perceptions of the people and its 
`willingness' to change. 
Background Statement: Society shapes both the supply and demand by its formal and 
informal 'rules'. Further, society is the tangible outcomes of culture. 
Real World Statement vs. Model Statement: Capturing the real world society is difficult 
as it involves qualitative and quantitative data that may have a degree of crispness or 
fuzziness. Therefore, for the purpose of encapsulating the society that shapes supply and 
demand of the FTN, only those tangible components that can be presently seen to directly 
or indirectly affect the FTN are included. 
Table 5.31 Informative Description of the Superclasss Society 
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Natural Resources 
Inclusion Statement: Natural Resources is made up of weather, air, water, land, 
space/galaxy, flora and fauna and has both a tangible and intangible presence within three 
dimensional space and time. 
Exclusion Statement: Natural Resources, for the purposes of this model, is based upon 
a nation's physical natural resources as will their interact with the global 'open' system of 
natural resources that is shared, to differing degrees, amongst the earth's population i. e. 
water, air, and space. 
Context of Superclass: Natural resources are limited to those that are available on the 
planet earth and its immediate surroundings ex. solar heat, orbits. 
Background Statement: Natural Resources are the building blocks for goods and 
services with some being renewable and others being non-renewable. 
Real World Statement vs. Model Statement: Capturing the real world Natural resources 
is a mammoth task that requires not only, expertise in a multitude of natural science, but 
also vast storage units (ex. hard disc space). Therefore, for the purpose of encapsulating 
the society that shapes supply and demand of the FTN, only those tangible components 
that can be presently seen to directly or indirectly affect the FTN are included. 
Table 5.32 Informative Description of the Superclasss Natural Resources 
5.6 Evaluation of US FTN Data 
A summary of the limitations of the data available through the US Bureau of 
Transportation is provided within the table below. The summary is a result of the 
collection and careful review of all FTN data made freely available to the public as of 
March 1996. The data is compared with the tenth generation OOA encapsulation of 
the FTN and its environment which follows general systems theory. 
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Name Of Data No. Of No Of Number of Records per Total Number of Spatial Abstraction 
Superclass And OOA OOA Class OOA Objects Level/ Time Series 
Class/ Source Details Objects Objects Available (total 
Available possible OOA 
(percenta Objects) 
ge) 
PathPipe'way' 66 11 (17%) not available not available Apr. 1989 supplemented 
PathRailway 66 
" rail_100. pnt 5(7%) 144,000 nodes 182,500 1,632,500 1994/1: 100,000 
links (21,549,000) 
" rail_2M. pnt 5 (7%) 11,500 nodes 16,000 1994/1: 2,000,000 
links 655,000 (8,646,000) 
PathRoadway 66 
" NHPNV2 directory 6(9%) 86,000 nodes and 1,118,000 1: 100,000/1992 
112,000 links (71,280,000) 
PathWaterway 66 
" dir wway_11.1in 5 (7%) 5600 nodes 6250 links 36,850 (782,100) 1: 100,000/1994 
" dir waterply 4(6%) 15,484 polygons 61,936 (1,021,944) 1: 100,000/1991 
" watercd/Census/I 3 (5%) monthly x2 files 72 (1,584) not available /1994 
mports 
" cendempt. dat 4(6%) 10,047 markers 40,188 (663,102) 1: 24,000/ Jan 1992-Aug. 
1994 
" waterwa . 
XXX 6 (9%) 23 datasets 138 (1,518) 1: 100,000/1995 
PortAirport 83 
" Airport/Airport. pnt 8 (10%) 7200 57,600 (597,600) 1994/not available 
" Airport/Runway. lin 2(2%) 10,000 est. 20,000 (830,000) 1994/not available 
/Airport/Runway. p 
nt 
PortRail 83 
" rail_100. pnt/ 4(5%) 144,000 nodes 182,500 1,306,000 1994/1: 100,000 
rail_100. lin links (27,099,500) 
" TOFC\TOFC. pnt 6 (7%) 300 1800 (24,900) not available /1: 2,000,000 
PortRoad 83 
" TOFC 6 (7%) 300 1800 (24,900) not available /1: 2,000,000 
PortWater 83 
" Watercd/NDC/lock 11(13%) 297 3267 (24,651) not available /1987 
char. txt 
" watercd\NDC\p- 11(13%) 9,286 102,146 (770,738) not available /1987- 
series. dat ongoing 
" Port. pnt 9(11%) 9,300 83,700 (771,900 
" port/port. pnt/ 11(13%) 6 years of monthly data 792 (5976)*** not available 
NDC/vessXX. txt not available /1990-1995 
(36 files) 
" cdXXX. dat 2 (2%) delays reported by type varies* 
not available /annually 
VehcileRail 41 
" WCSC/waybil92. a 3 (7%) 396,670 x 12 months 14,280,120 (1.9516 x not available /1992 
sc 10$) 
VehicleWater 41 
" WCSC/towb94. dbf 5 (12%) 6 types of vehicles 30 (205) not available /1994 
, etc; cgvslv. dat reported annually 
Freight (by mode) 18 
" Water 5 (27%) 6 years of monthly data 360 (1296) not available /1990-1995 
" Rail 3 (17%) 6 years of monthly data 360 (1296) not available /1990-1995 
" Road/Rail/Pipeline 5 (27%) 89 NTARs x 12 months 5340 (19,224)" NTARs/1993- 
Table 5.33 Evaluation of the FTN Data Available from the US Bureau of 
Transportation (1996) 
* 100% of owned/operated by US Army Corps of Engineers 
** all imports/exports stopped to/from US -Canada-Mexico 
calculate probable byte sizes of available data that meet OOA and total OOA byte size if obtained for 
all the FTN - base it on field size and space required for format types for each field 
*** 1994 - relies on companies to voluntarily report 
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Note: Reports of water and flight delays by type are provided as reported but are not 
included in the above table as they are highly aggregated to `protect' corporate 
proprietary information. 
The table above summaries 23 CDROMs collected from the BTS. Out of a total of 
691 OOA objects that describe the 11 superclasses found with the table only 138 or 
20% (the equivalent to 4.6 CDROMs) are within the 23 CDROMs. Therefore, 80% 
of the reviewed BTS data is not applicable to a systems approach to modelling the 12 
FTN planning problems facing industry and government today (See Chapter 2). 
Further, there is no full set of all objects for any of the superclasses or even classes. 
Therefore, full FTN analysis using this data set would be inappropriate. The 
following table summarises the superclasses and classes and the number of objects for 
each, that were not available from the BTS. 
SuperclassClass No. of OOA Objects 
PathAirway 66 
PortPipe 83 
VehcileAir 41 
VehicleRoad 41 
Supply (all 4 classes) 47 (4) 
Demand (all 5 Classes) 39 (5) 
Subtotal 614 
Table 5.34 Data Not Captured Within the BTS CDROMs 
The figure below shows a projection of the amount of data that would be required to 
capture 100% of all 1305 objects of the FTN for a single time period on the data 
already collected. Further, the environment in which the FTN resides is not within 
this US data set. It is envisioned that the environment data set would be significant in 
size. 
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Variables (Determined from captured data) 
X, = Total No. of objects for the FTN = 1305 
X2 = Total No. of Objects in BTS Data = 138 
X3 = Total No. of Objects for 11 Superclasses = 691 
R= No. of Data Records that Contain OOA Objects as reported by BTS = 5,715,761 + 
T= Time series =1 year 
F1 = Total No. of OOA data fields within BTS data set = 19,406,739+ 
01 _% of X3 objects captured by BTS = 20% 
O1 _% of X1 objects captured by BTS = 10.6% 
CDC = Total Number of CDROMs holding BTS data = 23 
Q. How many data fields would there be to capture 100% of the 11 Classes found with the B TS Data 
instead of the 20% that is available? 
Assume: The number of records will remain constant from that reported by the BTS. 
Let F2 = Number of Data fields for 100% of Objects for the 11 Superclasses 
Then F2 = (F) (100/ 01) = 97,033,695 data fields for 11 Classes 
Q. How many data fields would there be to capture 100% of the 9 Superclasses containing 1305 
Objects based on existing knowledge? 
Assume: The number of records will remain constant from that reported by the BTS 
Let F3 = Number of Data fields to capture the full OOA FTN database 
Then F3 = (F) (100/ 02) = 194,070,000 data fields 
Q. Estimate how many CDROMs would be required for all 1305 data fields based upon the information 
from the BTS data? 
Assume: The number of records will remain constant from that reported by the BTS 
Assume: Data field sizes will be the same. 
Assume: The CD-ROM capacity will be the same. 
Let CD2 = Total Number of CDROMs required to hold the projected data fields. 
Then CD2 = CDC (138/1305)(100) = 243.21839 = 243 CDROMs 
where 600 MB per CDROM therefore 150 GB 
Table 5.35 Projection of the Database Size to Encapsulate the FTN Using OOA as a 
Framework 
The assumption that the storage space of number of bytes required to store each data 
field is not constant as this relies upon the format and field length of each field which 
will vary for each object. However, the projection is seen to be a conservative 
estimate of the data `storage' requirements for the FTN. Based on this conservative 
calculation, at present only a top-end e. g. 150 GB hard drive, could hold all the data 
required to use within a 00 systems approach for an FTN database. It is important to 
note that recently, storage capacity has doubled every year. Therefore, in four years 
time a typical 12 GB hard drive today would be approximately ten times the present 
levels e. g. 120 GB. However, the advantages of an extranet can alleviate the storage 
issue. Further, analysis of all the data is not practical on a single `standard' PC. 
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Further, the above `rough' calculations are based upon the assumption that the 
number of records collected by BTS captures the whole of the FTN and indeed this 
may be untrue. Therefore, a quick check was performed using data provided by the 
BTS within their National Transportation Statistical Reports (1993-1997) to see how 
`reasonable' the above calculations approximated the scale of the data required to 
capture the FTN using the systems OOA approach. The table below is a `quick and 
dirty' check based on the reported number of real world entities and the number of 
objects within the FTN OOA. 
Type of FTN Total Number of Minimum Number of Minimum Number of 
Entity Entities Reported Objects (variables) per Data Points Required 
Superclass (Entity) 
Type 
Ports - airports, 5648 83 468,784 
water ports, pipe 
ports 
Pathways - 5,448,000 miles 66 359,570,000 
roadways, railways, 
waterways, 
pipelines(ways) 
Vehicles (Freight) - 206,000 air 1992 41 58,661,365, 
air, rail, water 1,188,166 rail 1993 
36,604 water 1994 
Supply - 86,000 47 286,040,000 
government 
Demand - people 264,000,000 39 10,062,000,000 
and businesses 
Freight Flows 3,000,000,000 tonne 18 
miles 
Total 270,970,000 10,766,700,000 
(excluding freight) 294 (excluding freight) 
Table 5.36 Scale of the US FTN - Infrastructure and Variable Systems 
Note: Freight is not included within the above summary calculations because the 
figures reported are tonne-miles instead of freight packages. Freight packages is the 
superclass and tonne-miles is an object that decries the superclass. 
Although the time scales vary for some superclass entities they cover a period of I 
year. Therefore, for the purposes of this approximation they were deemed to be 
suitable. As can be seen within the chart above, the data projection using this 
approach is significantly higher by 10,572,630,000. This could well mean that the 
BTS data does not cover the whole of the FTN and has only captured some 2% of the 
real world FTN entities (excluding freight). Although, this cannot be said to be 
conclusive, it does suggest that the estimate of 243 CDROMs worth of data is very 
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conservative. Although, the data set required is very large, the need for an SPDSS 
remains and may even be clarified through the scale of the FTN. 
5.7 Further Research and Conclusions 
This chapter provides details of the 10th iteration of the `proof-of-concept' design and 
prototype of SPEDSS for the FTN. The prototype's architectural design was captured 
through the development of eight main use cases/ software modules which are: 
Perform Scenario, Select Best Scenario, Calculate Simulation Error, Results Report, 
Tutorial/Help, Maintain Data, Neural Network Data Computation and Program Link. 
Further collaborative research is required for the development of programming for 
SPEDSS. 
The principal strengths of the design of the `proof-of-concept' prototype (SPEDSS) 
are its robustness, flexibility and adaptability. However, its principal weakness is the 
need for further testing of the ideas behind the concept through the programming and 
construction of a demonstrator model. Therefore, it is recommended that further 
research is undertaken, through collaboration with the US BTS to `test' the design 
through the development of a demonstrator model. This further research would begin 
with a well structured `paper' review of the design by the US BTS and a statistically 
significant sample of potential DoT users. 
The use of 00 to design a DBMS for the FTN allowed for a flexible and robust 
design. However, evaluation of the US data set revealed three significant problems: 
1. The scale of the data means that the collection and pre-processing are enormous 
tasks. Further, data storage and database management is a significant challenge. 
2. The coverage of the data from the BTS is 7% or less for a single class with no 
superclass having a statistically significant percentage of data to make data 
analysis practical. 
3. Computational power required to manipulate the data within the de facto US GIS 
standard is not readily available for the `masses'. Further, to `run' the models 
described in Chapter 3 would be a significant challenge. 
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Therefore, it is recommended that further research be undertaken, through 
collaboration with the US BTS and other agencies, to investigate `other' data and 
their sources. A further research project is recommended for extending the ANN and 
rule extraction methodology (illustrated in Chapter 6) with the `extended' data set. 
'Entity classes typically are classes that are needed by the system to accomplish some 
responsibility. They are often called domain classes since they deal with abstractions of real- 
world entities. Boundary classes handle the communication between the system surroundings 
and inside of the system. They can provide the interface to a user or another system (i. e. the 
interface to an actor). Boundary classes are used to model the system interfaces. Boundary 
classes are also added to facilitate communication with other systems. During design, these 
classses are refined to take into consideration the chosen communication protocols. Control 
classes model sequencing behavior specific to one or more use cases. Control classes 
coordinate the events needed to realise the behaviour specified in the use case. You can 
think of a control class as "running" or "executing" the use case- it represents the dynamics of 
the use case. Control classes typically are application-dependent classes. 
" The total number of sequence diagrams estimated based on the number of objects within 
each class and all possible combinatorial choices made by the actor or the system for primary 
flows: 
420 diagrams for Perform Scenerio 
720 diagrams for Select Best Scenerio 
360 diagrams for Calculate SimulationError 
336 diagrams for Results Report 
800 diagrams for Tutorial/Help 
100 diagrams for NNDataComp (low estimate) 
847 diagrams for maintain Data 
300 diagrams for program Link 
Total: 3883 diagrams 
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Chapter 6 
ANNs for Information Gathering 
This chapter offers an illustration of the author's Dynamic Modelling Methodology 
(DMM) in: 1) the pre-processing of data variables into 00 superclasses and 2) ANN 
formats. Further, the DMM is illustrated through the use of ANNs to `learn' 
(intelligence gathering) information about the US data variables through a series of 
ANN trials. 
Additionally, the ANN trials include the `re-use' of a trained ANN on different 
abstraction levels to investigate the potential for `data scalability' within the US case 
study data. For example, the trained State level ANN was `feed' the National Level 
data set. 
Specifically, this chapter includes the ANN trial results and a critique of the trials 
performed. Lastly, a brief explanation of how the ANNs may be exploited within 
SPEDSS is offered. 
6.1 Background 
A primary problem for modelling the FTN including all abstraction levels is the amount 
of data (see Chapter 3,4,5 and appendices). The approach explored within this chapter 
is the use of ANNs for intelligence gathering directly from the data sets. Intelligence 
gathering is based upon the ability of ANNs to use raw data as inputs and determined 
patterns and relationships (non-linera or linear) within the data (reference Section 3.6). 
The objective of the ANN trials is to determine whether the ANNs can learn from the 
data sets i. e. converge. Specifically, convergence, accuracy (error level), number of 
iterations, and the speed of the ANNs to train on three data models i. e. State 
(California), Tri-State (Indiana, Nevada, Arizona) and National (all US mainland states 
excluding Alaska) is investigated. 
Rudolph M. M. (Dec. 1998), "National Freight Transport Planning: Towards a Strategic Planning 
Extranet Decision Support System (SPEDSS)", PhD Thesis, Loughborough University, UK. 
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6.2 Data Pre-processing Methodology 
The steps in the pre-processing of the data are described in the following table. The 
methodology includes processing the original data sets and the `scaled' data sets for use 
within the HindeNN programme (see chapter 3). 
Data Pre-processing Methodology Steps 
Original Data Sets 
1. Determine the relative significance of each mode of transport in relation to the overall real 
world FTN (see Chapter 3) 
2. Determine the sample size of the data (see Tables in Chapter 3) 
3. Compare the data set variables' to the 00 FTN definition of superclasses e. g. Supply, 
Demand, Path, Vehicle, Freight, Port, (see Chapter 5 and Appendices) 
4. Determine the `best' two modes of transport in terms of relative significance within the 
real world and the data sets (see Section 6.2) 
5. Extract the data variables from the Road and Water data sets for the three ANN models 
e. g. State (California), Tri-State (Indiana, Nevada, Arizona) and National (All US mainland 
states excluding Alaska) 
6. Add an output" variable for each data 'record' use outputl =1 for all road and outputl = 
0 for all water records 
7. Substitute zeros for blanks within the data sets 
8. Calculate the range of values for each variable 
9. Calculate `noise'"' levels for the variables in each data set 
1O. Separate the data into training, testing and validating data sets for each of the three ANN 
models e. g. State, Tri-State and National; a minimum of 625 records" (e. g. a single series 
of 24 variables plus and output) 
11. Put data sets into format for input into HindeNN Programme" 
Scaled Data Sets 
1. Perform steps 1 through 9 
2. Convert alpha character values to numeric values 
3. For each variable compare the ranges of values for the road and water data sets 
4. Determine a scale for each of the data sets to reduce the ranges of values to between 0 
and 100 and apply to the data sets 
5. Put data sets into format for input into HindeNN Programme 
Table 6.1 Data Pre-processing Methodology Steps 
The need for simplicity and flexibility resulted in a manual data pre-processing 
methodology. However, this methodology is deemed suitable for the ANN trials 
completed. For further ANN trials, a programme or macro to automate this above 
methodology could be designed. 
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6.3 FTN Data Sub Sets 
The US road data set represents 73% of the FTN superclasses e. g. Paths, Vehicles, 
Supply, and Freight"' (See Chapter 3). The following two tables define the inputs by 
variable type and description for the Road and Water data sub-sets used in the ANN 
trials. 
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The two limitations of comparing the road and water data sub sets were that only 5 
out of the 9 vehicles (superclass) variables, and 3 out of the 5 path (superclass) 
variables are available for the water data set. 
Further, close examination of the data reveals a wide range of values for different 
variables (see table below). Therefore, a series of `new' data sets is required. The 
`new' data sets are scaled to a common range of 0 to approximately 100 through 
multiplication or division of variables across the 626 sets (see table below for scaling 
ratios). 
data set 
(from -> to) 
dstatb -> dstatc 
(626 data sets) 
dtria -> dtrib 
(36 data sets) 
dtric 
(626 data sets) 
dnata -> dnatb 
(36 data sets) 
dnatc 
(626 data sets) 
variables 
input 1 52642 (/525) 15648 (/155) 53434 (/535) 171588 (/1715) 171588 (/1715) 
input 2 1283732 (/12500) 384357 (/3845) 433906 (/4340) 4301697 (/43015) 4301697 (/43015) 
input 3 2651 (/25) 735 (/75) 735 (/7) 10988 (/110) 10988 (/110) 
input 4 152698 (/1500) 6565 (/65) 34015 (/340) 168668 (/1685) 442658(/4425) 
input 5 5136026 (/51000) 155611 (/1555) 1061601 (/10615) 4650872 (/46510) 15731138 (/157315) 
input 6 12280 (/125) 125 (*1) 3241 (/32) 2804 (/28) 36899 (/370) 
input 7 354.6 (/4) 111.3 (*1) 354.6 (/4) 111.3 (*1) 354.6 (/4) 
input 8 2 (*50) 2(*50) 4 (*25) 2 (*50) 2 (*50) 
input 9 4 (*25) 4 (*25) 5 (*20) 4 (*25) 4 (*25) 
input 10 9 (*10) 6 (*15) 14 (*7) 6 (*16) 9 (*11) 
input 11 16 (*6) 16 (*7) 16 (*6) 16 (*6) 17 (*5) 
input 12 990.6 (/10) 200.1 (/2) 990.6 (/10) 200.1 (/2) 990.6 (/10) 
input 13 3.6 (*30) 2 (*50) 3.6 (*30) 2 (*50) 3.6 (*30) 
input 14 23 (*4) 9 (*10) 23 (*4) 9 (*11) 23 (*4) 
input 15 117000 (/1150) 80000 (/800) 158500 (/1585) 90000 (/900) 134000 (/1340) 
input 16 14 (*7) 14 (*7) 14 (*7) 13 (*8) 14 (*7) 
input 17 170000 (/1700) 100000 (/1000) 200000 (/2000) 115000 (/1150) 180000 (/1800) 
input 18 11 (*10) 0 (*1) 11 (*10) 10 (*10) 12 (*8) 
input 19 3 (*35) 3 **35) 3 (*30) 3 (*33) 3 (*33) 
input 20 47.4 (*2) 2 (*50) 2 (*50) 2 (*50) 2 (*50) 
input 21 6 (*15) 42.8 (*2) 47.4 (*2) 42.8 (*2) 49.3 (*2) 
input 22 26 (*4) 12 (*9) 25 (*4) 0 (*1) 0 (*1) 
input 23 80 (*1) 6 (*15) 79 (*1) 6 (*16) 73 (*1) 
input 24 100 (*1) 48.1 (*2) 100 (*1) 48.1 (*2) 51.3 (*2) 
Table 6.4 Highest Values and Scaling Ratios" for Data Sets Used in ANN Trials 
maximum value & scaling ratio 
6.4 ANN Training Methodology 
The methodological approach to training the ANNs is to get the ANNs to learn (i. e. 
converge) with the original (or `raw') data sets (either 36 or 626) and then the 
`scaled' data sets for the State, Tri-state and National models. The functions of the 
HindeNN programme' that are utilised throughout the trials are described in the 
following table. 
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Structure of Net 
" Hidden nodes - starting point is to use the same number of hidden nodes as 
input nodes 
" The activation range selected was 0/1 (rather than -1/1) so that rule extraction of 
the ANNs could be completed through further research. 
Training 
" First - Randomise - The HindeNN program first asks for the factor and then the 
range, the factor is the proportion of the weights that are already there that go 
towards the new values, 0.0 in this case. The range is the range from which the 
random values will be taken negative to positive equally. This also randomises 
the activation function. 
" Second - Regular - This will correct the randomisation of the activation function 
and therefore a generate a `regular net which is randomised in the relevant 
places. 
" Third - Train - The HindeNN program asks for a training set and a test set. It 
trains and corrects on the training set and validates on the test set. The training 
and test set should be taken from the same population and randomly split, both 
should be representative of the data set. The two sets help to ensure the 
interpolate and extrapolate behaviour is correct. 
Convergence Strategy 
" `Standard' uses the 'global' learning rate which can be changed using the `Edit' 
option in the main menu. 
" 'Momentum' uses the last change as a part of the learning so it can converge 
faster. 
Sum Squares Error" Limit 
" 0.01,0.01 and 0.001 (i. e. 10%, 1% and 0.1% respectively). Additional values 
were used to guage the limits of the ANN convergence. 
Table 6.5 ANN Training Methodology 
The ANNs are trained through varying the configuration, convergence strategy and 
sum squares error limit (see Tables in Section 6.5 for details). 
6.5 Results of ANN Trials on Real-World Data 
The four criteria for evaluating the ANN trials are convergence, accuracy (error 
level), the number of iterations and the speed (time elapsed to converge). Overall the 
ANNs trained far better than expected. 
For the State model using original data sets 56% (17 ANNs) converge in an average 
of 126 iterations with an average error of 0.012 (1.2%). Further, for the state model 
using scaled data sets 100% (20 ANNs) converge in an average of 13 iterations with 
an average error of 0.01 (1.0%) (see Tables 6.4,6.5,6.6,6.7 and 6.8 for details of 
State level ANN trials). 
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For the Tri-state model using original data sets 40% (2 ANNs) converge in an average 
of 120 iterations with an average error of 0.04 (4.0%). Further, for the tri-state model 
using scaled data sets, 100% (46 ANNs) converge in an average of 22 iterations with 
an average error of 0.02 (2.0%) (see Tables 6.9,6.10 and 6.11 for Tri-States level 
ANN trials). 
For the National model using original data sets 60% (3 ANNs) converge in an 
average of 48 iterations with an average error of 0.05 (5.0%). Further, for the 
National model using scaled data sets, 100% (31 ANNs) converge in an average of 21 
iterations with an average error of 0.01 (1.0%) (see Tables 6.12,6.13 and 6.14 for 
National level ANN trials). 
The specific performance of all the ANNs are represented within the following 
Figures. The Figures illustrate the ANN convergence (training error level) versus the 
number of training iterations for original data sets (Figure 6.3) and scaled data sets 
(Figure 6.4). The Figures show that convergence to the set training error, is more 
rapid with scaled data (Figure 6.4) to typically two orders of magnitude greater 
accuracy (i. e. 0.1% error versus 10% accuracy). 
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For both original and scaled data sets, the time to train an ANN ranges from 5 
seconds to 1 hour for all models. Further, the vast majority of ANNs train with 
scaled data, took an average of 3 minutes to converge. The table below illustrates a 
rough calculation of time to `run' a full scale national ANN trial based on real-world 
FTN entities with the 24 variables that describe Supply, Demand, Path, Vehicle and 
Freight. It was estimated that, it would take 0.53 days to train a full data set to a 1% 
error level and 28.1 days with a 0.1 % error level with a typical work station (as of 
late 1998). 
0.1% error mod el 1% error mod el 
Partial data Full data Partial data Full data 
Intel Pentium 150mhz, 0.03 225 0.001 4.2 
80MB RAM 
Intel Pentium II 450 Mhz 0.005 37.6 0.002 0.7 
PC, 64MB RAM 
Digital Alpha 21164 533 0.004 28.1 0.0001 0.53 
Mhz PC, 64 MB RAM 
Based on representative extrapolation to times [seconds] for Tri-State model, 626 
data sets (partial data), 24-30-1 configuration as in trials NTRI130 and NTRI105 
using intel Pentium 150 Mhz, 80MB RAM PC. 
Assumes for full national model, full data is 271 million data sets across 25 variables 
at any given time period. Uses CPU integer and floating point CPU benchmarks 
from processor manufacturer websites, and PC performance benchmarks from Byte 
website. 
Table 6.6 Typical Workstation Net Training Time (days) for Partial- and Full Data 
Sets 
Source: websites <http: //www. intel. com>, <http: //www. digital. com> 
and <http: // www. byte. com> 
The following figure captures the number of hidden nodes within the ANN 
configuration to the number of iterations for those ANNs that converge (all models 
represented). Generally, more complex ANN configurations with more hidden nodes, 
having larger data samples converge quicker than simpler and smaller models. 
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Number of Nodes In Hidden Layer 
Tristate model [1 % error level, 626 sets scaled data, trials NTRI105 to NTRI124] 1 
Figure 6.3 Number of Hidden Layer Nodes versus Number of Iterations to Converge 
The following sub sections provide the ANN trial results by model type (e. g. State, 
Tri-state and National) and data sets. 
6.5.1 State ANN Trials 
For the State model using original data sets 39% (17 ANNs) converge in an average 
of 126 iterations with an average error of 0.012 (1.2%) (Tables 6.5). It was 
determined that the water data variables dealing with vehicle and freight have too 
high of values (see Table 6.3). Therefore, the ANNs took longer to train and in most 
cases did not converge (see Table 6.5,6.6 and 6.7). 
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NN 
filename 
recording 
NN 
struc- 
ture"i' 
Factor/ 
range 
Standard/ 
momentum 
Num- 
ber of 
iter- 
ations 
Error 
limit- 
target 
Final 
error 
level 
Iterations 
converged at 
NSTAT001 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 50 0.1 0.042549 15 
NSTAT002 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 50 0.1 0.881153 did not converge 
NSTAT003 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 50 0.1 0.049624 26 
NSTAT004 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 50 0.1 0.051185 17 
NSTAT005 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 50 0.1 0.051518 37 
NSTAT006 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.828231 did not converge 
NSTAT007 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.1 0.823972 110 
NSTAT008 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 momentum 500 0.1 0.052549 60 
NSTAT009 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.05 0.042549 15 
NSTAT010 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 momentum 100 0.05 0.756015 did not converge 
NSTAT011 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.05 0.049624 26 
NSTAT012 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.05 0.036718 19 
NSTAT013 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.05 0.031932 44 
NSTAT014 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 momentum 500 0.05 0.720043 100 
NSTAT015 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.025 0.025235 did not converge 
NSTAT016 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 momentum 150 0.025 0.786984 did not converge 
NSTAT017 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.025 0.018832 100 
NSTAT018 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 150 0.025 0.019369 91 
NSTAT019 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 150 0.025 0.676493 did not converge 
NSTAT020 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 momentum 200 0.025 0.695325 did not converge 
NSTAT021 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.025 0.656883 did not converge 
NSTAT022 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 momentum 200 0.025 0.634558 did not converge 
NSTAT023 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.01 0.017010 100 
NSTAT024 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.01 0.947290 did not converge 
NSTAT025 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 momentum 1000 0.01 0.009525 570 
NSTAT026 24-14-1 0.0/0.1 momentum 500 0.01 0.691847 did not converge 
NSTAT027 24-16-1 0.0/0.1 momentum 500 0.01 0.016895 did not converge 
NSTAT028 24-20-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.01 0.979897 did not converge 
NSTAT029 24-18-1 0.0/0.01 momentum 500 0.01 0.009627 455 
NSTAT030 24-18-1 0.0/0.01 standard 500 0.01 0.011624 355 
Table 6.7 State Level Model: ANN Trials with 36 Sample Data Set (DSTATA""') - 
Original Data Used 
NN 
filename 
recording 
NN 
structure 
Factor/ 
range 
Standard/ 
momentum 
Num- 
ber of 
iter- 
ations 
Error 
limit- 
target 
Final 
error 
level 
Iterations 
converged at 
NSTAT050 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.984064 did not converge 
NSTAT051 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.964296 did not converge 
NSTAT052 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.973862 did not converge 
NSTAT053 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 0.980824 did not converge 
NSTAT054 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 0.910848 did not converge 
Table 6.8 State Level Model: ANN Trials with 626 iSample Data Set (DSTATB"'V) - 
Original Data Used 
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NN filename 
recording 
NN 
structure 
Factor/ 
range 
Standard/ 
momentum 
Num- 
ber of 
iter- 
ations 
Error 
limit- 
target 
Final 
error 
level 
Iterations 
converged at 
NSTAT100 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 did not converge 
NSTAT101 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 did not converge 
NSTAT102 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 0.874248 did not converge 
NSTAT103 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 did not converge 
NSTAT104 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 did not converge 
Table 6.9 State Level Model: ANN Trials with 520 Sample Data Set (DSTATDAV) 
Original Data Used 
NN filename NN Factor/ Standard/ Num- Error Final Iterations 
recording structure range momentum ber of limit- error converged at 
iter- target level 
ations 
NSTAT130 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.1 0.908732 did not converge 
NSTAT140 ' 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 400 0.1 0.922229 did not converge 
NSTAT200"" 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 momentum 500 0.1 0.884059 did not converge 
NSTAT300 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 momentum 100 0.1 0.017101 did not converge 
XViii 
Table 6.10 State Level Model: ANN Trials with 520 Sample Data Set 
Note: NSTAT130 and NSTAT140 used data set DSTATE which was original data. 
NSTAT200 used data set DSTATJx'x which was scaled. NSTAT300 used data set 
DSTSJ2 which was scaled. 
For the State model using scaled data sets 100% (20 ANNs) converged in an average 
of 13 iterations with an average error of 0.01 (1.0%) (Table 6.8). 
NN filename 
recording 
NN 
structure 
Factor/ 
range 
Standard/ 
momentum 
Number 
of iter- 
ations 
Error 
limit- 
target 
Final error 
level 
Iterations 
con- 
verged at 
NSTAT300 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.017101 3 
NSTAT301 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.041966 1 
NSTAT302 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.006585 4 
NSTAT303 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.040040 3 
NSTAT304 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.048028 4 
NSTAT305 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.025 0.012767 3 
NSTAT306 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.025 0.006585 4 
NSTAT307 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.025 0.017101 3 
NSTAT308 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.025 0.020700 4 
NSTAT309 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.025 0.022792 6 
NSTAT310 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.005630 4 
NSTAT311 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.006585 4 
NSTAT312 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009579 4 
NSTAT313 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.007561 6 
NSTAT314 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009281 9 
NSTAT315 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.001 0.000970 20 
NSTAT316 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.001 0.000994 51 
NSTAT317 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.001 0.000994 78 
NSTAT318 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.001 0.000973 14 
NSTAT319 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.001 0.000961 30 
Table 6.11 State Level Model: ANN Trials with 626 in Sample Data Set 
(DSTATJ2XX) - Scaled Data Used 
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A total of 63 trials using both small and large data sets with the state level data were 
completed. 
6.5.2 Tri-state ANN Trials 
For the Tri-state model using original data sets 40% (2 ANNs) converge in an average 
of 120 iterations with an average error of 0.04 (4.0%) (Table 6.12). 
NN 
filename 
recording 
NN 
structure 
Factor/ 
range 
Standard/ 
momentum 
Num- 
ber of 
iter- 
ations 
Error 
limit- 
target 
Final 
error 
level 
Iterations 
converged at 
NTRIO01 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 0.728346 did not converge 
NTRIO02 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 0.030215 140 
NTRIO03 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 0.050498 99 
NTRIO04 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 0.717368 did not converge 
NTRIO05 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 0.615387 did not converge 
Table 6.12 Tri-State Level Model: ANN Trials with 36 Sample Data Set (DTRIA^"') - 
Original Data Used 
For the Tri-state model using scaled data sets 100% (15 ANNs) converge in an 
average of 20 iterations with an average error of 0.01 (1.0%) (Table 6.13). 
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filename 
recording 
NN 
structure 
Factor/ 
range 
Standard/ 
momentum 
Number 
of 
iterations 
Error 
limit- 
target 
Final 
error 
level 
Iterations 
converged 
at 
NTRI050 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.036924 1 
NTRI051 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.040644 1 
NTRI052 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.048765 1 
NTR1053 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.043388 1 
NTRI054 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.049017 1 
NTR1055 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.008448 4 
NTRI056 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009078 7 
NTRI057 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009911 8 
NTRI058 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009373 8 
NTRI059 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009739 24 
NTR1060 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000974 27 
NTRI061 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000983 70 
NTRI062 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000999 67 
NTRI063 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000990 55 
NTRI064 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000992 125 
Table 6.13 Tri-State Level Model: ANN Trials with 36 Sample Data Set (DTRIB""") 
- Scaled Data Used 
For the Tri-state model using scaled data sets 100% (31 ANNs) converged in an 
average of 28 iterations with an average error of 0.01 (1.0%) (Table 6.14). These 
trials resulted in a very rapid convergence (in less than 22 iterations, typically 4) for 
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21 different ANN configurations at the 1% error level. Rapid convergence occurred 
at the 0.1% error level (7,18,14,236 and 304 iterations), as well as at the 0.01% 
error level (160 iterations for 24-30-1 configuration). 
NN 
filename 
recording 
NN 
structure 
Factor/ 
range 
Standard/ 
momentum 
Number 
of 
iterations 
Error 
limit- 
target 
Final 
error 
level 
Iterations 
converged 
at 
NTRI100 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.042207 1 
NTRI101 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.041075 2 
NTRI102 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.048219 1 
NTRI103 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.025669 3 
NTRI104 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.040444 6 
NTRI105 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.002279 3 
NTRI106 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.007127 4 
NTRI107 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.003983 4 
NTRI108 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.003552 22 
NTRI109 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009625 15 
NTRI110 24-28-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009414 2 
NTRI111 24-26-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.007281 2 
NTRI112 24-22-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.007942 4 
NTRI113 24-20-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.008478 6 
NTRI114 24-16-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.003482 3 
NTRI115 24-14-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.005417 8 
NTRI116 24-36-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.007847 3 
NTRI117 24-29-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.003066 2 
NTRI118 24-27-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.008698 2 
NTRI119 24-25-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.007474 2 
NTRI120 24-23-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009238 2 
NTRI121 24-21-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009895 3 
NTRI122 24-19-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.005216 5 
NTRI123 24-17-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.003535 5 
NTRI124 24-15-0 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009475 3 
NTRI125 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.000907 7 
NTRI126 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000995 18 
NTRI127 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000959 14 
NTRI128 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000998 236 
NTRI129 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000999 304 
NTRI130 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000100 160 
Table 6.14 Tri-State Level Model: ANN Trials with 626 Sample Data Set 
(DTRICX"`; ') - Scaled Data Used 
In all a total of 51 trials using both small and large datasets with the tristate level data. 
6.5.3 National ANN Trials 
For the National model using original data sets, 60% (3 ANNs) converge in an 
average of 48 iterations with an average error of 0.05 (5.0%) (Table 6.15). These 
trials resulted in rapid (e. g. 35 and 55 iterations) or non- convergence to error levels 
of 10% at the 1% error level. 
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recording 
NN 
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of 
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at 
NNAT001 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 0.043462 55 
NNAT002 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 0.049629 55 
NNAT003 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 0.593944 did not scale 
NNAT004 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 0.611192 did not scale 
NNAT005 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 200 0.1 0.052647 35 
Table 6.15 National Level Model: ANN Trials with 36 Sample Data Set (DNATA-"") 
- Original Data Used 
For the National model using scaled data sets, 100% (15 ANNs) converge in an 
average of 27 iterations with an average error of 0.02 (2.0%) with the majority of net 
configurations (Table 6.16). 
NN 
filename 
recording 
NN 
structure 
Factor/ 
range 
Standard/ 
momentum 
Number 
of 
iterations 
Error 
limit- 
target 
Final error 
level 
Iterations 
converged 
at 
NNAT050 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.030868 1 
NNAT051 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.029926 1 
NNAT052 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.035060 1 
NNAT053 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 00.043847 1 
NNAT054 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.051757 1 
NNAT055 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009202 4 
NNAT056 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009525 5 
NNAT057 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009888 6 
NNAT058 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.008952 9 
NNAT059 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009794 25 
NNAT060 24-28-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000979 28 
NNAT061 24-26-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000995 55 
NNAT062 24-22-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000972 32 
NNAT063 24-20-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000988 54 
NNAT064 24-16-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000994 181 
Table 6.16 National Level Model: ANN Trials with 36 in Sample Data Set (DNA's B) 
- Scaled Data Used 
For the National model using scaled data sets 100% (16 ANNs) converge in an 
average of 15 iterations with an average error of 0.01 (1.0%). Further, the trials 
resulted in a very rapid convergence (in less than 11 iterations) for 5 ANN 
configurations at the 1% error level. Different configurations rapidly converged at the 
0.1% error level (8,25,7,17 and 32 iterations), as well as at the 0.01% error level 
(102 iterations for 24-30-1 configuration) (Table 6.17). 
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at 
NNAT100 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.003749 3 
NNAT101 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.014646 4 
NNAT102 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.039203 2 
NNAT103 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.039815 3 
NNAT104 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.1 0.045992 6 
NNAT105 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.003749 3 
NNAT106 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009868 5 
NNAT107 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.006129 4 
NNAT108 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.007705 6 
NNAT109 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 100 0.01 0.009106 11 
NNAT110 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000845 8 
NNAT111 24-24-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000979 25 
NNAT112 24-18-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000880 7 
NNAT113 24-12-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000960 17 
NNAT114 24-6-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.001 0.000963 32 
NNAT115 24-30-1 0.0/0.1 standard 500 0.0001 0.000100 102 
Table 6.17 National Level Model: ANN Trials with 626 Sample Data Set 
(DNATC") - Scaled Data Used 
In all a total of 36 trials were completed using both small and large datasets with the 
national level data. 
6.6 Limitations of Trials 
These ANN trials have the following four limitations: 
1. Sampling: the superclass called Port is sparsely represented within the US road 
data set in terms of number of real world entities described (503) and the variables 
(parameters) and therefore is not included within the ANN trials. More samples 
need to be tested with the successful ANNs including data sets capturing other 
modes of transport. 
2. Number of variables: the use of only 24 variables is limited. Investigation into 
obtaining more data variables as defined in the 00 DB (see Chapter 5) is 
desirable. 
3. Rule Extraction and Analysis: More ANNs need to be trained with a larger sample 
of the US FTN data sample prior to rule extraction. The rule extraction would 
describe the relationships within a superclass. 
4. Testing of Relationships: in terms of the variety of subsets used on each of the 
successful ANNs e. g. use State data sets within the Tri-state and National ANNs to 
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determine if the relationships (i. e. input and output node weights) remain 
unchanged. Thus creating a generic ANN for any abstraction level. Further, if the 
relationships between variables are consistent regardless of their geographical 
location then we have `scalable' relationships that may be substituted for data 
within the modules of the FTN SPEDSS. Data scalability could offer a significant 
savings in terms of database management and computational requirements. 
6.7 Potential of ANNs within SPEDSS 
The ANN methodology illustrated within this chapter has the potential for inclusion 
within SPEDSS. There are two methods of using the ANNs within SPEDSS: 
1. The ANNs can be `fixed' (within the HindeNN) and included within SPEDSS by 
dynamically linking the HindeNN programme to SPEDSS. 
2. Extract the rules to describe the relationships and inheritance between the data sets 
and hard code this into SPEDSS. 
Method 1 would result in a 5th generation DSS having a robust and readily re-useable 
`intelligent' program. Further, the user would be able to use the ANN with any FTN 
data set as well as having the capability to extract the logical rules. Method 2 is less 
desirable in terms of building the SPEDSS because the `intelligence' is `fixed' within 
the code and can only be altered by changing the SPEDSS program itself. 
6.8 Findings and Conclusions 
The use of ANNs to gather information from the 00 DB design of the FTN is 
illustrated through the successful ANN trials. It is found that the ANNs using scaled 
data converged very rapidly with a better than expected error level ranging from 
0.01% to 5.0%. Further, the exploration of different ANN configurations allowed for 
further reductions in processing time and lower error limits. 
Due to the nature of the data the parameters that describe the components of each modal 
network are not ALL identical. Therefore, where possible identical parameters were used, 
and for those where no identical parameter existed within the data set but a similar parameter 
was captured, this was used instead. Further, if it was determined through expert judgement 
that this parameter would DEFINITELY NOT be used to capture the modal network a value 
of 0 was put into the training, testing and validation data sets. 
" Use Binary as an option as bipolar cannot be used for rule extraction. 
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"' Noise is defined as those values that are either `null', or `unclassified values', or 
`unclassified types' e. g. a field containing a2 digit alpha character instead of a3 digit integer 
as specified within the database field descriptions. 
"' The number of records for each of the two data sets was based on the net configuration of 
24 inputs and 1 output, therefore 252 = 625 records minimum required to ensure an adequate 
sample for training, testing and validating (Rao and Rao, 1993). 
" Data 
" Inputs can be almost anything 
" Outputs have to be {0,1 }, that is either 0 or 1, not something in between 
" must have zeros instead of blanks 
" data files should have the following format 
Line 1. 
<samples(N)> {where N is the number of samples in the set). 
<empty line> 
subsequent lines. 
<p(1,2,3...... 0,1). > (first put in inputs then at the end of each line put outputs all having a 
comma separating them) 
<empty line> 
<last line. > 
<end. > 
"' The superclass called Port is sparsely represented within the US data set in terms of number 
of real world entities described (503) and the variables (parameters) and therefore is not 
included within the ANN trials. 
"" Functional class identifiers use the standard codes in HPMS, plus special codes with a 
leading blank (represented below as an underscore, "_") to indicate combinations where part 
of the link is inside and part outside an urbanized area boundary. As a rule of thumb, if less 
than 10 to 20 percent of a link's length AND less than 2 miles of a link is of a different 
functional class, a combination code will not be used. [The same rule applies to 
administrative class. ] It should be noted that it is often difficult to be precise about the 
location of urbanized area boundaries without a current large-scale map that will show them. 
The typical situation is that boundary locations were estimated from mile points in HPMS. 
The functional class "05" is used in states which distinguish an intermediate rural arterial 
class, and in some other states which indicate minor arterials of different importance. These 
roads are reported as "06" in HPMS. 
Some states use codes of " 13" and "15" in HPMS. The former are generally urban extensions 
of rural principal arterials, but both probably fall under the FHWA definition of urban 
principal arterials (class" 14"). All roads which are in whole or part rural principal arterials 
will have functional class indicated, and coverage is complete as of 1984. That is, there are 
no rural principal arterials open to traffic in the continental U. S. that are missing from the 
network. As a practical matter, rural principal arterials can be identified by codes of "02", 
"_3'', and "_2". 
Beyond that, the completeness of functional class indicators varies by state (consult 
appendix). Functional classes below "07" and "16" are rarely indicated because, even if 
reported in HPMS, their location and identity are usually impossible to estimate. There are 
very few roads in the network in these low functional classes anyway. In many states, 
functional class is not reported for Interstates even when other arterials are marked. 
Therefore, administrative rather than functional class should be used to identify Interstate 
highways. 
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Functional class will be indicated for all links that are rural arterials in the following states. 
Coverage of rural arterials is also substantially complete in these states, but most urban minor 
arterials and many urban principal arterials off the FAP system may have no network 
representation. 
AL, AK, AR, CA, CO, CT, DE, DC, GA, ID, IL, IA, KS, KY, LA, ME, MD, MI, MN, MS, 
MO, MT, NE, NV, NJ, NY, NC, ND, OH, PA, RI, SC, SD, TN, TX, VT, VA, WA, WV, 
WY 
Because of the special meaning of a leading blank, this field cannot be treated as a numeric 
variable without prior user modification. 
Viii Description: County Business Patterns - State Level 1993""' (file: CBP93st. dbf) for 
California; Including data on: Standard industrial Classification Code list (SIC )- and 4400, 
440,4420,4430,4440,4482,4490,4491,4492,4493 and 4499 Transportation and Public 
Utilities - Water only. Variables chosen are totals which include all sizes of establishments 
within the survey. 
"` It was noted that with each data scaling exercise, the scaling ratio varies dependent on the 
highest values present in a particular data set (whether 36 or 626 sets, State, Tri-state and 
National models). The scaling ratio was not consistent across all scaled data sets, but 
consistent in scaling the data present to values between 0 and approximately 100. 
" the HindeNN program was developed by dr. C. J. Hinde, Department of Computer Studies, 
Loughborough University. 
Xi The `Error' is the difference between the training value and the actual value that the NN 
generated e. g. training output value was set to 1, if a NN trained to 1% error then the net 
output value was either 0.99 or 1.01. 
"" A NN structure is defined by the number of input, hidden and output nodes as was reported 
using the following notation: 24-30-1 where 24 is the number of inputs, 30 is the number of 
hidden nodes in a single layer and 1 is the number of outputs. 
""' Nets nstat001 to nstat03O used state level data dstata with 25 data points (24 input, 1 
output) in 36 data sets split 50: 50 water: road (original unsealed data). 
x'v Nets nstat050 to nstat054 used state level data dstatb with 25 data points (24 input, 1 
output) in 626 data sets split 50: 50 water: road (original unsealed data). A total of 54 such 
"outlier" sets were removed from the data 
set(e. g. sets24,38,43,60,62,72,81,88,89,90,93,99,106,109,118,121,129,131,140,157,159,168,1 
71,177,186,197,203,214,220,225,235,238,242,249,250,256,260,262,266,268,274,277,280,28 
2,283,286,288,304,305,307,310,313,317,513). This "interim" data set was called dstatc, and 
was not used for training nets. Note that the majority of these were "water" sets (numbered 
L. 313), and so an additional 52 "road" sets were removed to maintain the 50: 50 water: road 
balance of the data (e. g. those numbered 576.. 626 were removed). Data set dstatd was 
created with 520 total sets of data across the 25 variables. 
"" It was suspected that certain variables, and the associated quality and scale of data were 
causing problems for the net. This combined with transport planner judgement led to an 
attempt with column 0 (variable number 14) removed from data set dstatd- creating data set 
dstate as used in net nstatl30. This did not converge for 500 iterations at 10% error level. The 
resultant log of this trial indicated further "water-outliers" which were removed from the data 
set together with a balance of "road" sets to create data set dstatf (data sets removed included: 
91,114,125,154,176,183,226,254 and 516 to 522). Nets nstatl00 to nstatl04 used state 
level data dstatd with 25 data points (24 input, 1 output) in 520 data sets split 50: 50 
water: road (original unsealed data). 
"i Net nstatl40 used state level data dstatf with 25 data points (24 input, 1 output) in 504 
data sets split 50: 50 water: road (original unsealed data). No convergence occurred at high 
error levels of 10% with 400 iterations. 
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""" Net nstat200 used state level data dstatj with 25 data points (24 input, 1 output) in 626 
data sets split 50: 50 water: road (scaled data). No convergence occurred at high error levels of 
10% with 500 iterations. An error was discovered in the processing (the first variable was 
not scaled). Data set nstatj was corrected with appropriate scaling across the data sets, and 
recorded as data set dstatj2 
"""' Net nstat300 used state level data dstatj2 with 25 data points (24 input, 1 output) in 626 
data sets split 50: 50 water: road (scaled data). Rapid convergence occurred at high error levels 
of 10% with 3 iterations. 
"ix Examining the data closely from dstatb, indicated a wide range of values for different 
variables (see Table 6.3). This was scaled to a common range of 0 to approximately 100 
through multiplication or division of variables across the 626 sets (see Table for scaling 
ratios). This new data set was called dstatj for 25 variables across 626 sets, scaled between 0 
and 100. 
"" Nets nstat301 to nstat319 used state level data dstatj2 with 25 data points (24 input, 1 
output) in 626 data sets split 50: 50 water: road (scaled data). Rapid convergence (between 1 
and 78 iterations) occurred at all error levels (10%, 2.5%, 1% and 0.1%). 
""' Nets ntri001 to ntri005 used tri-state level data dtria with 25 data points (24 input, 1 
output) in 36 data sets split 50: 50 water: road (original unscaled data). 
" As with the state level model, there were a wide range of data values for different 
variables (see Table 6.3). This was scaled to a common range of 0 to 100 through 
multiplication or division of variables across the 36 sets. This new data set was called dtrib 
for 25 variables across 36 sets, scaled between 0 and 100 (approx. ). Nets ntri050 to ntri064 
used tri-state level data dtrib with 25 data points (24 input, 1 output) in 36 data sets split 
50: 50 water: road (scaled data). 
xx Nets ntri100 to ntri130 used Tri-state level data dstatc with 25 data points (24 input, 1 
output) in 626 data sets split 50: 50 water: road (scaled data). 
xx'v Nets nnat001 to nnat005 used National level data dnata with 25 data points (24 input, 1 
output) in 36 data sets split 50: 50 water: road (original unscaled data). 
' Nets nnat100 to nnatl 15 used National level data dnatc with 25 data points (24 input, 1 
output) in 626 data sets split 50: 50 water: road (scaled data). 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
This chapter offers a summary of the contributions of the thesis to the generation of a 
SPEDSS solution for the overall FTN strategic planning problem. Further, a brief 
summary of the principal research findings and conclusions is provided. 
Additionally, a brief description of the author's recommendations for further research 
is included. Specifically, an outline is presented for the further development of 
ANNs for intelligence gathering about the FTN and for the development of models to 
address the 12 FTN planning problems (see Table 2.10 in Chapter 2). Secondly, an 
outline of the development for the refinement of a SPEDSS prototype and the 
construction of a SPEDSS demonstrator model is provided (see Tables 3.37 and 3.45 
in Chapter 3). Finally, a critique of the contributions and how they were explored 
within this thesis is offered to illustrate the limitations of the research. 
7.1 Contributions of the Thesis 
This thesis offered a novel methodology (DMM) demonstrated in the design of: 1) a 
10th generation generic 00 DB; 2) a 10th generation `proof-of-concept' prototype 
(SPEDSS); and 3) a novel illustration of ANNs for intelligence gathering from the 
00 DB (road database). 
The contributions of this thesis are summarised in relation to the objectives described 
in Chapter 1 and are presented in the table below. 
Rudolph M. M. (Dec. 1998), "National Freight Transport Planning: Towards a Strategic 
Planning Extranet Decision Support System (SPEDSS)", PhD Thesis, Loughborough 
University, UK. 
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Research Research Contribution towards a Solution for FTN Strategic 
Objectives Planning 
Identify current Chapter 2 contributes: 
transport (integrated 1. generic definition of FTN 
supply chain) 2. definition of logistics management practices 
problems and 3. future evolutionary steps in logistics management 
solutions being 4. analysis of macro industry and government trends in logistics and 
used by industry strategic transportation planning 
and government 5. status of logistics efficiency and practices of 7 leading 
countries/geographical regions 
6. evaluation of World leaders logistics practices and government 
policies 
7.21 key drivers of change in logistic management practices 
8. IT trends in logistics solutions 
9.12 key problem areas defined 
Determine the Chapter 2 and 3 contributed: 
requirements of an 1. SPEDSS functionality requirements from an evaluation of The 
FTN SPEDSS Netherlands PACE-FORWARD and the 11 industry surveys 
Perform a feasibility Chapter 3 and 5 contributes: 
analysis for building 1. collection and analysis of all US BTS (free) electronic data and 
a FTN SPEDSS County Business Patterns data from the Bureau of Census (£150) 
'proof-of-concept' - 24 CDROMs and 4 dataset downloads 
prototype and 2.3 primary modelling problems for the development of a SPEDSS 
database design defined 
3. AHP applied to 115 existing models capturing the twelve problem 
types (national, state, regional, metropolitan and local level 
(commercial and non-commercial)) 
4. strengths and weaknesses of 5 methodologies and their methods 
for extracting information from the large US FTN data sets to 
(Specific emphasis was placed on ANNs, expert rules and 00 due 
to their recent usage in transportation and their successful use in 
manufacturing. ) 
5. evaluation of the leading three methods used for the development 
of software 
6. strengths and weaknesses of the models (115) and the software 
development methodology (3) 
7. outline of further research for existing models for adoption into 
SPEDSS 
8. brief feasibility analysis for the development of an FTN SPDSS 
`proof-of-concept' prototype 
9. identification of the next steps for the development of a `proof-of- 
concept' prototype 
10. an 00 DB design was developed 
Develop a Chapter 4 contributes: 
methodology for a 1. a high-level description of a fifth generation design for SPEDSS 
national Internet- 2. literature research and evaluation of IT solutions to address the 
enabled SPEDSS decentralisation of data, models and management through the 
model and literature 
database 3. Dynamic Modelling Methodology (DMM) developed to design a 
generic 00 database 
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4. DMM developed for intelligence gathering and data scalability 
using the ANNs 
Develop a Chapter 4 and 6 contributed: 
methodology to 1. DMM developed for intelligence gathering using the ANNs and to 
address the `data develop SPEDSS prototype 
scalability problems' 
Construct a Chapter 5 contributed: 
prototype to the 1.9th generation 00 design of generic FTN SPEDSS implemented 
elaboration stage within Rose UML development package to the elaboration stage 
Demonstrate the Chapter 6 contributed: 
data scalability 1. demonstration of DMM on 150 ANNs for characterising the Road 
methodology using transportation network with 24 parameters (data variables) with all 
the ANNs on data ANNs converging and an error tolerance of 0.01-10% 
subsets for road 
Report conclusions Chapter 7 contributed: 
and findings from 1. key findings and conclusions summarised 
the research 
Make Chapter 7 contributed: 
recommendation 1.3 areas of further research outlined (Chapter 8) 
and identify areas 
for further research 
Table 7.1 Summary of Contributions of the Thesis 
The three most significant advances towards the development of a tool for the FTN 
strategic planning problem were the 00 DB encapsulation of the FTN, the UML 
`proof-of-concept' prototype' and the illustration of ANNs for information gathering 
and their potential as an intelligence agent within a SPEDSS. These three advances 
provide a `solution' to building a much needed strategic planning tool for 
transportation planners as identified in Chapter 2. 
7.2 Principal Findings and Conclusions 
The following is a list of the principal findings and conclusions from this research: 
9 The analysis of strategic logistics management principles and practices of 
governments and industry for the FTN revealed both a need for and a lack of 
national FTN plans and DSSs, with the exception of the Netherlands. 
" Twelve FTN planning problems were identified. 
" The evaluation of the Netherlands PACE-FORWARD and 115 models that address 
the 12 FTN planning problems showed that a significant amount of further 
research is required in order for all FTN problem types to be adequately addressed 
within a FTN SPDSS. Specifically, the analysis of existing passenger based 
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models revealed that 31% require `new knowledge acquisition' and 38% require 
`some' new knowledge i. e. model scalability and modal adaptation. 
" Three key problems for the development of a SPDSS to facilitate national strategic 
freight planning were identified as: 1) the scope and scale of data; 2) the scope and 
scale of existing models; and 3) the construction of the software. 
" The scope and scale of the available data was evaluated. It was found that road 
transport captures a significant majority of the physical real world FTN entities 
found within the fixed infrastructure system within the United States case study. 
Further, it was found that the data variables captured were not validated to 
determine if they represented the FTN or its components. Therefore, a generic 00 
DB design was completed. Additionally, the issue of the amount of data was 
determined to be significant and an evaluation of methodologies, methods and 
tools used within existing models revealed that ANNs were a viable option for 
`understanding' the information within the large US data sets. The success of the 
ANN trials illustrated their potential usefulness in gathering knowledge from the 
data sets, and their future use as an `intelligence agent' within the SPEDSS. 
" The scope and scale of the 115 models was evaluated. It was found that all models 
require scalability testing apart from network efficiency. 
" The problem of constructing a software tool to assist in strategic FTN planning 
was addressed with the design of SPEDSS. It was determined that SPEDSS was 
robust, flexible and adaptable and therefore could act as a foundation for the 
development of a UML `proof-of-concept' prototype. 
This thesis offers a broad foundation for the development of SPEDSS to assist 
strategic transportation planning at local to national levels of abstraction. Further, the 
necessary depth to illustrate the DMM for 00 DB and intelligence gathering with 
ANNs was successfully completed. 
7.3 ANNs for Intelligence Gathering and the FTN Planning Problems 
The exploration of using ANNs to determine relationships between the parameters 
(existing data variables) that measure the FTN real world entities for all levels of 
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abstraction (State, Tri-state and National) was undertaken in Chapter 6. The ANN 
research needs to be extended to include: 
1. Sampling: more samples need to be tested with the successful ANNs, including 
datasets capturing other modes of transport; 
2. Rule extraction and analysis: the trained ANNs require rule extraction and analysis 
of the rules to understand the transport network knowledge that they have 
`learned'; and 
3. Testing of relationships: with respect to the variety of subsets used on each of the 
successful ANNs. 
Therefore, it is recommended that further testing of the ANNs be completed as 
outlined in the table below. 
Phase Tasks Requirements 
(Data, processor) 
Sampling " Road: incrementally increase datasets used to train collect data to 
the Road State, Tri-State and National ANN models broaden datasets 
until 100% of the data set is used (see Tables 3.6,3.7, (see chapter 4 for 
3.8,3.9,3.10,3.11,3.12,3.12 in Chapter 3 for 00 DB) 
statistical significance of existing data sets) 
" Rail, Rail, Water, Pipe: perform pre-processing and 
ANN methodology as described in Chapter 6 and 
incrementally increase datasets used to train the 
State, Tri-State and National ANN models for each 
mode until 100% of the data set is used (see Tables 
3.6,3.7,3.8,3.9,3.10,3.11,3.12,3.12 in Chapter 3 
for statistical significance of existing data sets) 
Relationships " Rule Extraction and Comparison of rules from each increased 
ANN processing power - 
" Cross-feed datasets into different abstraction levels desktop based (see 
(State, Tri-sate and National) Chapter 6) 
" Cross-feed datasets into each ANN, e. g. use Rail 
datasets in Road ANN 
Table 7.2 Programme of Work for ANN Testing for Intelligence Gathering 
It is proposed that the methodology described in Chapter 6 be re-used to complete the 
programme of work described above. Further, the use of HindeNN Program should 
continue to be utilised and enhanced as required. 
It is expected that the ANNs will be `fixed' and included within SPEDSS by either 
embedding the ANNs (an intelligent agent within the software) or using the extracted 
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rules to describe the relationships and inheritance between the data sets. Thus, it is 
anticipated that the use of the ANNs will reduce the need for a complete data set of 
the entire US FTN. Further, the `ANN intelligent agent' may have commercial 
viability. 
7.4 Refining the SPEDSS Prototype and Demonstrator Model 
The primary objective of SPEDSS is to provide a strategic desktop tool with the 
capacity for what if/scenario analysis through a single DSS with links to all necessary 
databases and models via an Extranet. The principal limitation of the SPEDSS 
prototype design, as described in Chapter 4, is the lack of confirmation of user 
requirements with the users (transport planners) directly. Through consultation with 
users, such as the US Bureau of Transportation, the details of the design need to be 
refined to meet the users needs. Thus, it is recommended that a collaborative research 
project be undertaken to refine the prototype design of SPEDSS (refer to Chapters 4 
and 5). Specifically, partnerships should be cultivated with the US Bureau of 
Transportation and other government agencies and Universities as they are identified. 
This could mean an expansion of the BTSs role as a knowledge center for the 
strategic transportation planning process. Further, if required, partnerships with 
software vendors to address the FTN planning problems, as described in Tables 3.37 
and 3.45 in Chapter 3, should be explored. 
The table below outlines the tasks required for each phase of development. The skills 
required for each phase are initially identified as: transportation planning; software 
development; programming; and Internet and Extranet hardware and software. It is 
recommended that two versions of SPEDSS be developed where version 1.0 would 
incorporate existing models as described in Table 3.37 and version 2.0 would include 
the results of the ANNs research as described in section 8.1. 
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Phase Tasks 
Prototype of " collaborative research: Internet survey to find electronic databases to 
SPEDSS of be dynamically linked via the Extranet; Internet survey to find electronic 
Version 1.0 models identified in Chapter 3 to be dynamically linked via the 
Extranet; Internet survey to determine the software and hardware 
usage by our collaborative partners 
" re-design: incorporate research findings into the prototype design of 
SPEDSS and the 00 DB (see Chapter 5) 
" construction phase: programming of DSS software with dynamic links 
to NNProgramme, GIS, DBMS and via the extranet databases, and 
dynamically link to models via the Extranet 
" testing: field testing 
Demonstrator " re-design: incorporate testing results 
of SPDSS of " construction phase: de-bug software and add any extra functionality as 
Version 1.0 determined through the field testing 
" testing: second field testing 
Prototype of " re-design: incorporate ANNs research data `intelligence'; incorporate 
SPEDSS of ANNs models for FTN planning problems that either previously did not 
Version 2.0 have a model or where the ANNs offered a significantly better solution 
in terms of modelling and software performance 
" construction phase: de-bug software and add new functionality 
" testing: field testing 
Demonstrator " re-design: incorporate testing results 
of SPEDSS " construction phase: de-bug software and add any extra functionality as 
Version 2.0 determined through the field testing 
" testing: second field testing 
Table 7.3 Programme of Work for SPEDSS Demonstrator 
Software development should be governed by an iterative UML methodology (see 
Table 3.41 in Chapter 3). It is proposed that the software be developed within Rose 
coupled with Dynamic Linking Libraries (DLLs), JavaScript Programs and XML for 
the dynamic linking of databases and models via the Extranet. 
It is expected that SPEDSS can be utilised for both government and commercial 
transport planning needs. Both the software and the methodology can be viewed as 
products with the potential for commercial exploitation. Further, SPEDSS would set 
a precedent in terms of government policy and political policy within the global 
community. Thus, there may be a potential for adoption of the software by other 
countries. 
The next steps are the development of research proposals and partnerships. It is 
recommended that the ANN and SPEDSS prototype research be done in parallel as 
the ANN work will be required for version 2.0 of the SPEDSS demonstrator. 
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Further, version 2.0 with the ANNs will offer a more `complete' solution for 
modelling all of the twelve FTN planning problems (outlined in Chapter 2). 
7.5 Critique of Thesis Contributions 
A critique of the contributions and how they were explored revealed the following 
four limitations of the research: 
" The primary objective of SPEDSS is to provide a strategic desktop tool with the 
capacity for what if/scenario analysis through a single DSS with links to all 
necessary databases and models via an Extranet. The principal limitation of the 
SPEDSS prototype design, as described in Chapter 4, is the lack of confirmation of 
user requirements with the users (transport planners) directly. 
" Further, no survey of industry was undertaken to validate and refine the 00 DB 
design. 
" Additionally, due to the constraints of the PhD, clarification of the computer or 
software technologies used by potential collaborative partners, users, data 
providers, and model providers must be undertaken to define the Extranet within 
SPEDSS. 
" The exploration of using ANNs to determine relationships between the parameters 
(existing data variables) that measure the FTN real world entities for all levels of 
abstraction (State, Tri-state and National) has two limitations: 
1. Sampling: more samples need to be tested with the successful ANNs 
including data sets capturing other modes of transport; and 
2. Testing of Relationships: variety of subsets used on each of the successful 
ANNs. 
7.6 Transport Policy: The Potential of SPEDSS 
The role of a decision support system such as SPEDSS within a complex economy 
like the USA would be to analyse the current use (e. g. with regard to environmental, 
operational and economic capacity criteria) of the national FTN, as opposed to the 
current practice of analyses of smaller geographical regions usually defined by 
political boundaries (i. e. country, city and in some cases state level). Further, the 
design architecture of SPEDSS allows for the development of scenarios to analyse 
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and assess the implications on the whole FTN of different proposed government 
policies alon the lines set down in Figure 2.5 (in Chapter 2). 
SPEDSS would represent a significant paradigm shift in both its geographical 
coverage of the FTN but also in its inclusion of all aspects of the FTN and its 
environment. However, the US Vice President, Al Gore, recently announced (May 
17,1999) the launch of a search tool that links some 20,000 US government and 
military web sites within the US. This new search tool in reality is the first 
generation of a government Extranet which involves the sharing of information and 
data but not computer hardware. This step taken by the US government directly 
relates to the SPEDSS design and to the implementation of SPEDSS via the Internet. 
It is thus recommended that a research feasibility study, outlining the development of 
a SPEDSS demonstrator model and two US-based pilot studies, be undertaken by this 
author in collaboration with US partners as soon as is practicable. 
Within the UK, the release of the latest government transport policy statement 
(DETR, 1998) indicates a lag behind their American counterparts. It is suggested that 
the development of a US-based SPEDSS pilot study, as well as the Netherlands's 
policy analysis model - PACE-FORWARD - may provide the necessary evidence to 
open up a dialogue with the UK government for exploitation of this research 
potential. However, it is expected that much resistance will be met along the way. 
That said, should a UK pilot study be completed, the flexibility of SPEDSS to analyse 
scenarios and to be expanded to the national level would become significant selling 
points for its full-scale development. Ultimately, if the government, industry and the 
public do not care to learn from the `best practices' of other governments and 
industries a model such as SPEDSS is irrelevant. This is particularly true not just for 
governments but also for small and medium enterprises (SMEs). Without change 
there can be no growth. 
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Appendix 1 
The History of Strategic Management 
Theory and Planning 
Introduction 
The roots of strategic philosophies and theories go back to antiquity. As early as 500 
BC the Chinese general, San-tzu, put forward a strategic doctrine in the form of 
instructions called `The Art of War'. The writings of Xenophon on the subject are 
also well known, and other notable strategists include Caesar, Machiavelli, 
Clausewitz and Moltke (Pümpin, 1989). 
Strategy, in a business planning sense, is the `long-range' direction the enterprise or 
government intends to follow in the future. Strategic planning' involving determining 
the steps or activities required to achieve a goal. It involves establishing goals, i. e. 
where the organisation wants to be in five or ten years' time; where it is actually 
likely to be, in view of any forecast changes in its business environment; and 
developing long-term plans to bridge any possible gaps between where it wants to go, 
and where it looks like ending up. Examples of long-term strategic goals are the 
development of new products, the opening up of new markets, the expansion into 
different areas of business, new transport infrastructure, new government policies, 
regulations and laws (Dixon, 1993; Pümpin, 1989; Johnson and Scholes, 1991; Vito, 
1987). To a much greater extent, strategic management is concerned with the 
complexity arising out of ambiguous and non-routine situations with organisation- 
wide rather than operational-specific implications (Johnson and Scholes, 1997). 
Specifically, strategic management focuses on the practicalities of implementing the 
strategic goals and plans for an organisation through the optimal use of all available 
resources. 
This paper acts as a foundation for Chapters 1 and 2 of the thesis. Specifically, this 
paper addresses the questions: What management theories exist that could be used to 
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`resolve' today's FTN strategic management problem ? Further, can a single theory 
be adapted to provide the foundation for practices to achieve industry's strategic goal 
of 'global enterprise efficiency' and the governments' strategic goal of 
'sustainability'? 
Background 
There are three primary levels of strategy that a corporate enterprise or government 
organisation uses: 
1. corporate strategy: concerned with overall purpose and scope of the whole 
organisation (is a key basis of other strategic decisions) (board level management). 
2. competitive or business unit strategy (SBU) (also known as tactical strategy): how 
to compete successfully in a particular market (Department heads) 
3. operational strategy: concerned with how the component parts of the organisation 
in terms of resources, processes, people and their skills are pulled together to form 
a strategic architecture which will effectively deliver the overall strategic direction 
(junior management) (Johnson and Scholes, 1997). 
As reported by Dixon (1993) below, each level of strategy has its own timescale, 
requirement for details and is managed by a different level within the enterprise or 
organisation. The overall coordination and implementation of these three levels of 
planning is usually referred to as corporate planning. Corporate planning is concerned 
with planning for the company as a whole, in order to ensure that the long-term 
objectives of each department are compatible and do not conflict either with each 
other, or with the ultimate goals of the organisation (Dixon, 1993). 
Plans Time scale Degree of Seniority of managers 
detail 
Strategic (corporate) 5- 10 yrs Vague Board level 
Tactical (Business Units) 12 mths High Department heads 
Operational 1-4 wks Very High Junior managers 
Figure App 1 Relationships between planning factors 
Source: Dixon, 1993 
Both, the time scales and the degree of detail requirements for each level of strategy 
continues to be significantly altered by the `Information Age'. The Information Age 
continues to see a rapid growth in information technologies, data collection, collation 
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and sharing through the use of the WWW technologies and the internet as a 
platform. " generally, the timescales for strategic (corporate) strategy have increased 
while they have decreased for tactical and operational. Simultaneously, the 
requirement for `real-time' data is increasing, for example, on-line vehicle and 
package tracking utilising GPS and the internet. 
Strategic management Operational management 
" Ambiguous, complex " Routinised 
" Organisational-wide, fundamental " Operationally specific 
" Long-term implications " Short-term implications 
Table App 1.1 Characteristics of Strategic Management and Operational Management 
Source: Johnson and Scholes, 1997 
However, differences remain between strategic and operational strategy that result in 
very different management practices. Johnson and Scholes (1997) highlight three 
such differences (see table above) to illustrate the breadth of management practices 
and any decision making. 
Management theory has evolved to provide a `framework' for decision making. More 
specifically, there are four reasons why planning is important for good management: 
1. Planning helps to offset the effects of uncertainty and change, on the old principle 
that to be forewarned is to be forearmed. This is not to say that the planning 
process removes, or even lessens, the presence of risk; but planning does make 
managers more aware of the risks involved. 
2. Planning focuses attention on the organisation's real objectives. 
3. Planning helps to make the operations of the organisation more economical. 
4. Planning aids the process of control, because managers have a benchmark against 
which they can measure the actual results achieved (Dixon, 1993). 
However, the development of a goal and a plan using management theory as the 
framework will not necessarily mean success. In a study examining the rejuvenation 
of business in mature markets, Baden-Fuller and Stopford concluded that the success 
of such businesses could not be explained by the conditions in their markets or the 
general state of the industry. Success was the result of the strategies pursued by 
management. They concluded that the success they observed arose from managers' 
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abilities in identifying strategies for growth, typically on an international scale, 
`stretching' organisational capabilities and embedding strategic thinking throughout 
the organisation, not just at the top (Johnson and Scholes, 1997). 
Dixon (1993) illustrates (see diagram below) a generic strategic planning cycle and 
which clearly identifies the management principles to be performed and the order in 
which they should be performed. 
Setting 
Objectives 
Internal External 
Appraisal Appraisal 
Generation of 
alternative 
strategies 
Evaluation of 
alternatives 
Formulating plans 
Control 
Evaluation of plan 
Figure Appl. 2 The stages in the planning cycle 
Source: Dixon, 1993 
Again it is significant that both the `Internal Appraisal' and `External Appraisal' must 
capture details that span international and increasingly global markets and enterprise 
organisational structures. 
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To perform these strategic business management tasks managers rely upon specific 
management principles based on management theory that has been derived from 
various management theories and tested through management experience. 
Analysis of Management Theory 
An overview of the key management theories, from which today's management 
principles and practices are derived, are summarised in the diagram below. There 
have been two important and simultaneous shifts in management theory. The first 
shift has involved a change of view from a company being a closed system that is 
largely unaffected by the external environment to the company as a component of an 
open"` global environment and thus being fully interactive within a dynamic 
environment. 
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1 
Closed System 
Mechanical thinking 
about organisations 
Rational actor 
straightforwardly 
determined clear 
purposes and 
objectives 
(crispness) 
Social actor 
acknowledges 
the messiness of 
determining 
pruposes - purpose 
selection not very 
straightforward 
(fuzziness) 
Open System 
Gestalt Thoery - 
Systems 
1.1900-1930 III. 1960-1970 
Max Weber Alfred Chandler 
(German sociologist) great companies are driven by 
postulated that bureacracy - order by changing external pressures 
rule - most efficient 
Paul Lawerence & Jay 
Frederick Taylor Lorsch 
(American) Organisation and the environment - 
tested Webers' theory with time and more complex model than Chandler 
motion studies but similar conclusion 
General System Theory 
Analyitic Formalised Planning 
Rational Model 
11.1930-1960 IV. 1970-? 
Elton Mayo Karl Weick & James March 
(clinical psychologist) emphasises informality, individual 
Hawthorne experiments entrepreneurship, and evolution 
Douglas McGregor Woodward, Burns and Stalker 
Theory X and Theory Y Contingency Theory based on 
(general) systems thoery 
Chester Barnard 
cooperative theory in organisations - 
Organisational Paradigm 
managing the whole 
McKinsey 7-S Frame 
Learning organisation 
Philip Selznick 
organisational character - manging 
the whole 
Management by Objectives 
Figure App 1.3 Key Managment Theory 
Adapted from: Peters and Waterman, 1982 
In marked contrast to the prevailing wisdom today, management theorists of the first 
sixty years of this century did not worry about the environment, competition, the 
marketplace, or anything else external to the organisation (Peters and Waterman, 
1982). 
The second major shift in management theory is the focus from a rational or crisp 
(control theory) focus to a social or fuzzy focus (fuzzy-mathematics). Thus it is a 
shift towards less readily quantifiable parameters of an organisation and its 
environment in terms of determining its goals and plans. 
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The combination of these two shifts has resulted in a need for a greater knowledge 
and consideration of the global environment and qualitative company parameters. 
Indeed this has been true since the late 1970's early 1980's as was demonstrated in 
chapter 2. However, it is only within the 1990s (the infancy of the Information Age) 
that enterprises have begun to have readily accessible data and information on a 
global scale via the internet. 
As can be see in the diagram above today's management principles are based largely 
on systems theory. Three key principles still shape management practices today (in 
varying degrees) but each has serious limitations that will limit its ability to be useful 
in the increasingly complex and global markets. 
The first, from Drucker (1950's) is management by objectives. Below is a summary 
of its benefits and limitations. Significantly, it is seen to be inflexible and not readily 
adaptable. 
Benefits of Management by Objectives Dangers of Management by Objectives 
1. forces planning for results not work - only 1. senior mangers provide insufficient 
results-oriented planning makes sense teaching and explanation of the systems 
2. increases commitment by all to the aims and the ideas behind it 
3. clarification of internal structures and 2. inadequate guidelines given to managers 
organisational roles for setting subordinates objectives 
4. helps in the development of effective 3. short-term targets are usually set which 
control systems leading towards more risks minimising long-term planning 
effective planning 4. inflexible system cannot readily adapt to 
change 
Table App 1.2 Management by Objectives 
Source: Dixon, 1993 
The second is, the planning view: In the 1960s and 1970s, books were written about 
strategy which took the view not only that strategy could, but that it should come 
about through highly systematised forms of planning. They advocated the setting up 
of corporate planning departments and prescribed tools and techniques that should be 
used. These include the setting of objectives or goals (Johnson and Scholes, 1997). 
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Benefits of Formalised Planning 
(1960 - 1970s) 
Dangers of Formalised Planning 
(1960 -1 970s) 
" means of analysis and thinking about " cultural and political dimensions are not 
complex problems - requires questioning typically included in the process 
and challenging managers thinking " strategy derived by senior management 
" creates ownership of the strategy and may not be owned by the entire 
contributes to coordination of resources organisation 
" communicate intended strategy " intellectual exercise due to operations 
" control by regular performance review managers being time pressured 
(Johnson and Scholes, 1997). " partial and not full contribution to the plan 
on the part of the staff - fragmentation of 
knowledgeable input 
" intended versus realised due to 
misinterpretation of the long-term nature 
of the strategic plans 
" information overload 
" looking for absolute plans and/or 
performance measures - no flexibility built 
in 
Table App 1.3 1960s - 1970s The `Structured' Planning View 
Adopted from: Johnson and Scholes, 1997 
Again, formalised planning is characterised by inflexibility. However, its advantage 
over management by objectives is that it accommodates more details and facts and 
provides a methodology for problem solving. 
The third, is a McKinsey 7-S Framework which is akin to `organisation theory' such 
as learning organisations and virtual organisations. It's primary advantage over the 
two other theories is its adaptability to change. However, it is limited by the 
corporate structure, interpersonal dynamics and the knowledge of each employee. 
Benefits of McKinsey 7-S 
(1980 - 1990s) 
Dangers of McKinsey 7-S 
(1980 -1990s) 
" any intelligent approach to organising had " rely on experience could mean a false 
to encompass, and treat as sense of security 
interdependent, at least seven variables: " organising teams for collaborative 
structure, strategy, people, management exchange of ideas can be difficult 
style, systems and procedures, guiding " interpersonal dynamics can affect the 
concepts and shared values (i. e., culture), outcome of the group 
and the present and hoped-for corporate " organising time for 'brainstorming' or 
strengths and skills debate can be difficult and costly 
" more flexible in questioning and " senior managers as less in tune with the 
challenging experience that the collective lower level employees abilities and 
organisation has therefore may mis-match teams but on a 
" pluralistic organisations - even conflicting skill and interpersonal level 
ideas are recognised as valuable 
Table App 1.4 1980s-1990s - McKinsey 7-S Framework: Organisation Focused 
Aadapted from: Peters and Waterman, 1982 and Johnson and Scholes, 1997 
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Further each recognise that the organisation resides within an open environment. 
However, the rapid expansion of the environment through globalisation has meant 
that highly structured practices such as Management by Objectives and Structured 
Planning have been unable to act in a timely manner. 
Discussion 
An organisational focus (McKinsey 7-S Frame) offers the flexibility required for 
today's environment and specifies the areas of `experience/ speciality' that an 
organisation should focus upon. Further, an organisational focus recognises that the 
enterprise exists within an open system and thus subject to systems theory. However, 
organisational management suffers from the limitation of being able to optimally mix 
resources into teams to stimulate innovation and decision making. So, the question 
remains: What management theories exist that could be used to `resolve' today's FTN 
strategic management problem ?A probable answer is Systems Theory. It's proven 
capabilities to adapt from management by Objectives to an Organisational Focus 
could extend to optimisation of an organisation within a global environment. But, 
what is systems theory? 
Bertanlanffy (1973) used the name `general systems theory' broadly and compared it 
to our speaking of the `theory of evolution' which comprises about everything 
between fossil digging, anatomy and the mathematical theory of selection. He went 
on to state that there are three main aspects that are not separable in content but 
distinguishable in intent. 
The first is 'systems science' i. e. scientific exploration and theory of `systems' in the 
various sciences (e. g. physics, biology, psychology, social sciences), and general 
systems theory as doctrine of principles applying to all (or defined subclasses of ) 
systems ... we 
have learned that for an understanding not only the elements but their 
interrelationships as well are required. This requires exploration of the many systems 
in our observed universe in their own right and specificity's. Furthermore, it turns 
out hat there are general aspects, correspondences and isomorphism's common to 
`systems' (Von Bertalanffy, 1973). 
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The second realm is `systems technology', that is, the problems arising in modern 
technology and society, comprising both the `hardware' or computers, automation, 
self-regulating machinery etc., and the `software' of new theoretical developments 
and disciplines. Modern technology and society have become complex that 
traditional ways and means are not sufficient any more but approaches of a holistic or 
systems, and generalist or interdisiplinary nature become necessary (Von Bertalanffy, 
1973). 
Thirdly, there is `systems philosophy', i. e. the orientation of thought and world view 
ensuring from the introduction of `system' as a scientific paradigm (in contrast to the 
analytic, mechanistic, one-way casual paradigm of classical science). This 
philosophy can be dived into three parts. Systems ontology - what is meant by 
`system' and how systems are realised at the various levels of the world observation; 
2) systems epistemology; and 3) values (Von Bertalanffy, 1973). 
Thus, a `systems approach' became necessary. A certain objective is given; to find 
ways and means for its realisation requires the systems specialist (or team of 
specialists) to consider alternative solutions and to choose those promising 
optimisation at maximum efficiency and minimal cost is a tremendously complex 
network of reactions. This requires elaborate techniques and computers solving 
problems far transcending the capacity of an individual mathematician. At has been 
called the Second Industrial Revolution and has developed only in the past few 
decades (Von Bertalanffy, 1973). 
Systems theory offers four major contributions to management theory and principles: 
1. It has shown that managers have to consider all the elements which make up the 
organisation - people, structure, technology, environment - as a cohesive whole, 
and not as separate items. 
2. It has highlighted the influence that the external environment can have on the 
organisation (something which has become more marked in recent years) precisely 
because open systems interact with this environment. 
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3. It has drawn attention to the importance of planning, because it has demonstrated 
how organisations have to have a purpose or raison d'etre and thus how it is vital 
for managers to plan. 
4. The success of any plan depends upon the monitoring of actual results against the 
planned results, and then correcting any deviations; i. e. control (Dixon, 1993). 
Further, can a single theory be adapted to provide the foundation for practices to 
achieve industry's strategic goal of 'global enterprise efficiency' and the 
governments' strategic goal of `sustainability'? It seems logical to continue to 
explore systems theory as a possible solution for achieving both global enterprise 
efficiency and sustainability. Why? Systems theory has shown that it is adaptable to 
different environments and can encompass an open system. Further, as discussed in 
Chapter 2 industry is utilising successfully using Logistics, which is based on systems 
theory, to adapt to the ever deepening complexities due to globalisation. Further, as a 
theory it allows for a methodology that is capable of encompassing all aspects of the 
environment i. e. natural environment, economic, social, cultural and socio-economic. 
Therefore, it seems probable that it could provide methods for analysing the world 
towards the development of sustainability strategic plans. 
Findings 
There are three primary levels of strategy that a corporate enterprise or government 
organisation uses: corporate strategy; competitive or business unit strategy (SBU) 
(also known as tactical strategy); and operational strategy: (Johnson and Scholes, 
1997). 
Both, the time scales and the degree of detail requirements for each level of strategy 
continues to be significantly altered by the `Information Age'. 
Strategic management and planning is characterised by complexity and ambiguity 
while operational management and planning is routinised. Therefore, operational 
management can be ready automated while strategic management can not. 
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Management theory has evolved to provide a `framework' for decision making. 
In a study examining the rejuvenation of business in mature markets, Baden-Fuller 
and Stopford concluded that the success of such businesses could not be explained by 
the conditions in their markets or the general state of the industry. Success was the 
result of the strategies pursued by management. They concluded that the success they 
observed arose from managers' abilities in identifying strategies for growth, typically 
on an international scale, `stretching' organisational capabilities and embedding 
strategic thinking throughout the organisation, not just at the top (Johnson and 
Scholes, 1997). 
Again it is significant that both the `Internal Appraisal' and `External Appraisal' must 
capture details that span international and increasingly global markets and enterprise 
organisational structures. 
The combination of these two (management) shifts has resulted in a need for a greater 
knowledge and consideration of the global environment and qualitative company 
parameters. Indeed this has been true since the late 1970's early 1980's as was 
demonstrated in chapter 2. However, it is only within the 1990s (the infancy of the 
Information Age) that enterprises have begun to have readily accessible data and 
information on a global scale via the internet. 
Today's management principles are based largely on systems theory. 
Three management principles continue to shape today's management practices: 
Management by Objectives; Structured Planning and McKinsey 7-S Framework 
(Organisation focus). The first two suffer from inflexibility to react to today's 
dynamic environment. While McKinsey 7-S Framework (Organisation focus) 
provides flexibility the challenge is to organise staff in teams that allow a sharing of 
knowledge, skills and experience without significant interpersonal dynamics 
dominating. 
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Systems theory offers four major contributions to management theory and principles: 
1. It has shown that managers have to consider all the elements which make up the 
organisation - people, structure, technology, environment - as a cohesive whole, 
and not as separate items. 
2. It has highlighted the influence that the external environment can have on the 
organisation (something which has become more marked in recent years) precisely 
because open systems interact with this environment. 
3. It has drawn attention to the importance of planning, because it has demonstrated 
how organisations have to have a purpose or raison d'etre and thus how it is vital 
for managers to plan. 
The success of any plan depends upon the monitoring of actual results against the 
planned results, and then correcting any deviations; i. e. control (Dixon, 1993). 
Conclusions 
So, the question remains: What management theories exist that could be used to 
`resolve' today's FTN strategic management problem ?A probable answer is Systems 
Theory. It's proven capabilities to adapt from management by Objectives to an 
Organisational Focus could extend to optimisation of an organisation within a global 
environment. But, what is systems theory? 
Further, can a single theory be adapted to provide the foundation for practices to 
achieve industry's strategic goal of 'global enterprise efficiency' and the 
governments' strategic goal of `sustainability'? It seems logical to continue to 
explore systems theory as a possible solution for achieving both global enterprise 
efficiency and sustainability. Why? Systems theory has shown that it is adaptable to 
different environments and can encompass an open system. Further, as discussed in 
Chapter 2 industry is utilising successfully using Logistics, which is based on systems 
theory, to adapt to the ever deepening complexities due to globalisation. Further, as a 
theory it allows for a methodology that is capable of encompassing all aspects of the 
environment i. e. natural environment, economic, social, cultural and socio-economic. 
Therefore, it seems probable that it could provide methods for analysing the world 
towards the development of sustainability strategic plans. 
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'Planning can be defined as deciding in advance what to do, how to do this particular task, 
when to do it, and who is to do it (Dixon, 1993). In the context of the management task, 
planning involves selecting strategies from different possible courses of action, not just for 
the enterprise as a whole but also for every department or section of it. This requires the 
organisation to define its objectives, and for each department or section to set its own goals 
and targets in order to meet these objectives, and then find ways to achieve these goal (Dixon, 
1993). 
see Chapter 2 for a fuller description of the Information Age. 
". Systems are classes as being either open or closed. A closed system is self-supporting and 
does not interact with the environment in which it exists. open systems, however, such as 
business organisations, do interact with their external environments. A business will receive 
inputs from its environment (e. g. people, finance, raw materials), which it will use to produce 
goods, to be sold back into the outside community (Dixon, 1993). 
Source: Dixon, 1993 
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r igure the organisation as an open system 
Appendix 2 
A Historical Synopsis of DSSs 
How has the use of DSS and SPDSS developed and how useful has it been? In fact 
DSS has grown from tools such as the abacus to computers used for mathematics and 
routinised numeric problem solving to expert systems which capture and use human 
expertise within a computer programme and software (commercial programme 
licensed to a specific person or enterprise). The following tables provide a brief 
historical synopsis of the development of DSSs. 
Approximate 
Date of the 
Event 
People Involved Product/ Idea Introduction 
2600 B. C. Egyptians/Chinese Abacus 
A. D. 1614 John Napier Logarithms 
1621 William Oughtred Slide rule 
1623 Wilhelm Schichard First mechanical calculator 
1642 Blaise Pascal First automatic mechanical calculator 
1666 Samuel Morland First multiplying machine 
1673 Gottfried Leibniz First general-purpose calculating machine 
1777 Charles Mahon First logic machine 
1804 Joseph Marie Jacquard First punch card machine 
1820 Charles Thomas de Glmau First commercially successful calculating machine 
1822 Charles Babbage Difference engine 
1833 Ada Augusta First idea of programming 
1854 George S. Boole Publishing of Boolean Algebra 
1869 William Jernons Invention of logic machine 
1874 W. T. Odhner First pinwheel adding machine 
1879 William Thomson The analogue tide predictor 
1885 Door Eugene Telt First successful key-driven calculator 
1886 Dr. Henman Holerith First electromechanical punched-card system 
1890 William S. Burroughs First adding and listing machine 
1893 Otto Steiger First scientific calculator 
1920 Leonardo Torres y Queredo First automatic calculating machine 
1931 Dr. Vannevar Bush First analogue computer for differential equations 
1933 Wallace J. Echert First mechanical program 
1936 Alan M. Turig First general model of logic machines 
1937 Claude Shannon First application of Boolean algebra to switching functions 
1938 George R. Stibitz First electromechanical calculator 
1939 Dr. John V. Atanasoff First electronic digital computer 
1941 Konaud Zuse and Helmut 
Schreger 
First general-purpose program-controlled computer 
1946 Electronic numerical integrator and computer (ENIAC) 
1947 J. Bardeen, W. H. Brattain, and 
W. Shockley 
First transistor 
1949 Maurice Wilkes First full-scale stored program computer 
Table App2.1 How did it (DSS) all happen: From the Abacus 
Source: Bidgoli, 1989 
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The above table outlines the first generation of DSSs, it can be seen that they dealt 
largely with structured and semistructured decisions. Further, a great deal of the 
work towards the development of DSS's was completed by researchers within 
disciplines such as mathematics, electronics, chemistry, mechanics, and physics. But, 
the real breakthrough for the development of a DSS was with the development of the 
first computer dedicated to data processing applications by J. Presper Eckert and John 
W. Mauchly. Before that, the scientific discoveries were limited to the use of 
academic researchers and a handful of corporate based research laboratories. Since 
1951, a rapid growth technological innovation in computer science has occurred (see 
table below). Some innovation has been hugely successful such as the development 
of the personal computer and its explosive growth in the early 1980's up to today. 
However, other innovations in computer science, such as the Internet, artificial neural 
networks, artificial intelligence, object-oriented methodology, design and 
technologies, fuzzy-mathematics, and genetic algorithms (to name a few! ) were 
largely ignored as possible methods and tools for the development of DSS. 
Approximat 
e Date of 
the Event 
People Involved Product/ Idea Introduction 
1951 J. Presper Eckert and John W. 
Mauchly 
First computer dedicated to data processing applications 
1957 First high-level programming language (FORTRAN) 
1958 John McCarthy First artificial intelligence programming language (LISP) 
1959 Texas Instruments and 
Fairchild Semiconductor 
First integrated circuit 
1960 Theodore H. Maiman First laser 
1961 First virtual memory 
1961 GPSS (general-purpose systems simulator) 
1963 First microcomputer 
1970 Corning glass Works Inc. First commercially produced fibre optic cable 
1971 Intel Corp. First microprocessor 
1971 First expert system product (DENDRAL) 
1974 Micro Instrumentation and 
Telemetry Systems (MITS) 
First commercial microcomputer 
1977 Datapoint Corporation First local area network (ARCNET) 
1978 Peter G. W. Keen and Michael 
S. Scott-Morton 
First comprehensive DSS text 
1979 Robert Frankston, Dan 
Brincklin, and Dan Fylstra 
VisiCalc introduced 
1982 Lotus Development Corp. Lotus 1-2-3 introduced 
1983 First experimental version of an optical transistor 
1983 There are 13 million computers in the world 
1986 intel/Compaq Computer Corp. The first 80386 microprocessor PC 
1989 Bolt, Beranek and Newman, 
Inc. 
Expected completion of Monarch Computer (computes 8 million 
floating point calculations per second). 
Table App2.2 Innovation in Computer Science towards DSS 
Source: Bidgoli, 1989 
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The above table captures examples of second generation DSSs. There are many 
examples of DSSs that have been developed from the scientific innovations of this 
century. Bidgoli (1989) offers the following table which highlights third generation 
DSSs. 
Name Specific Area 
AALPS Advice to US Army's 82nd Airborne for loading cargo 
ADDITOR Analysis of a company's allowance for bad debts 
BUGGY Medical diagnosis 
CADUCEUS Internal medicine 
CALISTO Project management 
CART Computer faults 
CASNET/GLAUCOMA Diagnosis of glaucoma 
CRITTER Digital circuitry 
CRYSALIS Protein crystallography 
CSA Nuclear power plant configuration 
DELTA Locomotive troubleshooting 
DENDRAL Chemistry 
DIPMETER ADVISOR Gives oil field log interpretation 
ELAS Analyses oil well logs 
EMPRESS Planning and scheduling tool for NASA 
GUIDON Medical diagnosis 
IMS Automated factory management 
INTERNIST/CADUCEUS Medical diagnosis 
KNOBS Tactical mission planning 
LES Data monitoring during the liquid oxygen tanking process for NASA 
MECHO Mechanical problems 
MEDAS Critical care medicine 
MOLGEN Molecular genetics 
MYCIN Medical diagnosis 
NOAH Robotics 
ONCONCIN Therapy recommendations for cancer patients 
OP-PLANNER Grand planning 
PHOENIX Oil well log modelling 
PICON Alarms monitoring in an oil refinery 
PROSPECTOR Geology 
PUFF Lung disorder 
RAYDEX Radiology 
REACTOR Nuclear reactor accidents 
SPERIL Earthquake damage assessment 
STREAMER Recruit instruction 
SYN Circuitry synthesis 
SYNCHEM Chemical synthesis 
TAX ADVISOR Estate planning 
TAXMAN Tax consequence evaluation of proposed projects for organisations 
TECH Naval task force threats 
TICOM Internal control system evaluation 
XCON/R1 Computer system configuration 
XSEL Computer sales 
VISIONS Vision analysis 
Table App 2.3 Historical List of Popular Expert Systems on the Market 
Source: Bidgoli, 1989 
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More recently, fourth generation DSS have been developed which incorporate expert 
systems, neural networks and artificial intelligence. 
Business Functions Particular Area Model Used by DSS 
Medical Science Screening X-rays for Breast neural networks (Cambridge University) 
Cancer diagnosis 
Transportation Four-Step Transportation GIS, queuing and route choice 
Regional Planning algorithms using Fortran (San Diego 
Associations of Governments) 
Government Policy Balancing Economic growth GIS, score-card methodology, Four-step 
Analysis through transportation against transportation, Economic input/output 
Environmental Impacts analysis (Netherlands Government) 
Electronics Vehicle Guidance (cars, and neural networks, Al (BMW, US Navy) 
ships) and Driver Information 
systems 
Business Market analysis neural networks 
Manufacturing Enterprise-wide distribution cut-down GIS, neural networks 
network analysis and (Fenestra, Inc, UK) 
management 
Table App2.4 1980s-1990's DSSs in Different Business Functions 
DSSs have a long pedigree of multi-disciplinary solution for improving the 
effectiveness of decision making. Today the focus of cognitive and neurological 
sciences research in on how the cognitive (internal) decision making process 
specifically when dealing with high levels of complexity and high amounts of data 
within a highly stressful work environment in terms of time scales for decision 
making and limited resources. The next 10 to 20 years should see significant 
advancements in fourth and fifth generation DSSs through the incorporation of the 
knowledge acquired through the aforementioned scientific studies and the 
advancements in computer science such as AI, neural networks, and genetic 
algorithms (to name a few that are popular now! ). 
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Appendix 3 
Decsription of Modelling Solutions of 
the FTN Problem Areas 
Infrastructure Planning Models 
Model Name and Source Functionality 
(What it can do) and 
Limitations ie. static/dynamic; computer based; 
1. quantitative methods obtain operational consequences of port investments and to evaluate 
(Imakita, 1978; Vito, their systemic implications 
1987) 
2. Automod from AutoLogic offers a system with enough power and flexibility to cope with modelling 
Systems(Logistics a large complex distribution faciliy together with providing clear 3D 
Europe, 1997, Vol 5 No animation and results for interpretation by project managers 
5). 
3. Pavement a system providing advice onthe best options for maintaining a road 
maintenance(Kaseko and surface - diagnostic element 
Ritchie, 1992,1993) problem of image processing of road surfaces 
4. Pavement maintenance diagnostic element 
(Hua and Faghri, 1993) automatically recognised road markings which have been damaed or 
obscured 
Hopfleld net was used as an associative memory to map incomplete 
images 
used two different architectures for the tasks of image association and 
recognition 
5. Pavement maintenance diagnostic element 
(Pant et al, 1993) a small scale decison support for dteremining which roads to invest 
money into and is reinforced by expert opinion from one source 
6. Pavement maintenance diagnostic element 
(Hajek and Hurdal, 1993) another approach ito decison support for investment optionsis to only 
order the examples into several priority bands, with no exact suggestion 
of what particular treatment is needed 
7. Pavement maintenance diagnostic element 
(Rewinski, 1992) linking several neural networks together to solve the investment problem 
8. quantitative methods multi-port planning using simulation 
(Eidem, 1974; Vito, 1987) 
9. Critical Path Analysis establish exact mathematical relationships between variables (Cohen, 
1985) 
1O . Project Evaluation and Critical Path Analysis Review Technique calculating the minimum time in which a project can be executed and 
(PERT) identifcation of critical activities using a activity network diagram - activity 
duartions are detreministic 
11 . The Assignment Problem Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) 
activity durations are assume dto have the beta distribution of probability 
- pessimistic, and optimistic values are used to determin probability of 
critical path 
The Assignment Problem 
all activities can be performed together to minimise total project time 
Table App3.1 Summary of Infrastructure Planning Models 
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Results 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model1 6 2 4 5 5 2 1 5 5 1 1 
model2 10 6 6 10 5 6 4 5 5 5 1 
model3 8 2 6 10 5 8 4 10 10 5 1 
model4 2 2 8 5 1 6 1 10 10 5 4 
model5 2 2 10 5 1 6 1 10 10 5 10 
model6 4 2 10 5 1 6 1 10 10 5 10 
model7 4 2 10 5 1 6 1 10 10 5 10 
model8 10 2 10 10 5 6 1 10 10 5 10 
model9 10 2 10 5 10 10 7 10 10 10 7 
model10 2 2 4 5 10 2 4 10 10 5 1 
model 11 2 2 4 5 10 2 4 10 10 5 1 
model12 2 2 4 5 10 2 4 10 10 5 1 
TOTAL 62 28 86 75 64 62 33 110 110 61 57 
Table App3.2 Original Scoring Results: Infrastructure Planning Models Analysis 
Normalisation 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model 1 6/62 2/28 4/68 5/75 5/64 2/62 1/33 5/110 5/110 1/61 1/57 
model 2 10/62 6/28 6/68 10/75 5/64 6/62 4/33 5/110 5/110 5/61 1/57 
model 3 8/62 2/28 6/68 10/75 5/64 8/62 4/33 10/110 10/110 5/61 1/57 
model 4 2/62 2/28 8/68 5/75 1/64 6/62 1/33 10/110 10/110 5/61 4/57 
models 2/62 2/28 10/68 5/75 1/64 6/62 1/33 10/110 10/110 5/61 10/57 
model 6 4/62 2/28 10/68 5/75 1/64 6/62 1/33 10/110 10/110 5/61 10/57 
model 7 4/62 2/28 10/68 5/75 1/64 6/62 1/33 10/110 10/110 5/61 10/57 
model 8 10/62 2/28 10/68 10/75 5/64 6/62 1/33 10/110 10/110 5/61 10/57 
model 9 10/62 2/28 10/68 5/75 10/64 10/62 7/33 10/110 10/110 10/61 7/57 
model 10 2/62 2/28 4/68 5/75 10/64 2/62 4/33 10/110 10/110 5/61 1/57 
model 11 2/62 2/28 4/68 5/75 10/64 2/62 4/33 10/110 10/110 5/61 1/57 
model 12 2/62 2/28 4/68 5/75 10/64 2/62 4/33 10/110 10/110 5/61 1/57 
TOTAL 62 28 86 75 64 62 33 110 110 61 57 
Table App3.3 Normalised Scoring Results: Infrastructure Planning Models Analysis 
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Final Score 
Criteria SCORE 
model 1 4.4 
model 2 9.2 
model 3 7.8 
model 4 5.2 
model 5 6.00 
model 6 6.3 
model 7 6.3 
model 8 8.3 
model 9 10.4 
model 10 5.9 
model 11 5.9 
model 12 5.9 
Table App3.4 Final Scoring Results: Infrastructure Planning Models Analysis 
Note! The score is calculated by the equation below: 
(Normalised value for criteria 1 for Model 1)rate value for criteria + (Normalised value for criteria 
`n' for Model `m')rate value for criteria = Score 
Vito(1987) provides the following illustration of his model: 
The model is for the elementary case of two ports, P; and Pý (see following figure for 
schematic of the problem)), one commodity k, one kind of ship, a single couple of O/D 
areas (each one exclusively dominated by a single port). 
With reference to the simbology adapted in the figure below, the input data of the 
problem are: 
- Bkh = capacity of port h as regards the commodity k (h = i, j); 
- Ik = flow of commodity k between the origin 0 and the destination D; 
- Mk = maritime flow of commodity k between the origin 0 and the destination 
D. 
The upper bounds DI, h restricts the increase of port capacity Ph(h-; LJ) deriving 
from 
new investments to fixed shares of the existing capacity, as it generally results in 
practice. 
The lower bound D2 concerns the type of ship and its utilisation in the model imposes 
that the distribution of traffic among the various kinds of ships comply with a fixed 
mix. 
The meanings of the coefficients presented in the figure below are: 
Akh = port operation costs per ton pertinent to the commodity k, - 
A2= bunker unit costs; 
A3 = diesel oil unit costs; 
A4 = charter unit costs; 
A5 = unit cost of land transport between port Ph and area h; 
C, = unit cost of land transport cost between areas i and area j; 
Co. h = unit investment costs to increase capacity of Ph. 
The meaning of the explicative variables are: 
Cf.,, = handling costs; 
C, = bunker costs; 
C3 = diesel oil costs; 
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C4 = charter costs; 
C5,,, = cost of land transport from ports to O/D areas. 
The main variables to be determined are: 
q; ý = maritime flow between ports P; and Pj; 
qh = traffic volume of port Ph; 
zh = increase of capacity necessary for port Ph; 
lU = inland transport flows between areas i and j, area h being dominated by port Ph. 
Of course, q; ý = q; =qj in this case. 
Less trivial seaport systems can be traduced in the model simply by creating or 
enlarging the matrix in the figure below for each couple of ports and O/D terminals 
and by using linking equations off low balance. 
Because of its simplicity, the model can be handled quite easily to simulate the effects 
of political decisions on the structure of a complex seaport system both in terms of 
capacities and operative costs. Furthermore, it can be managed to attain the optimal 
allocation of financial resources for investments in port capacity, i. e. in order to solve 
the most important problem in the co-ordinated co-operative approach to the seaport 
planning. 
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Variables Port Port Inland Ship Capacity Capacity Handli Bunker Diesel Chart La Input 
i j Trans- type Increase Increase ng Cost Oil Cost er nd Data 
port mix deriving deriving costs Cost tra 
from from ns- 
investme investments por 
nts Port t 
Port j Co 
i st 
Equations 
Economic q; qj hj qjj z; Cl, h C2 C3 C4 CS MI 
Function N 
Variables 
Economic Cii Ca ; Cod 1 1 1 1 1 
Function 
Coefficients 
Port Ak; A, tj -1 >_ 0 
Handling 
Costs 
Bunker A2 A2 -1 > 0 
Costs 
Diesel Oil A3 A3 -1 > 0 
Costs 
Charter A4 A4 -1 > Q 
Costs 
Land A5,1 A5j -1 > 0 
Transport 
Cost 
Capacity +1 -1 
Port i 
Capacity +1 -1 
Port j 
Total Flow +1 +1 > 
O/D 
Total +1 > 
maritime 
flow O/D 
Ship Type +1 +1 -2 0 
Constraint 
LOWER Dz 
BOUND 
UPPER Cjj Dj,; Dj j 
BOUND 
Figure App3.1 Matrix Simplified Framework (Vito, 1987) 
For this aim, the `static' or `stationary' single period formulation adapted for the 
model can be reviewed as related to the long term optimal design of the system. Time 
scheduling can be achieved by using different time horizons and introducing the 
related scenario values in the parameters of the model; then, solving the model for 
such different periods can give sub-optimal expansion hypothesis of the system, i. e. 
investment programmes and capacity evaluations that are internally coherent. 
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Network Efficiency Models 
Model Name and Source Functionality 
(What it can do) 
Limitations ie. static/dynamic; computer based; 
1. Integrated compute shipment mileages for the 1993 US Commodity Flow Survey 
transportation network used ZIP codes based on real data of O&D shipments in US with some 
modeling system - dummy pairs included for confidentiality 
maths based model computed by finding the minimum impedence path over mathematical 
(CD-CFS-93-2 Issued representations of the highway, rail, waterway, air, and pipeline networks 
Mar `97 - 1993 and summing the lengths of indivdual links on these paths. Impendence is 
Commodity Flow computed as a weighted combination of distance, time and cost factors 
Survey, Us Department is composed of individual modal-specific networks representing each of 
of Commerce, Bureau the major transportation modes -- highway, rail, wtaerway, air, and 
of the Census) pipeline. The links on these specific modal networks are the 
representation of line-haul transportation facilities. the nodes represent 
intersections and interchanges, and the access points to the transportation 
network 
for the truck network, local access is assumed to exist everywhere; 
however, for the other modes this is not true 
For shipments involving more than one mode, such as truck-rail or rail- 
water, links connecting the individual modal networks are created to 
represent the transfer of freight between modes. A measure of link 
impedance is calculated for each link in each modal network based on 
various link characteristics for a specific mode. 
For example, the set of link characteristics for the highest network 
included divided for undivided roadway, degree of access control, rural or 
urban setting, type of pavement, number of lanes, degree of urban 
congestion, and length of the link. 
Link impedance measures are also assigned to the local access links. A 
minimum path algorithm is used to find the minimum impedance path 
between the origin ZIP code centroid and the destination ZIP code 
centroid. The cumulative length ofthe links on this path is the shipment 
distance. 
used ZIP codes based on real data of O&D shipments in US with some 
dummy pairs included for confidentiality 
mathematical representations not raedily understood by all users 
huge programme not available to the public 
2. Driver behavior (Yang modelling of strategic decisions taken by drivers 
et al, 1992; Dougherty nn proved quicker and ore accuracte method of analysis than alternative 
and Joint, 1992) techniques such as logit models 
Yang et al, 1992 analysed the variation of the replication rate after 
changing the information given to the drivers - hypothesised replication 
rates are indicative of how important a particular factor is 
Dougherty and Joint, 1992 performed elasticity tests on the trained 
networks to determine relative importance of ecah criterion 
3. Parameter estimation travel estimates 
(Hua and Faghri, 1994) good resits can be achieved using data collected on only one link 
4. Parameter estimation travel estimates 
(Nelson and better resits can be achieved using data collected from a neighbouring link 
Palacharla, 1993) used countrpropagation as an adaptive look-up table 
5. Parameter estimation travel estimates 
(Dougherty et al, 1993) total link occupancies - this information could possibly be used in adaptive 
traffic contol systems 
6. Parameter estimation travel estimates 
(Heymans et al, 1991) maximum capacity of a link from patterns of density and speed observed 
on the link 
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7. Vehicle information from signals 
detection/classification basic function networks appleid to derived quantity of passing vehciles: 
(Mead et al, 1994) based on a factor of its wheelbase, number of axiles, weight etc. 
8. Vehicle vehcile detection with video cameras 
detection/classification video cameras coupled with high-performance image processing 
(Bullock et al, 1992, techniques - nns; results were similar to classical approach in ideal 
1993) conditions; with chaning external factors nns are better than classical 
approaches 
9. Vehicle vehcile classification with video cameras 
detection/classification vehciles can be classified into several types using nns 
(Belgaroui and 
Blosseville, 1993 
10. Vehicle license plate classification with video cameras 
detection/classification automatic license plate reading 
(Margarita, 1990) 
11. Traffic Pattern congestion diagnosis 
Analaysis (Kirby et al, training a nn to classify an urban traffic network into either congested or 
1993) non-congested states; transferability is a problem to due limted site 
specific data; demonstartes the use of nns to fuse together several 
different congestion measures to produce an improved level of diagnosis 
12. Traffic Pattern congestion diagnosis 
Analaysis (Hua and training a nn to classify an urban traffic network into a range of states from 
Faghri, 1993a, b) congested or non-congested states; used adaptive resonance theory 
13. Traffic Pattern traffic pattern 
Analaysis (Hua and seasonal variation in traffic flow 
Faghri, 1992 b) 
14. Traffic Pattern traffic pattern 
Analaysis (Ritchie et al, non-recurrent congestion caused by incidents 
1992) 
15. Traffic control optimum light control for traffic flow 
(Nahatsuji and optimum green spilts for a single intersection; latter extended for three 
Terutoshi, 1991) intersections 
16. generic discrete choice models a variety of network design model and serves as an umbrella for 
network design model integrating a number of related transportation models Magnanti and Wong, 
1984 
a set of N nodes and a set A of arcs (directional) allowing for multiple 
commodities containing two types of variables - one modelling discrete 
choice design decisions and the other modelling continuous flow decisions 
17. discrete choice interger address combinatorial complexities and interaction effects that arise in 
programming network planning Magnanti and Wong, 1984 
alogrithms cold be used to generate potential investment strategies that then could be 
tested by a simulation analysis Magnanti and Wong, 1984 
aggregate estimates used rather than a more indepth network analysis 
18. Queues flow of itms through a system can result in folw reduction or stappages 
that are queues 
can be deterministic or stochastic(Cohen, 1985) 
arrival pattern, queue discipline, simple queues, negative exponential 
distribution, 
19. stochastic user user equilibrium assignment in networks and queues 
equilibrium assignment linear programming 
algorithm for steady- solution by iterative balancing 
state store-and-forward algorithm 
networks with queues 
(Bell 1995) 
20. SATURN ME2 - traffic network analysis 
Simulation and combined traffic simulation and assignment model for the analysis of traffic 
Assignment of Traffic to management schemes, 'conventional' assignment model for the analysis 
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Urban Road Networks of large (eg up to 3,000 links) networks, simulation model of individual 
(Institute of Transport junctions, network data base and analysis system 
studies, University of 
Leeds) 
21. Urban Transportaion highway network planning 
Planning System highway network focused 
(UTPS) (COMSIS travel forecasting 
Corporation, 1983) traffic assignment 
determine deficiences in the existing system 
develop and test alternative trasnportation systems 
provide systematic and reproducable criteria for evaluating alternative 
system proposals 
study the structure and effect of new traffic generators 
22. neural networks motorway traffic forecasting, 
(Institute of motorway traffic forcasts up to 1 hour in advance 
Transportation, single hidden layer back-propagation architecture using Neural Works 
University of leeds, UK; Professional II commercial software 
Kirby et al, 1997) input layer was of varying width, depending on the number of input 
parameters 
six historical/ rpevious values of each data point was used as an input 
output layer had a single processing unit and represented an estimate of 
the quantity being predicted ie. a half-hour forecast of traffic 
23. ARIMA - time series motorway traffic forecasting, 
methods (Kirby et al, motorway traffic forcasts up to 1 hour in advance 
1997) adaptive forecasting tool 
given a linear function of the previous Beaune flows through time a 
univariate procedure was used 
where the model included a function of historical data of flows together 
with historical flows from other upstream points a multiple procedure was 
used 
data was aggreagted to 1 houur intervals as this model performed best 
24. ATHENA - purpose motorway traffic forecasting, 
built pattern based motorway traffic forcasts up to 1 hour in advance 
forecasting model - clustering method - initial data processingusing the k -means method 
Institut National por la amathematical clustering procedure minimising the Euclidean distance) 
Recherche sur les before fitting linear regression models 
Transports et leur 
Securite, 
25. Paris (Kirby et al, 1997) 
26. neural networks used in Utrecht/Rotterdam/Hague region of Netherlands 
(Dougherty and short-term forecast of traffic flow, speed and occupancy, 
Corbett, 1997) a technique of step-wise reduction of network size by performing leasticity 
tests on a large neural network produced a novel way of overcoming the 
impractical real-time implementation 
short-term traffic forecasting 
methdology developed to allow the nns to select their input parameters 
themselves as part of the training and testing regime 
27. deterministic queuing to reduce total travel delays in a road traffic network by routing drivers 
assignmnet model according to the total delay caused on each link 
(Department of algorithm 
Mathematics, approximate model for networks having many o&D pairs and bottlenecks 
University of York, models peak periods - two compoents: network loading procedure and a 
England; Ghali and reassignment procedure 
Smith, 1995; Ghali and simulate the interaction between vehicles (onlinks and possible junctions) 
Smith, 1995) to calculate the entry flow of each link for a given set of route inflows 
evaluate network performacne 
reassignment procedure calculates the vehicles routes 
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best network performance when drivers are guided by a central controler 
could be used as a lanning tool in the traffic management study 
useful for estimating the road prices which internalise the externalities of 
congestion, accidents and environmental impacts 
28. Cell Transmission traffic performance models 
Model (Daganzo, C. F. the evolution of multi-commodity traffic flows over complex networks can 
(1995) University of be predicted overtime, based on a simple macroscopic computer 
California, Berkeley) representation of traffic flow that is consistent with the kinematic wave 
theory under all traffic conditions 
29. The Netherlands Model see chapter 3 for a detailed explanantion 
(Hillestead et al, 1995) 
Table App3.5 Summary of Network Efficiency Models 
Results 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model1 10 10 10 10 10 4 4 10 10 10 7 
model2 4 2 6 1 5 4 4 10 5 5 10 
model3 4 2 6 1 5 4 4 10 5 5 10 
model4 4 2 6 1 5 4 4 10 10 5 10 
model5 6 2 6 1 5 4 4 10 5 5 10 
model6 6 2 6 5 5 4 4 10 5 5 10 
model7 2 2 6 1 5 4 4 10 5 5 10 
model8 2 2 6 1 5 4 4 10 10 5 10 
model9 2 2 6 1 5 4 4 10 10 5 10 
model 10 2 2 6 1 5 4 4 10 10 5 7.9 
model11 8 2 8 10 10 4 4 10 10 5 10 
model 12 8 2 8 10 10 4 4 10 10 5 10 
model 13 6 2 8 10 10 4 4 10 10 5 10 
model 14 6 2 8 10 10 4 4 10 10 5 10 
model 15 4 2 8 10 10 4 4 10 10 5 10 
model 16 10 3 8 10 10 4 4 10 10 5 7 
model 17 8 3 8 10 10 4 4 10 10 5 7 
model 18 8 3 5.9 4.7 10 4 4 10 8.7 1 1 
model19 8 2 6 5 5 4 4 10 10 5 1 
model 20 8 2 6 1 5 4 4 10 10 5 1 
model 21 10 6 8 10 10 4 7 10 10 10 7 
model22 6 4 6 5 5 4 4 10 10 5 10 
model23 6 4 6 5 5 4 4 10 10 5 7 
model 24 6 4 6 5 5 4 4 10 10 5 10 
model 25 6 6 6 5 5 4 4 10 10 5 10 
model 26 8 6 6 5 5 4 4 10 10 5 10 
model27 10 6 6 10 5 4 4 10 10 5 5 
model 28 8 10 6 10 10 4 4 10 1 10 1 
model 29 6 2 4 5 5 4 4 10 8.7 5.3 7.9 
model 30 6 2 4 5 5 4 4 10 8.7 5.3 7.9 
model 31 6 2 4 1 5 4 4 10 8.7 5.3 7.9 
model 32 6 4 4 5 5 4 4 10 8.7 5.3 7.9 
model 33 6 2 4 1 5 4 4 10 8.7 5.3 7.9 
model 34 6 2 4 1 5 4 4 10 8.7 5.3 7.9 
model 35 6 2 4 1 5 4 4 10 8.7 5.3 7.9 
model 36 6 2 4 1 5 4 4 10 8.7 5.3 7.9 
model 37 6 2 4 5 5 4 4 10 8.7 5.3 7.9 
model 38 6 2 6 1 5 4 4 10 8.7 5.3 7.9 
model 39 6 2 4 5 5 4 4 10 8.7 5.3 7.9 
model 40 6 2 4 5 5 4 4 10 8.7 5.3 7.9 
model 41 6 2 4 5 5 4 4 10 8.7 5.3 7.9 
TOTAL 254 125 242 200 260 164 167 410 358 220 325 
Table App3.6 Original Scoring Results: Network Efficiency Planning Models 
Analysis 
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Normalisation 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
modelt 10/254 10/125 10/242 10/200 10/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 10/220 7/325 
model 2 4/254 2/125 6/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 5/358 5/220 10/325 
model 3 4/254 2/125 6/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 5/358 5/220 10/325 
model 4 4/254 2/125 6/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 10/325 
model 5 6/254 2/125 6/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 5/358 5/220 10/325 
model6 6/254 2/125 6/242 5/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 5/358 5/220 10/325 
model 7 2/254 2/125 6/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 51358 5/220 10/325 
model 8 2/254 2/125 6/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 10/325 
model9 2/254 2/125 6/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 10/325 
model 10 2/254 2/125 6/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 7.9/325 
model 11 8/254 2/125 8/242 10/200 10/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 10/325 
model 12 8/254 2/125 8/242 10/200 10/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 10/325 
model 13 6/254 2/125 8/242 10/200 10/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 10/325 
model 14 6/254 2/125 8/242 10/200 10/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 10/325 
model 15 4/254 2/125 8/242 10/200 10/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 10/325 
model 16 10/254 3/125 8/242 10/200 10/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 7/325 
model 17 8/254 3/125 8/242 10/200 10/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 7/325 
model 18 8/254 3/125 5.9/242 4.7/200 10/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 8.7/358 1/220 1/325 
model 19 8/254 2/125 6/242 5/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 1/325 
model 20 8/254 2/125 6/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 1/325 
model 21 10/254 6/125 8/242 10/200 10/260 4/164 7/167 10/410 10/358 10/220 7/325 
model 22 6/254 4/125 6/242 5/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 10/325 
model 23 6/254 4/125 6/242 5/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 7/325 
model 24 6/254 4/125 6/242 5/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 10/325 
model 25 6/254 6/125 6/242 5/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 10/325 
model 26 8/254 6/125 6/242 5/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 10/325 
model 27 10/254 6/125 6/242 10/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 10/358 5/220 5/325 
model 28 8/254 10/125 6/242 10/200 10/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 1/358 10/220 1/325 
model 29 6/254 2/125 4/242 5/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 8.7/358 5.3/220 7.9/325 
model 30 6/254 2/125 4/242 5/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 8.7/358 5.3/220 7.9/325 
model 31 6/254 2/125 4/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 8.7/358 5.3/220 7.9/325 
model 32 6/254 4/125 4/242 5/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 8.7/358 5.3/220 7.9/325 
model 33 6/254 2/125 4/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 8.7/358 5.3/220 7.9/325 
model 34 6/254 2/125 4/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 8.7/358 5.3/220 7.9/325 
model 35 6/254 2/125 4/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 8.7/358 5.3/220 7.9/325 
model 36 6/254 2/125 4/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 8.7/358 5.3/220 7.9/325 
odel 37 6/254 2/125 4/242 5/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 8.7/358 5.3/220 7.9/325 
odel 38 6/254 2/125 6/242 1/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 8.7/358 5.3/220 7.9/325 
odel 39 6/254 2/125 4/242 5/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 8.7/358 5.3/220 7.9/325 
; del 40 6/254 2/125 4/242 5/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 8.7/358 5.3/220 7.9/325 
; del 41 6/254 2/125 4/242 5/200 5/260 4/164 4/167 10/410 8.7/358 5.3/220 7.9/325 
JTAL 254 125 242 200 260 164 167 410 358 220 325 
Table Ann's 7 Nnrmaliceri Scnrina Results Netwnr k Efficiency Planning Mod els 
Analysis 
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Results 
Criteria SCORE 
model 1 3.0 
model 2 1.6 
model 3 1.6 
model 4 1.7 
model 5 1.7 
model 6 1.9 
model 7 1.7 
model 8 1.7 
model 9 1.7 
model 10 1.6 
model 11 2.5 
model 12 2.5 
model 13 2.5 
model 14 2.5 
model 15 2.4 
model 16 2.0 
model 17 2.5 
model 18 1.9 
model 19 1.8 
model 20 1.7 
model 21 2.9 
model 22 2.1 
model 23 2.0 
model 24 2.1 
model 25 2.2 
model 26 2.3 
model 27 2.3 
model 28 2.5 
model 29 1.9 
model 30 1.9 
model 31 1.9 
model 32 1.8 
model 33 1.9 
model 34 1.9 
model 35 1.9 
model 36 1.9 
model 37 1.9 
model 38 1.7 
model 39 1.9 
model 40 1.9 
model 41 1.9 
Table App3.8 Final Scoring Results: Network Efficiency Planning Models Analysis 
Note! The score is calculated by the equation below: 
(Normalised value for criteria 1 for Model 1)rate value for criteria + (Normalised 
value for criteria `n' for Model `m')rate value for criteria = Score 
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Network Efficiency Models 
Paper Problem 
Use 
Problem 
Dynamic 
Character 
Problem 
Stochatic 
Character 
Problem 
A/P / 
Airspace 
Model 
Domain 
Model 
Number of 
periods 
Technique 
Bielli et al 1982 T S D A/S T/S M N, LP 
Bailey & Smith, 1983 T S D A/S S LP 
Adreatta & RomaninJacur, 
1987 
T S D. P A/P T S DP 
Janic, 1987 S, T S P A/S S M Q 
Terrab, Odoni & Deutsch, 1989 T S D, P A/P T M LP, DP, H 
Babic & Teodorovic, 1989 T S D A/P T M H 
Terrab, 1990 T S D/S A/P T M DP, SLP, H, 
HM 
Odoni & Richetta, 1991 T S D, P A/P T M SLP 
Zenios, 1991 T S D A/P, A/S T/S N 
Odoni, 1991 T S, D D, P A/P T M LP 
Bianco & Beilli, 1992 0, T S D A/S O/T/S M N, LP 
Babic et al, 1992 T S D A/S T M H 
Teodorovic and Babic, 1993 T S D A/S T M F 
LEGEND 
PROBLEM 
Use Dynamic Char 
T= tactical S= static 
S= strategic D= dynamic 
0= operational 
MODEL 
Stochastic char. A/P / Airspace 
S= stochastic A/P = Airport 
D= deterministic A/S = airspace 
Domain N. of periods Technique 
T= temporal S= single LP = linear programming 
S= Spatial M= multiple Q= queuing 
DP = dynamic programming 
H= heuristic 
N= network analysis 
SLP = stochastic linear programming 
HM = hungarian method 
Table App3.9 Approaches to problem definition and modelling methods for the flow 
management practices 
(Airspace and Airports) 
Source: Totic 
, 
V., Babic 
, 
0. (1995): "Air Route Flow Management- Problems and Research Efforts", Transportation 
Planning and Technology, Vol 19, No 1. 
Route Choice Models 
Model Name and 
Source 
Functionality 
(What it can do) 
Limitations ie. static/dynamic; computer based; 
1. San Diego four major steps of trip generation, trip distribution, mode choice and 
Association of assignment 
Governments first-stage- simplified trip distribution and mode choice procedures; second- 
Regional stage- use of peak and off-peak period travel times from first-stage highway 
Transportation Model assignment; travel times are used to redistribute trips and determine mode 
(San Diego choice. 
Association of Federal guidelines for modelling air quality and major investment impacts 
Governments, Jan not included due to increased computational power 
1995). SPARC-20 workstation; require about 50% more time on SPARC-10 
workstations 
stage 1 processing 7 1/2 hrs and 245,400 kilobytes; stage 2 processing - 20 
hours and 640,700 kilobytes' 
2. Freight Operations optimisation of routing networks and scheduling 
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(Matsuyuma, 1991; parametrisation of the problem; self-organising categorising nns were used; 
Jwell et al, 1991) different optimisation schemes are then used 
3. Freight Operations optimisation of routing networks and scheduling 
(Potuin and Shen, exploration of different encoding schemes 
1991) 
4. Freight Operations optimisation of routing networks and scheduling 
(Ohba et al, 1989) Boltzmann machines used for optimisation; complex pre-processing; poor 
results 
5. Incab 200 (Unisys Ltd. integrated distribution management system 
Uxbridge, England) centralised real-time, dynamic vehicle route scheduling 
on-board driver system 
customer details 
order management 
schedule manager 
6. TraderFreight (order customised solution for company logistics 
management system) internal order management and tracking system 
and Paragon's vehicle route planning and scheduling system which interfaces with company system 
routing system (Excel on a file share basis 
Logistics, traderman roadmap based package using GIS, 
Systems Ltd., scheduling and route planning 
Amington, Tamworth, assessment of alternative transport methods or customer service objectives to 
Staffs., England) be assessed 
determining required fleet mix 
up to 20,000 customers per depot 
up to 5,000 different locations 
all motorways 
urban areas 
11 different speed classification 
user defined speeds 
congested areas 
tunnels, ferries and new roads 
equal travel time displays 
European options 
multi country operation 
up to 500 routes 
used by 50% of blue chip companies 
7. MEUSE - Origin- determining trip demand 
Destination Matrix explicitly take into account detailed information about the structure of certain 
Estmator (Bierlaire columns of the matrix 
and Toint, 1995) uses surveys giving the origins of vehicles parked in some urban areas from 
an analysis of their registration plates 
8. log-linear models determining trip demand 
(Bell, 1984; Van entropy maximisation or information minimisation 
Zuylen and 
Willumsen, 1980) 
9. RoutePro a new `family' of decision support software products launched recently by 
Caps Logistics 
automate and optimise operational routing and scheduling 
Point and Click customisation controls and drag and drop editing capabilities 
provide the tools for tasks from strategic analysis of service frequency and 
fleet sizing to operational daily route building and real time dispatching. 
TransPro adds transportation planning capabilities. 
Additional functionality includes mode/carrier selection. less-than-truckload to 
truckload order consolidation, pooled shipment consolidation and inventory 
replenishment scheduling. "Supply chain designer" models and optimises 
supply chain decisions such as the location and sizing of facilities, inbound 
sourcing, resource allocation, customer distribution channels and 
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transportation/inventory cost trade-offs ("Logistics Europe", (Oct, 1997), Vol 
5 No 5, Haymarket Business Publications Ltd, London). 
10. Parameter estimation use of measureable quantities (such as traffic flow) to solve the assignment 
(Xiong and Schneider, problem 
1992) hybrid genertic algorithm/neural network 
main component wasa cumulative genetic algorthim used to search out a 
minimum trip cost surface; a nn was used as the cost function to be 
minimised 
Benefits: faster than conventional equilibrium model; and several cost 
criteria could be incorporated very conveniently 
11. The Netherlands see discription in Chapter 2 
Model 
12. Arcview dynamic segentation data model consists of routes and sections organised 
into route systems 
object-oriented methodology 
GIS 
route planning is linear referencing 
Table App3.10 Summary of Route Choice Models 
Results 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model1 10 6 6 5 5 8 7 5 10 10 4 
model2 10 2 10 5 5 6 4 10 10 5 10 
model3 10 2 6 5 5 2 1 5 5 5 4 
model4 10 2 10 5 5 6 4 10 1 5 10 
model5 10 6 8 10 5 8 7 10 10 10 4 
model6 10 8 8 10 5 8 7 10 10 10 4 
model? 6 4 6 5 5 6 4 10 10 5 4 
model8 4 2 4 5 5 4 4 10 10 5 4 
model9 10 8 8 10 5 8 7 10 10 10 4 
model10 8 2 4 5 5 2 2 10 10 5 4 
model11 10 10 4 10 10 2 4 10 5 5 4 
model 12 10 8 8 10 5 8 7 10 10 10 4 
TOTAL 108 60 82 85 65 70 58 110 101 85 60 
Table App3.11 Original Scoring Results: Route Choice Planning Models Analysis 
Normalisation 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model 1 10/108 6/60 6/82 5/85 5/65 8/70 7/58 5/110 10/101 10/85 4/60 
model 2 10/108 2/60 10/82 5/85 5/65 6/70 4/58 10/110 10/101 5/85 10/60 
model 3 10/108 2/60 6/82 5/85 5/65 2/70 1/58 5/110 5/101 5/85 4/60 
model 4 10/108 2/60 10/82 5/85 5/65 6/70 4/58 10/110 1/101 5/85 10/60 
model 5 10/108 6/60 8/82 10/85 5/65 8/70 7/58 10/110 10/101 10/85 4/60 
model 6 10/108 8/60 8/82 10/85 5/65 8/70 7/58 10/110 10/101 10/85 4/60 
model? 6/108 4/60 6/82 5/85 5/65 6/70 4/58 10/110 10/101 5/85 4/60 
model 8 4/108 2/60 4/82 5/85 5/65 4/70 4/58 10/110 10/101 5/85 4/60 
model 9 10/108 8/60 8/82 10/85 5/65 8/70 7/58 10/110 10/101 10/85 4/60 
model 10 8/108 2/60 4/82 5/85 5/65 2/70 2/58 10/110 10/101 5/85 4/60 
model 11 10/108 10/60 4/82 10/85 10/65 2/70 4/58 10/110 5/101 5/85 4/60 
model 12 10/108 8/60 8/82 10/85 5/65 8/70 7/58 10/110 10/101 10/85 4/60 
TOTAL 108 60 82 85 65 70 58 110 101 85 60 
Table App3.12 Normalised Scoring Results: Route Choice Planning Models Analysis 
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Results 
Criteria SCORE 
model 1 6.5 
model 2 7.5 
model 3 4.7 
model 4 6.9 
model 5 8.1 
model 6 8.3 
model 7 5.1 
model 8 4.6 
model 9 8.3 
model 10 4.3 
model 11 6.7 
model 12 8.3 
Table App3.13 Final Scoring Results: Route Choice Planning Models Analysis 
Note! The score is calculated by the equation below: 
(Normalised value for criteria 1 for Model 1)rate value for criteria + (Normalised value for 
criteria 'n' for Model 'm')rate value for criteria = Score 
Fleet Optimisation Models 
Model Name and Functionality 
Source (What it can do) 
Limitations ie. static/dynamic; computer based; 
Mathematical (Turnquist fleet-size 
and Jordan, 1986) 
Ferrara, 1979 (Vito, financial evaluation of alternative investments in ships 
1987) 
heuristic algorithms/ shipping container and logistics allocation 
methods (Magnanti and 
Wong, 1984; 
Lap at al, 1995) 
Replacement, cost minimisation due to calculations of failure rates of machines, 
Maintenance, Reliability equipment 
(Cohen, 1985) alogrithm used to minimise costs based on a time series of use 
and failure rate 
Trader Freight/Paragon see route choice diagram for explanation route choice 
Software Systems Plc. 
Table App3.14 Summary of Fleet Optimisation Models 
Results 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
modelt 10 4 6 5 10 2 1 5 10 1 4 
model2 10 4 6 5 5 2 1 5 10 1 4 
model3 10 4 6 5 10 2 1 5 10 1 4 
model4 10 4 6 5 10 2 1 5 10 1 4 
model5 10 8 8 10 5 8 7 10 10 10 4 
TOTAL 50 24 32 30 40 16 11 30 50 14 20 
Table App3.15 Original Scoring Results: Fleet Optimisation Planning Models 
Analysis 
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Normalisation 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model 1 10/50 4/24 6/32 5/30 10/40 2/16 1/11 5/30 10/50 1; 14 4/20 
modelt 10/50 4/24 6/32 5/30 5/40 2/16 1/11 5/30 10/50 1/14 4/20 
model3 10/50 4/24 6/32 5/30 10/40 2/16 1/11 5/30 10/50 1/14 4/20 
model4 10/50 4/24 6/32 5/30 10/40 2/16 1/11 5/30 10/50 1/14 4/20 
model 5 10/50 8/24 8/32 10/30 5/40 8/16 7/11 10/30 10/50 10/14 4/20 
TOTAL 50 24 32 30 40 16 11 30 50 14 11 
Table App3.16 Normalised Scoring Results: Fleet Optimisation Planning Models 
Analysis 
Results 
Criteria SCORE 
model 1 14.5 
model 2 14.5 
model 3 14.5 
model 4 14.5 
model 5 26.2 
Table App3.17 Final Scoring Results: Fleet Optimisation Planning Models Analysis 
Note! The score is calculated by the equation below: 
(Normalised value for criteria 1 for Model I )rate value for criteria + (Normalised value for criteria 'n' 
for Model `m')rate value for criteria = Score 
Network Optimisation (Network Design) 
Model Name and Functionality 
Source (What it can do) 
Limitations i. e. static/dynamic; computer based; 
1. (Wesolowsky and location-allocation problem 
Truscott, 1975; 
Sherali and Adams, 
1984) 
2. Physical distribution location, inventory and transportation 
management 
(Herron, 1979; 
Laporte and Norbert, 
1981; Federgruen 
and Zipkin, 1984; 
Blumenfeld et al, 
1985; Burns et al, 
1985) 
3. Italian National sub-system optimisation of public resource allocation in port investments 
Research Council assign priorities to a set of investment projects in new port facilities or in 
(CNR) - technological adjournment of the existing ones and hence to maximise the 
mathematical linear economic efficiency investments 
programming (Vito, verifying the relationship between supply and demand of seaport services; in 
1987) this case, the primary aim of the model is the identification of forseeable 
lack of balance between demand and supply of seaport services to utilise as 
the basis of the programming policy in the sector 
optimisation problem consisting in minimising the cost function containing all 
cost variables by determining the optimal distribution of traffic among ports 
(or the aggregations of ports considered). The cost parameters the 
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model takes into account are: 
" port handling costs 
" bunker cost 
" diesel oil for board services cost 
" charter cost 
" land transport cost 
investment cost 
does not guarantee that the best possible solution available has been 
identified - it only selects a "good" solution from a limited set of alternatives 
does not provide an estimate of the penalty to be paid with respect to the 
best possible solution 
does not handle capacity constraints, or it does so in an arbitrary way 
does not provide sensitivity analysis, to determine the impact on the solution 
of data accuracy and constraints 
4. mixed integer overall facility location problem can be solved in two successive steps. In 
programming model the first we assume that the locations are geographical points where 
(Bianco, 1987) production, storage and sales activities take place. Then the problem is the 
classical one of designing the configuration of the distribution network and 
its capacities, so as to minimise the sum of investments, yearly production, 
transportation, and inventory carrying costs to meet anticipated demand, or 
so as to maximise yearly net profit, mix is allowed to vary 
Commercial mixed integer programming codes currently available can 
easily handle models of the form (1 + 6) with 100 to 200 DC sites, 100 
markets for 20 products, and 20 plants. 
Table App3.18 Summary of Network Optimisation Models 
Results 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
modelt 8 2 4 1 10 2 1 5 10 1 4 
model2 10 4 4 1 10 2 1 5 10 1 4 
model3 10 6 6 10 5 6 4 10 10 5 4 
model4 8 6 6 5 5 6 4 10 10 5 4 
model 5 8 2 5 4.3 7.5 4 2.5 7.5 10 3 4 
model 6 8 2 5 4.3 7.5 4 2.5 7.5 10 2 4 
TOTAL 52 22 30 25.6 45 24 15 45 60 17 24 
Table App3.19 Original Scoring Results: Network Optimisation Planning Models 
Analysis 
Normalisation 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model 1 8/52 2/22 4/30 1/25 10/45 2/24 1/15 5/45 10/60 1/17 4/24 
model 2 10/52 4/22 4/30 1/25 10/45 2/24 1/15 5/45 10/60 1/17 4/24 
model 3 10/52 6/22 6/30 10/25 5/45 6/24 4/15 10/45 10/60 5/17 4/24 
model 4 8/52 6/22 6/30 5/25 5/45 6/24 4/15 10/45 10/60 5/17 4/24 
model 5 8/52 2/22 5/30 4/25 7.5/45 4/24 2.5/15 7.5/45 10/60 3/17 4/24 
model 6 8/52 2/22 5/30 4/25 7.5/45 4/24 2.5/15 7.5/45 10/60 2/17 4/24 
TOTAL 52 22 30 25 45 24 15 45 60 17 24 
Table App3.20 Normalised Scoring Results: Network Optimisation Planning Models 
Analysis 
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Results 
Criteria SCORE 
model 1 10.3 
model 2 11.2 
model 3 18.7 
model 4 16.5 
model 5 13.2 
model 6 13.2 
Table App3.20 Final Scoring Results: Network Optimisation Planning Models 
Analysis 
Note! The score is calculated by the equation below: 
(Normalised value for criteria 1 for Model 1)rate value for criteria + (Normalised value for 
criteria 'n' for Model 'm')rate value for criteria = Score 
Additional Network Design models have been evaluated by Magnati and Wong (1984) however most are of a very small scale, 
with the exception of Haubrick and Steenbrink. Therefore, these two models have been added to the AHP analaysis. 
Demand Objective Capacities Side Constraints Problem Type 
Structure Function Kid S 
()(k), D(k), R. 4(f, Y) 
Complete Linear in design uncapacitated None Minimal spanning 
(undirected variables, no flow tree 
network) costs 
Arbitrary Linear in flow uncapacitated None Shortest path 
variables, no 
design costs 
Complete on a Linear in design uncapacitated None Steiner tree 
subset of nodes variables, no flow problem 
(undirected costs 
network) 
arbitrary (Non) linear flow arbitrary None (Nonlinear cost) 
costs, no design Multi-commodity 
costs flow problem 
Single Source Linear in design uncapacitated None Minimal directed 
variables, no flow spanning tree 
costs 
Complete Linear in design uncapacitated None Traveling 
and flow salesman problem 
variables, large 
constant fixed 
costs 
Single source Linear in design fixed capacity in Assignment Vehicle routing 
variables, no flow all areas constraints on problem 
costs design variables 
Arbitrary Linear in flow capacity on split None Facility loccation 
variables, fixed nodes problem 
costs on split 
nodes 
Arbitrary Linear in flows uncapacitated None Fixed charge 
and design networkdesign 
variables problem 
Arbitrary Linear in flows, no uncapacitated Budget constraint Budget design 
design costs on design costs problem 
Arbitrary Arbitrary uncapacitated Minimum cost Network design 
route choice for traffic equilibrium 
each commodity problem 
Table App3.21 Specialisations and Variations of the Network Design Problem 
(Magnanti and Wong, 1984) 
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Authors Problem Type Solution Computational Experience 
(All problems Algorithm 
are 
Uncapacitated) 
Boffey and Hinxman Budget Branch and Bound 10 nodes, 45 arcs, ? 
Boyce et al Budget Branch and Bound 10 nodes, 45 arcs, 200 
seconds, IBM 360/75 
Dionne and Florian Budget Branch and Bound 20 nodes, 40 arcs, 20 
seconds, CDC Cyber 74 
Gallo Budget Branch and Bound 30 nodes, 60 arcs, 10 
seconds, IBM 370/168 
Hoang Budget Branch and Bound 20 nodes, 40 arcs, 500 
seconds-problem not 
completed, Cyber 74 
LeBlanc Budget - convex Branch and Bound 24 nodes, 76 arcs, 135 
routing costs seconds, CDC 6400 
Los and Lardinos Fixed Charge Branch and Bound 12 noded, 40 arcs, 207 
seconds, CDC Cyber 74 
Magnanti et al Fixed Charge Benders 30 nodes, 90 arcs, 82 
decomposition seconds, VAX 780 
Table App3.22 Optimisation Methods for Network Design 
Source: Magnanti and Wong, 1984 
Authors Problem Type Heuristic Empirical Additional 
Type Performance Performance 
Analysis Analysis 
Billheimer and Fixed charge Add and 68 nodes, 476 arcs, ------ 
Gray delete 180 seconds; IBM 
360/67; RE _? 
Dionne and Budget design Delete and 29 nodes, 54 arcs, ------ 
Florian interchange 12 seconds; CDC 
Cyber 74; 
RE<_0.05% 
Dionne and Budget design Modified tree 29 nodes, 54 arcs, ------ 
Florian search 3 seconds; CDC 
Cyber 74; RE =0 
Fisher and K-median Aggegation ------ Average case for 
Hochbaum some Euclidean 
problems 
Haimovich K-median Modified ------ Average case for 
honeycomb some Euclidean 
problems 
Los and Fixed charge Add and 12 nodes, 40 arcs, Statistical 
Lardinos delete 0.61 seconds; CDC analysis; 15 
Cyber 74; RE =0 nodes, 105 arcs; 
RE<_2% 
Papdimitriou K-median Honeycomb, ------ Average case for 
dynamic some Euclidean 
programming problems 
based 
Wong Budget design Add 100 nodes, 4950 Average case for 
arcs, 30 seconds: some Euclidean 
IBM 3033; RE_ 3% problems 
Table App3.23 Heuristics for Network Design 
Source: Magnanti and Wong, 1984 (*RE = Relative Error) 
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Author Problem Type Solution Algorithm Computational Experience 
Cote and Laughton Uncapacitated Generalised Benders 155 nodes, 376 arcs, 25 
budget design wih decomposition improveable arcs, 75 
convex routing costs (heuristic) seconds; IBM 370/168 
Dantzig et al Budget design with Steenbrink 394 nodes, 1042 arcs, 103 
convex routing costs decomposition improvable arcs, 300 
seconds; IBM 370/168 
Haubrick Uncapacitated Delete heuristic 1250 nodes, 8000 arcs, 2400 
budget design wih seconds; IBM 360/65 
convex routing costs 
Hoang Uncapacitated Generalised Benders 155 nodes, 376 arcs, 25 
budget design wih decomposition improvable arcs, 60 seconds; 
convex routing costs (heuristic) IBM 360/50 
LeBlanc Uncapacitated Branch and bound 24 nodes, 76 arcs, 5 
budget design wih improvable arcs, 135 
convex routing costs seconds; CDC 6400 
IeBlanc and Abdulaal Budget design with Steenbrink 24 nodes, 76 arcs, 28 
convex routing costs decomposition improvable arcs, 153 
seconds; Cyber 70 
Morlok and Le Blanc Uncapacitated Add-delete heuristic 24 nodes, 76 arcs, 5 
budget design wih improvable arcs, 18 seconds; 
convex routing costs Cyber 70 
McCallum Convex routing costs Linear programming ?, 563 arcs, 173 seconds; 
with limited no. of genralised upper IBM 370/165 
paths bounding code 
Steenbrink Convex routing cost Steebrink 2000 nodes, 6000 arcs, 2880 
decomposition seconds; IBM 360/65 
(heuristic) 
Yaged Concave capacity Marginal and 100 nodes, 210 arcs 
costs average cost 
linearization 
heuristics 
Table App3.24 Optimisation Methods for Network Design 
with Nonlinear Routing Costs 
Source: Magnanti and Wong, 1984 
Authors Solution Algorithm Computational Experience 
Achim et al Branch and bound 24 nodes, 57 arcs, 4 sources, 8 
destinations, 25 seconds; CDC 6400 
Daeninck and Smeers Adjacent vertex search 83 nodes, 234 arcs, 1 origin, 35 
heuristic destinations, 3.6 seconds; IBM 
370/158 
Gallo et al Branch and bound 34 nodes, 122 arcs, 1 source, 10 
destinations, 184 seconds; IBM 
370/168 
Gallo and Sodini Marginal cost linear 48 nodes, 174 arcs, 1 origin, 20 
approximation and adjacent destinations, 40 seconds; IBM 
vertex search heuristic 370/168 
Table App3.25 Optimisation Methods for Single Commodity Concave Cost Flow 
Problems Source: Magnanti and Wong, 1984 
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Green/Gold Economics (Suppy and Demand Economics) Models 
Model Name and Source Functionality 
(What it can do) Limitations i. e. static/dynamic; computer 
based 
1. Generalised Spatial price analysis of freight transport systems within a spatial economy Equilibrium Model (GSPEM) freight transport system analysis - estimate industry-wide or firm- (Harker, 1987) Econometric specific cost or production functions; estimate demand for 
Model (Harker, 1987) transportation services 
starting at the basic production materials level means that 
policies on labour and capital can be tested 
variation is permitted in basic production components, and thus 
are easy to use in the study of the entry and exit of firms or other 
dynamic adjustments 
do not consider a detailed description of the transportation 
network 
simple network description ignores complexities 
focuses on the shipper-carrier-government relationship and 
ignores other interrelationships 
cannot ask questions about detailed routing of freight since it is 
difficult to incorporate a detailed network representation 
2. Econometric - supply-side model; production of freight transportation services problem 
cost characteristics of the railroad to understand the production/cost characteristics of the industry 
industry (Klein, 1947; Healy, 1962; results were used in the analysis of the regulatory reform of the 
Keeler, 1974; Griliches, 1972; industry 
Caves et al, 1981; Friedlaender help shed light upon the definition of potential equilibrium 
and Spady, 1981; Jara-Diaz, industry structures and output vectors 
1982; Daughety et al, 1983); 
Econometric - supply-side model; 
trucking industry (Roberts, 1956; 
Nelson, 1956; Dailey, 1973; 
Lawerence, 1976; Friedlaender, 
1978; Chow, 1978); Econometric - 
supply-side model; inland water 
industry ( Case and Lave, 1970; 
Polak and Koshal, 1976); 
Econometric - supply-side 
model; pipeline industry 
(Cookenboo, 1955; Harzard, 
1977) 
3. Econometric - demand side explain the demand for transportation service as a function of 
models; (Lancaster, 1966; Quandt the rate charged plus the level of service (LOS) offered 
and Baumol, 1966; Winston, elucidate which characteristics of freight movements should be 
1983) incorporated into predictive models of the freight system 
4. Econometric - demand side assume that the producing firms are profit maximisers and that 
models - Aggregate models transportation is a factor in their production processes 
(Oum, 1979; Friedlaender and 
S ad, 1981 
5. Econometric - demand side decision processes made by a single firm; decision processes of 
models - Dissaggregate- the agents involved in making the shipping decisions 
behavioural models (Allen, 1977; 
Daughety and Inaba, 1978,1981; 
Daughety, 1979; Levin and 
Winston, 1981) 
6. Econometric - demand side inventory theoretic approach 
models - Dissaggregate- shipping decisions are modelled as resulting from inventory 
behavioural models (Baumol et considerations 
al. ) 
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Vinod, 1970; Das, 1974; 
Constable and Whybark, 1978; 
Chiang, Roberts and Ben-Akiva, 
1980; Roberts, 1976; Terziev, 
1976; McFadden and Winston, 
1981) 
7. Econometric - integrated (supply take both supply and demand model and calculate an 
& demand) models equilibrium prediction 
(Friendlaender, 1969; intended to answer policy questions with broad impacts 
Friendlaender and Spady, 1981) 
8. Transportation Cost Analyzer regional and local planning, policy analysis, transport demand 
Software (Victoria Transport management and transit program evaluation, other 
Institute) transporation decision making applications 
estimates user costs, government expenses, environmental and 
social costs of specific travel activities 
Table App 3.26 Summary of Green/Gold Economics 
(Suppy and Demand Economics) Models 
Results 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model1 10 8 8 10 10 4 4 10 5 5 4 
model2 10 8 6 10 10 2 2 5 10 1 4 
model3 6 8 4 5 10 2 2 5 10 1 4 
model4 4 8 4 5 10 2 2 5 10 1 4 
models 4 8 4 5 10 2 2 5 10 1 4 
model6 4 8 4 5 10 2 2 5 10 1 4 
model? 10 8 6 10 10 2 2 5 10 1 4 
model8 10 4 6 5 5 6 4 10 10 5 4 
TOTAL 58 60 42 55 75 24 22 50 75 16 32 
Table App3.27 Original Scoring Results: Gold Economics Planning Models Analysis 
Normalisation 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model 1 10/58 8/60 8/42 10/55 10/75 4/24 4/22 10/50 5/75 5/16 4/32 
model 2 10/58 8/60 6/42 10/55 10/75 2/24 2/22 5/50 10/ 75 1/16 4/32 
model 3 6/58 8/60 4/42 5/55 10175 2/24 2/22 5/50 10/75 1/16 4/32 
model 4 4/58 8/60 4/42 5/55 10/75 2/24 2/22 5/50 10/75 1/16 4/32 
model 5 4/58 8/60 4/42 5/55 10/75 2/24 2/22 5/50 10/75 1/16 4/32 
model 6 4/58 8/60 4/42 5/55 10/75 2/24 2/22 5/50 10/75 1/16 4/32 
model 7 10/58 8/60 6/42 10/55 10/75 2/24 2/22 5/50 10/75 1/16 4/32 
model 8 10/58 4/60 6/42 5/55 5/75 6/24 4/22 10/50 10/75 5/16 4/32 
TOTAL 58 60 42 55 75 24 22 50 75 16 32 
Table App3.28 Normalised Scoring Results: Gold Economics Planning Models 
Analysis 
Results 
Criteria SCORE 
model 1 13.3 
model 2 10.8 
model 3 8.9 
model 4 8.5 
model 5 8.5 
model 6 8.5 
model 7 10.8 
model 8 11.6 
Table App3.29 Final Scoring Results: Gold Economics Planning Models Analysis 
Note! The score is calculated by the equation below: 
(Normalised value for criteria 1 for Model 1)rate value for criteria + (Normalised value for criteria 
`n' for Model `m')rate value for criteria = Score 
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Environment Planning and Analysis Models 
Model Name and Source Functionality 
(What it can do) 
Limitations ie. static/dynamic; computer based 
1. INM (Federal Aviation evaluating aircraft noise impacts in the vicinity of airports 
Administration, Office of an average-value model and is designed to estimate long- 
Environment and Energy (AEE- term average effects using average annual input conditions 
120)) PC based, user friendly, inexpensive while at the same time 
providing timely analysis of complex data series. 
computer program have been used since 1978 by over 700 
organisations in 35 countries. 
INM may be integrated into a GIS (Geographical Information 
Software) to create an INM-GIS thereby, offering analysis of 
local attribute data with geographically portrayed noise data 
not a detailed acoustics model in that it does not model user- 
input temperature profiles, wind gradients, humidity effects, 
ground absorption, individual aircraft directivity patterns, and 
sound diffraction around terrain, buildings, barriers, etc. 
differences between predicted and measured values can 
sometimes occur because import local acoustical variables 
are not averaged, or because they may not be explicitly 
modeled in 
2. EURAD - European Air Pollution Three - dimensional model which simulates the distribution 
Dispersion Model (University of and deposition of atmospheric pollutants over Europe. 
Cologne (Germany), Institute of 
Geophysics and Meteorology) 
3. Model based environmental WiTraK is an interactive menu driven program system for 
impact assessments (WiTraK) wind-field simulation, air pollutant transport, wind - and 
(University of Cologne (Germany), pollutant-climatology over complex terrain in the meso- and 
Institute of Geophysics and microscale. PC based system 
Meteorology) 
4. The Transport and Diffusion TraDi is an Eulerian Transport- and Difussion model for the 
Model (TraDi) (University of computation of the dispersion of pollutants under the condition 
Cologne (Germany), Institute of of stationary wind fields. The underlying budget equation for 
Geophysics and Meteorology) gaseous pollutants is solved using a 3rd order semi-Lagrange 
method for the advection and the gradient formulation for the 
diffusion 
5. Transportation Control Measures analysis of impacts of a wide variety of TCMs on travel, 
Evaluation Software (TCM) emissions and cost 
(Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & transporation module, emissions module, cost-effectiveness 
Douglas Inc, Seattle Washington) module, 
uses Lotus 1-2-3 and Fortran 
only used as a `screening level' for analysis 
the emissions computational requirements were too intensive 
therefore they opted for a lower level of detail 
used in Puget Sound, Washington 
6. Object Oriented Transport see Chapter 4 for a description 
Environment Model for Traffic 
Noise (That, 1995) 
7. Maplnfo deciBel Planner GIS based traffic noise analysis model 
8. Transims Project (Los Alamos Transportation Analysis and Simulation System - set of 
National Laboratory, 1994; integrated analytical simulation models and supporting data 
http: //www. bts. gov) bases 
procedures deal with individual behavioral units and proceed 
through several steps to estimate travel 
forecasts for individual households - activity and rote planner 
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forecast trips are loaded on to a transportation network with a 
microsimulation procedure to determine individual vehicle 
performacne 
emissions, meterology, air chemistry, dispersion and visibility 
are all simulated and evaluated 
Table App3.30 Summary of Environment Planning and Analysis Models 
Results 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model1 2 2 6 5 5 6 7 10 5 10 4 
model2 2 10 10 10 5 4 4 10 5 10 4 
model3 2 2 6 5 5 4 4 10 5 10 4 
model4 2 2 6 5 5 4 4 10 5 10 4 
model5 2 6 6 5 5 4 4 10 5 10 4 
model6 2 2 6 5 5 6 7 10 5 10 7 
model? 2 2 6 5 5 6 7 10 5 10 4 
model8 8 6 10 10 5 8 7 10 5 10 4 
TOTAL 22 34 56 50 40 42 44 80 40 80 35 
Table App3.31 Original Scoring Results: Environmental and Planning Models 
Analysis 
Normalisation 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model 1 2/22 2/34 6/56 5/50 5/40 6/42 7/44 10/80 5/40 10/80 4/35 
model 2 2/22 10/34 10/56 10/50 5/40 4/42 4/44 10/80 5/40 10/80 4/35 
model 3 2/22 2/34 6/56 5/50 5/40 4/42 4/44 10/80 5/40 10/80 4/35 
model 4 2/22 2/34 6/56 5/50 5/40 4/42 4/44 10/80 5/40 10/80 4/35 
model 5 2/22 6/34 6/56 5/50 5/40 4/42 4/44 10/80 5/40 10/80 4/35 
model 6 2/22 2/34 6/56 5/50 5/40 6/42 7/44 10/80 5/40 10/80 7/35 
model 7 2/22 2/34 6/56 5/50 5/40 6/42 7/44 10/80 5/40 10/80 4/35 
model 8 8/22 6/34 10/56 10/50 5/40 8/42 7/44 10/80 5/40 10/80 4/35 
TOTAL 22 34 56 50 40 42 44 80 40 80 35 
Table App3.32 Normalised Scoring Results: Environmental and Planning Models 
Analysis 
Results 
Criteria SCORE 
model 1 9.6 
model 2 11.5 
model 3 8.7 
model 4 8.7 
model 5 9.4 
model 6 10.4 
model 7 9.6 
model 8 14.9 
Table App3.33 Final Scoring Results: Environmental and Planning Models Analysis 
Note! The score is calculated by the equation below: 
(Normalised value for criteria 1 for Model 1)rate value for criteria + (Normalised value for 
criteria 'n' for Model 'm')rate value for criteria = Score 
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Policy/Scenerio Analysis Models 
Model Name and Source Functionality 
(What it can do) 
Limitations ie. static/dynamic; computer based 
1. System-wide predictive analysis of tax policies 
models (Shoven and 
Whalley, 1972) 
2. System-wide predictive global debt policies 
models (Rutherford, 
1987) 
3. Traffic policy and traffic realted problems in economics 
economics (Collins and modelling the effect of noise from air traffic on the prices of houses 
Evans, 1994) adjacent to an airport; nn was used for multivariate analysis; results 
disagree with anaother analysis using edonic regression 
4. SANDAG Regional using a GIS and databases to perform 'what if analysis 
Model (San Diego using Arc Info and algoritms (Tranplan by Urban Analysis Group - 1981) 
Association of connected using Fortran programming 
Governments) data maintenance & modelling is done on a Sun or SpARC 10 or 20 
surveys are perfomed to recalibrate the models 
5. The Netheralnds Model see chapter 2 
6. SAM - Strategic captures the decison maker's beliefs through a series of sequential, 
Assessment Model rational, and analytical processes for decsion support 
(Tavana and Banerjee, environmental forces- decomposed into internal, task, general 
1995; LaSalel University opportunities and threats are used with the analytical heirarchy process 
and Drexel University, (AHP), subjective probabilities, the entropy concept, utility theory 
Phillidelphia, USA) SAM evaluates both environmental opportunities and threats, along with 
their probabilities of occurrence and their importance weights, to select a 
strategy based on the risk-adjusted strategic value 
environment can be assessed for a national, international and global 
sized corporation 
Table App3.34 Summary of Policy/Scenerio Analysis Models 
Results 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
modelt 2 8 6 10 5 2 1 5 5 1 4 
model2 2 8 6 10 5 2 1 5 5 1 4 
model3 8 8 6 10 10 4 4 10 10 1 7 
model4 8 6 6 10 10 6 6 10 5 10 4 
model5 10 10 6 10 10 4 4 10 10 10 4 
model6 10 6 6 10 5 6 6 10 5 10 4 
TOTAL 40 46 36 60 45 24 22 50 50 33 27 
Table App3.35 Original Scoring Results: Policy/Scenario Models Analysis 
Normalisation 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model 1 2/40 8/46 6/36 10/60 5/45 2/24 1/22 5/50 5/50 1/33 4/27 
model 2 2/40 8/46 6/36 10/60 5/45 2/24 1/22 5/50 5/50 1/33 4/27 
model 3 8/40 8/46 6/36 10/60 10/45 4/24 4/22 10/50 10/50 1/33 7/27 
model 4 8/40 6/46 6/36 10/60 10/45 6/24 6/22 10/50 5/50 10/33 4/27 
model 5 10/40 10/46 6/36 10/60 10/45 4/24 4/22 10/50 10/50 10/33 4/27 
model 6 10/40 6/46 6/36 10/60 5/45 6/24 6/22 10/50 5/50 10/33 4/27 
TOTAL 40 46 36 60 45 24 22 50 50 33 27 
Table App3.36 Normalised Scoring Results: Policy/Scenario Models Analysis 
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Results 
Criteria SCORE 
model 1 9.2 
model 2 9.2 
model 3 14.4 
model 4 15.8 
model 5 16.2 
model 6 15.3 
Table App3.37 Final Scoring Results: Policy/Scenario Models Analysis 
Note! The score is calculated by the equation below: 
(Normalised value for criteria 1 for Model 1)rate value for criteria + (Normalised value for 
criteria 'n' for Model 'm')rate value for criteria = Score 
Transportation Forecasting/Statistics Models 
Type of Model Functionality 
1. The Netherlands see chapter 2 for a decription 
Model 
2. TRANSCOOP (That, Object-oriented modules for Land-use, traffic Domain, transport Domain, 
1995) PhD Thesis Spatial geometry domain, environmental impact, mathematics, stsatistics 
and computing utility 
3. Algorithm - Dynamic advance traveler information system 
Travel Time algorithms for: travel time prediction for road closures, trave time prediction 
Prediction in in the presence of incidents, travel time prediction in the absence of road 
ADVANCE Chicago, closures and incidents, outbound broadcast prioritization, 
Illinois Nan Liu and 
Ashish Sen, (1994) 
Urban Transportation 
Center, University of 
Illinois, Chicago 
4. Tranplan coupled regional highway and public transit demand forecasts 
with Arc-info with trip generation and mode choice 
linkage using 
SANDAG Fortran 
programm - San 
Diego Association of 
Governments 
(developed 1987) 
5. ADVANCE - algorithms calibrated using real car data (GPS tracking) to provide a basis 
Advanced Driver for planning & congestion mangement 
Vehicle Navigation travel time prediction for road closures 
ConcEpt (Dillenburg travel time predictions in the presence of incidents 
et al at University of travel tme predictions in the abscense of road closure and incidents 
Illinois, Department 
of Electrical 
Engineering & 
Computer Science) 
6. long-term forecasts a system of models mainly dealing with passenger trasnport at a fairly 
& LMS developed by detailed spatial level with about 350 zones covering the whole of the 
Dutch Central Netherlands 
Planning Bureaur only basic criteria of development policy which the government means to 
(CPB) (Vito, 1987; undertake and general objecyives pursued in the sector are fixed 
Rijkswaterstaat, 
1990; Rietveld, 1993) 
Table App. 3.38 Summary of Transportation Forecasting/Statistics Models 
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Results 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model1 4 6 6 5 5 4 4 10 5 10 4 
model 2 4 6 10 10 5 7 7 10 10 10 7 
model3 2 6 6 5 5 4 7 5 5 5 4 
model4 2 6 6 5 5 4 7 5 5 5 4 
model5 2 6 6 5 5 4 7 5 5 5 4 
model6 6 10 6 5 5 4 7 5 5 5 4 
model? 10 10 8 10 10 7 7 6.6 5.8 6.6 4.5 
TOTAL 30 50 48 45 40 34 46 46.6 40.8 46.6 31.5 
Table App3.39 Original Scoring Results: Forecasting Models Analysis 
Results 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model 1 4/30 6/50 6/48 5/45 5/40 4/34 4/46 10/46.6 5/40.8 10/46.6 4/31.5 
modelt 4/30 6/50 10/48 10/45 5/40 7/34 7/46 10/46.6 10/40.8 10/46.6 7/31.5 
model 3 2/30 6/50 6/48 5/45 5/40 4/34 7/46 5/46.6 5/40.8 5/46.6 4/31.5 
model 4 2/30 6/50 6/48 5/45 5/40 4/34 7/46 5/46.6 5/40.8 5/46.6 4/31.5 
model 5 2/30 6/50 6/48 5/45 5/40 4/34 7/46 5/46.6 5/40.8 5/46.6 4/31.5 
model 6 6/30 10/50 6/48 5/45 5/40 4/34 7/46 5/46.6 5/40.8 5/46.6 4/31.5 
model 7 10/30 10/50 8/48 10/45 10/40 7/34 7/46 6.6/46.6 5.8/40.8 6.6/46.6 4.5/31.5 
TOTAL 30 50 48 45 40 34 46 46.6 40.8 46.6 31.5 
Table App3.40 Original Scoring Results: Forecasting Models Analysis 
Results 
Table App3.41 Final Scoring Results: Forecasting Models Analysis 
Criteria SCORE 
model 1 10.8 
model 2 15.4 
model 3 9.6 
model 4 9.6 
model 5 9.6 
model 6 11.4 
model 7 16.5 
Mathematics Analysis Models 
Type of Model Functionality 
1. The Netheralnds Model see chapter 2 
2. TRANSCOOP (That, 1995) PhD 
thesis 
see chapter 2 
3. Matlab, Maths Work Inc. advanced mathematics software used for 
engineering and scientific analysis 
Table App3.42 Summary of Models for the Mathematics Anaiysis rroDiem 
Results 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model1 2 6 6 5 5 4 4 10 5 10 4 
model2 8 6 10 10 5 7 7 10 10 10 7 
model3 8 6 10 10 5 7 7 10 
- 
10 5 7 
TOTAL 18 18 26 25 15 18 18 30 125 25 18 
Table App3.43 Original Scoring Results: Mathematics Mod eis Anaiysis 
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Normalisation 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model 1 2/18 6/18 6/26 5/25 5/15 4/18 4/18 10/30 5/25 10/20 4/18 
model 2 8/18 6/18 10/26 10/25 5/15 7/18 7/18 10/30 10/25 5/20 7/18 
model3 8/18 6/18 10/26 10/25 5/15 7/18 7/18 10/30 10/25 5/20 7/18 
TOTAL 18 18 26 25 15 18 18 30 25 20 18 
Table App3.44 Normalised Scoring Results: Mathematics Models Analysis 
Results 
Criteria SCORE 
model 1 20.0 
model 2 31.5 
model 3 31.5 
Table App3.45 Final Scoring Results: Mathematics Models Analysis 
Scenerio Scoring Analysis Model 
Type of Model Functionality 
1. Scorecard module - The Netherlands see chapter 2 
Model 
2. SAM - Strategic Assessment Model captures the decison maker's beliefs through a 
(Tavana and Banerjee, 1995; LaSalel series of sequential, rational, and analytical 
University and Drexel University, processes for decsion support 
Phillidelphia, USA) environmental forces- decomposed into internal, task, 
general opportunities and threats are used with the 
analytical heirarchy process (AHP), subjective 
probabilities, the entropy concept, utility theory 
SAM evaluates both environmental opportunities and 
threats, along with their probabilities of occurrence 
and their importance weights, to select a strategy 
based on the risk-adjusted strategic value 
environment can be assessed for a national, 
international and global sized corporation 
3. EIS - Executive Information System strategic decision making IT support tool 
(International Business Systems, extracts information from any company source as 
England) specified 
condenses information into highly presentable 
formats 
summary and graphs 
prevents unauthorised use 
view on-line report, data etc. eith internal or external 
4. SmartStream Decision Support (Dun decision support tool 
and Bradstreet Corp., Atlanta, USA) queeries 
reports 
financial reports 
analyzer - multidimentional and graphical views of 
data 
client/ server technology 
decison support viewer- receive and anayse reports 
emial 
report series and schduler 
Table App3.46 Summary of Models for the Forecasting/Statistics Analysis Problem 
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Results 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
modelt 10 6 6 5 5 4 4 10 5 10 4 
model2 10 6 6 10 5 6 6 10 5 10 4 
model3 4 2 4 5 5 6 6 5 5 10 4 
model4 4 2 4 5 5 6 4 5 5 10 4 
TOTAL 28 16 20 25 20 22 20 30 20 40 16 
Table App3.47 Original Scoring Results: Scenario Scoring Models Analysis 
Normalisation 
SCORE 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
model1 10/28 6/16 6/20 5/25 5/20 4/22 4/20 10/30 5/20 10/40 4/16 
modelt 10/28 6/16 6/20 10/25 5/20 6/22 6/20 10/30 5/20 10/40 4/16 
model3 4/28 2/16 4/20 5/25 5/20 6/22 6/20 5/30 5/20 10/40 4/16 
model4 4/28 2/16 4/20 5/25 5/20 6/22 4/20 5/30 5/20 10/40 4/16 
TOTAL 28 16 20 25 20 22 20 30 20 40 16 
Table App3.48 Normalised Scoring Results: Scenario Scoring Models Analysis 
Results 
Criteria SCORE 
model 1 22.2 
model 2 25.5 
model 3 17.3 
model 4 17.3 
Table App3.49 Final Scoring Results: Scenario Scoring Models Analysis 
Other Models 
Type of Model Functionality 
GIS Federal Transit national transit - to display inventory and selected data of fixed public transit 
Administration, facilities 
Washington contact: geographic information based on street segments - US Bureau of Census, 
Gordon J. Linton, congressional boundaries, state, county and urbanised area boundaries, 
Administrator of the population, ridership, passenger/miles, route/rail miles, all modes of public 
FTA transit including rural and urban bus systems, commuter rail, subways, light 
http: //www. bts. qov/ rail, rapid rail, people mover systems, high occupancy vehicle systems, ferry 
smart/cat/nt . html 
terminals and transitways, 
FreightCare: specialists in IT for the Transport Industry 
SunAccount and fully integrated ledger system, a fixed asset register and an allocations 
SunBusiness module; 
(Fenestra sales and purchase order processing and inventory system 
England) 
GIS (Mainguenaud the data model is based on graph theory and the object-oriented paradigm 
1995) data model to manage networks with some consideration of the path operator 
GIS-T (Sutton, 1996) methods for solving the data attribution problem and network representation 
problem 
GIS-T consists of transport inventory, modelling and operations 
integrate transport data into a GIS 
PowerFreight bookings, documentation, accounting, fleet movement, quotations, sales & 
Intermodal (Fraser marketing, equipment control, claims, voyage estimating, enquiries, 
Williams Logistics Ltd, operations, management reporting, electronic links, 
Liverpool, UK) IT solutions for company lo istics 
Systems new supply-chain management systems including SABRE (Sales Based Re- 
(Cunningham, 1997) ordering), and Scion (Supply Chain Integrated Ordering Network). Whilst 
each of these has its own name, they are only modules of a new, integrated 
management system which will ultimately be used to control all elements of 
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the supply chain. 
SABRE (Cunningham, store ordering system 
1997) tracks the sales at commodity level and updates the inventory 
Sales data is also used to update the sales history as store level and this is 
used by the complex forecasting algorithm to produce a firm order for delivery 
from the depot. More importantly, the system also forecasts requirements for 
up to four weeks on a daily basis. Naturally, this forecast is refined on a daily 
basis as the sales history is built up, until it eventually becomes a firm order. 
The central mainframe computers, poll the orders and forecasts from the 
stores, consolidating them into total commodity requirements. 
GIS integration with spatial decision making problem i. e. land use allocation etc. 
multiple criteria impacts on choice alternatives along multiple dimensions to determine the 
decision making best option 
methods (Jankowski, two strategies presented: file sharing between the two softwares and sharing 
1995) of a common database 
Traffic policy and study comparing nns with regression techniques; nn was trained to predict 
economics (Duliba, overall levels of performance in the transport industry; performed better than 
1991) a random effects specialisation regression model but worse than a fixed 
effects specification regression model 
SCION (Cunningham, depot replenishment order 
1997) taking account of depot stock levels, and this is passed electronically to the 
suppliers through EDI. Suppliers also receive a booking for each depot they 
are scheduled to deliver to and can also be given the forecast of future daily 
requirements to help with production planning. 
Table App3.50 Summary of Other Related Models 
Function Computer Time (minutes) Disk Space (Kilobytes) 
First Stage 
Trip Generation 10 6,900 
Build Highway Network 45 15,600 
Highway Path-Building 55 84,000 
Trip Distribution 95 83,000 
Vehicle Trip Factoring 40 44,000 
Highway Assignment 190 4,900 
Post-Assignment Processing 10 7,000 
Sub Total 445 245,400 
(7 1/2 hours) 
Second Stage 
Highway Path-Building 110 186,200 
Trip Distribution 280 124,000 
Build Transit Network 80 7,600 
Transit Path-Building 60 232,900 
Mode Choice 210 68,700 
Highway Assignment 390 4,900 
Transit Assignment 15 4,300 
Post-Assignment Processing 20 7,000 
Vehicle Emissions 20 5,100 
Sub Total 1185 640,700 
(20 hours) 
TOTAL 1630 minutes 886,100 
(27 hours 
Appn3.1 Process Time Analysis 
Source: San Diego Association of Governments, (Jan 1995): "Regional Transportation Models", report, Sandiego 
Association of Governments, San Diego. 
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Appendix 4 
UML SPEDSS Prototype and 00 
DB Design 
The first section provides details of the UMI. prototype. The second section provides 
details of the 00 DB design for a generic FTN. 
1.0 UML SPEDSS `Proof-of Concept' Prototype Design 
Perform Sceneno Use Case 
The functionality of the perform scenario use case and its classes is captured within 
the `Flow of Events' figure (see appendices). As discussed in the summary section, the 
flow of events captures the primary, sub and alternative flows of the software. The 
figure does not capture `how the software performs these activities' but rather the 
functionality that a user would require. 
1.0 Flow of Events for the Perform Scenario Use Case 
1.1 Preconditions 
The 'Perform Scenario' use case must execute before the following sequential use cases: 'select best scenario'; 
calculate Simulation Error'; and 'Results Report'. 
1.2 Main Flow 
This use case begins when an actor logs onto the FTN Simulation and enters his/her password. The system verifies 
that the password is valid (E-1) and prompts the actor to select an existing scenario or a new scenario (E-2). The 
actor enters the desired scenario type. The system prompts the actor to select the desired activity: ADD, DELETE, 
REVIEW, MODIFY, PRINT or QUIT. 
If the activity selected is ADD, the S- 1: Add a Scenario subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is DELETE, the S-2: Delete a Scenario subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is REVIEW, the S-3: Review Scenario subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is MODIFY, the S-4; Modify a scenario subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is PRINT, the S-5 Print a Scenario subflow is performed. 
If the activity is QUIT, the use case ends. 
1.3 Subflows 
S-1 Add a Scenario 
The system displays the scenario screen containing a field for a scenario name and number. The actor enters the 
name and number of a scenario (E-2). The system displays the scenario for the entered name and number. The 
actor selects desired parameters for each variable(E-3). The system then selects Yes or No to save the scenario (E- 
4). The system then links the scenario choices to the appropriate computational unit (e. (:,. ANNs) of the model(E- 
5). The use case then begins again. 
S-2 Delete a Scenario 
The system displays the scenario screen containing a field for a scenario name and number. The actor enters the 
name and number of the scenario (E-6). The system removes the scenario (E-7). The use case then begins again. 
S-3 Review a Scenario 
The system retrieves (E-8) and displays the following information for the scenario the actor has requested: <input 
variable names go here-, result parameter names go here>. When the actor indicates that he/she is 
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through reviewing, the use case begins again. 
S-4 Modify a Scenario 
The system retrieves (E-9) and displays the following information for the scenario the actor has requested: 
<input variable names go here; result parameter names go here>. The actor selects and changes desired 
parameters for each variable(E-3). The actor then enters a new scenario name and number (E-4)(E-6). The 
system then links the scenario choices to the appropriate computational unit (ANNs of the model(E-4). The 
use case then begins again. 
S-5 Print a Scenario 
The system prints the scenario (E-9). the use case begins again. 
1.4 Alternative Flows 
E-1 An invalid password is entered. The user can re-enter a password or terminate the use case. 
E-2 An invalid scenario option is entered. The actor can re-enter the scenario type or terminate the use 
case. 
E-3 An invalid variable is entered. The actor can re-enter the scenario type or terminate the use case. 
E-4 An invalid variable is entered. The actor can re-enter the variable or terminate the use case. 
E-5 A link between the scenario and the computational unit cannot be created. The information is saved 
and the system will create the link at a later time. the use case continues. 
E-6 An invalid scenario name and or number is entered. the user can re-enter the valid scenario name and 
or number combination or terminate the use case. 
E-7 The scenario cannot be removed. The information is saved and the system will remove the link at a 
later time. The use case continues. 
E-8 The system cannot retrieve scenario information. the use case then begins again. 
E-9 The scenario cannot be printed. The actor is informed that this option is not available at the current 
time. The use case begins again. 
Figure App5.1 Flow of Events for the Perform Scenario Use Case 
The table below offers a summary of the classes and their type of relationships within the 
Perform Scenario Use Case. 
Sending Class Receiving Class Relationship 
Class 
Name of Relationship or 
Name of Role 
PlannerScenarioManager ScenarioOptions association manages 
PlannerScenarioManager Plan nerScenarioOptions association manages 
PlannerScenarioManager ScenarioDataForecasting association manages 
PlannerScenarioManager AddAScenario association manages 
PlannerScenarioManager ScenarioProgram association manages 
PlannerScenarioOptions ScenarioProgram association operates 
ScenarioOptions ScenarioProgram association implements 
ScenarioOptions AddAScenario association data entering 
AddAScenario ScenarioProgram association implements 
ScenarioProgram ScenarioDataForecasting association implements 
Table App5.1 Class Relationships - Scenarios 
Note: Reference Class Diagram: Scenario/ Main in Logical View 
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The following sequence diagrams illustrate the primary flows for the Perform Scenario 
Use Case. Again, these diagrams are generic and objects may be input into their classes 
within the diagram to get the full sequencing of the use case. 
PlannerScenerio Scenerio : PlannerSce : Scenerio : Scenerio 
Strategic Manager neri o Data 
Data Fore 
Programme Options Forecasting casting 
Planner 
log on 
password verificaton 
,, enter options -Yenter 
function option 
T -ý30Y 
display data entry screen forAddScenerio 
enter data and parameter 
LA, I 
select a forecasting option 
ink to forecasting programme 
link to analysis programme 
forecasted data input into analysis programme 
analysis is performedý 
analysis is displayed 
IT- 
save to storage or pr oter device 
L 
Figure App5.2 Sequence Diagram - Pertorm scenario 
Note: Each class has an object/instance see the textual description of the use case 
Perform scenario for listing. 
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: PlannerScenerio Scenerio PlannerSceneri Strategic 
Manager Programme oO ptions Planner 
r-ý retrieve a file 
} 
choose delete or quit 
file is deleted 
choose quit L 
goes back to ScenerioProgramme menu 
i 
Figure 5App5.3 Sequence Diagram: Perform Scenario Delete Flow 
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PlannerSceneri : Scenerio : PlannerSceneri Strategic 
oManager Programme oOptions Planner 
log on 
verify password 
enter analysis option 
enter a function 
T link to use case ResultsReport 
back to beginning 
I 
Figure 5App5.4 Sequence Diagram: Perform Scenario Print Flow 
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gic 
PlannerSceneri : Scenerio Strate 
Programme Planner oManager 
11 
log on 
vy pässword 
enteir quit as an option 
back to beginning 
Figure 5App5.5 Sequence Diagram Perform Scenario Quit Flow 
Select Best Scenerio Module/Use Case 
The functionality of the Select a Best Scenario use case and its classes is captured within 
the `Flow of Events' figure below. As discussed in the summary section, the flow of 
events captures the primary, sub and alternative flows of the software. The figure does 
not capture `how the software performs these activities' but rather the functionality that a 
user would require. 
1.0 Flow of Events for the Select Best Scenario Use Case 
1.1 Preconditions 
The 'Select Best Scenario' use case must execute after the 'Perform Scenario' and will be followed 
sequentially with use cases: 'Calculate Simulation Error'; and 'Results Report'. 
1.2 Main Flow 
This use case begins when an actor chooses the perform measurements variable. The system verifies that 
the variable is valid (E-1) and prompts the actor to input/ choose a filename(E-2) and then select a type of 
measurement(E-3). The actor enters the desired measurement type. The system prompts the actor to select 
the desired activity: NEURAL NETWORK ANALYSIS, MATHEMATICS ANALYSIS, STATISTICS ANALYSIS, 
SPATIAL ANALYSIS, FUZZY-MATHEMATICS ANALYSIS, DELETE, REVIEW, MODIFY, PRINT or QUIT. 
If the activity selected is NEURAL NETWORK ANALYSIS, the S-1: Neural Network Analysis subflow is 
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performed. 
If the activity selected is MATHEMATICS ANALYSIS, the S-2: Mathematical Analysis subflovv is 
performed. 
If the activity selected is STATISTICS ANALYSIS, the S-3: Statistical Analysis subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is SPATIAL ANALYSIS, the S-4: Spatial Analysis subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is FUZZY-MATHEMATICS ANALYSIS, the S-5: Fuzzy-mathematics analysis subflo\% 
is performed. 
If the activity selected is DELETE, the S-6: Delete analysis subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is REVIEW, the S-7: Review analysis subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is MODIFY, the S-8: Modify a analysis subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is PRINT, the S-9: Print analysis subflow is performed. 
If the activity is QUIT, the use case ends. 
1.3 Subflows 
S-1 Neural Network Analysis 
The system displays (E-3)the neural network analysis screen containing the following options for the actor 
to choose from: 
<neural network technique names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-3). The system displays the analysis screen for the entered choices 
(E-4). The actor selects desired parameters for each variable(E-6). The system then selects Proceed or Abort 
to perform the analysis(E-7). The system then links the analysis choices to the appropriate neural network 
(E-5). The use case then begins again. 
S-2 Mathematics Analysis 
The system displays (E-3)the mathematics analysis screen containing the following options for the actor to 
choose from: 
<mathematical algorithm technique names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-3). The system displays the analysis screen for the entered choices 
(E-4). The actor selects desired parameters for each variable(E-6). The system then selects Proceed or Abort 
to perform the analysis(E-7). The system then links the analysis choices to the appropriate computational 
algorithm (E-5). The use case then begins again. 
S-3 Statistics Analysis 
The system displays (E-3)the statistics analysis screen containing the following options for the actor to 
choose from: 
<statistics algorithm technique names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-4). The system displays the analysis screen for the entered choices 
(E-5). The actor selects desired parameters for each variable(E-6). The system then selects Proceed or Abort 
to perform the analysis(E-7). The system then links the analysis choices to the appropriate computational 
algorithm (E-5). The use case then begins again. 
S-4 Spatial Analysis 
The system displays (E-3)the spatial analysis screen containing the following options for the actor to choose 
from: 
<spatial algorithm technique names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-4). The system displays the analysis screen for the entered choices 
(E-5). The actor selects desired parameters for each variable(E-6). The system then selects Proceed or Abort 
to perform the analysis(E-7). The system then links the analysis choices to the appropriate computational 
algorithm (E-5). The use case then begins again. 
S-5 Fuzzy-Mathematics Analysis 
The system displays (E-3)the fuzzy-mathematics analysis screen containing the following options 
for the 
actor to choose from: 
<fuzzy-mathematical algorithm technique names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-4). The system displays the analysis screen for the entered choices 
(E-5). The actor selects desired parameters for each variable(E-6). The system then selects Proceed or Abort 
to perform the analysis(E-7). The system then links the analysis choices to the appropriate computational 
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algorithm (E-5). The use case then begins again. 
S-6 Delete analysis 
The system displays the analysis screen containing a field for a analysis filename. The actor enters the 
filename of the analysis (E-8). The system removes the analysis (E-9). The use case then begins again. 
S-7 Review analysis 
The system retrieves (E-10) and displays the following information for the analysis the actor has requested: 
<algorithm technique names go here; results from algorithms go here>. When the actor indicates that 
he/she is through reviewing, the use case begins again. 
S-8 Modify analysis 
The actor enters the filename of the analysis (E-1 1). The system retrieves (E-1 2) and displays the following 
information for the analysis the actor has requested: <algorithm technique names go here; results from 
algorithms go here>. The actor selects and changes desired parameters for each variable(E-6). The actor 
then enters a new filename(E-2). The system then links the analysis choices to the appropriate 
computational algorithm (E-5). The use case then begins again. 
S-9 Print analysis 
The system prints the analysis(E-13). The use case begins again. 
1.4 Alternative Flows 
E-1 An invalid variable is entered. The actor can re-enter the analysis type or terminate the use case. 
E-2 An invalid file name is entered. The actor can re-enter the file name or terminate the use case. 
E-3 An invalid measurement type option is entered. The actor can re-enter the analysis type or terminate 
the use case. 
E-4 The system cannot display analysis screen/information. The information is saved and the system will 
create the link at a later time. The use case then begins again. 
E-5 A link between the analyse and the computational algorithm cannot be created. The information is 
saved and the system will create the link at a later time. The use case continues. 
E-6 The system cannot display analysis screen/information. The information is saved and the system will 
create the link at a later time. The use case then begins again. 
E-7 An invalid option is entered. The actor can re-enter the variable or terminate the use case. 
E-8 An invalid filename is entered. the user can re-enter the valid filename or terminate the use case. 
E-9 The analysis cannot be removed. The information is saved and the system will remove the link at a 
later time. The use case continues. 
E-10 The system cannot retrieve analysis information. The use case then begins again. 
E-1 1 The analysis cannot be printed. The actor is informed that this option is not available at the current 
time. The use case begins again. 
E-12 The system cannot retrieve analysis information. The information is saved and the system will 
remove the link at a later time. The use case continues. 
E-13 An invalid file name is entered. the actor can re-enter the file name or terminate the use case. 
E-14 The system cannot retrieve analysis information. The information is saved and the system will 
remove the link at a later time. The use case continues. 
E-15 The analysis cannot be printed. The actor is informed that this option is not available at the current 
time. The use case begins again. 
Figure App5.6 Flow of Events for the Select Best Scenario Use case 
The table below offers a summary of the classes and their type of relationships within the 
Select Best Scenario Use Case. 
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Sending Class Receiving Class Relationship 
Class 
Name of Relationship 
or Name of Role 
BestScenarioManager BestScenarioConvertUnit Association manages 
BestScenarioManager AddABestScenario Association manages 
BestScenarioManager BestScenarioOptions Association manages 
BestScenarioManager PlannerBestScenarioOptions Association manages 
PlannerBestScenarioOptions BestScenarioConvertUnit Association operates 
BestScenarioOptions BestScenarioConvertUnit Association implements 
BestScenarioOptions AddABestScenano Association data entering 
AddABestScenario BestScenarioConvertUnit Association implements 
Table App5.2 Class Relationships - Best Scenarios 
Note! Class Diagram: Best Scenarios/ Main in Logical View 
The following sequence diagrams illustrate the primary flows for the Select Best 
Scenario Use Case. Again, these diagrams are generic and objects may be input into 
their classes within the diagram to get the full sequencing of the use case. 
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Strategic PlannerBest Best Scenerio PlannerBest :AddABest Best Sceneno 
Planner ScenerioManager Options ScenerioOptions Scenerio ConvertUnit 
U 
verify password 
flenter 
an analysis option 
renter 
function 
display empty data screen forAddABestScenerio 
enter data and parameter 
select a Convert 
link to convert programme 
back to beginning 
transfer data to convert programme 
run programme 
display results to screen 
Figure 5App5.7 Sequence Diagram Select Best Scenario Use Case 
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PlannerBest BestScenerio : AddABest Strategic 
ScenerioManager Options Scenerio Planner 
log on 
verify password 
T 
enter an analysis option 
enter function 
link to ResultsReport 
perform print routine 
<back to beginning 
igure 5App5.8 Sequence Diagram Select Best Scenario Print Flow 
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ý; 
Strategic 
PIan nerBest Best cenerio 
ScenerioManager Options 
log on 
n 
verify password 
enter an analysis option 
AAAA O-- 
Scenerio 
LT enter function 
L-T-- 
choose a file 
retrieve a file 
choose delete or quit 
delete file 
choose quit 
back to beginning 
gure App5.9 Sequence Diagram Select Best Scenario Delete Flow 
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x 
Strategic 
Planner 
: PlannerBest : BestScenerio 
LScenerioManager Option 
log on 
II 
verify password 
enter an option 
IY 
quits software) 
Figure 5App5.9 Sequence Diagram Select Best Scenario Quit Flow 
The functionality of the Calculate Simulation Error Use Case and its classes is captured 
within the `Flow of Events' figure below. As discussed in the summary section, the flow 
of events captures the primary, sub and alternative flows of the software. The figure 
does not capture `how the software performs these activities' but rather the functionality 
that a user would require. 
1.0 Flow of Events for the Calculate Simulation Error Use Case 
1.1 Preconditions 
The 'calculate Simulation Error' use case must execute after the 'Select Best Scenario' and will be followed 
sequentially with use cases: 'Results Report'. 
1.2 Main Flow 
This use case begins when an actor chooses the error measurements variable. The system verifies that the 
variable is valid (E-1) and prompts the actor to input/ choose a filename(E-2) and then select a type of error 
measurement (E-3). The actor enters the desired error measurement type. The system verifies that the variable 
is valid (E-1) and initialises the interface within the host software(e. g. Maplnfo, Matlab, MS Word, Hind Neural 
Network program) (E-2) and opens the appropriate report function (E-3). The software prompts the actor to 
input/ choose a filename(E-4) and then select a type of activity (E-5). The actor enters the desired activity type. 
For geographical the actor then follows the existing software prompts found in Maplnfo (E-3). For neural 
network, mathematics or statistics the actor then follows the existing software prompts found in Matlab (E-3). 
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Once the host software function is complete the system prompts the actor to select the desired activity: 
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK (COMPUTATIONAL)ERROR, DATA ERROR, SPATIAL REPRESENTATION 
ERROR, ALGORITHM ANALYSIS ERROR, DELETE, REVIEW, MODIFY, PRINT or QUIT. 
If the activity selected is ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK (COMPUTATIONAL) ERROR, the S-1: Artificial 
neural network (computational) error subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is DATA ERROR, the S-2: Data error subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is SPATIAL REPRESENTATION ERROR, the S-3: Spatial Representation Error subflo\\ is 
performed. 
If the activity selected is ALGORITHM ANALYSIS ERROR, the S-4: Algorithm analysis error subflow is 
performed. 
If the activity selected is DELETE, the S-5: Delete analysis subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is REVIEW, the S-6: Review analysis subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is MODIFY, the S-7; Modify a analysis subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is PRINT, the S-8 Print analysis subflow is performed. 
If the activity is QUIT, the use case ends. 
1.3 Subflows 
S-1 Artificial neural network (computational) error 
The system displays (E-3)the artificial neural network (computational) error screen containing the following 
options for the actor to choose from: 
<types of ann error names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-3). The system displays the error screen for the entered choices (E-4). 
The actor selects desired parameters for each variable(E-6). The system then selects Proceed or Abort to 
calculate the error(E-7). The system then links the error choices to the appropriate error function(E-5). The use 
case then begins again. 
S-2 Data Error 
The system displays (E-3) data error screen containing the following options for the actor to choose from: 
<types of data error names go here i. e. sample, population, survey, interpolation, extrapolation, time series> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-4). The system displays the error screen for the entered choices (E-5). 
The actor selects desired parameters for each variable(E-6). The system then selects Proceed or Abort to 
calculate the error(E-7). The system then links the error choices to the appropriate error function(E-5). The use 
case then begins again. 
S-3 Spatial Representation Error 
The system displays (E-3)the spatial representation error screen containing the following options for the actor 
to choose from: 
<spatial representation error names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-4). The system displays the error screen for the entered choices (E-5). 
The actor selects desired parameters for each variable(E-6). The system then selects Proceed or Abort to 
calculate the error(E-7). The system then links the error choices to the appropriate error function (E-5). The use 
case then begins again. 
S-4 Algorithm Analysis Error 
The system displays (E-3)the algorithm analysis error screen containing the following options for the actor to 
choose from: 
<algorithm analysis error names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-4). The system displays the error screen for the entered choices (E-5). 
The actor selects desired parameters for each variable(E-6). The system then selects Proceed or Abort to 
calculate the analysis(E-7). The system then links the error choices to the appropriate error function (E-5). The 
use case then begins again. 
S-5 Delete error 
The system displays the screen containing a field for an error filename. The actor enters the filename of the 
error (E-8). The system removes the error(E-9). The use case then begins again. 
S-6 Review error 
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The system retrieves (E-10) and displays the following information for the error the actor has requested: 
<error techniques names go here; results from each error function go here>. When the actor indicates that 
he/she is through reviewing, the use case begins again. 
S-7 Modify error 
The actor enters the filename of the error (E-11). The system retrieves (E-12) and displays the folloý%ing 
information for the error the actor has requested: <error technique names go here; results from error function 
go here>. The actor selects and changes desired parameters for each variable(E-6). The actor then enters a 
new filename(E-2). The system then links the error choices to the appropriate computational algorithm (E-5). 
The use case then begins again. 
S-8 Print analysis 
The system prints the error(E-13). The use case begins again. 
1.4 Alternative Flows 
E-1 An invalid variable is entered. The actor can re-enter the analysis type or terminate the use case. 
E-2 An invalid file name is entered. The actor can re-enter the file name or terminate the use case. 
E-3 An invalid measurement type option is entered. The actor can re-enter the error type or terminate the use 
case. 
E-4 The system cannot display error screen/information. The information is saved and the system will create 
the link at a later time. The use case then begins again. 
E-5 A link between the analysis and the error function cannot be created. The information is saved and the 
system will create the link at a later time. The use case continues. 
E-6 The system cannot display error screen/information. The information is saved and the system will create 
the link at a later time. The use case then begins again. 
E-7 An invalid option is entered. The actor can re-enter the variable or terminate the use case. 
E-8 An invalid filename is entered. the user can re-enter the valid filename or terminate the use case. 
E-9 The error cannot be removed. The information is saved and the system will remove the link at a later 
time. The use case continues. 
E-10 The system cannot retrieve error information. The use case then begins again. 
E-11 The error cannot be printed. The actor is informed that this option is not available at the current time. 
The use case begins again. 
E-12 The system cannot retrieve error information. The information is saved and the system will remove the 
link at a later time. The use case continues. 
E-1 3 An invalid file name is entered. the actor can re-enter the file name or terminate the use case. 
E-14 The system cannot retrieve error information. The information is saved and the system will remove the 
link at a later time. The use case continues. 
E-15 The error cannot be printed. The actor is informed that this option is not available at the current time. 
The use case begins again. 
Figure App5.10 Flow of Events for the Calculate Simulation Error Use Case 
The table below offers a summary of the classes and their type of relationships within the 
Calculate Simulation Error Use Case. 
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'Sending Class Receiving Class Relationship 
Class 
Name of 
Relationship or 
Name of Role 
PlannerSimulationErrorManager ErrorConfidense association manages 
PlannerSimulationErrorManager AddASimulationError association manages 
PlannerSimulationErrorManager SimulationErrorOptions association manages 
PlannerSimulationErrorManager PlannerSimulationErrorOptions association manages 
PlannerSimulationErrorOptions ErrorConfidense association operates 
Simulation ErrorOptions ErrorConfidense association implements 
SimulationErrorOptions AddASimulationError association data entering 
AddASimulationError ErrorConfidense association implements 
Table App5.3 Class Relationships Calculate Simulation Error Use Case 
Note! Class Diagram: Simulation Error/ Main in Logical View 
The following sequence diagrams illustrate the primary flows for the Calculate 
Simulation Error Use Case. Again, these diagrams are generic and objects may be 
inputted into their classes within the diagram to get the full sequencing of the use case. 
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PlannerSimulatio : Simulation Strategic 
nErrorManager ErrorOptions 
riannci I II 
log on 
verify password 
PlannerSimulatio : AddASimulatio Error 
nErrorOptions nError Confidense 
nter a function 
display data entry screen 
enter data and parameter values 
YS 
an option 
> 
link to programme 
Lr 
transfer data to programme 
run programme 
save to file 
i 
display results on screen 
back to beginning 
. 
Figure App5.11 Sequence Diagram Calculate Simulation trror use aase 
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PlannerSimulatio Simulation : PlannerSimulatio Strategic 
nErrorManager ErrorOptions nErrorOptions Planner 
log on 
verify password 
Lenter 
an option 
ile 
choose quit 
back to beginning 
, -. . -ý -r'1 
Figure App5.12 Sequence Diagram Calculate Nimuiation trror LUICU, r IV W 
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ýtrate is 
PlannerSimulatio Simulation : PlannerSimulatio ý 
nErrorManaqer ErrorOptions nErrorOptions Planner 
log on 
password 
an option 
enter a function 
link to ResultsReport use case 
perform print routine 
back to beginning 
Figure App5.13 Sequence Diagram Calculate Simulation Error Print Flow 
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/ý 
Strategic : PlannerSimulatio : Simulation 
Planner L nErrorManager ErrorOptions 
log on 
verify password 
enter an option 
ýqufts/exfts software 
Figure 5App5.14 Sequence Diagram Calculate Simulation Error Quit Flow 
Results Reports Module/Use Case 
The functionality of the Results Report Use Case and its classes is captured within the 
`Flow of Events' figure below. As discussed in the summary section, the flow of events 
captures the primary, sub and alternative flows of the software. The figure does not 
capture `how the software performs these activities' but rather the functionality that a 
user would require. 
1.0 Flow of Events for the 'Results Report' Use Case 
1.1 Preconditions 
The 'Results Report' use case must execute after the 'Calculate Simulation Error' use case. 
1.2 Main Flow 
This use case begins when an actor chooses the report variable. The system verifies that the variable is 
valid (E-1) and initialises the interface within the host software(ex. Maplnfo, Matlab, MS Word, Hinde 
Neural network software) (E-2) and opens the appropriate report function (E-3). The software prompts the 
actor to input/ choose a filename(E-4) and then select a type of report (E-5). The actor enters the desired 
report type. For geographical the actor then follows the existing software prompts found in Maplnfo (E-3). 
For neural network or mathematics the actor then follows the existing software prompts found in Matlab (E- 
3). For word processing the actor then follows the existing software prompts found in MS Word (E-3). 
Once the host software function is complete the system prompts the actor to select the desired activity: 
WORD PROCESSING, SPATIAL, TABULAR, MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS, GRAPHICAL, IMPORT, 
EXPORT, DELETE, REVIEW, MODIFY, PRINT or QUIT. 
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If the activity selected is WORD PROCESSING, the S-1: Word processing input for a report subfloýý is 
performed. 
If the activity selected is SPATIAL, the S-2: Spatial input for a report subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is TABULAR, the S-3: Tabular input for a report subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is MATHEMATICS, the S-4: Mathematics input for a report subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is STATISTICS, the S-5: Statistics input for a report subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is GRAPHICAL, the S-6: Graphical input for a report subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is IMPORT, the S-7: Import input for a report subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is EXPORT, the S-8: Export input for a report subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is DELETE, the S-9: Delete a report subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is REVIEW, the S-10: Review Scenario subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is MODIFY, the 5-11; Modify a scenario subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is PRINT, the S-12 Print a Scenario subflow is performed. 
If the activity is QUIT, the use case ends. 
1.3 Subflows 
S-1 Word processing 
The system displays the word processing screen (E-2)containing the following options for the actor to 
choose from: <word processing software names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-2). The system links to the chosen software and displays the screen 
for the entered choices (E-4). The actor selects desired functions and specifies parameters for each 
variable(E-6). The software then prompts the actor to select Proceed or Abort to generate the output. the 
software then prompts the actor to save the output by specifying a filename (E-4). The use case then begins 
again. 
S-2 Spatial 
The system displays the spatial screen (E-2)containing the following options for the actor to choose from: 
<spatial software names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-2). The system links to the chosen software and displays the screen 
for the entered choices (E-4). The actor selects desired functions and specifies parameters for each 
variable(E-6). The software then prompts the actor to select Proceed or Abort to generate the output. The 
software then prompts the actor to save the output by specifying a filename and file type(E-4). The use case 
then begins again. 
S-3 Tabular 
The system displays the tabular screen (E-2)containing the following options for the actor to choose from: 
<spatial software names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-2). The system links to the chosen software and displays the screen 
for the entered choices (E-4). The actor selects desired functions and specifies parameters for each 
variable(E-6). The software then prompts the actor to select Proceed or Abort to generate the output. The 
software then prompts the actor to save the output by specifying a filename and file type(E-4). The use case 
then begins again. 
S-4 Mathematics 
The system displays the mathematics screen (E-2)containing the following options for the actor to choose 
from: <mathematics software names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-2). The system links to the chosen software and displays the screen 
for the entered choices (E-4). The actor selects desired functions and specifies parameters for each 
variable(E-6). The software then prompts the actor to select Proceed or Abort to generate the output. The 
software then prompts the actor to save the output by specifying a filename and file type(E-4). The use case 
then begins again. 
S-5 Statistics 
The system displays the statistics screen (E-2)containing the following options for the actor to choose 
from: 
<statistics software names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-2). The system links to the chosen software and displays the screen 
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for the entered choices (E-4). The actor selects desired functions and specifies parameters for each 
variable(E-6). The software then prompts the actor to select Proceed or Abort to generate the output. The 
software then prompts the actor to save the output by specifying a filename and file type(E-4). The use case 
then begins again. 
S-6 Graphical 
The system displays the graphical screen (E-2)containing the following options for the actor to choose from: 
<graphical software names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-2). The system links to the chosen software and displays the screen 
for the entered choices (E-4). The actor selects desired functions and specifies parameters for each 
variable(E-6). The software then prompts the actor to select Proceed or Abort to generate the output. The 
software then prompts the actor to save the output by specifying a filename and file type(E-4). The use case 
then begins again. 
S-7 Import 
The system displays the import screen (E-2)containing the following options for the actor to choose from: 
<import function/command names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-2). The system links to the chosen software and displays the screen 
for the entered choices (E-4). The actor selects the desired file and the appropriate function(E-6). The 
software then prompts the actor to select Proceed or Abort to generate the output. The software then 
prompts the actor to save the output by specifying a filename and file type(E-4). The use case then begins 
again. 
S-8 Export 
The system displays the export screen (E-2)containing the following options for the actor to choose from: 
<export function/command names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-2). The system links to the chosen software and displays the screen 
for the entered choices (E-4). The actor selects the desired file and the appropriate function(E-6). The 
software then prompts the actor to select Proceed or Abort to generate the output. The software then 
prompts the actor to save the output by specifying a filename and file type(E-4). The use case then begins 
again. 
S-9 Delete a Report 
The system displays the report screen containing a field for a report filename. The actor enters the name 
and number of the report (E-7). The system removes the report (E-8). The use case then begins again. 
S-10 Review a Report 
The system retrieves (E-9) and displays the following information for the report the actor has requested: 
<input variable names go here; result parameter names go here>. When the actor indicates that he/she is 
through reviewing, the use case begins again. 
S-11 Modify a Report 
The system retrieves (E-9) and displays the following information for the report (generated within the 
Freight Transport network Simulation) the actor has requested: <input variable names go here; result 
parameter names go here>. The actor selects and changes desired parameters for each variable(E-3). The 
actor then enters a new report filename and file type (E-4)(E-6). The use case then begins again. 
S-12 Print a Report 
The system prints the report(E-10). The use case begins again. 
1.4 Alternative Flows 
E-1 An invalid password is entered. The user can re-enter a password or terminate the use case. 
E-2 A link between the report screen and the host software cannot be created. The information is saved 
and the system will create the link at a later time. the use case continues. 
E-3 A link to open the host software's report generator functions cannot be created. The information is 
saved and the system will create the link at a later time. The use case continues. 
E-4 An invalid filename and/ or file type option is entered. The actor can re-enter the report type or 
terminate the use case. 
E-5 An invalid report type variable is entered. The actor can re-enter the scenario type or terminate the 
use case. 
E-6 An invalid function and/or specific narameters for variables is entered. The actor can re-enter the 
scenario type or terminate the use case. 
E-7 An invalid report name and or number is entered. The user can re-enter the valid report name and or 
file type or terminate the use case. 
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E-8 The report cannot be removed. The information is saved and the system will remove the link at a later 
time. The use case continues. 
E-6 An invalid function and/or specific parameters for variables is entered. The actor can re-enter the 
scenario type or terminate the use case. 
E-7 An invalid report name and or number is entered. The user can re-enter the valid report name and or 
file type or terminate the use case. 
E-8 The report cannot be removed. The information is saved and the system will remove the link at a later 
time. The use case continues. 
E-9 The system cannot retrieve report information. The use case then begins again. 
E-10 The report cannot be printed. The actor is informed that this option is not available at the current 
time. The use case begins again. 
Figure App5.15 Flow of Events for the 'Results Report' Use Case 
The table below offers a summary of the classes and their type of relationships within the 
Results Report Use Case. 
Sending Class Receiving Class Relationship 
Class 
Name of 
Relationship or 
Name of Role 
PlannerReportManager ReportProgramme association manages 
PlannerReportManager AddAReport association manages 
PlannerReportManager ReportOptions association manages 
PlannerReportManager PlannerReportOptions association manages 
PlannerReportOptions ReportProgramme association operates 
ReportOptions ReportProgramme association implements 
ReportOptions AddAReport association data entering 
AddAReport ReportProgramme association implements 
Table Aapp5.4 Class Relationships - Results Reports 
Note: Reference Class Diagram: Reports / Main in Logical View 
The following sequence diagrams illustrate the primary flows for the Results Report Use 
Case. Again, these diagrams are generic and objects may be inputted into their classes 
within the diagram to get the full sequencing of the use case. 
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Strategic 
PlannerRepor : Report PlannerRepor : AddAReport 
L tManager Options tOptions 
Li 
log on 
: Report 
Programme 
verify password 
enter an option 
enter function 
display data entry screen 
enter data and parameter 
select an option 
link to programme 
transfer data to programme 
run routine/programme 
save to file 
display results to screen 
<-back to beginning 
Figure App5.16 Sequence Diagram Results Report Use Case 
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I 
I 
PlannerRepor : Report PlannerRepor Strategic 
tManager Options tOption 
Planner 
log on 
verify password 
enter an option 
link to ResultsReport Use case 
perform print routine 
back to beginning 
Figure App5.17 Sequence Diagram Results Report Print v iow 
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PlannerRepor : Report : PlannerRepor Strategic 
tManager Options tOptions 
Planner 
log on 
H 
verify password 
enter an option 
i enter function 
choose a file 
etrieve a file 
choose delete or quit 
file is deleted 
choose quit 
back to beginning 
Figure App5.18 Sequence Diagram Results Report Delete v pow 
-ý 
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LPlannerRepor Report Strategic 
Planner 
tManager Options 
log on >r 
H 
verify password 
enter an option 
quits/exit software 
Figure App5.19 Sequence Diagram Results Report Quit Flow 
Tutorial/Help Module/Use Case 
The functionality of the Tutorial/Help Use Case and its classes is captured within the 
`Flow of Events' figure below. As discussed in the summary section, the flow of events 
captures the primary, sub and alternative flows of the software. The figure does not 
capture `how the software performs these activities' but rather the functionality that a 
user would require. 
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1.0 Flow of Events for the Tutorial/Help Use Case 
1.1 Preconditions 
The 'Tutorial' or the 'Scenario Analysis' use case may be executed at the beginning of a session. 
1.2 Main Flow 
This use case begins when an actor logs on to the freight transport network simulation and enters his/her 
password. The system verifies that the password is valid (E-1) and prompts the actor to select an a scenario 
option or a tutorial (E-2). The actor enters the tutorial option. The system prompts the actor to select the 
desired activity: REVIEW, MODIFY, PRINT or QUIT. 
If the activity selected is REVIEW, the S-1: Review Tutorial subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is MODIFY, the S-2; Modify a Tutorial subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is PRINT, the S-3 Print a Tutorial subflow is performed. 
If the activity is QUIT, the use case ends. 
S-1 Review a Tutorial 
The system retrieves (E-3) and displays the following information for the tutorial the actor has requested: 
<tutorial function names go here>. The actor chooses one option (E-2)that opens a screen (E-4) with a 
textual description of that option. When the actor indicates that he/she is through reviewing, the use case 
begins again. 
S-2 Modify a Tutorial 
The system retrieves (E-3) and displays the following information for the tutorial the actor has requested: 
<tutorial function names go here>. The actor chooses one option (E-2)that opens a screen (E-4) with a 
textual description of that option. The actor then enters a choice to continue with tutorial (E-2). The system 
then links the tutorial choice to the appropriate tutorial algorithm unit(E-5). When the actor either complete 
the tutorial or indicates a desired completion, the use case then begins again. 
S-3 Print a Tutorial 
The system prints the scenario (E-9). The use case begins again. 
1.4 Alternative Flows 
E-1 An invalid password is entered. The user can re-enter a password or terminate the use case. 
E-2 An invalid tutorial option is entered. The actor can re-enter the tutorial function type or terminate the 
use case. 
E-3 The system cannot retrieve tutorial information. the use case then begins again. 
E-4 The system cannot retrieve tutorial function information. The use case begins again. 
E-5 The system cannot retrieve tutorial algorithm unit. The use case begins again. 
Figure App5.19 Flow of Events for the Tutorial/Help Use Case 
The table below offers a summary of the classes and their type of relationships within the 
Tutorial/Help Use Case. 
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Sending Class Receiving Class Relationship Name of 
Class Relationship or 
Name of Role 
PlannerTutorial/HelpManag Tutorial/HelpPorgramme association manages 
er 
PlannerTutorial/HelpManag AddATutorial/Help association manages 
er 
PlannerTutorial/HelpManag TutoriaVHelpOptions association manages 
er 
PlannerTutorial/HelpManag PlannerTutorial/HelpOption association manages 
er s 
PlannerTutorial/HelpOption Tutorial/HelpPorgramme association operates 
s 
Tutorial/HelpOptions Tutorial/HelpPorgramme association implements 
Tutorial/HelpOptions AddATutorial/Help association data entering 
AddATutorial/Help Tutorial/HelpPorgramme association implements 
Table App5.5 Class Relationships - Tutorial/Help 
Note! Class Diagram: Tutorial/Help/ Main in Logical View 
The following sequence diagrams illustrate the primary flows for the Tutorial/Help Use 
Case. Again, these diagrams are generic and objects may be inputted into their classes 
within the diagram to get the full sequencing of the use case. 
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PlannerTutorial/Hel Tutorial/Help PlannerTutorial/Hel Add : Tutorial/Help Strategic 
pManager Option s pOptions ATutorial/Help Programme Planner 
log on ý 
verify password 
enter option 
enter a function 
display a data entry screen 
enter data and parameter 
U 
select an option 
> 
link to programme 
transfer data to programme 
I, \ IJ 
run programme/routine 
display resylts to screen 
back to beginning 
Figure App5.20 Sequence Diagram 'T'utorial neip use aase 
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PlannerTutorial/Hel Tutorial/Help PlannerTutonal/Hel Strategic 
Planner pManager Option pOptions 
lug VI I 
T verify password 
Tenter 
option 
enter a function 
link to ResuftsReport use case 
run use case programme 
back to beginning 
Figure App5.21 Sequence Diagram Tutorial Help Print Flow 
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TutoriaM el Strategic 
PlannerTutoriaUHel : 
tionTutoriaHs r Option Planner pManagep 
log on 
verify password 
enter option 
quits/ exits software 
Figure App5.21 Sequence Diagram Tutorial/Help Quit Flow 
Maintain Data Module/Use Case 
The functionality of the Maintain Data Use Case and its classes is captured within the 
`Flow of Events' figure below. As discussed in the summary section, the flow of events 
captures the primary, sub and alternative flows of the software. The figure does not 
capture `how the software performs these activities' but rather the functionality that a 
user would require. 
1.0 Flow of Events for the Maintain Data Use Case 
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1.1 Preconditions 
The 'Maintain Data' use case must execute after the actor logs onto the system and before the Neural 
Network Computational Unit use case. 
1.2 Main Flow 
This use case begins when a 'Researcher' logs onto the Freight Transport Network Simulation and enters his/her password. The system verifies that the password is valid (E-1) and prompts the actor to choose an 
option in this case Maintain Data (E-2). The actor enters the desired option. The system displays a screen 
which prompts the researcher to enter his/her password and id again (E-1). The researcher enters his/her 
password and id number (E-1). The system prompts the actor to select the desired activity: ADD, DELETE, 
REVIEW, MODIFY, ARCHIVE, PRINT or QUIT. 
If the activity selected is ADD, the S-1: Add data subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is DELETE, the S-2: Delete data subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is REVIEW, the S-3: Review data subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is MODIFY, the S-4: Modify data subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is ARCHIVE, the S-5: Archive data subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is PRINT, the S-6 Print data subflow is performed. 
If the activity is QUIT, the use case ends. 
1.3 Subflows 
S-1 Add data 
The system displays the data screen containing a field for a data filename. The actor enters the filename (E- 
2). The system displays the data screen for the entered filename. The actor is prompted to enter a choice 
of function for data entry(E-2). The actor enters a function choice (E-4). The actor selects desired 
functions and then the parameters for each file and/or data variable to be added to the database(E-3). The 
system then selects Yes or No to perform the function (E-4). The system then selects Yes or No to save the 
data(E-4). The use case then begins again. 
S-2 Delete Data 
The system displays the data screen containing a field for a data filename. The actor enters the filename(E- 
5). The system removes the data file (E-6). The use case then begins again. 
S-3 Review data 
The system retrieves (E-7) and displays the following data and its description the actor has requested: 
<data classes and object names go here; data structure data goes here>. When the actor indicates that 
he/she is through reviewing, The use case begins again. 
S-5 Archive data 
The system prompts the actor to input a data filename(E-5). The system retrieves (E-8) the data file. The 
system then prompts the actor to choose Yes or No to archive the data file(E-4). The actor then enters a 
choice(E-2). The use case begins again. 
S-6 Print data 
The system prints the data and its description(E-8). The use case begins again. 
1.4 Alternative Flows 
E-1 An invalid password is entered. The user can re-enter a password or terminate the use case. 
E-2 An invalid option is entered. The actor can re-enter the option choice or terminate the use case. 
E-3 An invalid variable is entered. The actor can re-enter the data filename or terminate the use case. 
E-4 An invalid variable is entered. The actor can re-enter the variable or terminate the use case. 
E-5 An invalid data filename is entered. The user can re-enter the valid data filename or terminate the use 
case. 
E-6 The data cannot be removed. The information is saved and the system will remove the link at a later 
time. The use case continues. 
E-7 The system cannot retrieve the data information. The use case then begins again. 
E-8 The data cannot be printed. The actor is informed that this option is not available at the current time. 
The use case begins again. 
Figure App5.22 Flow of Events for the Maintain Data Use Case 
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The table below offers a summary of the classes and their type of relationships within the 
Maintain Data Use Case. 
Sending Class Receiving Class Relationsh 
ip Class 
Name of 
Relationsh 
ip or Name 
of Role 
ManitainDataComponentSuppliersChem 
ical 
ManitainDataComponentSu 
ppliers 
aggregation is a 
ManitainDataComponentSuppliersElectr 
onic 
ManitainDataComponentSu 
ppliers 
aggregation is a 
ManitainDataComponentSuppliersMech 
anical 
ManitainDataComponentSu 
ppliers 
aggregation is a 
MaintainDataCultureArt MaintainDataCulture aggregation is a 
MaintainDataCultureHumanity MaintainDataCulture aggregation is a 
Maintain DataCultureIntelligence MaintainDataCulture aggregation is a 
MaintainDataCultureLanguage MaintainDataCulture aggregation is a 
MaintainDataCultureMusic MaintainDataCulture aggregation is a 
MaintainDataCultureWisdom MaintainDataCulture aggregation is a 
MaintainDataDemandEndUsers MaintainDataDemand aggregation is a 
MaintainDataDemandGovernment MaintainDataDemand aggregation is a 
MaintainDataDemandRetailers Maintain Data Demand aggregation is a 
MaintainDataDemandWholesalers MaintainDataDemand aggregation is a 
MaintainDataFreight<use US goods 
listing> 
MaintainDataFreight aggregation is a 
MaintainDataFreightElectronicGoods MaintainDataFreight aggregation is a 
MaintainDataFreightFoodStuffs MaintainDataFreight aggregation is a 
MaintainDataFreightHazardousGoods MaintainDataFreight aggregation is a 
MaintainDataNaturalResourcesSpace Maintain Data NaturalResour 
ces 
aggregation is a 
MaintainData NaturalResourcesAir Maintain DataNaturalResour 
ces 
aggregation is a 
MaintainDataNaturalResourcesLand Maintain DataNaturalResour 
ces 
aggregation is a 
Maintain DataNaturalResourcesWater MaintainData Natura lResour 
ces 
aggregation is a 
MaintainDataPathAirway Maintain Data Path aggregation is a 
MaintainDataPathPipeway MaintainDataPath aggregation is a 
MaintainDataPathRailway MaintainDataPath aggregation is a 
MaintainDataPathRoadway MaintainDataPath aggregation is a 
MaintainDataPathWaterway MaintainDataPath aggregation is a 
MaintainData PortAirport Maintain DataPort aggregation is a 
MaintainDataPortPipeport MaintainDataPort aggregation is a 
MaintainDataPortRailport MaintainDataPort aggregation is a 
MaintainDataPortRoadport MaintainDataPort aggregation is a 
MaintainDataPortWaterport MaintainDataPort aggregation is a 
MaintainDataRawMaterialsFauna MaintainDataRawMaterials aggregation is a 
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MaintainDataRawMaterialsFlora Maintain Data RawMaterials aggregation is a 
MaintainDataRawMaterialsGases MaintainData RawMaterials aggregation is a 
MaintainData RawMaterialsMeta Is Maintain Data RawMaterials aggregation is a 
MaintainDataRawMaterialsMinerals MaintainDataRawMaterials aggregation is a 
MaintainDataSocietyCities MaintainDataSociety aggregation is a 
MaintainDataSocietyEducation MaintainDataSociety aggregation is a 
MaintainDataSocietyGovernment MaintainDataSociety aggregation is a 
MaintainDataSocietyHealth MaintainDataSociety aggregation is a 
MaintainDataSocietyJudicialSystem MaintainDataSociety aggregation is a 
MaintainDataSocietyLegalSystem MaintainDataSociety aggregation is a 
MaintainDataSocietyPeople MaintainDataSociety aggregation is a 
MaintainDataSocietyWealth MaintainDataSociety aggregation is a 
MaintainDataSupplyFreightForwarders MaintainDataSupply aggregation is a 
MaintainDataSupplyGovernment MaintainDataSupply aggregation is a 
MaintainDataSupplyLogisticsProviders MaintainDataSupply aggregation is a 
MaintainDataSupplyMilitary MaintainDataSupply aggregation is a 
MaintainDataSupplyTransportCompanie 
s 
MaintainDataSupply aggregation is a 
MaintainDataVehicleAirVehicle MaintainDataVehicle aggregation is a 
MaintainDataVehiclePipeVehicle MaintainDataVehicle aggregation is a 
MaintainDataVehicleRailVehicle MaintainDataVehicle aggregation is a 
MaintainDataVehicleRoadVehicle MaintainDataVehicle aggregation is a 
MaintainDataVehicleWaterVehicle MaintainDataVehicle aggregation is a 
PlannerMaintainDataManager MaintainDataPort association manages 
PlannerMaintainDataManager MaintainDataPath association manages 
PlannerMaintainDataManager MaintainDataVehicle association manages 
PlannerMaintainDataManager MaintainDataDemand association manages 
PlannerMaintainDataManager MaintainDataFreight association manages 
PlannerMaintainDataManager MaintainDataSupply association manages 
PlannerMaintainDataManager MaintainDataComponentSu 
pplies 
association manages 
PlannerMaintainDataManager MaintainDataCulture association manages 
PlannerMaintainDataManager MaintainDataNaturalResour 
ces 
association manages 
PlannerMaintainDataManager MaintainDataRawMaterials association manages 
PlannerMaintainDataManager MaintainDataSociety association manages 
PlannerMaintainDataOptions Maintain Data Port association operates 
PlannerMaintainDataOptions MaintainDataPath association operates 
PlannerMaintainDataOptions MaintainDataVehicle association operates 
PlannerMaintainDataOptions MaintainDataDemand association operates 
PlannerMaintainDataOptions Maintain Data Freight association operates 
PlannerMaintainDataOptions MaintainDataSupply association operates 
PlannerMaintainDataOptions MaintainDataComponentSu 
pplies 
association operates 
PlannerMaintainDataOptions MaintainDataCulture association operates 
PlannerMaintainDataOptions MaintainDataNaturaiResour 
ces 
association operates 
PlannerMaintainDataOptions MaintainDataRawMaterials association operates 
PlannerMaintainDataOptions MaintainDataSociety association operates 
MaintainDataOptions MaintainDataPort association implements 
MaintainDataOptions Maintain Data Path association implements 
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MaintainDataOptions MaintainDataVehicle association implements 
MaintainDataOptions MaintainDataDemand association implements 
MaintainDataOptions MaintainDataFreight association implements 
MaintainDataOptions MaintainDataSupply association implements 
MaintainDataOptions MaintainDataComponentSu 
pplies 
association implements 
MaintainDataOptions MaintainDataCulture association implements 
MaintainDataOptions MaintainDataNaturalResour 
ces 
association implements 
MaintainDataOptions MaintainDataRawMaterials association implements 
MaintainDataOptions MaintainDataSociety association implements 
MaintainDataOptions AddMaintainData association data 
entering 
AddMaintainData Maintain Data Port association implements 
AddMaintainData Maintain Data Path association implements 
AddMaintainData MaintainDataVehicle association implements 
AddMaintainData MaintainDataDemand association implements 
AddMaintainData MaintainDataFreight association implements 
AddMaintainData MaintainDataSupply association implements 
AddMaintainData MaintainDataComponentSu 
pplies 
association implements 
AddMaintainData MaintainDataCulture association implements 
AddMaintainData MaintainDataNaturalResour 
ces 
association implements 
AddMaintainData MaintainDataRawMaterials association implements 
AddMaintainData MaintainDataSociety association implements 
Table App5.6 Class Relationships - Maintain Data 
Note: Reference Class Diagram: Maintain Data / Main in Logical View 
Note: Currently, aggregation relationships from classes to superclasses (ex. airport to 
port) exist. Therefore singular rather than multiple, association relationships between the 
`superclass' and the other classes ex. MaintainDataPort to PlannerManitainDataManager 
exist. 
The following sequence diagrams illustrate the primary flows for the Maintain Data Use 
Case. Again, these diagrams are generic and objects may be inputted into their classes 
within the diagram to get the full sequencing of the use case. 
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: PlannerMaintai MaintainData PlannerMaintain AddMaintain : MaintainData Strategic 
nDataManager Planner Options DataOptions Data Port 
I 
Log on e 
verify password 
enter an option 
display data entry screen 
enter data and parameter values 
select ab option/routine 
II 
T 
Jlink to routine 
run programme 
transfer data 
save to file 
display results on screen 
ii 
back to beginning 
Figure App5.23 Sequence Diagram: Maintain Data Use Case 
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PlannerMaintai : MaintainData PlannerMaintain Strategic 
nDataManager Options DataOptions Planner 
og on 
--verify password 
enter options Y-enter 
function 
[choose file 
retrieve file 
choose quit 
back to beginning 
Figure App5.24 Sequence Diagram: Maintain Data Delete k pow 
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PlannerMaintai : MaintainData : PlannerMaintain Strategic 
nDataManager options DataOptions Planner 
log on 
-verify password 
_enter option 
enter function 
link to ResultsReport Use Case 
run ResultsReport 
LJ 
back to beginning 
Figure App5.24 Sequence Diagram: Maintain Data Print v tow 
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PlannerMaintai MaintainData Strategic 
nDataManager O Lions Planner 
log on 
T -verify password 
Lrenter option 
quits/exits software 
Figure App5.25 Sequence Diagram: Maintain Data Quit 
Neural Network Data Computation Unit Module/Use Case 
The functionality of the NN-Data Computation Use Case and its classes is captured 
within the `Flow of Events' figure below. As discussed in the summary section, the flow 
of events captures the primary, sub and alternative flows of the software. The figure 
does not capture `how the software performs these activities' but rather the functionality 
that a user would require. 
1.0 Flow of Events for the Neural Network Data Computation Unit Use Case 
1.1 Preconditions 
The 'Neural Network Data Computation' use case must execute after the Maintain Data use case. 
1.2 Main Flow 
This use case begins when a 'Researcher' logs onto the Freight Transport Network Simulation and enters 
his/her password. The system verifies that the password is valid (E-1) and prompts the actor to choose an 
option in this case Recalibrate Neural Network (E-2). The actor enters the desired option. The system 
displays a screen which prompts the researcher to enter his/her password and id (E-1). The researcher 
enters his/her password and id number (E-1). The system prompts the actor to select the desired activity: 
ADD, DELETE, REVIEW, ARCHIVE, PRINT or QUIT. 
If the activity selected is ADD, the S-1: Add neural network subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is DELETE, the S-2: Delete neural network subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is REVIEW, the S-3: Review neural network subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is ARCHIVE, the S-4; Archive neural network subflow is performed. 
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If the activity selected is PRINT, the S-5 Print neural network subflow is performed. 
If the activity is QUIT, the use case ends. 
1.3 Subflows 
S-1 Add Neural Network 
The system displays the data screen containing a field for a neural network filename. The actor enters the filename (E-2). The system displays the data screen for the entered filename. The actor is prompted to 
enter a new filename for the copied neural network(E-2). The actor enters a filename(E-4). The system displays the appropriate screen containing options for neural network analysis (! Chris's Software 
integrated into my simulation). The actor selects desired functions and then the parameters for each 
variable(E-3). The system then selects Yes or No to perform the function (E-4). The system then selects 
Yes or No to save the neural network(E-4). The use case then begins again. 
S-2 Delete Neural Network 
The system displays the neural network screen containing a field for a neural network filename. The 
actor enters the filename(E-5). The system removes the neural network file (E-6). The use case then 
begins again. 
S-3 Review Neural Network 
The system retrieves (E-7) and displays the following neural network and its description the actor has 
requested: <neural network architecture name go here; neural network structure (i. e. number of nodes, 
layers etc. ) data goes here>. When the actor indicates that he/she is through reviewing, The use case 
begins again. 
S-5 Archive Neural Network 
The system prompts the actor to input a neural network filename(E-5). The system retrieves (E-8) the 
neural network file. The system then prompts the actor to choose Yes or No to archive the neural 
network file(E-4). The actor then enters a choice(E-2). The use case begins again. 
S-6 Print Neural Network 
The system prints the neural network and its description(E-8). The use case begins again. 
1.4 Alternative Flows 
E-1 An invalid password is entered. The user can re-enter a password or terminate the use case. 
E-2 An invalid option is entered. The actor can re-enter the option choice or terminate the use case. 
E-3 An invalid variable is entered. The actor can re-enter the neural network type or terminate the use 
case. 
E-4 An invalid variable is entered. The actor can re-enter the variable or terminate the use case. 
E-5 An invalid neural network filename is entered. the user can re-enter the valid neural network 
filename or terminate the use case. 
E-6 The neural network cannot be removed. The information is saved and the system will remove the 
link at a later time. The use case continues. 
E-7 The system cannot retrieve the neural network information. The use case then begins again. 
E-8 The neural network cannot be printed. The actor is informed that this option is not available at the 
current time. The use case begins again. 
Figure App5.25 Flow of Events for the Neural Network Data Computation Unit Use 
Case 
The table below offers a summary of the classes and their type of relationships within the 
Neural Network Data Computation Use Case. 
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Sending Class Receiving Class Relationshi Name of 
p Class Relationshi 
p or Name 
of Role 
PlannerNNDataComputatinMana NNDataComputationProgramme association manages 
ger 
PlannerNNDataComputatinMana AddNNDataComputation association manages 
ger 
PlannerNNDataComputatinMana NNDataComputationOptions association manages 
ger 
PlannerNNDataComputatinMana PlannerNNDataComputationOptio association manages 
ger ns 
PlannerNNDataComputationOptio N NDataComputation Programme association operates 
ns 
NNDataComputationOptions NN DataComputationProgramme association implements 
NNDataComputationOptions AddNNDataComputation association data entering 
AddNNDataComputation NNDataComputationProgramme association implements 
Table App5.7 Class Relationships - Neural Network Data Computation 
Note: Reference Class Diagram: NNDataComputation/ Main in Logical View 
The following sequence diagrams illustrate the primary flows for the Neural Network 
Data Computation Use Case. Again, these diagrams are generic and objects may be 
inputted into their classes within the diagram to get the full sequencing of the use case. 
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: PlannerNNData : NNDataComputaio : PlannerNNData AddNNData 
Computational Manager nOptions Computation Options Computation 
NNDataCam 
Proaramme 
Ylannei L-- -- 
log on 
verify password 
enter option 
enter a function 
II 
display data entry 
U 
enter data and parameter values 
select an option 
III 
link to programme 
II transfer data 
L' 
run programme 
save to file 
display results to screen 
link to NN DataCom putation Use 
Case 
I 
run update routine for NN DataComputation Use Case 
back to beginning 
IIIII 
IN..,,... Arrc Ii cA.,,, Pt'p n; narnm Neural Network Data Computation Use . b....., 1 _rr-. __ --z-- -- ---o 
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PlannerNNData : NNDataComputaio PlannerNNData Strategic 
Planner 
ComputationaManager nOptions ComputafwnOp tions 
log ýy 
verify password 
enter option 
enter a function 
link to ResuftsReport use case 
run ResultsReport 
back to beginning 
Figure App5.27 Sequence Diagram Neural Network Data Computation Print Flow 
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Strategic : 
PlannerNNData : NNDataComputaio ý: PlannerNNData trateoi 
ComputationaManager nOptions ComputationOptions Plan 
log on 
verify password 
retrieve a file 
choose delete or quit 
file deleted 
choose quit 
back to beginning 
Figure App5.28 Sequence Diagram Nueral Network Data Computation Delete Flow 
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3trategic 
PlannerNNData : NNDataComputaio 
Planner 
ComputationalManager n0 Lions 
log on 
verify password 
-enter password --mai 
T 
exits/ quits solare 
Figure App5.29 Sequence Diagram Neural Network Data Computation Quit Flow 
Programme Link Module/Use Case 
The functionality of the Programme Link Use Case and its classes is captured within the 
`Flow of Events' figure below. As discussed in the summary section, the flow of events 
captures the primary, sub and alternative flows of the software. The figure does not 
capture `how the software performs these activities' but rather the functionality that a 
user would require. 
1.0 Flow of Events for the 'Programme link' Use Case 
1.1 Preconditions 
The 'Program Link' use case must be executed by other use cases . 
1.2 Main Flow 
This use case begins when a use case connects to the programme Link Use Case. The system is prompted 
by the use case for the type of software to link to (E-1) and initialises the interface to the software(ex. 
Maplnfo, Matlab, MS Word, Hinde NN Programme, Java Programmes) (E-2). The system then opens the 
appropriate software(E-3) and either prompts the actor to make a command choice or performs a command 
loop that will provide the necessary output as requested by the use case and then prompts the actor to 
input a filename and then (E-4). 
If the actor 'operates' the software the system prompts the actor to input/ choose a filename(E-4) and then 
to choose a command/function. The actor enters the desired command/function. For geographical the 
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actor then follows the existing software prompts found in Maplnfo (E-3). For neural network or 
mathematics the actor then follows the existing software prompts found in Matlab or Hinde NN 
programme (E-3). For word processing the actor then follows the existing software prompts found in MS 
Word (E-3). Once the host software function is complete the system prompts the actor to select the desired 
activity: FIND/RETRIEVE, OPEN/INITIATE, DATA SHARE, IMPORT, EXPORT, or QUIT. 
If the activity selected is FIND/RETRIEVE, the S-1: Data share subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is OPEN/INITIATE, the S-2: Data share subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is DATA SHARE, the S-3: Data share subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is IMPORT, the S-4: Import subflow is performed. 
If the activity selected is EXPORT, the S-5: Export subflow is performed. 
If the activity is QUIT, the use case ends. 
1.3 Subflows 
S-1 Find/Retrieve 
The system finds and retrieves the necessary function to open the software requested (E-5) by the other use 
cases. The system then prompts the use case for either a command loop to initiate the software or for the 
actor's input. The system then performs the task as specified by the other use case. 
S-2 Open/Initiate 
The system opens and initiated the file to open the software requested (E-5) by the other use cases. The 
system then prompts the use case for either a command loop to initiate the software or for the actor's 
input. The system then performs the task as specified by the other use case. 
S-3 Data Share 
The system displays the data share screen (E-2) containing the following options for the actor to choose 
from : <data share commands go here> The actor enters the option choices (E-2). The system links to the 
Maintain Database Use Case and displays the screen for the entered choices (E-4). The actor selects the 
desired data filename and the appropriate function(E-6). The software then prompts the actor to select 
Proceed or Abort to 'transfer' the data. The software then prompts the actor to save the transfer by 
specifying a filename and file type(E-4). The use case then begins again. 
S-4 Import 
The system displays the import screen (E-2)containing the following options for the actor to choose from: 
<import function/command names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-2). The system links to the chosen software and displays the screen 
for the entered choices (E-4). The actor selects the desired file and the appropriate function(E-6). The 
software then prompts the actor to select Proceed or Abort to generate the output. The software then 
prompts the actor to save the output by specifying a filename and file type(E-4). The use case then begins 
again. 
S-5 Export 
The system displays the export screen (E-2)containing the following options for the actor to choose 
from: 
<export function/command names go here> 
The actor enters the option choices (E-2). The system links to the chosen software and 
displays the screen 
for the entered choices (E-4). The actor selects the desired file and the appropriate 
function(E-6). The 
software then prompts the actor to select Proceed or Abort to generate the output. The software then 
prompts the actor to save the output by specifying a filename and file type(E-4). The use case then 
begins 
again. 
Quit - The use case begins again. 
1.4 Alternative Flows 
E-1 An invalid password is entered. The user can re-enter a password or terminate the use case. 
E-2 A link between the report screen and the host software cannot be created. The information 
is saved 
and the system will create the link at a later time. the use case continues. 
E-3 A link to open the host software's report generator functions cannot be created. The information 
is 
saved and the system will create the link at a later time. The use case continues. 
E-4 An invalid filename and/ or file type option is entered. The actor can re-enter the report type or 
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terminate the use case. 
E-5 A link to find and open the software cannot be created. The information is saved and the system ý%iII 
create the link at a later time. the use case continues. 
E-6 An invalid function and/or specific parameters for variables is entered. The actor can re-enter the 
scenario type or terminate the use case. 
E-7 An invalid report name and or number is entered. the user can re-enter the valid report name and or file type or terminate the use case. 
E-8 The report cannot be removed. The information is saved and the system will remove the link at a later 
time. The use case continues. 
E-9 The system cannot retrieve report information. The use case then begins again. 
E-10 The report cannot be printed. The actor is informed that this option is not available at the current 
time. The use case begins again. 
Figure App5.30 Flow of Events for the'Programme Link' Use Case 
The table below offers a summary of the classes and their type of relationships within the 
Programme Link Use Case. 
Sending Class Receiving Class Relationshi Name of 
p Class Relationship or 
Name of Role 
PlannerProgrammeLinkManaga LinkRoutine association manages 
er 
PlannerProgrammeLinkManaga AddAProgrammeLink association manages 
er 
PlannerProgrammeLinkManaga ProgrammeLinkOptions association manages 
er 
PlannerProgrammeLinkManaga PlannerProgrammeLinkOptio association manages 
er ns 
PlannerProgrammeLinkOptions LinkRoutine association operates 
ProgrammeLinkOptions LinkRoutine association implements 
ProgrammeLinkOptions AddAProgrammeLink association data entering 
AddAProgrammeLink LinkRoutine association implements 
Table App5.8 Class Relationships - Programme Link 
Note: Reference Class Diagram: Programme Link / Main in Logical View 
The following sequence diagrams illustrate the primary flows for the Programme Link 
Use Case. Again, these diagrams are generic and objects may be inputted into their 
classes within the diagram to get the full sequencing of the use case. 
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: Programme : AddAProgramm LinkRoutine 
LinkOption eLinkManager LinkOptions el-ink 
connect to software module 
LF 
run find/retrieve routine 
run open software routine 
ý11 
run initiate data 
Lj run software 
run import data transfer 
run export routine 
IIII Iý ý' 
1 
run close software routine 
IK 
I 
e, back to beginning 
Figure App5.31 Sequence Diagram Frogramme Linz 
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00 DBMS Design 
FTN Superclasses with Classes and Objects as Attributes 
Superclass: PORT 
Classes: Airport, Water'port', Railport, Road'port', Pipe'port' 
Objects: (type of infrastructure, name of owner, name of infrastructure, attributes of infrastructure by 
type, flow rate of vehicles- 
_hour 
by vehicle type, critical vehicle type, hours of operation, dimensions of 
components of infrastructure by type i. e. cargo, passenger, warehouses, apron, maintenance, traffic 
control, roads, parking, weather station, capacity of components of infrastructure by type, maximum 
capacity per hour `whole' infrastructure by type, flow rate of components of infrastructure by type, 
physical characteristics of the land/water, address_street, postal code, street name, city, state, 
address_geographical, longitude, latitude, altitude, loading/unloading devices by type, physical 
characteristics, capacity, throughput, maximum weights, maximum volume, maximum size, weighing 
devices by type, physical characteristics, capacity, throughput, maximum weights, maximum volume, 
maximum size, loading/unloading vehicles by type, physical characteristics, capacity, throughput, 
maximum weights, maximum volume, maximum size, fuel system, de-icing system, lighting system, 
navigation system, number of employees by job type, number of employees by skill level ex. 
professional, trade or university qualifications, average salary of employees - job type, revenue 
generation of employees_job type, tonnes of freight by commodity and time, volume of freight by 
commodity by time, value of freight by tonne by commodity by time, value of freight by volume by 
commodity by time, origin of freight by tonnes by commodity by time by route, destination of freight by 
tonnes by commodity by time by route, origin of freight by volume by commodity by time by route, 
destination of freight by volume by commodity by time by route, modal transfer by commodity by tonne 
by fitting type by time by route, delays by stop by minutes by causality , 
delays by flow rate restriction by 
minutes by causality, movements/ hour, process time, reliability, expense per unit of volumetric weight, 
expense per tonne, revenue/ unit of volumetric weight, revenue per tonne per kilometre, process time, 
flow rate (ex. baud rate), maximum capacity/ hour, person hours/ communicate, security level, error 
level, delays/ time period, expense/ communicate or hour, revenues/ communicate or hour) 
Identifiers: name + code, name + management operator , management operator + address, name + longitude + latitude + altitude , name + type of port 
Figure App5.32 Superclass Port with Classes and Objects 
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Superclass: PATHWAY 
Classes: Airway, Roadway, Waterway, Pipe'way', Rail'way' 
Objects: (type of infrastructure, name of owner, name of infrastructure, attributes of infrastructure by 
type, flow rate of vehicles--hour 
_by vehicle 
type, critical vehicle type, hours of operation, dimensions of 
components of infrastructure by type i. e. cargo, passenger, warehouses, apron, maintenance, traffic 
control, roads, parking, weather station, capacity of components of infrastructure by type, maximum 
capacity per hour 'whole' infrastructure by type, flow rate of components of infrastructure by type, 
physical characteristics of the land/water, address_street, postal code, street name, city, state, 
address_geographical, longitude, latitude, altitude, lighting system, navigation system, fuel system, 
number of employees by job type, number of employees by skill level ex. professional, trade or 
university qualifications, average salary of employees - job type, revenue generation of employees_job 
type, tonnes of freight by commodity and time, volume of freight by commodity by time, value of freight 
by tonne by commodity by time, value of freight by volume by commodity by time, origin of freight by 
tonnes by commodity by time by route, destination of freight by tonnes by commodity by time by route, 
origin of freight by volume by commodity by time by route, destination of freight by volume by 
commodity by time by route, modal transfer by commodity by tonne by fitting type by time by route, 
delays by stop by minutes by causality, delays by flow rate restriction by minutes by causality, 
movements/ hour, process time, reliability, expense per unit of volumetric weight, expense per tonne, 
revenue/ unit of volumetric weight, revenue per tonne per kilometre, process time, flow rate (ex. baud 
rate), maximum capacity/ hour, person hours/ communicate, security level, error level, delays/ time 
period, expense/ communicate or hour, revenues/ communicate or hour) 
Identifiers: name + code, name + management operator, name + longitude + latitude + altitude , name 
+ type of pathway 
Figure App5.33 Superclass Pathway with Classes and Objects 
Superclass: VEHICLE 
Classes: Aircraft, Road Based, Water Based, Pumps, Rail Based 
Objects: (type of vehicle, owner of vehicle, name of vehicle i. e. registration number, attributes of vehicle 
by type 
dimensions of vehicle and components, maximum capacity of vehicle and components i. e. volume, 
weight, type of cargo by component, maximum speed, optimal speed, fuel/energy burn rate, weight to 
fuel burn ratio, 'engine' type, emissions by engine type by speed (including noise), owner address street 
name postal code state, owner address spatial, longitude, latitude, altitude, loading/unloading devices by 
type, physical characteristics, capacity, throughput, maximum weights, maximum volume, maximum 
size, weighing devices by type, physical characteristics, capacity, throughput, maximum weights, 
maximum volume, maximum size, loading/unloading vehicles by type, physical characteristics, capacity, 
throughput, maximum weights, maximum volume, maximum size, fuel system, de-icing system, lighting 
system, navigation system, number of employees by job type, number of employees by skill level ex. 
professional, trade or university qualifications, average salary of employees - job type, revenue 
generation of employeesjob type, maximum turnaround time by number of employees) 
Identifiers: management operator + i. d. code, W. code + type of vehicle 
Figure App5.34 Superclass Vehicle with Classes and Objects 
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Superclass: FREIGHT 
Classes: Government Classification of Commodity Types 
Objects: (tonnes of freight by commodity and time, volume of freight by commodity by time, value of 
freight by tonne by commodity by time, value of freight by volume by commodity by time, origin of freight 
by tonnes by commodity by time by route, destination of freight by tonnes by commodity by time by 
route, origin of freight by volume by commodity by time by route, destination of freight by volume by 
commodity by time by route, modal transfer by commodity by tonne by fitting type by time by route, 
delays by stop by minutes by causality , delays by flow rate restriction 
by minutes by causality, 
movements/ hour, process time, reliability, expense per unit of volumetric weight, expense per tonne, 
revenue/ unit of volumetric weight, revenue per tonne per kilometre) 
Identifiers: owner + type of package, owner + address, origin + destination 
Figure App5.35 Superclass Freight with Classes and Objects 
Superclass: SUPPLY 
Classes: Freight Forwards, Government. Logistics, Transport Companies 
Objects: (type of transport operator, name of transport operator, nationality of transport operator, 
attributes of infrastructure by type, flow rate of vehicles- _hour 
by vehicle type, critical vehicle type, 
hours of operation, dimensions of components of infrastructure by type i. e. cargo, passenger, 
warehouses, apron, maintenance, traffic control, roads, parking, weather station, capacity of 
components of infrastructure by type, maximum capacity per hour 'whole' infrastructure by type, flow 
rate of components of infrastructure by type, product by type by tonnes, product by type by volume, cost 
of product by type by tonne, cost of product by type by volume, revenue of product by type by tonnes, 
revenue of product by type by volume, monetary value of assets, infrastructure by type by quantity, 
vehicles by type by quantity, fittings by type by quantity, number of employees by job type, number of 
employees by skill level ex. professional, trade or university qualifications, average salary of employees 
- job type, revenue generation of employeesjob type, physical characteristics 
of the land/water, 
address-Street, postal code, street name, city, state, address_geographical, longitude, latitude, altitude, 
shipment size, volumetric weight/ year, tonnes per year, inventory size, inventory turnover, 
lead time, 
lag time (congestion), costs (back hauls), socio-economic costs, unsatisfied trip demand, precision, 
flexibility) 
Identifiers: name of company + address, name of company + type of operator , name of company + 
longitude + latitude + altitude, name of operator + type of vehicle + fixed routes 
Figure App5.36 uperclass suppiy witn Liasses ana vojeeLs 
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Superclass: DEMAND 
Classes: End Users, Government, Retailers, Wholesalers, Manufacturers 
Objects: (type of user i. e. person, manufacturer, government, retailer, wholesale, name of user, 
nationality of user, hours of operation, attributes of facilities of end users that generate 'goods', 
dimensions of components of infrastructure by type i. e. cargo, passenger, warehouses, apron, 
maintenance, traffic control, roads, parking, weather station, capacity of components of infrastructure by 
type, maximum capacity per hour 'whole' infrastructure by type, flow rate of components of 
infrastructure by type, attributes of goods that require transportation, inventory by tonne by commodity 
type by market, inventory by volume by commodity type by market, inventory turnover rate, downstream 
inventory by tonne by commodity by market, downstream inventory by volume by commodity by market, 
cost of product by type by tonne, cost of product by type by volume, revenue of product by type by 
tonnes, revenue of product by type by volume, monetary value of assets, infrastructure by type by 
quantity, vehicles by type by quantity, fittings by type by quantity, number of employees by job type 
number of employees by skill level ex. professional, trade or university qualifications, average salary of 
employees - job type, revenue generation of employeesjob type, physical characteristics of the 
land/water, address-Street, postal code, street name, city, state, address_geographical, longitude, 
latitude, altitude, shipment by tonne by commodity by market, shipment by volume by commodity by 
market) 
Identifiers: owner name + type of customer, owner name + type of package, owner name + address 
Figure App5.37 Superclass Demand with Classes and Objects 
Superclass: CULTURE 
Classes: Museums/ Historical Sites, Art, Music, Theatre, Religion 
Objects: (type of infrastructure, name of owner, name of infrastructure, attributes of infrastructure by 
type, flow rate of visitors-time period_by type of visitor, hours of operation, dimensions of components 
of infrastructure by type, capacity of components of infrastructure by type, maximum capacity per time 
period `whole' infrastructure by type, flow rate of components of infrastructure by type, physical 
characteristics of the land/water, address_street, postal code, street name, city, state, 
address-geographical, longitude, latitude, altitude, number of employees by job type, number of 
employees by skill level ex. professional, trade or university qualifications, average salary of employees 
- job type, revenue generation of employeesjob type, number of visitors by type and time, value of 
services by visitors by type by time, delays by stop by minutes by causality , delays 
by flow rate 
restriction by minutes by causality, process time, reliability, expense per visitor type per time period , 
revenue per visitor type per time period, process time, flow rate (ex. baud rate), maximum capacity/ 
hour, person hours/ communicate, security level, error level, delays/ time period, expense/ communicate 
or our, revenues/ communicate or hour) 
Identifiers: owner name + type of infrastructure, owner name + type of visitor, owner name + address 
Figure App5.38 Superclass Culture with Classes and Ubjects 
Superclass: SOCIETY 
Classes: Population, Health Care, Schools, Universities, Housing, Law, Police, Wealth, Government, 
Military 
Objects: 
Population (species by type by numerical quantities by age by sex by geographical area by time, 
population growth rate by type by numerical quantities by geographical area by time, population death 
rate by type by numerical quantities by causality by geographical area by time, population extinction rate 
by type by numerical quantities by geographical area by time, population growth rate by 'new' types by 
numerical quantities by geographical area by time, rate of usage of elements by type by volumetric 
quantity by geographical area by time, rate of generation of elements by type by volumetric quantity by 
geographical area by time) 
Health Care (type of infrastructure, name of owner, name of infrastructure, attributes of infrastructure by 
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type, flow rate of patients-time period_by type of patients, hours of operation, dimensions of 
components of infrastructure by type i. e. beds, treatment rooms, parking, capacity of components of infrastructure by type, maximum capacity per time period `whole' infrastructure by type, flow rate of 
components of infrastructure by type, physical characteristics of the land/water, address_street, postal 
code, street name, city, state, address_geographical, longitude, latitude, altitude, technology ex. cat 
scan, heart rate monitors, incubators etc., number of employees by job type, number of employees by 
skill level ex. professional, trade or university qualifications, average salary of employees - job type, revenue generation of employeesjob type, number of patients by type and time, value of services by 
patient by type by time, delays by stop by minutes by causality , delays by flow rate restriction by minutes by causality, process time, reliability, expense per patient type per time period, revenue per 
patient type per time period, process time, flow rate (ex. baud rate), maximum capacity/ hour, person 
hours/ communicate, security level, error level, delays/ time period, expense/ communicate or hour, 
revenues/ communicate or hour) 
Schools (type of infrastructure, name of owner, name of infrastructure, attributes of infrastructure by 
type, flow rate of students_time period_by type of patients, hours of operation, dimensions of 
components of infrastructure by type i. e. class rooms, libraries, sports facilities, theatre, music, 
vocational classrooms, capacity of components of infrastructure by type, maximum capacity per time 
period 'whole' infrastructure by type, flow rate of components of infrastructure by type, physical 
characteristics of the land/water, address_street, postal code, street name, city, state, 
address-geographical, longitude, latitude, altitude, technology ex. science and computer laboratories, 
etc., number of employees by job type, number of employees by skill level ex. professional, trade or 
university qualifications, average salary of employees - job type, revenue generation of employees_job 
type, number of students by type and time, value of services by student by type by time, delays by stop 
by minutes by causality, delays by flow rate restriction by minutes by causality, process time, reliability, 
expense per student type per time period , revenue per student type per time period, process time, flow 
rate (ex. baud rate), maximum capacity/ hour, person hours/ communicate, security level, error level, 
delays/ time period, expense/ communicate or hour, revenues/ communicate or hour) 
Universities (type of infrastructure, name of owner, name of infrastructure, attributes of infrastructure 
by type, flow rate of students_time period_by type of patients, hours of operation, dimensions of 
components of infrastructure by type i. e. class rooms, libraries, sports facilities, theatre, music, 
vocational classrooms, capacity of components of infrastructure by type, maximum capacity per time 
period 'whole' infrastructure by type, flow rate of components of infrastructure by type, physical 
characteristics of the land/water, address_street, postal code, street name, city, state, 
address_geographical, longitude, latitude, altitude, technology ex. science and computer laboratories, 
etc., number of employees by job type, number of employees by skill level ex. professional, trade or 
university qualifications, average salary of employees - job type, revenue generation of employees_job 
type, number of students by type and time, number of research projects by type by monetary value by 
time, research projects by publications by patents by intellectual property rights by awards, value of 
services by student by type by time, delays by stop by minutes by causality , delays 
by flow rate 
restriction by minutes by causality, process, time, reliability, expense per student type per time period , 
revenue per student type per time period, process time, flow rate (ex. baud rate), maximum capacity/ 
hour, person hours/ communicate, security level, error level, delays/, time period, expense/ 
communicate or hour, revenues/ communicate or hour) 
Housing (type of infrastructure, type of ownership, name of infrastructure, attributes of infrastructure by 
type dimensions of components of infrastructure by type i. e. rooms, sanitary facilities, sports facilities, 
capacity of components of infrastructure by type, physical characteristics of the land/water, 
address-street, postal code, street name, city, state, address-geographical, longitude, latitude, altitude, 
technology ex. communications, television, satellite, computer links, water, power) 
Law (type of infrastructure, name of owner, name of infrastructure, attributes of infrastructure 
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flow rate of cases_time period_by type of patients, hours of operation, dimensions of components of 
infrastructure by type i. e. court class rooms, libraries, capacity of components of infrastructure by type, 
maximum capacity per time period 'whole' infrastructure by type, flow rate of components of 
infrastructure by type, physical characteristics of the land/water, address_street, postal code, street 
name, city, state, address_geographical, longitude, latitude, altitude, number of employees by job type, 
number of employees by skill level ex. professional, trade or university qualifications, average salary of 
employees - job type, revenue generation of employeesjob type, number of cases by type and time, 
value of services by cases by type by time, number of precedence laws by type by time delays by stop 
by minutes by causality, delays by flow rate restriction by minutes by causality, process time, reliability, 
expense per cases type per time period, revenue per cases type per time period, process time, flow rate 
(ex. baud rate), maximum capacity/ hour, person hours/ communicate, security level, error level, delays/ 
time period, expense/ communicate or hour, revenues/ communicate or hour) 
Police (type of infrastructure, name of owner, name of infrastructure, attributes of infrastructure by type, 
flow rate of 'accused persons'_time period_by type of patients, hours of operation, dimensions of 
components of infrastructure by type, capacity of components of infrastructure by type, maximum 
capacity per time period 'whole' infrastructure by type, flow rate of components of infrastructure by type, 
physical characteristics of the land/water, address_street, postal code, street name, city, state, 
address-geographical, longitude, latitude, altitude, number of employees by job type, number of 
employees by skill level ex. professional, trade or university qualifications, average salary of employees 
- job type, revenue generation of employeesjob type, number of crimes solved by type by geographical 
area by time, number of crimes unsolved by type by geographical area by time, value of services by 
officers by type by time, delays by stop by minutes by causality, delays by flow rate restriction by 
minutes by causality, process time, reliability, expense per 'case' type per time period , revenue per 'case' type per time period, process time, flow rate (ex. baud rate), maximum capacity/ hour, person 
hours! communicate, security level, error level, delays/ time period, expense/ communicate or hour, 
revenues/ communicate or hour) 
Government (type of infrastructure, name of `owning' organisation, name of infrastructure, attributes of 
infrastructure by type, hours of operation, dimensions of components of infrastructure by type, capacity 
of components of infrastructure by type, maximum capacity per time period 'whole' infrastructure by 
type, physical characteristics of the land/water, address-street, postal code, street name, city, state, 
address_geographical, longitude, latitude, altitude, number of employees by job type, number of 
employees by skill level ex. professional, trade or university qualifications, average salary of employees 
- job type, revenue generation of employeesjob type, number of 'project/ tasks' by type and time, value 
of services by student by type by time, delays by stop by minutes by causality , delays by 
flow rate 
restriction by minutes by causality, process time, reliability, expense per `project/ tasks' type per time 
period , revenue per 'project/ tasks' type per time period, 
GNP, process time, flow rate (ex. baud rate), 
maximum capacity/ hour, person hours/ communicate, security level, error level, delays/ time period, 
expense/ communicate or hour, revenues/ communicate or hour) 
Military (type of infrastructure, name of infrastructure, attributes of infrastructure by type, hours of 
operation, dimensions of components of infrastructure by type, capacity of components of infrastructure 
by type, maximum capacity per time period 'whole' infrastructure by type, physical characteristics of the 
land/water, address_street, postal code, street name, city, state, address_geographical, longitude, 
latitude, altitude, technology, communications, number of employees by job type, number of employees 
by skill level ex. professional, trade or university qualifications, average salary of employees - job type, 
revenue generation of employees job type, number of 'tasks' by type and time, value of services by 
solider by type by time, delays by stop by minutes by causality, delays by flow rate restriction by 
minutes by causality, process time, reliability, expense per `task' type per time period, revenue per 'task' 
type per time period, process time, flow rate (ex. baud rate), maximum capacity/ hour, person hours/ 
communicate, security level, error level, delays/ time period, expense/ communicate or hour, revenues/ 
communicate or hour) 
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Identifiers: owner name + type of infrastructure, owner name + address 
Figure App5.39 Superclass Society with Classes and Objects 
Superclass: NATURAL RESOURCES 
Classes: Weather, Air, Water, Land, Space/Galaxy, Flora, Fauna 
Objects: 
Weather (wind velocity (speed and direction) by geographical location by time, rain/ water fall by volume 
by geographical location by time, cloud cover by density, by fractal coverage by geographical location by 
time, pressure by millibars by geographical location by time, pressure by pounds per square inch by 
geographical location by time, temperature (solar energy) by degrees Fahrenheit by geographical 
location by time, temperature (solar energy) by degrees Celsius by geographical location by time) 
Air (visibility by miles by geographical area by time, gases by type by volumetric quantities by 
geographical area by time, gases by type by tonnes by geographical area by time, particulate matter by 
volumetric quantities by geographical area by time, particulate matter by tonnes by geographical area 
by time, rate of use by volumetric quantities by geographical area by time, rate of replenishment by 
volumetric quantities by geographical area by time, rate of degradation of air quality by man by 
geographical area by time (for human use), rate of degradation of air quality by nature by geographical 
area by time (for human use), rate of re-generation of air quality by man by geographical area by time 
(for human use), rate of re-generation of air quality by nature by geographical area by time (for human 
use)) 
Water (elements by type by volumetric quantities by geographical area by time, elements by type by 
tonnes by geographical area by time, rate of use by volumetric quantities by geographical area by time, 
rate of replenishment by volumetric quantities by geographical area by time, rate of degradation of water 
quality by man by geographical area by time (for human use), rate of degradation of water quality by 
nature by geographical area by time (for human use), rate of re-generation of water quality by man by 
geographical area by time (for human use), rate of re-generation of water quality by nature by 
geographical area by time (for human use)) 
Land (elements by type by volumetric quantities by geographical area by time, elements by type by 
tonnes by geographical area by time, rate of use by volumetric quantities by geographical area by time, 
rate of replenishment by volumetric quantities by geographical area by time, rate of degradation of land 
quality by man by geographical area by time (for human use), rate of degradation of land quality by 
nature by geographical area by time (for human use), rate of re-generation of land quality by man by 
geographical area by time (for human use), rate of re-generation of land quality by nature by 
geographical area by time (for human use)) 
Space/Galaxy (gravitational forces by rate by time, rotational spin of the earth by rate by time) 
Flora (species by type by numerical quantities by age by sex by geographical area by time, population 
growth rate by type by numerical quantities by geographical area by time, population death rate by type 
by numerical quantities by geographical area by time, population extinction rate by type by numerical 
quantities by geographical area by time, population growth rate by `new' types by numerical quantities 
by geographical area by time, rate of usage of elements by type by volumetric quantity by geographical 
area by time, rate of generation of elements by type by volumetric quantity by geographical area by 
time, rate of use by volumetric quantities by geographical area by time, rate of replenishment 
by 
volumetric quantities by geographical area by time, rate of degradation of quality by man by 
geographical area by time (for human use), rate of degradation of quality by nature by geographical area 
by time (for human use), rate of re-generation of quality by man by geographical area by time (for 
human use), rate of re-generation of quality by nature by geographical area by time (for human use)) 
Fauna (species by type by numerical quantities by age by sex by geographical area by time, population 
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growth rate by type by numerical quantities by geographical area by time, population death rate by type 
by numerical quantities by geographical area by time, population extinction rate by type by numerical 
quantities by geographical area by time, population growth rate by 'new' types by numerical quantities 
by geographical area by time, rate of usage of elements by type by volumetric quantity by geographical 
area by time, rate of generation of elements by, type by volumetric quantity by geographical area by 
time, rate of use by volumetric quantities by geographical area by time, rate of replenishment by 
volumetric quantities by geographical area by time, rate of degradation of land quality by man by 
geographical area by time (for human use), rate of degradation of land quality by nature by, 
geographical area by time (for human use), rate of re-generation of land quality by man by geographical 
area by time (for human use), rate of re-generation of land quality by nature by geographical area by 
time (for human use)) 
Identifiers: type + location, 
Figure App5.40 Superclass Natural Resources with Classes and Objects 
The following figures list the relationships and associations discovered for each 
superclass through the OOA. 
FTN Object Instances' Relationships/Associations 
Superclass: PORT 
One-to-one: 
A Port IS CONNECTED to a Pathway. 
A Port may be OWNED by a Supply (ier) or Society. 
A Port may EXIST within a spatial location at one time. 
A Port OCCUPIES both Time and Space. 
One-to-many: 
A Port HAS many Suppliers. 
A Port HAS A CAPACITY LIMITED by the number of vehicles. 
A Port HAS many connections to Paths. 
A Port IS A combination of Natural Resources. 
A Port SERVES Society. 
A Port SERVICES Demand. 
A Port USES Natural Resources. 
Many-to-many: 
Ports HAVE many Operators 
Ports PROCESS many Freight 
Ports PROCESS many Vehicles 
Table App5.9 Relationships of Superclass Fort to otner 6uperciasses 
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Superclass: PATH 
One-to-one: 
A Path IS CONNECTED to a Port or another Path. 
A Path may be OWNED by a Supply (ier) or Demand or Society. 
A Path may EXIST within a spatial location at one time. 
A Path OCCUPIES both Time and Space. 
One-to-many: 
A Path IS USED BY Vehicles 
A Path HAS A CAPACITY LIMITED on the number of Vehicles 
Path MAKE UP a navigable route. 
A Path USES Natural Resources. 
Many to-many: 
Paths are USED BY many Supply and Demand and Society. 
Paths INTERCONNECT Ports. 
Table App5.10 Relationships of Superclass Pathway to other Superclasses 
Superclass: VEHICLE 
One-to-one: 
A Vehicle IS OWNED by Supply or Society. 
A Vehicle USES ONE Pathway at any time. 
A Vehicle USES ONE Port at any time. 
A Vehicle OCCUPIES both Time and Space. 
One-to-many: 
A Vehicle CARRIES Freight. 
A Vehicle TRAVELS ON many Paths. 
A Vehicle USES Natural Resources. 
Many-to-many: 
Vehicles (fleets) TRANSPORT freight from one location to another. 
Table App5.11 Relationships of Superclass Vehicle to other Superclasses 
Superclass: FREIGHT 
One-to-one: 
Freight IS OWNED by Demand or Society. 
Freight IS CONSIGNED to a Supplier. 
Freight IS CARRIED on one Vehicle. 
Freight IS CONSOLIDATED by a Supplier. 
Freight OCCUPIES both Time and Space. 
One-to-many: 
Freight may TRANSFER vehicles. 
Freight CAN USE multiple ports and paths. 
Many-to-many: 
Freight ARE CONSIGNED to a Supplier 
Freight are CONSOLIDATED for Vehicle loads 
Table App5.12 Relationships of Superclass Freight to other Superclasses 
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Superclass: SUPPLY 
One-to-one: 
Supply(ier) is CONTRACTED to a Demand (customers). 
Supply(ier) may RESIDE at a Port. 
Supply(ier) OWNS a Vehicle. 
Supply(ier) OCCUPIES both Time and Space. 
One-to-many: 
Supply(ier) OWNS many Vehicles. 
Supply(ier) HAS many Demand (customers). 
Supply (ier) USES Natural Resources. 
Many-to-many: 
Supply(ier) SATISFY Customer demand. 
Table App5.13 Relationships of Superclass Supply to other Superclasses 
Superclass: DEMAND 
One-to-one: 
Demand (customers) PURCHASES a service from a Supplier. 
Demand (customers) OWNS Freight. 
Demand OCCUPIES both Time and Space. 
One-to-many: 
Demand (customers) PURCHASES a service from Suppliers. 
Demand (customers) OWNS many Freight. 
Demand USES Natural Resources. 
Many-to-many: 
Demand (customers) IS DERIVED FROM Society. 
Table App5.14 Relationships of Superclass Demand to other Superclasses 
Superclass: SOCIETY 
One-to-one: 
Society USES Supply. 
Society OWNS a Port and or Path and or Vehicle. 
Society OWNS Culture. 
Society OWNS Natural Resources. 
Society OCCUPIES both Time and Space. 
One-to-many: 
Society STIMULATES Demand. 
Society USES Natural Resources. 
Many-to-many: 
Society SHAPES Demand and Supply. 
Table App5.15 Relationships of Superclass Society to other Superclasses 
Superclass: CULTURE 
One-to-one: 
Culture OCCUPIES both Time and Space. 
One-to-many: 
Culture STIMULATES Society. 
Culture USES Natural Resources. 
Many-to-many: 
Culture SHAPES Society. 
Table App5.16 Relationships of Superclass Culture to other Superclasses 
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Superclass: NATURAL RESOURCES 
One-to-one: 
Natural Resources IS OWNED BY Society. 
Natural Resources OCCUPIES both Time and Space. 
One-to-many: 
Natural Resources are USED BY Demand, Supply, Society, Freight, vehicles, paths, ports 
and Culture. 
Many-to-many: 
Natural Resources SHAPE Supply, Demand, Society and Culture. 
Table App5.17 Relationships of Superclass Natural Resources to other Superclasses 
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Appendix 5 
Data and Information Sources 
Utilised by the US Bureau of 
Transportation 
Data Sorted by FTN Superclasses 
The table below capture the data that describe the FTN primary systems' (i. e. fixed 
infrastrcuture and variable) Superclasses. Data was collected based upon the nineth 
generation object oriented analysis of the FTN. 
FTN Data Source and Data Description 
Entity 
Supply " Airline Information - public data from air carrier reports and financial details - BTS 
Electronic Bulletin Board System and Air Transport Association (ATA) 
" Air Carrier Flight Schedules - The Official Airline Guide (OAG) 
" Air Carrier Information - financial and operational data from the Form 41 Financial and 
Form 41 Service Segment/ T-9, T-100 and T-100(f) reports - CAB/DOT 
" Airline marketing data, aircraft specifications, inventory, safety information, airport 
information, international statistics etc. - McGraw-Hill Aviation Week Group Newsletters 
" International Civil Aviation organisation (ICAO) - commuter air carriers' traffic and finances 
and civilian pilot license - http: //www. cam. org/-icao 
" Air Carrier Financial Statistics - Form 41 financial schedules, quarterly periods for the most 
recent year, must be purchased - BTS 
" Motor Carrier Financial and operational Statistics - US Department of Statistics 
Dema " 1990 Census Transportation Planning Package - Part A, B- state level of population 
nd attributes, Part 1,2 - urban level of population attributes 
" 1992 - Standard Statistical Establishments List (SSEL) - of separate business locations 
" State data centres in every state as well as business and industry data centres in many 
states also supply economic census statistics - NOT collected by the Bureau of 
Transportation 
" Bureau of Census - (need to purchase) The County Business Patterns program offers 
annual statistics on the number of establishments employment and payroll classified by 
industry within each country. 
" Bureau of Economic Analysis - Regional/Area reports 
Freight " 1993 Commodity Flow Survey - state/NTAR level, 
(Flows " Bureau of Transportation (aggregated data) or Bureau of Census (for raw data) 
" DOT/Census Transborder data - monthly aggregated O&D - no water or air freight 
" Rail Waybill Data 1988-1992 - Class I Railways only 
" Truck Registration & Vehicle Miles Travels - aggregated state level and national 
level is 
estimated 
" Highway Statistics - aggregated data in spreadsheet format - no structure 
" Maritime Administration Statistics -ocean borne foreign trade, merchant 
fleet inventories, 
the Review of US Liner Trades 1993-94, the 1995 United States port Development 
Expenditure Report, and the Inventory of American Intermodal Equipment (MARAD) 
" National Transportation Statistics 1993 -A historical compendium of selected national 
transportation and transportation-related data from a wide variety of government and 
private sources illustrating transportation activity for the major transportation modes in 5 
years increments from 1960-1993/1994. 
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" National Transportation Statistics 1996 -A summary of selected national transportation and 
transportation-related data from a wide variety of government and private sources. The 
data illustrates transportation activity for the major transportation modes in 5 years 
increments from 1960-1993/94. 
" Transborder Surface Freight Data - Monthly statistics on surface freight flow data for US 
exports to Canada and Mexico and US imports from Canada and Mexico. 
" Truck Movements in America: Shipments From, To, Within, and Through states (TranStats 
#1) - BTS 
" Border Crossing Data - monthly starting in 1997 - US/Canada and US/Mexico vehicle and 
passenger flows at the port level - BTS 
" US Exports and Imports transshipped via Canadian Ports - historical cargo data by 
customs district, by country, by commodity code - Martime Administration, US DOT 
" International Air Passenger and Freight Statistics - T-100 program data - BTS 
" Air Transport Association of America (ATA) - O&D Survey from 1976 to present - 
international data is restricted; http: //www. air-transport-org 
" International Civil Aviation organisation (ICAO) - on-flight O&D - http: //www. cam. org/-icao 
" Air Carrier Industry Schedules Service traffic Statistics - Form 41, Schedule T-1 (a) or Form 
298-C, Schedules A-1 and T-1, Form 298-C, Schedule A-1 - summary tables provided - 
must be purchased - BTS 
" Air Carrier Traffic Statistics - payload capacity of more than 18,000 pounds - data actually 
carried by airlines by carrier geographic entity (i. e. Domestic, LatinAmerica, Atlantic and 
pacific) and class service, summary by carrier entity and carrier group - must be purchased 
- BTS 
Paths " Tiger/Line 1995 (equivalent to 40 CDRoms) - digital cartographic data files - all counties, 
parishes, boroughs, census geographic areas, and equivalent entities for each state (or 
territory and so forth) 
" National Transportation Atlas Database 1996 - spatial database of some of the public use 
transport paths 
" Rail Waybill Data 1988-1992 - spatial database for the majority of Class I railways 
" US Waterway Data - 1994 - spatial databases of inland waterways 
" National Transportation Atlas Database - 1995 - spatial databases for all modes of 
transport at different abstraction level and percentages captured of the existing systems - 
including pipelines for petroleum and slurry 
" National Highway Planning Network version 2.1 - 1997' -A network representing 
approximately 400,000 miles of Federal Aid roads in the 50 states and Puerto Rico, 
maintained by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
" National Railway Network - 1997 - 1: 100,000 -A network database of all railway mainlines, 
railroad yards, and major sidings in the continental US compiled at a scale of 1: 2,000,000. 
maintained by the Federal Railroad Administration 
" National Waterway Network - 1997 -A network database of all navigable inland and 
intracoastal waterways, Gulf, Great lakes and coastal sea lanes, and major sea lanes 
between the continental US Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto. maintained by the US Army Corps 
of Engineers. 
" Commercial Air Network - 1997 A network database of all direct air routes between 
commercial airports on the 50 states and US territories. 
" Pipelines - office of Pipeline Safety - 1: 100,000, planned for 1997 
" Pipelines - FTA 1: 100,000 - initial release in 1995 
" Air network: Freight (connectivity between Airports)- Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 
Initial release in 1995 
" International Civil Aviation organisation (ICAO) - traffic by flight stage, fleet and personnel, 
enroute facilities traffic statistics and finances, aircraft accidents - http: //www. cam. org/-icao 
Ports " National transportation Atlas Database - 1996 
" Rail Waybill data 1988- 1992 - spatial database for the majority of Class 
I railways 
" US Waterway Data - 1994 - spatial databases of inland water ports/docks 
" Public Use Airports - 1997 -A point database of public use landing facilities 
in the 50 states 
and US territories, FAA/ Volpe Center 
" Runway - 1997 - Runways associated with t he public use airports 
" Trailer on Flatcar/Container on Flatcar - 1997 -A point database of make or 
highway-rail 
intermodal freight facilities in the continental US. 
Water Port facilities - 1997- A point database of waterway and marine terminals 
in the 50 
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States maintained by the US Army Corps of Engineers. 
" Autoramp -1997 -A point database of highway/rail transfer facilities which contain 
autoramps in the US. 
" International Civil Aviation organisation (ICAO) - airport traffic and finances, traffic by flight 
stage, fleet and personnel, enroute facilities traffic statistics and finances, aircraft accidents 
- http: //www. cam. org/-icao 
" Airport Activity Statistics (must purchase) - DOT Bureau of Transportation Statistics and National Technical Information Services (NTIS) 
" Airport Activity Statistics - 1196 data (published 1997) contains the volume of revenue 
passengers, freight and mail traffic handled by the nation's Large Certified Air carriers at 
each airport service during the 12-months ending December 31, of the year of the report 
etc. - must be purchased - BTS 
" Commuter Air Carrier Statistics - data Bank 298C T1 On-line O&D - quarterly data on the 
number of passengers and amount of mail and cargo transported in schedules air service 
by commuter air carriers between city pairs - BTS 
" Commuter Air Carrier Statistics - Data Bank 298C A-1 Flight and Traffic Statistics - 
contains quarterly data on the number of aircraft hours, aircraft miles, departures, revenue- 
passenger-miles, available seat-miles, revenue ton-miles, available ton-miles transported 
by commuter air carriers in Schedules air service - must be purchased - BTS 
" Airline Service Quality performance (ASQP) Reports of 14 CFR Part 234 (On-Time) Data - 
BTS 
Vehicl " 1992 Truck Inventory & Use Survey - Data on the physical operation and operational 
es characteristics of the Nation's truck population. 
" Truck Registration and vehicle Miles travelled - individual state and US estimates 
Highway Statistics 
" Airline marketing data, aircraft specifications, inventory, safety information, airport 
information, international statistics etc. - McGraw-Hill Aviation Week Group Newsletters 
" International Civil Aviation organisation (ICAO) - civil aircraft on register - 
http: //www. cam. org/--icao 
" Truck Inventory and Use Survey - performed every 5 years - US Department of 
transportation 
Table App5.1 Summary of Statistics, and Aggregated Data Available for the Primary 
FTN Systems 
Note: Form 41 Schedules T-100 & T-100(f): T-100 data Bank 28DM Domestic 
Market data - This files contains data reported by US carriers operating between 
airports located within the boundaries of the US and its territories. These data are 
often referred to as either "Market" or "On-Flight O&D" records. These data fields 
contain information on passengers, freight and/or mail enplaned at the origin airport 
and deplaned at the destination airport. Each monthly tape contains three months of 
data. T-100 data Bank 28DS Domestic Segment data - These data fields contain 
information by aircraft type and service class for departures performed, available 
capacity and seats, passengers transported, freight and mail transported, scheduled 
departures, and aircraft hours ramp-to-ramp and airborne. T-10OData Bank 281M 
International Market data - There are two data banks created 
from international 
market data. One contains only US and foreign air carrier data where one point is 
within the a US state or territory and the other point is foreign (outside the US and its 
territories); this data bank is held confidential for six months after the report date. 
The second data bank contains the same data plus US air carrier data between two 
foreign points; these data are held confidential for three years after the report date. 
Original Sources of Data for US Bureau of Transportation Databases 
For transparency, the following is a listing of each CD-ROM and a description of its 
contents used within the data evaluation section of this research. Further, a list of the 
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original sources utilised by the originating agencies, when reported, are provided for 
each CD-ROM. 
National Transportation Atlas Data Bases: 1995 (BTS-CD-06) 
TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS CD-ROM DIRECTORIES 
1. NHPNV2 - National Highway Planning Network, Version 2.0 (1: 100,000 base scale) data 
provided and maintained by the Federal Highway Administration, 1994 
2. ORHCFS - Oak Ridge National Highway Network for the Commodity Flow Survey (1: 2,000,000 
base scale), 1992 
3. RAIL 100 - Railway Network (1: 100,000 base scale), 1994 
4. RAIL 2M - Railway Network (1: 2,000,000 base scale) maintained by the Federal Railroad 
Administration, 1994 
5. WATER - U. S. Army Corps of Engineers Navigable Waterways Network Version 1.1,1994 
6. PIPE - 1989 National Petroleum Council Crude and Products Pipeline Networks 
7. TRANSIT - Fixed-Route Transit Networks and Terminals (1: 100,000 base scale), 1994 
8. PASSRAIL - Commuter Railway Networks (1: 100,000 base scale), 1994 
TRANSPORTATION TERMINALS CD-ROM DIRECTORIES 
1. AIRPORT - Landing facilities in the United States, 1994. Also includes: RUNWAY which shows 
runway locations at these airports and 
2. PICTURES - subdirectory which has pcx images of major airport layouts 
3. PORT - Water ports and facilities, data provided and maintained by the U. S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, 1994 
4. TOFC - Major rail/highway intermodal terminals, 1994 
5. AMTRAK - Amtrak rail terminals, 1994 
BA CKGR O UND INFORMATION CD-ROM DIRECTORIES 
1. PLNAME - Place locations from the 1980 Census Master Area Reference File 
2. WTRPOLY - Polygons (areas) of water bodies in the United Sates (1: 100,000 base scale), 1990 
3. ST_2M - State boundaries (1: 2,000,000 base scale), 1993 
4. ST_POL - Political state boundaries from TIGER (1: 100,000 base scale), 1990 
5. CNTY_POL - Political county boundaries from TIGER (1: 100,000 base scale), 1990 
6. STATE - State boundaries with integrated shoreline (1: 100,000 base scale), 1994 
7. COUNTY - County boundaries with integrated shoreline (1: 100,000 base scale), 1994 
8. URBAN - Federally adjusted large urban areas (1: 100,000 base scale), 1994, data provided and 
maintained by the Federal Highway Administration 
9. CD103 - Congressional District boundaries for the 103rd Congress (1: 100,000 base scale), 1992 
10. SEC 15 - Locations of transit reporting agencies as defined by Section 15 for the Federal Transit 
Administration, 1993 
11. MSA - Metropolitan Statistical Area boundaries (1: 100,000 base scale), 1992 
12. NTAR - National Transportation Analysis Regions, 1992 
13. NPS - National Park Service boundaries (variable base scale) compiled by the National Park 
Service, 1994 
14. MILITARY - Military facility boundaries (1: 100,000 base scale) 
15. BRDR_XG - Border crossing locations between the US and Mexico and the US and Canada, 1994 
16. MEXICO - Mexican state boundaries (1: 1,000,000 base scale) 
17. HWY - Mexican road network (1: 1,000,000 base scale) 
18. RAIL - Mexican rail network (1: 1,000,000 base scale) 
19. CANADA - Canadian province boundaries (1: 1,000,000 base scale) 
20. HWY - Canadian road network (1: 1,000,000 base scale) 
21. RAIL - Canadian rail network (1: 1,000,000 base scale) 
Original Sources for Freight (by Mode) compiled within the National 
Transportation Atlas Data Bases: 1995 (BTS-CD-06) 
All Data 
1. The Atlas databases were compiled from many parts of the Department of Transportation, 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, the National Park 
Service and the Military Traffic Management Command. 
DIGITAL SOURCE REFERENCES 
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1. TIGER/Line(TM) Census Files: Data User Services Division Bureau of the Census Washington, 
2. USGS Digital Line Graphs and Digital Chart of the World: User Services Branch National 
Cartographic Information Center U. S. Geological Survey 
Transportation Data Sampler-3 - 1996: (BTS-CD-13) 
1. Air Travel Consumer Report - The Office of Aviation Enforcement and Proceedings monthly 
report on the quality of services provided by airlines, including information on flight delays. 
mishandled baggage, oversales, and consumer complaints. [AIR] 
2. Industry Productivity and Technology Studies - The Bureau of Labor Statistics statistics on industry labor productivity, industry multifactor productivity, and Federal government 
productivity indexes. [BLS] 
3. Commodity Flow Survey: Preliminary Observations - Preliminary observations from the 1993 Commodity Flow Survey which provides data on flow of goods and materials by mode or 
commodity. [CFS] 
4. Clean Air Act - The text of key legislation that affects transportation. [CLEANAIR] 
5. Telephone Contacts - Telephone Contacts for Users of Federal Transportation 
6. Statistics: 1996 -A Bureau of Transportation Statistics' product listing the names, 
7. telephone and fax numbers, and e-mail addresses of transportation specialists in the Federal 
government, by mode, cross-referenced by area of expertise. [CONTACTS] 
8. Transportation Energy Data Book: 1995 - The Department of Energy's publication featuring 
statistics and information characterising transportation activity and relate factors that influence 
transportation energy use. [ENERGY] 
9. Federal Aviation Administration Statistical Handbook: 1995 - Most tables from the Federal 
Aviation Administration's FAA Statistical Handbook of Aviation. [FAASTAT] 
10. Federal, State, and Local Transportation Financial Statistics 1982-1992 - Contains information 
and statistics on transportation-related revenues and expenditures by mode and government 
jurisdiction; examines intergovernment transactions and their effects on final expenditure levels; 
and addresses which transportation expenditures are paid directly by users and the degree to 
which transportation expenditures are covered by user charges and transportation-related 
collections. [FINANCE] 
11. Biennial Report on Hazardous Materials Transportation - The Research and Special Programs 
Administration's (RSPA) overview of safety and enforcement accomplishments, incidents data, 
and regulation and exemptions issued during 1992 and 1993. [HAZMAT] 
12. Highway Statistics Report: 1994 - Briefing sheets by the Federal Highway Administration and 
numerous tables in spreadsheet format from the Federal Highway Administration's Highway 
Statistics Report. [HWYSTAT] 
13. Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act - The complete text of the 1991 act. [ISTEA] 
14. Maritime Administration Statistics- Data provided by the Maritime Administration on ocean 
borne foreign trade, merchant fleet inventories, the Review of U. S. Liner Trades: 1993-94, the 
1995 United States Port Development Expenditure Report, and the Inventory of American 
Intermodal Equipment. [MARAD] 
15. National Transportation Analysis Regions Database containing database listing of the National 
Transportation Analysis Regions (NTARs) Contained in [CFS]. 
16. National Transportation Statistics: 1993 -A historical compendium of selected national 
transportation and transportation-related data from a wide variety of government and private 
sources illustrating transportation activity for the major transportation modes for the years 
spanning 1960 through 1991/92. [NTS\NTS93] 
17. National Transportation Statistics: 1996 - Annual summary of selected national transportation and 
transportation-related data from a wide variety of government and private sources. The data 
illustrate transportation activity for the major transportation modes in 5 year increments from 
1960-1993/1994. [NTS\NTS96] 
18. Transit Statistics - Summary tables for operating and other statistics for U. S. public transit 
properties from the Federal Transit Administrations National Urban Mass Transportation 
Statistics: Section 15 Annual Report, based on Section 15 reports. [SEC15] 
19. Directory of Transportation Data Sources: 1995 -A comprehensive inventory of transportation 
data sources to ease user access to transportation-related information and statistics. The 1995 
edition also contains information for Canada and Mexico. [SOURCES] 
20. Traffic Safety Fact Sheets - This directory contains the frill text of Traffic Safety FACTS 1994 
along with a set of Topically-oriented fact sheets related to fatal accidents, including subjects on 
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alcohol-related accidents, pedestrians, pedalcyclists, large trucks, school buses, motorcycles, and 
so forth. [TRAFSFTY] 
21. Transportation Acronym Guide - Contains acronyms and their referents used throughout the 
Federal government. [TAG] 
22. Transportation Expressions - Contains transportation terms and definitions used throughout the 
Federal government. [EXPRESS] 
23. Trucks Involved in Fatal Accidents: 1991,1992,1993 - UMTRI's TIFA database containing 
statistics on trucks involved in fatal accidents for 1991,1992, and 1993. [TIFA] 
24. Truck Inventory and Use Survey - Provides data from the Bureau of the Census on the physical 
operation and operational characteristics of the Nation's truck population. [TIUS] 
25. TransBorder Surface Freight Data: April 1995-June 1995 - Monthly statistics on surface freight 
flow data for U. S. exports to Canada and Mexico and U. S. imports from Canada and Mexico from 
April 1995 to June 1995. [TRNSBRDR] 
26. Transportation Statistics Annual Report: 1994 -A summary of the state of the Nation's 
transportation systems and the state of transportation statistics. All four modes of transportation - 
airways, highways, railways, and waterways - are examined through available data and statistical 
studies. [TSAR] 
27. World-wide Transportation Directory - Lists, by continent, 1,751 contact points for 189 countries, 
plus 36 dependencies and areas of special sovereignties. Principal elements in the database 
include country, continent, agency, contact person, telephone number, address, and embassy e- 
mail address where available. [WTD] 
Original Sources for Freight Data (by Mode) compiled within the 
Transportation Data Sampler-3 - 1996: (BTS-CD-13) 
Air (Data Sampler BTS-Cd-13) 
1. ATS Fact Book 
2. Accident Facts 
3. Accident Facts Up-To-Date 
4. Aeromedical Certification Statistical Handbook 
5. Aeronautical Information System 
6. Aerospace Facts and Figures 
7. Air Carrier Activity Information System (ACAIS) 
8. Air Carrier Analysis Support System (ACAS) 
9. Air Carrier Operations in Canada 
10. Air Carrier Traffic at Canadian Airports 
11. Air Charter Statistics 
12. Air Passenger Origin and Destination, Canada - United States Report 
13. Air Passenger Origin and Destination, Domestic Report 
14. Air Traffic Operating Management System 
15. Air Transport 
16. Air Travel Survey 
17. Aircraft Registration Master File. FAA/DF-73-007 
18. Aircraft Utilization and Propulsion Reliability Report 
19. Airman Directory 
20. Airport Activity Statistics of Certificated Route Air Carriers 
21. Airport Deicing Experiences-Summary of Responses, 1992/1993 
22. Airport Noise Summary, 1993 
23. Annual Report to Congress on Civil Aviation Security 
24. Annual Review of Aircraft Accident Data, U. S. Air Carrier Operation 
25. Annual Review of Aircraft Accident Data, U. S. General Aviation 
26-Automated Aircraft Accident/Incident Information System 
27. Automobile Parking Rates & Systems Report, 1991 
28. Aviation Aggregate Demand Indicators 
29. Aviation Data and Analysis System (ADA) 
30. Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) 
31. Aviation USA 
32. Aviation in Canada Historical and Statistical Perspective on Civil 
33. Aviation 
34. Canadian Civil Aviation 
35. Census of U. S. Civil Aircraft 
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36. Civil Aviation Security Information System 
37. Combined T-9 and Service Segment (Data Bank 27P and 27T) 
38. Comprehensive Airmen Information System 
39. Contractions 
40. Criminal Acts Against Civil Aviation 
41. Employment Statistics by Labor Category for Large Certificated Air 
42. Ca rriers 
43. Enforcement Information System 
44. FAA Air Traffic Activity Data Base System (ATADS) 
45. FAA Aviation Forecasts 
46. FAA Flight Service Station Data Base System (FSS DB) 
47. FAA Statistical Handbook of Aviation 
48. Form 291-A, Statement of Operations and Statistics Summary for Section 
49. Operations 
50. Form 41 Financial Schedule (Data Bank 10) 
51. Form 41 Schedule T-3 (Data Bank 23) 
52. General Aviation Airplane Shipment Report 
53. General Aviation Pilot and Aircraft Activity Survey 
54. General Aviation Statistical Data Book 
55. General Aviation and Air Taxi Activity and Avionics Survey 
56. In-Flight Survey of International Air Travelers (1) Overseas Visitors 
57. to the US (2) US Travelers to Overseas Countries 
58. International Accident Facts 
59. International Air Passenger Data Base 
60. International Passenger Traffic Management System (ITRAM) 
61. Intemational Prices and Price Indexes 
62. National Airspace Information Monitoring System 
63. National Highway and Airway Carriers and Routes 
64. National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems and Capital Improvement 
65. Program (NPIAS-CIP) 
66. Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey (NPTS) 
67. North American Traffic Report 
68. Origin and Destination Survey (Data Bank 1A) 
69. Origin and Destination Survey (Data Bank 2C) 
70. Origin and Destination Survey (Data Bank 4) 
71. Part 234 - Airline Service Quality Performance Reports 
72. Report of Financial and Operating Statistics for Small Aircraft 
73. Operators 
74. Report of Passengers Denied Confirmed Space 
75. Safety Reflexions 
76. Schedule P-12(a) Fuel Consumption by Type of Service and Entity 
77. Service Difficulty Reports System 
78. State of the U. S. Airline Industry 
79. T-100 Domestic Markets (Data Bank 28DM) 
80. T-100 Domestic Segments (Data Bank 28DS) 
81. T-100 International Markets (Data Bank 28IM) 
82. T-100 International Segments (Data Bank 281S) 
83. TRANSEARCH 
84. TRANSEARCH International 
85. TSB Annual Press Release of Preliminary Transportation 
86. OccurrenceStatistics 
87. TSB Annual Report 
88. TSB Annual Statistical Summary of Air Occurrences 
89. Terminal Area Forecast 
90. Transport Canada Aviation Forecasts 1992-2005 
91. Transport Canada Aviation Forecasts Top 30 Airports 
92. U. S. Civil Airmen Statistics 
93. U. S. Geological Survey Digital Line Graphs (DLGs) 
94. United Nations Statistical Yearbook - Air 
95. Worldwide Airport Traffic Report 
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Water (Data Sampler BTS-Cd-13) 
1.1987 Census of Transportation Geographic Area Series (TC87-A-1) 
2.1987 Census of Transportation, Subject Series Miscellaneous Subjects 
3. (TC87-S-1) 
4. Analysis of Ports for National Defence 
5. Boating Accident Report (BAR) 
6. CHRIS (Chemical Hazard Response Information System) 
7. Cargo Preference Overview System (CAPOS) 
8. Coal Transportation Statistics 
9. Coast Guard Search and Rescue Management Information System (SARMIS) 
10. DD214/DD215 
11. Documented Vessels System 
12. Domestic Waterborne Commerce of the United States 
13. Dredging Information System 
14. Estimated Waterborne Commerce Statistics 
15. Exports and General Imports, Country by 3-digit SITC- Rev. 3 Commodity 
16. (FT-927) 
17. Exposure Data Base (EDB) 
18. Foreign Flag Merchant Ships Owned by U. S. Parent Companies 
19. Geographical Information System 
20. Grain Transportation Report 
21. Great Lakes Pilot Data Base 
22. Great Lakes State Overseas Trade Report 
23. Hazard Assessment Computer System (HACS) 
24. Intermodal Equipment Inventory 
25. International Prices and Price Indexes 
26. Lake Carriers Association Annual Report 
27. Land Transportation Access to Ports and Marine Terminals - 
28. Opportunities and Challenges for Ports Under the Intermodal Surface 
29. Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 
30. Landside Access to U. S. Ports - North and South Atlantic Regions, 
31. Landside Access to U. S. Ports - Great Lakes, Inland Waterways, 
32. and Gulf Regions, 1993; Landside Access to U. S. Ports - North and 
33. South Pacific Regions, 1993 
34. Landside Access to U. S. Ports, 1993 
35. Lock Characteristics 
36. Lock Performance Monitoring System (LPMS) 
37. Marine Safety Information System (MSIS) 
38. Marine Safety Management System (MSMS) 
39. Marine Trends and Forecasts 1990-2005 
40. Maritime Contract Impact System 
41. Merchant Marine Test Generator 
42. Merchant Mariners Documentation (MMDOC) 
43. Merchant Mariners Licensing and Documentation (MMLD) 
44. Merchant Vessels of the United States 
45. Origin and Destination of Waterborne Commerce of the United States, 
46. Public Domain Data 
47. Pollution Incident Reporting System (PIRS) 
48. Port Facilities Inventory 
49. Port Series, 1921-Present 
50. Safety Reflexions 
51. Seafarers Employment Analysis System 
52. Shipping in Canada 
53. St. Lawrence Seaway Annual Traffic Report 
54. Summary of U. S. Flag Vessels, 1990-1991 
55. Surface and Marine Transport-Service Bulletin 
56. TRANSEARCH 
57. TRANSEARCH International 
58. TSB Annual Press Release of Preliminary Transportation Occurrence 
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59. Statistics 
60. TSB Annual Report 
61. TSB Annual Statistical Summary of Marine Occurrences 
62. Tonnage for Selected United States Ports 
63. Trade and Ship Information System 
64. Transhipments Via Canada 
65. U. S. Merchandise Trade: Selected Highlights, 1989 (FT-920) 
66. U. S. Waterborne Exports and General Imports (TIM-985) 
67. U. S. Waterborne Exports and Outbound Intransit Shipments (TM-780) 
68. U. S. Waterborne General Imports and Inbound Intransit Shipments 
69. (TM-380) 
70. USCG Pollution Data Base 
71. United Nations Statistical Yearbook - Cargo Exports 
72. United Nations Statistical Yearbook - Merchant Fleets 
73. United Nations Statistical Yearbook - Vessels Launched 
74. United States Waterway Data 
75. Vessel Entrances and Clearances, (TA-987) 
76. Waterborne Commerce Statistics Detailed Data File 
77. Waterborne Commerce of the United States, Part 1, Waterways and 
78. Harbors on the Atlantic Coast 
79. Waterborne Commerce of the United States, Part 2, Waterways and 
80. Harbors on the Gulf Coast, Mississippi River System and Antilles 
81. Waterborne Commerce of the United States, Part 3, Waterways and 
82. Harbors on the Great Lakes 
83. Waterborne Commerce of the United States, Part 4, Waterways and 
84. Harbors on the Pacific Coast, Alaska, Hawaii and Pacific Islands 
85. Waterborne Commerce of the United States, Part 5, National Summaries 
86. Waterborne Commerce of the United States, Parts 1 thru 5 
87. Waterborne Tonnage by State 
88. Waterborne Transportation Lines of the United States 
ROAD 
1.1992 Benchmark Input-Output Accounts of the United States 
2.1992 Census of Transportation, Communications and Utilities Geographic Area Series 
Summary (UC92-A-1) 
3.1992 Census of Transportation, Communications and Utilities Nonemployer Statistics 
Series (UC92-N-1) 
4.1992 Census of Transportation, Communications and Utilities Subject Series 
Establishment and Firm Size (Including Legal Form of Organization) (UC92-S-1) and 
Miscellaneous Subjects (UC92-S-2) 
5. American Travel Survey 1995 
6. Annual Bulletin of Transport Statistics for Europe 
7. Annual Energy Outlook 1994 
8. Annual Energy Review 
9. Annual Report On Hazardous Materials Transportation, CY1993 
10. Annual Survey of Manufactures 
11. Anuario Estadistico de Los Estados Unidos Mexicanos 
12. BEA County Projections to 2040 
13. BEA Regional Projections to 2040 
14. Canadian Travel to the United States 
15. Canadians and Their Occupations, A Profile 
16. Census Bureau Manufacturing and Mineral Industries 
17. Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries 
18. Census of Manufactures 
19. Coal Distribution Data 
20. Commodity Flow Survey: 1993 
21. Commodity Trade Data Base 
22. Consumer Expenditure Survey 
23. Consumer Price Index 
24. Covered Employment and Wages (ES-202) Program 
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25. Current Employment Statistics 
26. Current Industrial Reports 
27. DOT Employment Facts, A Report to Management 
28. Data Bank: U. S. Exports of Domestic and Foreign Merchandise (EM-545) 
29. Data Bank: U. S. General Imports and Imports for Consumption (IM-145) 
30. Data Base Guide 
31. Defense Installation Boundary Data 
32. Domestic Travel, Canadians Traveling in Canada 
33. Eleventh Census of Transportation and Communication 
34. Emergency Operating Capacity 
35. Employment Cost Index 
36. Employment Cost Levels 
37. Environmental Studies 
38. Federal, State, and Local Transportation Financial Statistics 
39. Fixed Reproducible Tangible Wealth in the United States, 1925-1989 
40. Freight Information System (FINS) 
41. Fuel Oil and Kerosene Sales 
42. Groups Operations Passenger System (GOPAX) 
43. Hazardous Materials Incident Reporting System 
44. Hazardous Materials Registration Program 
45. Historical Arrivals Data Base 
46. Historical Monthly Energy Review Data Base 
47.1ndustry Productivity and Technology Studies 
48. International Coal Statistics Data Base 
49. International Coal Trade Model (ICTM) 
50. International Travel, National and Provincial Counts 
51. International Travel, Travel Between Canada and Other Country 
52. Mexican Bulletin of Statistical Information 
53. Monthly Energy Review 
54. National Income and Product Accounts 
55. National Transportation Agency's Annual Review 
56. National Transportation Statistics 1995 
57. National Travel Survey 
58. Nationwide Truck Activity Survey (NTACS) 
59. Natural Gas Annual, Volumes 1 and 2 
60. North American Transportation Statistics on Canadian, Mexican, & United States 
Transportation 
61. Occupational Compensation Surveys 
62. Occupational Employment Statistics 
63. Outlook for International Travel To and From the United States 
64. Passenger Standing Route Order System (PSRO) 
65. Petroleum Marketing Monthly 
66. Petroleum Supply Annual 
67. Petroleum Supply Monthly 
68. Place of Work: 2B Nations 
69. Pleasure Travel Markets to North America 
70. Producer Price Indexes 
71. Quarterly Coal Report 
72. Regional Economic Information System (REIS) 
73. Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS), 1990; Residential Transportation 
Energy Consumption Survey (RTECS), 1991 
74. Section 15 Reporting System 
75. Shifts in Petroleum Transportation 
76. Short-Term Integrated Forecasting System 
77. State Energy Price and Expenditure Data System 
78. Statistical Abstract of the United States 
79. Statistical Collection System (STATCO) 
80. Summary and Analysis of International Travel to the United States 
81. Supplement to the Annual Energy Outlook 1994 
82. Surface Transborder Commodity Data 
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83. Survey of Current Business 
84. Survey of Occupational Injuries and Illnesses 
85. Telephone Contacts for Users of Federal Transportation Statistics 
86. The HoteVMotel Traveler 
87. Tourism's Top Twenty, 1992 
88. Transportation Accounts Receivable and Payment System (TARPS) 
89. Transportation Acronym Guide (TAG) 
90. Transportation Data Sampler-2 
91. Transportation Energy Data Book, Edition 14 
92. Transportation Expressions 
93. Transportation In America 
94. Transportation Statistics Annual Report 1995 
95. Trends in Occupation and Industry 
96. U. S. Exports of Merchandise on CD-ROM (CDEX) 
97. U. S. Imports of Merchandise on CD-ROM (CDIM) 
98. U. S. Trade with Puerto Rico and U. S. Possessions (FT-985) 
99. United Nations Statistical Yearbook - Energy 
100. United Nations Statistical Yearbook - Transport 
101. Worldwide Household Goods Information System for Transportation(WHIST) 
Rail 
1. Accident Facts 
2. Accident Facts Up-To-Date 
3. Amtrak Annual Report 
4. Analysis of Class I Railroads 
5. Carload Waybill Sample 
6. Class I Freight Railroads-Selected Earnings Data 
7. Class I Railroad Information File 
8. Coal Transportation Statistics 
9. FRA National Planning Network 
10. FRA National Rail Planning Network, Civil Rail Lines Important to National Defense 
11. FRA Railroad Safety User Fee Accounts 
12. Grade Crossing Inventory System (GCIS) 
13. ICC Motor and Railroad Carrier Files 
14. International Accident Facts 
15. Preliminary Report of Railroad Accidents/Incidents and Resulting Casualties 
16. Profiles of U. S. Railroads 
17. Rail Waybill Data, 1988-1992 
18. Rail in Canada 
19. Railroad Accident/incident Reporting System (RAIRS) 
20. Railroad Employee Fatalities Investigated by the FRA 
21. Railroad Equipment Report 
22. Railroad Facts 
23. Railroad Ten-Year Trends 
24. Railroads and States 
25. Railway Carloadings 
26. Railway Operating Statistics 
27. Report of Railroad Employment - Class I Line-Haul Railroads 
28. Safety Reflexions 
29. State and Metropolitan Analysis for Regional Transportation (SMART) 
30. TRANSEARCH 
31. TRANSEARCH International 
32. TSB Annual Press Release of Preliminary Transportation Occurrence Statistics 
33. TSB Annual Report 
34. TSB Annual Statistical Summary of Railway Occurrences 
35. Transportation Files (TRANS Files) 
36. U. S. Geological Survey Digital Line Graphs (DLGs) 
37. Uniform Railroad Cost System (URCS) Phase II Program and Applications 
38. Uniform Railroad Cost System (URCS) Phase III Movement Costing Program and Annual 
Unit Cost Data Base 
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39. United Nations Statistical Yearbook - Rail 40. Weekly Railroad Traffic 
Performance Indicators 
" BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS DATA DISKETTE OFFICE OF PRODUCTIVITY AND 
TECHNOLOGY, MARCH 1995 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE-YEARS 1968 1969 
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
" BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS DATA DISKETTE OFFICE OF PRODUCTIVITY AND 
TECHNOLOGY, MARCH 1995 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OUTPUT 1968 1969 1970 
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
" BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS DATA DISKETTE OFFICE OF PRODUCTIVITY AND 
TECHNOLOGY, MARCH 1995 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OUTPUT PER EMPLOYEE- 
YEAR 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
" BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS DATA DISKETTE OFFICE OF PRODUCTIVITY AND 
TECHNOLOGY, OCTOBER 1995 INDUSTRY ALL EMPLOYEES (by sectors) 1959 1960 
1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 
1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
" U. S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS DATA DISKETTE OFFICE OF PRODUCTIVITY 
AND TECHNOLOGY, OCTOBER 1995 INDUSTRY ALL EMPLOYEE HOURS 1958 1959 
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 
1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
" U. S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS DATA DISKETTE OFFICE OF PRODUCTIVITY 
AND TECHNOLOGY, OCTOBER 1995 INDUSTRY NONPRODUCTION WORKERS 
1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
" U. S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS DATA DISKETTE OFFICE OF PRODUCTIVITY 
AND TECHNOLOGY, OCTOBER 1995 INDUSTRY OUTPUT 1958 
1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
" U. S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS DATA DISKETTE OFFICE OF PRODUCTIVITY 
AND TECHNOLOGY, OCTOBER 1995 INDUSTRY OUTPUT PER EMPLOYEE 
1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
" U. S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS DATA DISKETTE OFFICE OF PRODUCTIVITY 
AND TECHNOLOGY, OCTOBER 1995 INDUSTRY OUTPUT PER EMPLOYEE-HOUR 1958 
1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
" U. S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS DATA DISKETTE OFFICE OF PRODUCTIVITY 
AND TECHNOLOGY, OCTOBER 1995 INDUSTRY PRODUCTION WORKERS 
1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
" U. S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS DATA DISKETTE OFFICE OF PRODUCTIVITY 
AND TECHNOLOGY, MARCH 1995 INDUSTRY MULTIFACTOR PRODUCTIVITY 
INDEXES, (1987=100) INDUSTRY 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 
1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
TransBorder Surface Freight Data April 1993 - March 1995: (BTS-CD-12) 
1. D03MMMYY. DBF - Exports to Mexico (Commodity Emphasis) 
2. D04MMMYY. DBF - Exports to Canada (Commodity Emphasis) 
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3. D05N vIMYY. DBF - Exports to Mexico (Geography Emphasis on State of Exporter) 
4. D06MMMYY. DBF - Exports to Canada (Geography Emphasis on State of Exporter) 
5. D09MMMYY. DBF - Imports from Mexico (Commodity Emphasis) 
6. D10MMMYY. DBF - Imports from Canada (Commodity Emphasis) 
7. DI IMMMYX. DBF - Imports from Mexico (Geography Emphasis) 
8. D 12MMMYY. DBF - Imports from Canada (Geography Emphasis) 
9. D5MMMYYS. DBF - Exports to Mexico (Geography Emphasis on State of Origin) 
Original Sources for Freight Data compiled within the TransBorder Surface 
Freight Data April 1993 - March 1995: (BTS-CD-12) 
The Bureau of the Census has entered into a contract with the Department of Transportation's Bureau 
of Transportation Statistics (BTS) to provide unpublished surface (other than vessel or air) freight 
flow data for U. S. exports to Canada and Mexico and U. S. imports from Canada and Mexico. For 
U. S. exports to Mexico, the surface mode of transport and the Mexican state of destination had 
previously not been in machine-readable form. 
After Census processes and summarizes the data, BTS receives these monthly files (starting with 
April 1993) and will make them publicly available as soon as possible. These files are organized in 
two ways to satisfy Census' confidentiality regulations: those with commodity emphasis and those 
with geographic emphasis. 
Approximately 95 percent of the import data are collected by the U. S. Customs Service and 
transmitted to Census through the Automated Broker Interface. This source has increased 
substantially over the last few years. Another source of import statistics is the Customs entry 
documents collected by the Customs Service and transmitted to Census. A smaller source involves 
tapes sent directly to Census covering imports into foreign trade zones. 
Export to Mexico data are collected from export documents (Shipper Export Declarations (SED's)) 
filed with Customs and processed by Census and from automated exporters who file directly with 
Census in lieu of filing SED's with Customs. Exports to Canada are obtained through the 
U. S. /Canada data exchange, under which the U. S. obtains the data Canada uses for its imports from 
the U. S. 
United States Waterway Data: (BTS-CD-18) 
Navigation Data Center (NDC) 
1. Port Series Database (Ports/Facilities) (p_series. txt) 
2. Lock Characteristics (lockchar. txt, lockchar. dbf) 
3. Lock Performance Monitoring System - Vessel and Lockage Data by river (vess_xx. txt, 
vess_xx. dbf -- multiple files where xx represents a river code) 
4. Lock Performance Monitoring System - Vessel and Lockage Data by calendar year (vessxx. txt, 
vessxx. dbf -- multiple files where xx represents the calendar year of the data) 
5. Lock Performance Monitoring System - Commodity Data by river (comm_xx. txt, comm_xx. dbf -- 
multiple files where xx represents a river code) 
6. Lock Performance Monitoring System - Commodity Data by calendar year (commxx. txt, 
commxx. dbf - multiple files where xx represents the calendar year of the data) 
7. Lock Performance Monitoring System - Annual Commodity Tonnage, Vessel and Lockage Data 
by Lock Site (lksitexx. txt, lksitexx. dbf -- multiple files where xx represents the calendar year of 
the data) 
8. Dredging Information System (cendcdis. dat, cendcdis. dbf) 
9. Waterway Mile Markers (cendcmpt. dat, cendcmpt. dbf) 
10. River Names and corresponding codes (allcodes. txt) 
Waterborne Commerce Statistics Center (WCSC) 
1. State Summary (state94s. txt, state94t. txt) 
2. State names and abbreviations (state. txt) 
3. Principal Ports/Major U. S. Ports Summary (pport94. dat, pport94. dbf, ports94. txt) 
4. Manuscript Files (Parts 1-4) (manatlxx. dat, manatlxx. dbf, manglkxx. dat, manglkxx. dbf, 
manmvgxx. dat. manmvgxx. dbf, manpacxx. dat, manpacxx. dbf -- multiple files where xx 
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represents the calendar year of the data) and summaries (manu9950. dat. manu9950. dbf and 
manu9951. dat, manu9951. dbf) 
5. Commodity Code Cross-Reference (comm. dat, comm. dbf) 
6. Public Domain Commodity File (pubdomco. dat) 
7. Lock Performance Major Commodities (pmscomm. dat) 
8. Waterway and Port Codes and Names (waterway. dat, waterway. dbf) 
9. State to State Public Domain Database (pdst94. dat), and sorts by origin, destination and 
commodity (pdstod94. txt, pdstdo94. txt, and pdstcm94. txt, respectively) 
10. Waterway Network Link Commodity Data (linktons. dat, linktons. dbf) 
11. Operator Master Vessel File (tsoper04. txt, tsoper94. dbf) 
12. Vessel Master File (deck94. txt, deck94. dbf, drycv94. txt, drycv94. dbf, dr)op94. ta-t, do op94. dbf, 
otdbrg94. txt, odbrg94. dbf, selfpr94. txt, selfpr94. dbf, tankbg94. txt, tankbg94. dbf, towb94. txt, 
towb94. dbf) 
13. Mapping between ICST/VTCC Vessel Codes () 
US. Bureau of Census Files 
1. Cargo Exports 1994 (U. S. Port to Foreign Port) (acexp94. txt, acexp94. dbf) 
2. Cargo Imports 1994 (Foreign Port to U. S. Port) (acimp94. txt, acimp94. dbf) 
3. Vessel Clearances 1994 (vesclr94. txt) 
4. Vessel Entrances 1994 (vesent94. txt) 
5. Schedule K Classification of Foreign Ports for 1995 (schedk95. txt, schedk95. dbf) 
U. S. Coast Guard Files 
1. Fires and Explosions on Vessels in 1994 (cgone. dat) 
2. Allisions, Collisions and Vessel Groundings in 1994 (cgtwo. dat) 
3. Pollution Incidents From Vessels in 1994 (cgthree. dat) 
4. Personal Casualties and Deaths on Vessels in 1994 (cgfour. dat) 
5. Fires and Explosions at Facilities in 1994 (cgfive. dat) 
6. Allisions and Collisions at Facilities in 1994 (cgsix. dat) 
7. Pollution Incidents From Facilities in 1994 (cgseven. dat) 
8. Personal Casualties and Deaths at Facilities in 1994 (cgeight. dat) 
9. Coast Guard Foreign Flag Vessel File (cgvsls. dat) 
Multi Agency Files 
1. National Waterway Network (NWN), Version 1.2 (waterway. Ink, waterway. nod, waterway. geo, 
waterway. tl1, waterway. tn 1, waterti1. dbf, and watertn1. dbf) 
Miscellaneous Files 
1. BMP Files (for Spatial Databases) 
Original Sources for United States Waterway Data: (BTS-CD-18) 
CDRom was developed through a joint effort by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers Navigation Data 
Center (NDC) and the Vanderbilt Engineering Center for Transportation Operations and Research 
(VECTOR). 
The Waterway CD-ROM contains data from several agencies, including the U. S. Arm} Corps of 
Engineers Navigation Data Center, the U. S. Bureau of Census, the U. S. Coast Guard, and Vanderbilt 
University/Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
I. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Files - Navigation Data Center (NDC) Files; 
Waterborne 
Commerce Statistics Center (WCSC) Files 
2. Bureau of Census Files 
3. Coast Guard Files (USCG) 
4. National Waterway Network (NWN) Files 
5. BMP (bitmap image) Files for Spatial Data 
6. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Files 
1993 Commodity Flow Survey March 1997: (CD-CFS-93-2) 
1. GO. BAT Batch file to execute data retrieval software. 
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2. COMFLOW. EXE Data retrieval software (Version 1.1). 
3. TABLE 
_nn. 
DBF The data files for each of the 12 tables (nn= 01 through 12; table 12 is not 
included on this disc). 
4. TABLEnn. NDX dbase index files for TABLE nn. DBF. 
5. STATS_nn. DBF The coefficients of variation or measures of reliability files for each of the 12 
tables (nn= 01 through 12). 
6. STATS_nn. NDX dbase index files for STATS nn. DBF. 
Reference Files (most of the dbase files will have corresponding index files) 
1. COMMOD. DBF Database file - list of commodities and their codes. 
2. COPYFILE. DBF Empty database file - used to derive structure of files created by users with the 
software's Copy function. 
3. COPYFILE. RL Text file - record layout of each of the user created files; also will explain 
meanings of items in the TABLE and STATS files and the codes in the various reference files. 
4. DESTIN. DBF Database file - list of geographic destinations and their codes. 
5. DISTANCE. DBF Database file - list of shipment distance ranges and their codes. 
6. GEOAREA. DBF Database file - list of geographic areas, codes and indentifiers. 
7. MODE. DBF Database file - list of transportation modes and their codes (POPCODE is the 
actual code). 
8. TABLE. DBF Database file - list of data tables and their table numbers. 
9. WEIGHT. DBF Database file - list of shipment weight ranges and their codes. 
10. DOCUMENT. DBF Database file - list of ASCII documentation files. 
11. DOCUMENT. NDX dbase index file for DOCUMENT - key field is MENU - 
CODE. 
12. DOCUMENT <DIR> Directory for documentation files. These are ASCII text files which 
contain complete technical documentation for the data. The list below shows each file and it 
description. 
13. ACROBAT <DIR> Directory with software and directions for installing Adobe Acrobat. 
14. MAPS <DIR> Directory for maps of NTARs in PDF format. 
List of documentation files 
1. FOOTnn. TXT Footnotes on each of the tables (nn= 01 through 12). These are accessed by 
pressing the "F" key when viewing data. 
2. GO_SOFTW. ASC GO Software Features 
Documentation for States 
1. SINTRODU. ASC Introduction to the Economic Census Information about the CFS and this 
Report 
2. SGENERAL. ASC General Information 
3. SINDCOV. ASC Industry Coverage 
4. SSHIPCOV. ASC Shipment Coverage About the Mileages 
5. SCALCULA. ASC Mileage Calculations 
6. SSPECIAL. ASC Special Notes on Pipeline Mileages and Average Miles Data Explanation of 
Terms 
7. SMODES. ASC Mode Definitions 
8. SOTHTERM. ASC Other Definitions and Terms 
9. SSYMBOLS. ASC Abbreviations and Symbols 
10. SRELIABL. ASC Reliability of the Data 
11. SSAMPLE. ASC Sample Design and Methodology 
12. SCOMMODLASC About the Commodity Classification System 
Documentation for NTARs 
1. NINTRODU. ASC Introduction to the Economic Census 
2. NMAPS. ASC Maps Information about the CFS and this Report 
3. NGENERAL. ASC General Information 
4. NINDCOV. ASC Industry Coverage 
5. NSHIPCOV. ASC Shipment Coverage About the Mileages 
6. NCALCULA. ASC Mileage Calculations 
7. NSPECIAL. ASC Special Notes on Pipeline Mileages and Average Miles Data Explanation of 
Terms 
8. NMODES. ASC Mode Definitions 
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9. NOTHTERM. ASC Other Definitions and Terms 
10. NSYMBOLS. ASC Abbreviations and Symbols 
11. NRELIABL. ASC Reliability of the Data 
12. NSAMPLE. ASC Sample Design and Methodology 
13. NCOMMODLASC About the Commodity Classification System 
Miscellaneous Files 
1. Nnnn. PDF Maps of the NTARs in Portable Document File format (accessible using Adobe 
Acrobat). N000. PDF shows a map of all NTARs in the United States. 
Original Sources for Freight Data compiled within the 1993 Commodity Flow 
Survey March 1997: (CD-CFS-93-2 
1993 Commodity Flow Survey, US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census 
Rail Waybill Data April 1988 - 1992 - March 1995: (BTS-CD-05) 
The annual Carload Waybill Sample contains shipment data from a stratified sample of rail waybills 
submitted by freight railroads to the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC). 
The Waybill sample contains confidential information and is used primarily by Federal and state 
agencies. The public-use version of the sample, however, contains non-confidential data. Movements 
are reported at the BEA-to-BEA level (or multi-county Bureau of Economic Analysis Areas) and the 
5-digit Standard Transportation 
Commodity Code level. For a particular commodity, the origin or destination BEA is not included 
unless there are at least three freight stations in the BEA and there are at least two more 
freight stations than railroads in the BEA. 
FIELD 
1 Waybill Date (mmddyy) 
2 Accounting Period (mmyy) 
3 Number of Carloads 
4 Car Ownership Code 
5 AAR Car Type 
6 AAR Mechanical Designation 
7 ICC Car Type 
8 TOFC/COFC Plan Code 
9 Number of TOFC/COFC Units 
10 TOFC/COFC Unit Ownership Code 
11 TOFC/COFC Unit Type Code 
12 Hazardous/Bulk Material in Boxcar 
13 Commodity Code (STCC) 
14 Billed Weight in Tons 
15 Actual Weight in Tons 
16 Freight Revenue 
17 Transit Charges 
18 Miscellaneous Charges 
19 Inter/Intra State Code 
20 Type of Move 
21 All Rail/Intermodal Code 
22 Type of Move via Water 
23 Transit Code 
24 Substituted Truck for Rail Service 
25 Rebill Code 
26 Estimated Short Line Miles 
27 Stratum Identification 
28 Subsample Code 
29 Exact Expansion Factor 
30 Theoretical Expansion Factor 
31 Number of Interchanges 
32 Origin BEA Area 
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33 Origin Freight Rate Territory 
34 Interchange State #1 
35 Interchange State #2 
36 Interchange State #3 
37 Interchange State #4 
38 Interchange State #5 
39 Interchange State #6 
40 Interchange State #7 
41 Interchange State #8 
42 Interchange State #9 
43 Termination BEA Area 
44 Termination Freight Rate Territory 
45 Waybill Reporting Period Length 
46 Car Capacity 
47 Nominal Car Capacity 
48 Tare Weight of Car 
49 Outside Length 
50 Outside Width 
51 Outside Height 
52 Extreme Outside Height 
53 Type of Wheel Bearings and Brakes 
54 Number of Axles 
55 Draft Gear 
56 Number of Articulated Units 
57 AAR Error Codes 
58 Routing Error Flag 
59 Expanded Carloads 
60 Expanded Tons 
61 Expanded Freight Revenue 
62 Expanded Trailer/Container Count 
Original Sources for Freight Data compiled within the Rail Waybill Data April 
1988 - 1992 - March 1995: (BTS-CD-05) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: Interstate Commerce Commission 
PERFORMING ORGANIZATION: Department of Transportation/Federal Railroad Administration, 
Office of Policy Systems 
Tiger/Line 1995: (CD-TGR95-06) 
Issued Sept 1996 
The TIGER/Line 1995 CD-ROMs contain digital cartographic data files and related 
documentation. The files cover all counties, parishes, boroughs, census geographic areas, and 
equivalent entities for each state (or territory, and so forth). The data is organized in subdirectories 
by county (or county equivalent) within a state. Each state subdirectory is named using the two-digit 
FIPS code and the Post Office abbreviation for the state (ex. 02_AK for Alaska). Within the state 
subdirectory each county file has the nameTGRssccc. ZIP, where the "ss" is the state FIPS code and 
"ccc" is the county FIPS code. 
The data for each county is stored in this single compressed file that when decompressed results in up 
to 17 separate files representing each of the TIGERJLine record types that exist for that county. The 
name of each of these files uses a modification of the above convention (TGRssccc. BWx) where "x" 
is the Record Type. If a particular TIGER/Line(R) record type does not exist for a county, there will 
not be a file for that record type for that county. 
Original Sources for Freight Data compiled within the TransBorder Surface 
Freight Data April 1993 - March 1995: (BTS-CD-12) 
US Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census 
1990 Census Transportation Planning Package: (CDRoms for all US States) 
Statewide CTPP 
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1. Part A--Characteristics of persons, workers, and housing units by county and place of 2.500 or more (city, town, village, etc. ) of residence. (See data dictionary \docs\ctpp_a. txt) 2. Part B--Characteristics of workers by county and place of 2,500 or more of work. (See data dictionary \docs\ctpp_b. txt) 
3. Part C--Characteristics of workers in journey-to-work flows between counties and places of 2.500 
or more of residence and counties and places of 2,500 or more of work. (See data dictionary \docs\ctpp_c. txt) 
4. Parts D, E, and F--Similar to parts A, B, and C except more detailed cross-tabulations for counties 
of 75,000 or more and places of 75,000 or more. 
Urban CTPP 
Part 1--Characteristics of persons, workers, and housing units by traffic analysis zone or census tract (Metropolitan Planning Organization option) of residence. 
Part 2--Characteristics of workers by traffic analysis zone or census tract of work. 
Part 3--Characteristics of workers in journey-to-work flows from traffic analysis zone to traffic 
analysis zone or from census tract to census tract. 
Part 4--A detailed cross-tabulation of trip generation characteristics for the urbanized area. 
transportation study area, and metropolitan area. 
Part 5--Not used, to retain comparability with the 1980 CTPP. Part 5 in 1980, a block group of work 
tabulation, was not produced for 1990. 
Part 6--Detailed cross-tabulations of workers in journey-to-work flows between "super districts" 
(aggregations of traffic analysis zones or census tracts) in CTPP regions of 1,000,000 or more. 
Part 7--Characteristics of workers by census tract of work. Emphasis is on social and economic 
characteristics as opposed to the transportation characteristics provided in Part 2. 
Part 8--Detailed cross-tabulations of characteristics of workers in journey-to-work flows between 
traffic analysis zones or census tracts for CTPP regions of 1,000,000 or more. 
Original Sources for Data compiled within the 1990 Census Transportation 
Planning Package: (CDRoms for all US States) 
Production of the 1990 CTPP by the Bureau of the Census is sponsored by the State departments of 
transportation under a pooled funding arrangement with the American Association of State Highway 
and Transportation Officials. Funding to develop the CTPP Program is provided by the Federal 
Highway Administration and the Federal Transit Administration. Project coordination and technical 
support is provided by the Federal Highway Administration. 
Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey 1983 and 1990: (BTS-CD-09) 
The Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey contains information in several files on households, 
people, vehicles, and travel reflecting a wide range of variables. The household data include 
information such as household size, family income, availability and proximity of public 
transportation, and family life cycle. Information on people includes such variables as the reference 
person's race, age, income category, and the primary mode of transportation used by individuals to 
commute to work. The NPTS also contains data on vehicles, including information on make and 
model, model year, annual mileage, and whether the vehicle was purchased new or used. Sample 
variables from the travel files include purpose of trip, primary mode of transportation, trip mileage, 
number of household members on trip, and a wide variety of related statistics. All of the data is 
presented in a manner that guarantees the confidentiality of the respondents. 
DIRECTORY STR UCTURE 
Each of the NPTS surveys are stored in separate directories based 
on their file format as follows: 
\ 1990NPTS\DOCS\ - 1990 Technical documentation 
\1990NPTS\ASCII\*. ASC - 1990 ASCII delimited files 
\1990NPTS\TABLE\*. TBL - 1990 ASCII files 
\1990NPTS\SAS\*. XPT - 1990 SAS files, transport format 
\1983NPTS\DOCS\ - 1983 Technical documentation 
\1983NPTS\ASCII\*. ASC - 1983 ASCII delimited files 
\I 983NPTS\TABLE\*. TBL - 1983 ASCII files 
\1983NPTS\SAS\*. XPT - 1983 SAS files, transport format 
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The 1990 NPTS contains six files, as follows: 
HOUSEHLD. *- 1990 Household File 
PERSON. * - 1990 Person File 
VEHICLE. * - 1990 Vehicle File 
TRAVLDAY. * - 1990 Travel Day File 
TRAVLPER. * - 1990 Travel Period File 
TRAVLSEG. * - 1990 Travel Day File (Segmented trips only) 
The 1983 NPTS contains five files, as follows: 
HOUSEHLD. *- 1983 Household File 
PERSON. * - 1983 Person File 
VEHICLE. * - 1983 Vehicle File 
PERTRIP. * - 1983 Travel Period File 
DAYTRIP. *- 1983 Travel Day File 
Original Sources for data compiled within the Nationwide Personal 
Transportation Survey 1983 and 1990: (BTS-CD-09) 
The Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey on CD-ROM was developed by the Bureau 
of Transportation Statistics (BTS). 
Transportation Safety: (BTS-CD-16) 
"Directory of Transportation Data Sources" 
The purpose of this Directory is to provide users of transportation statistics with a comprehensive 
inventory of transportation data sources to effect easier accessibility and availability of information. 
In this Directory, a data source is defined as a computerized data base developed within the Federal 
government for internal or external use, as well as regularly scheduled or special hardcopy statistical 
reports published by the Federal government that are not included on a computerized system. The 
Directory excludes transportation information systems developed outside the Federal government; 
these will be identified in future Directories. 
The data sources in the Directory are listed by agency. The index cross-references the data sources 
alphabetically and by mode. Individuals requiring additional information about a particular data 
source should contact the specialist cited in the profile. 
Additionally, a series of reports on various transportation safety issues as prvided by the varius 
agencies. 
Original Sources for Data compiled within the Transportation Safety: (BTS- 
CD-16) 
Compiled by the Bureau of Transporttaion with original reports authored by the various government 
agencies. 
Traffic Safety - Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS) 1975-1994, General 
Estmates System (GES) 1988 -1994: (BTS-CD-10) 
1. Traffic Safety Facts 1994 - is an extensive overview with tables and graphs. The 12 Traffic safety 
FactSheets for 1994 that are provided cover the following topics: Alcohol, Motorcycles, School 
Buses, Occupant Protection, Children, Older Population, Pedalcyclists, Pedestrians, Large Trucks, 
Young drivers, State Alcohol Estimates, State Traffic Data. 
2. Fatal Accident Reporting Systems (FARS) 1975-1994 - Contains FARS data for the years 1975- 
1994 in sequential ASCII format. The FARS coding and validation manuals for each of those 
years are provided along with associated record descriptions and a comprehensive analytic 
reference guide for the period. The FARS data provide a census of fatal traffic crashes in the 
United States and Puerto Rico. 
3. FARS Coding and Validation Manuals: 1975-1994 - Manuals are provided on the CDRom 
for the 
year 1975 through 1994 for the fatal Accident Reporting System. 
4. General Estimates System (GES) 1988-1994 - The GES provides information on a nationallc 
representative probability sample of all seventies of police-reported traffic crashes within 60 
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geographic sites across the US. GES was created to identify highway safety problem areas, 
provide a basis for regulatory and consumer initiatives, and form the basis for cost and benefit 
analysis of highway safety initiatives. 
5. GES Coding Manuals - Manuals are provided on the CDRom for the General Estimates System. 
6. blood Alcohol Concentration (BAC) Distribution Files - In order to track the involvement of 
alcohol in crashes consistently over time, a statistical method was developed for estimating driver 
and nonoccupant BAC for those persons involved in fatal crashes with unknown BAC test results. 
The results of this method can be found in the accident and person alcohol files for 1982 to 1994. 
Prior to 1982 the coding of alcohol in FARS differed significantly and the estimation method 
could not be applied. By using these alcohol files, estimates of alcohol involvement at the crash 
and person level can be calculated. Examples of how to use the alcohol files an be found in the 
document A Guide to Using the Fatal Accident Reporting System BAC Distribution Files, that can 
be accessed using the Folio viewer. 
Original Sources for Data compiled within the Traffic Safety - Fatal Accident 
Reporting System (FARS) 1975-1994, General Estimates System (GES) 1988 - 
1994: (BTS-CD-10) 
US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
`New' Downloadable Databases (http: //www. bts. gov) 
Airports 
1.1998 NORTAD Canada -A point database of Canadian commercial airports (1: 1,000,000 base 
scale). 
2.1998 NORTAD Mexico -A point database of Mexican commercial airports (1: 1,000,000 
base 
scale). 
3.1997 NTAD Transportation Facilities - Public Use Airports -A point database of public use 
landing facilities in the 50 states and US territories. 
4.1997 NTAD Transportation Facilities - Runway - Runways associated with the US public use 
airports. 
5.1997 NTAD Transportation Networks - Commercial Air Network -A network database of all air 
routes between commercial airports in the 50 States and US Territories. 
Highways 
1 NORTAD Canada -A network database of major Canadian 
highways and primary roads 
91: 1,000,000 base scale). 
2 NORTAD Mexico -A network database of major Mexican 
highways and primary roads 
91: 1,000,000 base scale). 
3 NORTAD Mexico - Highway-Rail Terminals -A point 
database of major highway-rail 
intermodal freight terminals in Mexico 1: 1,000,000 base scale). 
4 NORTAD Border Crossings - Highway -A point database of highway 
border crossing facilities 
between the US and Canada or the US and Mexico (compiled at a base scale of 1: 1,000,000). 
5 NTAD Transportation Networks - National highway Planning Network version 
2.1 -A network 
database representing approximately 400,000 miles of Federal-aid roads in the 
50 States and 
Puerto Rico, maintained by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). 
6 NTAD Transportation Facilities - Trailer on Flatcar/Container on 
Flatcar -A point database of 
major highway-rail intermodal freight facilities in the continental US. 
7 NTAD Transportation Facilities - Autoramp -A point database of 
highway/rail transfer facilities 
which contain autoramps in the US. 
Railroads 
1. NORTAD Canada -A network database of Canadian railway mainlines 
(1: 1,000,000 base scale). 
2. NORTAD Mexico- A network database of Mexican railway mainlines (1: 1,000,000 
base scale). 
3. NORTAD Border Crossings -A point database of rail border crossing 
facilities between the US 
and Canada or the US and Mexico (compiled at a base scale of 1: 1,000,000). 
4. NTAD Transportation Networks -A network database of all railway mainlines, railroad 
yards, 
and major sidings in the continental US compiled at a scale of 1: 100,000. 
5. NTAD Transportation Networks -A network database of all railway mainlines, railroad yards. 
and major sidings in the continental US compiled at a scale of 1: 2,000,000. 
(Maintained b\ the 
Federal Railroad Administration) 
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6. NTAD Transportation Facilities - Amtrak Station -A point database of Amtrak passenger stations 
in the continental US. 
Water Ports 
1. NORTAD Canada -A point database of Canadian port facilities (1: 1,000,000 base scale). 
2. NORTAD Mexico -A point database of major commercial seaports in Mexico (1: 1,000,000 base 
scale). 
3. NTAD Transportation Networks - National Waterway Network -A network database of all 
navigable inland and intracoastal waterways, Gulf, Great Lakes and coastal sea lanes, and major 
sea lanes between the continental US, Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. (Maintained by the US 
Army Corps of Engineers) 
4. NTAD Transportation Facilities - Water Port Facilities -A point database of vý ater« ay and 
marine terminals in the 50 States maintained by the US Army Corps of Engineers. 
Boundaries 
1. NORTAD Canada - Province Boundaries - An area database of the Canadian shoreline and 
province borders (1: 1,000,000 base scale). 
2. NORTAD Mexico - State Boundaries - An area database of the Mexican shoreline and state 
borders (1: 1,000,000 base scale). 
1: 2,000,000 1: 1,000,000 1: 100,000 1: 24,000 1: 10,000 
Sources USGS Digital USGS USGS Propert 
National Chart of the DLG's, Quad Maps Maps, 
Atlas, World Census engineering 
DLG's (DCW) TIGER/Line maps 
(1: 2M) 
Root mean 1,200 m 80 m (260 15 m (40 ft) 
square (0.75 mi) ft) 
positinal a 
ccuracy 
Smallest Major Major City Streets Alleys Curblines 
typical highways highways 
feature 
portrayed 
Representa 51,000 links 110,000 
tive size for national links for 
Highway National 
Planning Highway 
network Planning 
Network 
Typical national or North metroploita Route facility 
Applications statewide American n travel planning; planning, 
policy planning demand IVHS safety 
studies; studies studies; applications planning 
markey rout 
analyses eplanning 
Table App5.2 Scales of Source Material for Geographic Data 
Souce: Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 1995 
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